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General Information

Balsac Program Features
The program system Balsac (Build and Analyze Lattices, Surfaces, And Clusters, (C) Copyright K. Hermann
1991-2022) allows the construction, visualization, and interactive analysis of general crystal lattices including
single crystal surfaces (Lattice sessions) and of finite clusters and molecules (Cluster sessions). Structural
graphics information can be saved on binary bitmap as well as gray scale and color PostScript files to
obtain publication quality graphics output. Further, numerical structure output may be stored on ASCII-type
data files using a variety of different formats.
Balsac versions exist for Unix/Linux based workstations and mainframes using X.11 Windows for graphics
output and for MS Windows based personal computers using MS Windows color graphics. The Linux version
of Balsac can also be compiled and run on Macintosh PC’s with OS X or later.
The Balsac program system is copyright protected and may be obtained from
Max-Planck-Innovation GmbH
Amalienstr. 33, 80799 München (Germany)
Tel.: [+49] 89 2909190
Fax.: [+49] 89 29091999
e-mail: info@max-planck-innovation.de
web: http://www.max-planck-innovation.de/
The latest version of the Balsac manual (Version 4 at present) is also accessible electronically on the Web at
http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/th/balsac/balsac.html
Example pictures of Balsac applications can be found in the Balsac picture gallery on the Web at
http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/th/personal/hermann/pictures.html
A batch application of Balsac, called "SURFACE EXPLORER", can be found on the Web at
http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/grz/pub/surfexp/SXinput.html

To comply with copyright laws and as a matter of fairness/politeness to the author any publication which
includes Balsac output in printed form should also include a reference similar to
“[Ref] Balsac visualization and analysis software, Version 4, by K. Hermann (FHI), Berlin, 2022;
see also http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/KHsoftware/Balsac/index.html”.
in the text or reference section. Further, oral or poster presentations using Balsac graphics output must
include the "Balsac plot" logo at the bottom right of the plot unless the logo disturbs the visual impression.
For technical questions on Balsac please contact the author
Prof. Dr. Klaus Hermann
Fritz-Haber-Institut
Faradayweg 4-6
D-14195 Berlin (Germany)
Tel.: [+49] 30 8413 4812 Fax: [+49] 30 8413 5914
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e-mail: hermann@FHI-Berlin.MPG.DE

Note that in this manual clicking on the left and right mouse buttons will be called L-clicking and R-clicking,
respectively. D-clicking means double-L-clicking (L-clicking twice in quick succession).
In this manual we will use the notation "select menu A | B" to denote the selection of menu B which is a
submenu of menu A.
Note that the help window may hide previously opened windows. These hidden windows can be
reactivated by L-clicking the appropriate icon of the task bar at the bottom of the screen.
Note that context sensitive help is available for all visualizer options by pointing at the option (menu entry
or input field) and pressing the F1 key while keeping the left mouse button down.
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Balsac Program Features

The program system Balsac (Build and Analyze Lattices, Surfaces, And Clusters, (C) Copyright K. Hermann
1991-2022) allows the construction, visualization, and interactive analysis of general crystal lattices including
single crystal surfaces (Lattice sessions) and of finite clusters and molecules (Cluster sessions). Structural
graphics information can be saved on binary bitmap as well as gray scale and color PostScript files to
obtain publication quality graphics output. Further, numerical structure output may be stored on ASCII-type
data files using a variety of different formats.
The program system Balsac ((C) Copyright K. Hermann 1991-2022) includes two parts, Balsac/Lattice and
Balsac/Cluster, which distinguish between periodic and local non-periodic structures. The two parts are
interconnected, allow transfer of structure data between them, and use the same menu driven strategies.
Their features will, however, be described separately.
At present Balsac can deal with up to 30000 atom centers inside a crystal section or molecule/cluster. Other
internal settings are given elsewhere.

Features of Balsac/Lattice
Features of Balsac/Cluster
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Features of Balsac/Lattice

Balsac/Lattice uses a lattice definition and appropriate Miller indices to construct sections of lattice planes
which are displayed as 3-dimensional arrays of atoms for visual inspection and interactive analysis. The
program allows you to study lattices (both primitive and non-primitive, with up to 210 atoms per unit cell)
where standard lattice structures are predefined internally. Lattice planes are described by appropriate
Miller indices (h k l). For fcc and bcc type lattices (h k l) can be defined with respect to simple cubic lattice
vectors (commonly used) as well as to generic reciprocal lattice vectors. For centered lattices both generic
Miller indices and those of the corresponding primitive lattice are available. For hcp, graphite, and general
hexagonal lattice structures a 3- and 4-index notation, (h k l) and (l m n q), is implemented.
The bottom/top plane of a lattice section can be selected freely to allow for surface planes of different
termination in non-primitive lattices. Any number of selected planes may be completely restructured
(including 3-dimensional shifts, modified planar periodicities, modified atom basis sets) to allow for most
general geometries. Further, (h k l) monolayers of crystals can be used to build nanotubes of any
complexity.
Balsac/Lattice allows visualizing structural properties using various graphical options. Lattice sections of
variable size and shape (blocks or spherical cuts) are displayed either layer-by-layer (netplane stacking)
starting with a selected plane or atom-by-atom as 3-dimensional arrays of atoms starting with the atoms
furthest away from the viewer.
Atoms can be visualized by dots, (filled) circles, or (shaded) spheres (with/without sticks connecting atoms)
and may be labeled/painted according to their layer or element label. A 3-dimensional impression of the
structure is given by parallel or central projection where the viewing direction and position can be chosen
freely. The structural impression can be further improved by red/blue stereo viewing (using color filter
viewing glasses) or by full color stereo viewing (with optical stereo viewing glasses). Various manipulations
of the graphical output such as size reduction / enlargement, rotation about the viewing direction, or changes
in perspective are readily available. Further, atom coordinates, distances, angles, local symmetries,
geometries, and subplanes of a lattice section may be read off from the screen by selection via a graphical
pointer (keyboard or mouse).
Apart from graphical output, numerical coordinates of all atoms of given sections can be listed and saved
for separate graphical or numerical applications. Numerical information on lattice sections (such as real and
reciprocal lattice vectors, transformed basis vectors, restructure information, atomic coordinates etc.)
determined by Balsac/Lattice can be saved on separate files. These files may be transferred to the
Balsac/Lattice part (see below) or modified externally with text editors and used as input for subsequent runs
of Balsac or other programs.
Balsac/Lattice is fully menu-driven using keyboard and/or mouse input and is mostly self-explanatory. The
user may start from scratch building any lattice or use predefined lattice structures or he/she can start with
structures generated by previous runs.
Balsac/Lattice allows file output of numerical structure and graphics data in various ASCII formats for
subsequent use with Balsac as well as with other professional visualization programs (SARCH, Latuse,
Plot3D, SCHAKAL, etc.). This includes encapsulated color PostScript format for generating structure
graphics. Balsac PostScript files are written specifically for good readability and easy editing to further
modify/embellish structure plots. In addition, starting with Version 4 Balsac offers binary bitmap file output
of its graphics window to be used in separate presentation software, such as MS Powerpoint.
Amongst other applications, Balsac/Lattice is particularly useful to
•

#

quickly explore a variety of bulk structures and terminations, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
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•

build and visualize lattice sections of various shapes with planar and spherical boundaries,
allowing to show
o

crystal blocks with planar surfaces,

o

hemispherical lattice sections describing facetted FIM, FEM, or STM tips,

o

spherical crystal sections describing clusters,

o

spherical cavities inside crystals,

o

complex nanotubes made of (h k l) monolayers of crystals.

•

inspect and analyze local geometries and symmetries of any (h k l) oriented surfaces in
complex lattices, with or without adsorbates, including surface restructuring (layer relaxation,
commensurate/incommensurate reconstruction).In particular, lattice planes of large Miller index
values describing stepped / kinked surfaces are accurately accounted for. (All basis vectors are
determined using integer algorithms based on solutions of diophantine equations rather than by
direct vector operations).

•

generate instructive high quality (color) graphics of complex lattice and surface geometries for
presentations and publications (color and gray scale PostScript as well as binary bitmap file
output is available).
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Features of Balsac/Cluster

Balsac/Cluster allows you to construct, visualize, and analyze atom clusters of any complexity. Examples
are molecules, clusters, finite sections of crystal lattices, of surfaces, of adsorbates on surfaces, or of
interfaces. In the following we will always call these systems "clusters". Starting from a set of atom
definitions (coordinates, nuclear charges, provided interactively or by transfer from Balsac/Lattice or using
external input files) the cluster can be visualized or listed numerically by appropriate atom coordinates. In
addition, nanoparticles (NPs) of Oh symmetry, referring to cubic crystals (simple, body and face centered
cubic lattices), as well as NPs consisting of shells of icosahedreal symmetry can be built internally.
Further, Balsac/Cluster allows you to analyze local symmetries and geometries in a given cluster. It is
interactive and uses the same menu strategies as Balsac/Lattice with many options being identical or
similar. The user may start from scratch building a cluster or he/she can start with structures generated by
previous Balsac runs. Atom clusters can be modified by adding or deleting (hiding) atoms. Further, local
groups of atoms may be selected and manipulated interactively. Possible transformations include rotation,
translation, copying, or hiding/deleting.
Balsac/Cluster includes the same graphical visualization options as Balsac/Lattice. Here clusters are
displayed as 3-dimensional arrays of atoms starting with the atoms furthest away from the viewer and
allowing for various graphical manipulations such as size reduction / enlargement, rotation about the viewing
direction, or changes in perspective. Atom coordinates, distances, and angles in a cluster may be determined
directly from the screen output using a graphical pointer (keyboard or mouse). The pointer can also be used
to select atoms and define subgroups interactively.
In addition to graphical display all cluster atoms can be listed by their numerical coordinates and saved for
separate graphical/numerical applications on external files. These files are ASCII-type and may be modified
with text editors and used as input for subsequent runs of Balsac/Cluster or other programs. The atoms of a
cluster can be transferred to Balsac/Lattice to form the elementary cell of a 3-dimensional lattice allowing
the user to build very complex molecular crystals.
Balsac/Cluster allows file output of structure and graphics data in various ASCII formats for subsequent use
with Balsac as well as with other professional visualization programs (Latuse, Plot3D, etc.). This includes
encapsulated color PostScript format for generating structure graphics. Balsac PostScript files are written
specifically to maximize readability and enable easy editing to further modify/embellish structure plots. In
addition, starting with Version 4 Balsac offers binary bitmap file output of its graphics window to be used in
separate presentation software, such as MS Powerpoint.
Among other applications, Balsac/Cluster is particularly useful to
•

#

inspect and analyze local geometries and symmetries of any atom cluster such as
o

molecules, clusters,

o

finite sections of crystal lattices, allowing to post-process structures generated with
Balsac/Lattice by manipulating (adding/moving/hiding) single atoms or groups of atoms,

o

nanoparticles (NPs) of cubic (Oh) symmetry or of icosahedreal symmetry built internally,

o

interface sections.

•

explore possible atom clusters for structure determinations;

•

evaluate structural relationships qualitatively and quantitatively: bonding, interatomic distances,
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bond angles, atomic coordinates, etc;
•

generate instructive high quality (color) graphics of complex structures for presentations and
publications (color and gray scale PostScript as well as binary bitmap file output is available).
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Installation and Setup

This section describes all operations necessary to install Balsac starting from the original package ((C)
Copyright K. Hermann 1991-2022). Installation details are different for the PC as compared to the workstation
version and will therefore be described separately.
It is strongly recommended to make backup copies of all original installation files before installing the Balsac
software. However, copies should be made for safety purposes only since Balsac is copyright protected.
Anyone interested in this software should contact the author to obtain copies.

Windows Systems
Unix and Linux Systems
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Windows Systems

This section describes all operations necessary to install the Windows version of Balsac (Version 4) starting
from the original package ((C) Copyright K. Hermann 1991-2022).
System Requirements
Installation
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System Requirements (Windows)

Running the Balsac program requires a PC running MS Windows. The system requirements are

#

•

512 Mb installed memory free for running Balsac

•

150 MB free hard disk space (15 MB for the installation)

•

MS Windows XP (SP3), Vista, 7, 8, or later operating system
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Installation (Windows)

If a previous version of Balsac is installed in your PC you have to remove all system files of the previous
version with the uninstall feature of your windows system before you can install the new version. Note that
any old Balsac input/output files should be kept for later use
INSTALLING: Balsac (Version 4) requires that you have Administrator status on your PC and consists of
four steps.
1. Unpack all files by running (the downloaded) file Balsac4_x_Install.exe. This will ask you for the
name of an installation directory, e.g. c:\temp (or any other temporary directory, which must be
different from the permanent directory where you wish Balsac to be installed). This directory (called
$temp below) will contain all system installation files and a file Readme.1st which describes latest
changes and gives further advice concerning the installation. Note that the installation directory
cannot be used as the final Balsac directory, see step 2.
2. Install all Balsac files by running Setup.exe inside the installation directory (see step 1). This will
ask you for the name of the final Balsac directory where "c:\Program Files\Balsac4" is used as a
default. This directory will be called $Balsac in the following.
3. Install the Compaq fortran runtime libraries by running VFRUN660I.exe in directory $Balsac.
4. Clean up by removing all installation files from directory $temp. You may leave the original download
file Balsac4_x_Install.exe for backup purposes.
You can inspect the Balsac users manuals balsac4.chm and balsac4.hlp in directory $Balsac\.
Note that
•

Starting with version 4.1 of Balsac the new html based help option (default for MS Windows 7 and
later) is available by default but the traditional Windows help can still be used as an option.
Microsoft, in its wisdom, has discontinued providing the traditional Windows help engine
(WinHlp32.exe) with MS Windows 7 and later by default. The absence of inHlp32.exe in your PC will
make the old Balsac help option unavailable. However, WinHlp32.exe can be downloaded from
Microsoft at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/917607 and installed in your Windows PC free of
charge. This will enable the traditional Balsac help option if needed.

•

Microsoft does not include the Visual Basic 6 runtime environment (required by Balsac) in its
Windows 8, 8.1 versions by default. However, the VB6 runtime environment can be downloaded
from Microsoft (http://www.windows8downloads.com/win8-visual-basic-runtime.html) and installed in
your Windows PC free of charge. This will enable Balsac to run also under Windows 8, 8.1.

•

Balsac will work successfully in your national (other than US) Windows environment ONLY if real
numbers follow the US convention of using "." (period character) as the decimal separator symbol
and "," (comma character) as the digit grouping symbol. Number symbols, like the decimal separator
and digit grouping symbol, can be reset in the Regional Settings part of your Microsoft Windows
Control Panel.

RUNNING: Balsac can be run interactively from scratch or using input files to be combined with the
corresponding executable where correct directories must be provided. A typical Balsac run can be started

#
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•

from the Windows file explorer:
Double-click at the corresponding input file of the listing, “*.lat”, “*.plt”, “*.xyz”, “Balsac.svl”, or
“Balsac.svc” or double-click at the Balsac executable to run from scratch.

•

from the Command Prompt Window (DOS box):
Open the command crompt Window (DOS box) inside MS Windows. Move to the directory where
input files, *.lat, *.plt, *.xyz, reside and type "\$Balsac\Balsac4 infile" (to start with an input file) or
"\$Balsac\Balsac4" (to start from scratch) followed by the Enter key.

•

from the Windows command line:
Choose "Start | Run..." from the taskbar; then type "\$Balsac\Balsac4 \$dir\infile" where $dir
denotes the directory path where the input file resides and press the Enter key or type
"\$Balsac\Balsac4" and press the Enter key to start from scratch.

Typical Balsac input example files are contained in directory $Balsac\Examples.
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Unix / Linux Systems

This section describes all operations necessary to install the Unix/Linux (X.11) version of Balsac (Version 2)
starting from the original package ((C) Copyright K. Hermann 1991-2022).
Note that the Unix/Linux (X.11) version 2 has become obsolete and is not supported after 2014.

System Requirements (Unix/Linux)
Installation (Unix/Linux)
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System Requirements (Unix/Linux)

Running the Balsac program requires a genuine Unix or Linux workstation/mainframe (or a Macintosh PC
with OS 10.x) interfacing with X.11 Windows (Release 3 or later). The system requirements are
(A) Hardware
•

512 MB installed memory free for running Balsac

•

at least 30 MB disk storage (30MB for the installation)

•

latest Red Hat, Suse, debian Linux or generic Unix operating systems

•

high resolution color monitor (minimum 800 x 600 pixels)

•

(optional) PostScript printer, black/white or color (optional)

(B) Software

#

•

(optional) ASCII text editor, e. g. vim, MSWord, for input/output file handling,

•

Fortran77 compiler (objects linkable with C bindings)

•

C (ANSI) compiler (objects linkable with Fortran bindings)

•

Xlib, X.11 Windows graphics library (revision 3 or higher)

•

C include files: Xlib.h, Xutil.h, stdio.h, termios.h

•

(optional) PostScript viewer utility, e. g. ghostview, for graphical structure output
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Installation (Unix/Linux)

The installation of Balsac (Version 2.16) on a Unix/Linux system requires some basic knowledge of Unix
system management. The installing person must have root privileges and should know the local system
administrator. The installation procedure includes six steps (plus step 0 for uninstalling a previous version)
described in the following where the commands after ">" are meant to be interactive Unix (c shell type)
commands. For convenience we assume that the archive file BALSAC2.tar.Z of the original package resides
in subdirectory /user/BALSAC2 and the installing person is logged in as super user (root).
Step 0: In case you have previous Balsac versions installed in your system and want to delete it before
installing the new version you have to delete the old executables, default help and initialization
files as well as the manual files e.g. by
> rm /usr/local/balsac/balsac.* /usr/local/balsac/tstcol.*
and remove the old script files by e.g.
> rm /usr/local/bin/balsac /usr/local/bin/tstcol
Note that for this action you have to have Unix root privileges. If the old version is not removed it
will not be overwritten by the update and can be used further on but there is no obvious need for it
since all input file formats are compatible between Version 1.0 and 2.x.

Step 1: Go to subdirectory /user/BALSAC2, uncompress the archive file, and unpack all Balsac files by
> cd /user/BALSAC2
> uncompress BALSAC2.tar.Z
> tar -xvf BALSAC2.tar
This creates the Balsac (Version 2.16) system consisting of files

#

readme.1st

last messages and installation,

balsac2.doc

manual,

*.f , *.c

complete source code,

Makefile

system generating file

balsac2.scr

Balsac (Version 2.16) multi-user script

tstcol2.scr

TSTCOL (Version 2.16) multi-user script

*.1

Unix man(ual) files for interactive use

balsac2.hlp

on-line help file

balsac2.ini

standard color initialization file

bwgraph.ini

initialization file for gray scale plots

baltit21.ps

PostScript file of the manual title page and examples

head.hp

header file for installation on Hewlett-Packard Unix systems
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uscore

internal file to assist source code creation

XMPLS

subdirectory containing example input files

HTML

subdirectory containing the full Balsac manual in html format, see step 5a
below.

Step 2: Generate the Balsac run files by
> make sys
where the system parameter sys denotes the operating system with
sys =

aix

for IBM RS/6000 systems, AIX 3.1 or later,

osf

for DEC Alpha systems, OSF/1 V3.0 or later,

tru64

for Compaq Alpha systems, Tru64 Unix V4.0 or later,

sgi

for Silicon Graphics, IRIX V5.3 or later,

hpux

for HP 9000 systems, HPux V9.0 or later,

solaris1

for SUN sparc stations, OS 4.1.2/Solaris 1,

solaris2

for SUN sparc stations, OS 5.x/Solaris 2.x,

Ultrix

for DECstations, Ultrix 4.1 or later,

convex

for Convex Cxxx systems, OS 8.0 or later,

linux

for Linux based systems, Kernel 1.2.13, gcc 2.7.0, ELF

This creates run files balsac2.exe, tstcol2.exe of the Balsac system. Depending on the local
system installation the X.11 Windows include file directory may have to be added in the C compile
step of the makefile as
“ cc -O -c -Iincludedir all.c ”
where includedir denotes the valid directory name (edit the makefile appropriately). Further, the
local X.11 Windows basic library may reside in a directory other than the default assumed in the
makefile. This requires changes in the two Fortran compile and final link steps of the makefile
reading e.g.
“ f77 balsac2.f all_.o -o balsac2.exe localdir/libX11.a “
“ f77 tstcol2.f all_.o -o tstcol2.exe localdir/libX11.a “
where localdir denotes the full name of the directory containing the local X.11 Windows basic
library (edit the makefile appropriately). If you are in doubt consult your system administrator for the
local directory names.
Note that Linux based systems with an incorrect make installation may yield an error message
" make: *** [linux] Error 4"
requiring to run the compile steps of the makefile manually.

Step 3: Create a Balsac system directory owned by root but accessible to all users e.g. /usr/local/balsac,
move the Balsac system and default initialization files to that directory, and set appropriate file
restrictions by
> mkdir /usr/local/balsac

(needed only if the directory does not exist from a earlier
Balsac installation).

> mv *.exe balsac2.ini balsac2.hlp /usr/local/balsac
> chmod 755 /usr/local/balsac/*.*
Consult your system administrator for a meaningful directory name.

Step 4: Edit the two Balsac run scripts, balsac2.scr, tstcol2.scr, by replacing in line
set files=DIRECTORY
the word DIRECTORY by the appropriate name of the Balsac system directory (e.g.
/usr/local/balsac as used above). Then move the Balsac run scripts to the system directory that
holds local software, e.g. /usr/local/bin, by
> mv balsac2.scr /usr/local/bin/balsac
> mv tstcol2.scr /usr/local/bin/tstcol"
and make the scripts executable by
> chmod 755 /usr/local/bin/balsac
> chmod 755 /usr/local/bin/tstcol
Note that all potential Balsac users must have the directory /usr/local/bin in their directory path.

Step 5: Make the man(ual) files of the Balsac system available by moving the appropriate files to the Unix
manual directory, e.g. /usr/man/man1 (consult your system administrator for the local name of the
directory), by
> mv *.1 /usr/man/man1

Step 5a: (optional) You can install a local copy of the Balsac manual in hypertext (html) format by moving all
files of subdirectory HTML to a publicly accessible WWW server. These files can be viewed with
any WWW browser such as Mosaic or Netscape. The initial manual file is balm.0.html containing
the Table of Contents while all other files balm.x.html refer to the various manual sections. In
addition, file balpam.html gives a short overview and links to the Balsac home pages.

Step 6: Remove the source code and tar file by
> make clean

Make all files of the directory /user/BALSAC2 holding the Balsac manual print files (balsac2.doc,
baltit21.ps) and the examples directory XMPLS publicly available.
Note that the source code and tar file should be kept only for backup purposes and NOT made
publicly available. Distributing or modifying the source code or parts of it without informing the
author is unfair and violates copyright laws!

After steps 1-6 of the installation are completed successfully Balsac is accessible for all users in a multiuser environment and can be run by different users at the same time. Balsac will start up using default
initialization and/or on-line help files (balsac2.ini, balsac2.hlp of the Balsac system directory) unless the user
redefines the file names, see Sec. 6.1 of the Unix Balsac manual. In the following we list the shell script
balsac2.scr to illustrate the philosophy of multi-user application of Balsac.
---- file balsac2.scr start -----------------------------------------------#!/bin/csh -f
#
# Calling script for Unix distribution of BALSAC Version 2.16
#
# Authors: F. Rammer , K. Hermann (FHI Berlin) , May 3, 1993
# Version 2 revision: K. Hermann (FHI Berlin) , June 14, 1995
#
# Description:
#
# This script enables the general use of BALSAC Version 2.16 ((C) Copyright
# K. Hermann 1991-2007) in a Unix multiuser environment. The calling
# convention from any user directory is
#
#
balsac [-options] [datafile] [initfile] [helpfile]
#
# as decribed in the BALSAC Version 2.16 Users Guide. All run files
# (balsac2.exe, tstcol2.exe) and default parameter files (balsac2.ini,
# balsac2.hlp) are assumed to reside in directory 'files', see below. This
# script file should be stored in a generally available directory which is
# included in the path of generally available directory which is included in
# the path of all potential BALSAC users.
#
# If an initialization file 'balsac2.ini' and/or a help file 'balsac2.hlp'
# exists in the directory from which balsac is called the program will
# override its defaults files (in directory 'files'). Otherwise the default
# files are used at startup of balsac.
set files=/usr/global/balsac
# directory in which to find
# initial data-, init-, helpfile
set inifile=balsac2.ini
set hlpfile=balsac2.hlp
unset inilink
unset hlplink
if (! -f $inifile) then
# no ini file in calling directory, make a symbolic link to default
ln -s $files/$inifile $inifile
set inilink
endif
if (! -f $hlpfile) then

# no help file in calling directory, make a symbolic link to default
ln -s $files/$hlpfile $hlpfile
set hlplink
endif
$files/balsac2.exe $1 $2 $3 $4
# remove previously defined soft links
if ($?inilink) rm $inifile
if ($?hlplink) rm $hlpfile
exit

---- file balsac2.scr end --------------------------------------------------
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Tutorial

This section describes all basic operations necessary to operate Balsac (Windows Version 4), called Balsac
in the following, starting from the original package ((C) Copyright K. Hermann 1991-2022). The tutorial is brief
and meant only to introduce you to the program handling. More sophistic features can be found in the
Section “Detailed Operations”.
Note that the handling of earlier versions 1 - 2 of Balsac is slightly different while their strategies are the
same. For earlier versions consult the corresponding Balsac manuals.

Getting Started
Interactive Sessions
Interactive Help
Analyze Structure Details
Save Structure Data
Save Graphics Data
Start Balsac with File Input
Move Between Lattice and Cluster Sessions
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Getting Started

If Balsac ((C) Copyright 1991-2022 K. Hermann) has not yet been installed on your PC you have go through
one of the installation procedures described in detail elsewhere. After the installation you are ready to start
Balsac.
Note that in the following clicking on the left and right mouse buttons will be called L-clicking and Rclicking, respectively. D-clicking means double-L-clicking (L-clicking twice in quick succession). Further, we
will use the notation "select menu A | B" to denote the selection of menu B which is a submenu of menu A.
Further, the input lines below use generic names “$Balsac” for the Balsac system directory and “$dir” for
the input file directory. For example, the Balsac executable is assumed to reside in \$Balsac\. Typical
example input files of Balsac are contained in directory $Balsac\Examples\.

You can start an interactive Balsac session from scratch or using input files (where correct input file
directories must be provided in the latter case)
•

from the Windows file explorer:
D-click at the corresponding input file of the listing, “*.lat”, “*.plt”, “*.xyz”, “Balsac.svl”, or “Balsac.svc”.
(This requires you to associate the three file postfixes with the Balsac executable.) Alternatively you
can D-click at the Balsac executable to run from scratch, see below.

•

from the Windows command line:
choose "Start | Run..." from the taskbar inside MS Windows. Then type
"\$Balsac\Balsac4" (to start from scratch) followed by the Enter key,
or
"\$Balsac\Balsac4 \$dir\infile" (to start with an input file) followed by the Enter
key.

•

from the Command Prompt Window (DOS box):
open the Command Prompt Window (DOS box) inside MS Windows. Move to the directory where
input files, *.lat, *.plt, *.xyz, reside and type
"\$Balsac\Balsac4" (to start from scratch) followed by the Enter key,
or
"\$Balsac\Balsac4 \$dir\infile" (to start with an input file) followed by the Enter
key.

Note that Balsac will work successfully in your national (other than US) Windows environment ONLY if real
numbers follow the US convention of using "." (period character) as the decimal separator symbol and ","
(comma character) as the digit grouping symbol. Number symbols, like the decimal separator and digit
grouping symbol, can be reset in the Regional Settings part of your Microsoft Windows Control Panel.
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Starting Balsac from scratch opens the Balsac startup window

from which you can choose between
•

running a Balsac/Lattice session for building and studying periodic crystal particles (L-click the
“Build” button inside the Lattice frame),

•

running a Balsac/Cluster session, used for building and studying atom clusters (L-click the “Build”
button inside the Cluster frame),

•

loading a Balsac input file to be used in a session where the session type is determined by the
postfix of the input file
o
o

*.plt (Plot3D format) or *.xyz (XYZ format) files initiate a Balsac/Cluster session,
*.lat (Latuse format) files initiate a Balsac/Lattice session,

(L-click the “File Input” button inside startup window).
•

exiting Balsac before starting a session (L-click the “Exit” button at the bottom right).

Further details of the different Balsac sessions will be explained in the following sections.
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Interactive Sessions

In the following sessions you will learn how to use Balsac to generate, display, and analyze the most general
atom structures. Balsac allows you to run two basically different interactive sessions,
•
•

Balsac/Lattice where periodic arrangements of atoms (sections of crystals, surfaces) can be built
and studied and
Balsac/Cluster where finite clusters of atoms (molecules, clusters) can be examined.

The sessions use the same graphical interface with similarly structured option menus and building strategies
so that you can easily switch between them, see below. To show you the special features of each session we
will discuss them below in two separate examples.

#

•

In a Balsac/Lattice example session we learn about the (1 1 1) surface of cubic Zincblende which
is still simple enough to understand all numerical and graphical output but can also be used to
illustrate some of the more advanced features of Balsac.

•

In a Balsac/Cluster example session we examine the nickel carbonyl molecule, Ni(CO)4, which
shows both basic and advanced features.

•

You can move between the two types of sessions while conserving all relevant structure data. This
allows you to deal with periodic arrangements of atoms (crystals in a Lattice session) as well as with
finite non-periodic arrangements (molecules, clusters, or crystal sections in a Cluster session).
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Balsac/Lattice Session from Scratch

In this lesson we build and examine the (1 1 1) surface of the cubic Zincblende crystal.
Let us assume that Balsac is correctly installed in your system and you have successfully opened the Balsac
startup window. (For details on startup see elsewhere.)

After you have L-clicked the “Build” button inside the Lattice frame the window of the lattice builder
opens.
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This asks you select details of the crystal lattice, the netplane stacking direction, and the crystal section that
you want to study. Each of the input fields comes with initial values where in the window shown above a
cubic simple lattice with lattice constant = 1.0, a netplane stacking along the (0 0 1) direction given by
corresponding Miller indices), and a section of five 5 x 5 atom netplane sections is predefined. (These are
default values since you started from scratch.)
Since you want to build a section of Zincblende crystal you L-click the chooser “Lattice type :” (at its black
triangle to the right) and select “Zincblende(2 x fcc)” from the menu and confirm your selection by L-clicking
the “Yes” button inside the warning window “Continue with new lattice and default basis” which has
appeared. Inside the lattice constant field “a =” you could redefine the value by L-clicking at the field and
typing an appropriate number. However, at first you are not interested in numerical results but only in the
structural details of the lattice. So you use the default value “1.0” shown in the lattice constant field. This
defines the lattice constant as one unit length (whatever "unit" means; in typical applications you will deal with
Angstrom units but feel free to use those of your preference).

Balsac will construct a finite section of your crystal (Zincblende at present) consisting of a stack of lattice
netplane sections forming a rectangular block. The direction of stacking is given by Miller indices of the
corresponding netplanes. Since you want to stack along the (1 1 1) direction you click inside the “Stacking
(Miller indices)” area at each of the three fields “h =”,“k =”,“l =” of the “sc notation” and type the value “1”.
(Actually, the field “l =” contains the value “1” by default and does not need to be changed.)
As a next step you define the size of the rectangular crystal block. This is given by netplane sections of N1
x N2 atoms where N3 layers are stacked. Balsac has already determined two vectors R1', R2' which define a
periodicity basis within the lattice planes. Then the section size is determined by the number of atoms along
each of the two basis vectors. Here N1 refers to R1' and N2 to R2'. Since you want to select a section that
does not look too complicated but still gives the impression of planes you decide on a 6 x 8 array of atoms in
each netplane and type the values “6”, “8” inside the fields “Planar N1” and “Planar N2”, respectively. (The
default values “5, 5” where smaller.) Now you have to decide how many netplanes you want to include and
settle at five netplanes by typing the value “5” inside the field “Layers N3”.
Non-primitive lattices (for example Zincblende) may include different non-equivalent netplanes, depending on
the netplane direction, which differ by their element composition and density. In Balsac you can set the index
of the starting plane at the bottom of the crystal block inside the “Initial (1-n)” field of the “Section” area
where n gives the possible number of different start planes, n=2 in the present example. For now, you start
building with the first netplane (you may start with the second later) and type the value “1” in the “Initial (1-2)”
field.
Now you are ready to visualize the lattice section for the first time. After you L-click the “Visualize” button a
graphics window opens with the picture shown below.

All atoms are sketched as shaded color balls where the paint color discriminates between the different
elements, blue for zinc (Zn) and green for sulfur (S). This is explained by the legend at the top left showing
“Zn” and “S” inside small blue and green rectangular areas. The atoms are enclosed by a black wire frame
sketching the 3-dimensional box of the lattice section. In addition to the figure the graphics window shows at
the top an option bar “File View Atoms …” from which you can choose various options by L-clicking
the corresponding keyword which we will practice later.
You can rotate the lattice section inside the window by changing the viewing direction. If you press the

cursor key [up] the lattice section will be redrawn with a more grazing view with respect to the netplanes while
pressing the cursor key [down] changes the view towards the netplane normal. Further, pressing the cursor
keys [left] / [right] rotates the view clockwise / anti-clockwise about the netplane normal.
The viewing direction is defined by an internal coordinate system where the normal vector of the stacking
netplanes acts as the z axis and the xy plane is parallel to the netplanes. Then any viewing direction can be
described by two angles, Theta (polar angle with respect to the z axis) and Phi (azimuthal angle with respect
to the x axis). By pressing the cursor keys [up] / [down] you increase / decrease the value of the polar angle
Theta by a fixed increment (10 degrees by default which you can change later). Likewise, pressing the cursor
keys [right] / [left] increases / decreases the value of the azimuthal angle Phi by a fixed increment (10
degrees by default which you can change later).
There is a more direct way to change the viewing direction which uses your mouse. Just point inside the
graphics window and L-drag the mouse up, down, or sideways. (“L-Dragging” means moving the mouse
inside the window while keeping the left mouse button pressed.) This will reduce the view of your lattice
section to the enclosing wire frame which rotates continuously as you drag the mouse. After you release the
left mouse button the lattice section will be redrawn for the view which you chose. Here L-dragging up /down
corresponds to pressing the cursor key [up] / [down] (increasing /decreasing angle Theta) while L-dragging
left / right corresponds to pressing t he cursor key [right] / [left] (increasing /decreasing angle Phi).
Apart from viewing directions you can change the display of the lattice section in many ways. Here we
mention just a few examples. You can
•

change the magnification of the view by L-dragging up / down while keeping the [Cntrl] key
pressed or by pressing cursor keys [M] / [m].

•

shift the lattice section by L-dragging in any direction while keeping the [Shft] key pressed.

•

rotate the lattice section about the viewing direction by L-dragging up / down while keeping the
[Cntrl] + [Alt] keys pressed.

•

change the perspective view by by L-dragging up / down while keeping the [Cntrl] + [Shft] keys
pressed. Here L-dragging up moves the viewer closer to the lattice section while L-dragging down
moves away.

There are special viewing directions which you can choose by L-clicking the keyword “View” of the option
bar at the top of the graphics window. This opens a list of options which you can select from. L-click for
example the line “View along axes” which opens a submenu of six entries. L-clicking line “View -> z”
redraws the lattice section for a view perpendicular to the netplanes from above.
Choosing options from the option bar is a very common procedure of a Balsac session. L-clicking a
keyword of the option bar (except “Re-plot” and “Refresh”) opens a list with option lines where L-clicking a
line allows you to select an option. Lines with a black triangle or arrow head to the right (for example “View
along axes” of the “View” menu) open further option submenus while a line with three dots at the end (for
example “View parameter menu …” of the “View” menu) opens a separate input window. In the following we
will use a shorthand writing for choosing options from the option bar where “A | B | C” means “L-click
keyword A from the option bar followed by L-clicking option line B from submenu A followed by L-clicking
option C from submenu B”. An example is “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode”. Another example is “View |
View along axis | View -> x” which redraws the lattice section for a view parallel to the x axis inside the
netplanes.
So far, your lattice section is shown with painted atom balls where different colors discriminate between
elements (blue for Zn, green for S). You can also paint the atom balls according to their layer index by
selecting “Settings | Colors/painting | Painting | Layers differ” which redraws the lattice section with different
colors for the five different layers. This is also indicated by the legend at the top left showing layer indices “1”
to “5” inside small color filled rectangles. You can go back to element painting by selecting “Settings |
Colors/painting | Painting | Elements differ”.
Let us produce a fancier plot of the lattice section by
•

going back to element painting by selecting “Colors/painting | Painting | Elements differ”,

•

showing the atoms as brilliant shaded balls by selecting “Atoms | Atom design | Brilliant balls”,

•

reducing all atom radii to 70% of their default setting (atom ball radii element dependent and scaled
to maximum space filling) by selecting “Atoms | Atom radii | Scale all radii …”. This opens a small
Radii window with a field labeled “Factor :”. L-click inside the field and type “0.7” replacing the
default setting “1.0”. Then L-click the “Apply” button to update the graphics followed by L-clicking
the “Close” button of the Radii window to return to the graphics window.

•

introducing atom bond sticks beween Zn and S atoms by selecting “Settings | Atom bonds |
Global bonds”. This opens the analysis line field at the bottom of the graphics window reading
Global bond definition: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

after which you L-click inside a Zn atom ball which is confirmed by an analysis line reading e. g. like
1(2): Zn atom( 174/ 5/ 1) xyz,r= ( 0.000000 0.408248 1.154701), 0.097751

and then you L-click inside a S atom ball which is confirmed by an analysis line reading e. g. like
2(2): S atom( 139/ 4/ 2) xyz,r= ( 0.353553 0.204124 1.010363), 0.205358

.

Now you set the bond stick beween the two atoms (and for all Zn - S atom pairs of nearly the same
distance) by R-clicking which is confirmed by an analysis line
1: Zn-S bonds set for d= 0.433013 +/-0.0500

and a small line connecting the two atom centers. Select the keyword “Re-plot” to see the result
shown below.

For later use let us save the structure data of the present lattice section in a file called “myZnS.lat”. To do
this select from the option bar “File | Save as …”. This opens a standard MS Windows output file window
and lets you choose an output file name and directory. Type the above name “myZnS.lat” in the name field
and select the Latuse (*.lat) format for output. Then L-clicking the “Save” button closes the file window and
opens an option window confirming your file name. In this window you can also set details of the lattice basis

and add an atom coordinate listing to the output file as described elsewhere. You stick to the default and Lclick the “Save” button which generates the output file and returns to the graphics window.
So far Balsac has sketched your lattice section as a whole, i. e. all netplanes at once, where the section
was built starting from the atom furthest away and proceeding towards you (Atom-by-atom mode). You can
change the display mode to build each netplane separately starting from the bottom most (Layer-by-layer
mode) by selecting “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode | Layer-by-layer”. Alternatively, you can build each
atom of the lattice section separately (Single atoms mode) by selecting “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode |
Single atoms”.
In Layer-by-layer mode Balsac starts sketching all atoms of the first netplane section inside an open wire
frame to indicate the crystal block. Then the option bar at the top allows you to select between two keywords,
“Layer # 2?” (or “Continue”) and “Finish”. If you L-click
•

“Layer # 2?” then Balsac sketches all atoms of the second netplane section and the option bar
shows the keywords, “Layer # 3?” (or “Continue”) and “Finish”. This continues until the topmost (5th)
netplane section shows and the plot is finished by closing the wire frame.

•

“Finish” then Balsac stops sketching atoms and finishes by enclosing the incomplete lattice section
by the wire frame. After this you can analyze the lattice section as desribed below or proceed by
changing display parameters and re-plot.

In Single atoms mode Balsac starts sketching the first atom of the lattice section (which is furthest away
from you) inside an open wire frame to indicate the crystal block. Then the option bar at the top allows you
two select between two keywords, “Atom # 2?” (or “Continue”) and “Finish”. If you L-click
•

“Atom # 2?” then Balsac sketches the second atom of the section and the option bar shows the
keywords, “Atom # 3?” (or “Continue”) and “Finish”. This continues until all atoms of the lattice
section are shown and the plot is finished by closing the wire frame.

•

“Finish” then Balsac stops sketching atoms and finishes by enclosing the incomplete lattice section
by the wire frame. After this you can analyze the lattice section as desribed below or proceed by
changing display parameters.

Both Layer-by-layer and single atoms mode viewing can help you do get oriented and obtain a detailed view
in complex crystal structures. In these complex systems it may require some time to complete the plot of a
lattice section. While the section is drawn you can interrupt plotting by either pressing the space key [ ] of
the keyboard or L-click inside the graphics window after which plotting stops and the option bar at the top
shows two keywords, “Continue” and “Finish” . If you L-click
•

“Continue” or type [c] / [C] then Balsac continues plotting until the lattice section is complete or you
interrupt again.

•

“Finish” or press the [esc] key then Balsac stops sketching atoms and finishes by enclosing the
incomplete lattice section by the wire frame. After this you can analyze the lattice section as
described below or proceed by changing display parameters and re-plot.
An even shorter way to finish plotting with an incomplete lattice section is by R-clicking inside the
graphics window while the section is drawn. This is particularly useful if you want to quickly see
details of a complex lattice section at different angles: you plot (L-click “Re-plot”) until you get to
the center of interest, finish by D-click, then analyze and re-plot until you get to the center of interest,
finish by D-click, and so on.

So far, the topmost lattice plane consists of positive Zn ions shown as small blue balls which accounts for
one of two possible terminations of the ZnS(111) surface. To see how the second surface termination
looks you simply change the index of the starting netplane from “1” to “2”. This is achieved by selecting from
the option bar “File | Build | Bulk” which opens the window of the lattice builder which you saw already when
you started to build the ZnS lattice section from scratch. In this window you L-click the input field next to
“Initial (1-n)” of the “Section” area and change the index number from “1” to “2”. Then L-clicking the
“Visualize” button of the window opens the graphics window and shows the lattice section with its second
surface termination, large green sulfur balls at the top.

You may also inspect surfaces of other Miller index planes, like ZnS(011) which comes with only one
possible termination. This is possible by selecting from the option bar “File | Build | Bulk” which opens the
window of the lattice builder again. Here you change the Miller index the fields next to “sc notation”, labeled
“h =”, “k =”, and “l =” in “0”, “1”, and “1”. Then L-clicking the “Visualize” button of the window opens the
graphics window and shows the lattice section for the (011) termination.
You can get detailed numerical information about the atom positions that Balsac has computed by
selecting from the option bar “Atoms | List atoms …” which opens a separate window listing all atom
coordinates of the lattice section. More detailed information concerning specific atom centers and geometric
relationships is available with the interactive mouse analysis inside the graphics window which is described
separately.
Finally, you can study different structures of the example structure files provided with the Balsac package
in directory \$Balsac\Examples. Select from the option bar “File | Open …”. This opens a standard MS
Windows input file window and lets you choose an input file name and directory. Try to find and visualize the
high Tc superconductor crystal YBa2Cu3O7 contained in file 'ybacuo.lat'.
When you are tired or bored you quit the Balsac/Lattice session by selecting from the option bar “File | Exit”
which closes Balsac without any further confirmation.
If the autobackup option is activated then closing the session produces a backup file named “balsac.svl”
with all structure data and graphics settings in the file directory where you were working. You can inspect the
present setting of the autobackup option inside the Balsac session by selecting from the option bar “File”
which shows a line “Autobackup”. This line starts with a hook if autobackup is activated. If not, you can Lclick the line to activate the option.
You can resume the Balsac/Lattice session with the backup file by starting Balsac and L-clicking the
“Get Backup” button inside the Lattice frame of the Balsac startup window. This moves immediately to the
graphics window of the Lattice session.
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Balsac/Cluster Session from Scratch

In this lesson we build and examine a Ni(CO)4 molecule.
Let us assume that Balsac is correctly installed in your system and you have successfully opened the Balsac
startup window. (For details on startup see elsewhere.)

After you have L-clicked the “Build” button inside the Cluster frame the window of the cluster builder
opens.
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This asks you for a title (up to 60 characters) to describe the system. So you click inside the field next to
“Title” and type “"Ni(CO)4 molecule".
Now you have to think about the coordinates of the nine atoms of the molecule (1 x Ni + 4 x C + 4 x O). You
know that Ni(CO)4 molecule is of tetrahedral symmetry with the Ni atom in its center and interatomic
distances
d(Ni-C) = 3.75 Bohr, d(C-O) = 2.15 Bohr
Therefore, appropriate atom coordinates are
R(Ni) = ( 0, 0, 0)
R(C) = ( a, a, a ), ( -a, -a, a ), ( -a, a, -a ), ( a, -a, -a )
R(O) = ( b, b, b ), ( -b, -b, b ), ( -b, b, -b ), ( b, -b, -b )
with

a = d(Ni-C) / sqrt(3) = 2.1651 Bohr

and

b = [d(Ni-C) + d(C-O)] / sqrt(3) = 3.4064 Bohr.

The coordinate field in the cluster builder next to “r(i) =” shows already one dummy atom (# 1), which you can
modify to yield the central Ni atom. D-clicking at the line inside the field opens an atom input window where
you can modify (Cartesian) coordinates, the atomic radius, and the nuclear charge of atom # 1. Since the
coordinates are already those of the Ni atom you change the nuclear charge. L-clicking the button next to
the field “Znuc =” opens a periodic table where you L-click the “Ni” button which closes the table window
and shows “28” as the nuclear charge. (You could also have typed “28” directly inside the nuclear charge
field.) Since you do not have values of atomic radii at hand you decide to use the internal default “0.3” which
shows in the field next to “Radius =”. Now you confirm your input by L-clicking the “Apply” button which
closes the atom input window returning to the cluster builder with the Ni atom data in the first line. Now you
add the first C atom by L-clicking the “Add” button which opens the atom input window again and allows
you to define the second atom by typing
x = “2.1651”,

y = ”2.1651”,

z = ”2.1651”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 6 (C)

in the corresponding fields which you confirm by L-clicking the “Apply” button. Now the coordinate field of
the cluster builder window shows two atoms. Since the atom input window is left open you can add the
remaining seven atoms with
x = “-2.1651”,

y = ”-2.1651”,

z = ”2.1651”,

Radius = 0.3

Znuc = 6 (C)

x = “-2.1651”,

y = ”2.1651”,

z = ”-2.1651”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 6 (C)

x = “2.1651”,

y = ”-2.1651”,

z = ”-2.1651”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 6 (C)

x = “3.4064”,

y = ”3.4064”,

z = ”3.4064”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 8 (O)

x = “-3.4064”,

y = ”-3.4064”,

z = ”3.4064”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 8 (O)

x = “-3.4064”,

y = ”3.4064”,

z = ”-3.4064”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 8 (O)

x = “ 3.4064”,

y = ”-3.4064”,

z = ”-3.4064”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 8 (O)

successively until the molecule is complete and you close the atom input window by L-clicking the “Close”
button. Now you assign (scaled) covalent radii to all atoms by L-clicking the button “Covalent” at the
bottom right of the coordinate field which sets the radii
r(Ni) = 1.246,

r(C) = 0.655,

r(O) = 0.730 .

Now you are ready to visualize the molecule for the first time. After you L-click the “Visualize” button a
graphics window opens with the picture shown below.

All atoms are sketched as shaded balls where the paint color discriminates between the different elements,
blue for nickel (Ni), green for carbon (C), and cyan for oxygen (O). This is explained by the legend at the top
left showing “Ni”, “C”, and “O” inside small blue, green, and cyan rectangular areas. The atoms are enclosed
by a black wire frame sketching the 3-dimensional box of the molecule. In addition to the figure the graphics
window shows at the top an option bar “File View Atoms …” from which you can choose various
options by L-clicking the corresponding keyword which we will practice later.
You can rotate the molecule inside the window by changing the viewing direction. If you press the cursor
keys [up] / [down] the molecule will rotate up /down while pressing the cursor keys [left] / [right] rotates the

The viewing direction is defined by the Cartesian coordinate system in which the atom positions were
provided. Then any viewing direction can be described by two angles, Theta (polar angle with respect to the
z axis) and Phi (azimuthal angle with respect to the x axis). By pressing the cursor keys [up] / [down] you
increase / decrease the value of the polar angle Theta by a fixed increment (10 degrees by default which you
can change later). Likewise, pressing the cursor keys [right] / [left] increases / decreases the value of the
azimuthal angle Phi by a fixed increment (10 degrees by default which you can change later).
There is a more direct way to change the viewing direction which uses your mouse. Just point inside the
graphics window and L-drag the mouse up, down, or sideways. (“L-Dragging” means moving the mouse
inside the window while keeping the left mouse button pressed.) While dragging, only the wire frame shows
and rotates continuously to facilitate your orientation. After you release the left mouse button the molecule
will be redrawn for the view which you chose. Here L-dragging up /down corresponds to pressing the cursor
key [up] / [down] (increasing /decreasing angle Theta) while L-dragging left / right corresponds to pressing t
he cursor key [right] / [left] (increasing /decreasing angle Phi).
Apart from viewing directions you can change the display of the molecule in many ways. Here we mention
just a few examples. You can
•

change the magnification of the view by L-dragging up / down while keeping the [Cntrl] key
pressed or by pressing cursor keys [M] / [m].

•

shift the molecule by L-dragging in any direction while keeping the [Shft] key pressed.

•

rotate the molecule about the viewing direction by L-dragging up / down while keeping the [Cntrl] +
[Alt] keys pressed.

•

change the perspective view by by L-dragging up / down while keeping the [Cntrl] + [Shft] keys
pressed. Here L-dragging up moves the viewer closer to the lattice section while L-dragging down
moves away.

Next you remove the wire frame about the molecule by L-clicking the keyword “Settings” of the option bar
at the top of the graphics window. This opens a list of options from which you select (L-click) the line
“Layout” which opens a submenu of six entries. The line “Wire frame” shows a hook in front of it to indicate
that a wire frame will be drawn. You deactivate this option by L-clicking the line which redraws the molecule
without the wire frame. (The next time you choose this option the wire frame line will show no hook and Lclicking will turn on the wire frame option again.)
Choosing options from the option bar is a very common procedure of a Balsac session. L-clicking a
keyword of the option bar (except “Re-plot” and “Refresh”) opens a list with option lines where L-clicking a
line allows you to select an option. Lines with a black triangle to the right (for example “View along axes” of
the “View” menu) open further option submenus while a line with three dots at the end (for example “View
parameter menu …” of the “View” menu) opens a separate input window. In the following we will use a
shorthand writing for choosing options from the option bar where “A | B | C” means “L-click keyword A from
the option bar followed by L-clicking option line B from submenu A followed by L-clicking option C from
submenu B”. An example is “Settings | Layout | Wire frame” which redraws the molecule with/without the
wire frame.
Let us produce a fancier plot of the molecule by
•

showing the atoms as brilliant shaded balls by selecting “Atoms | Atom design | Brilliant balls”,

•

reducing all atom radii to 70% of their previous setting (scaled covalent radii) by selecting “Atoms |
Atom radii | Scale all radii …”. This opens a small Radii window with a field labeled “Factor :”. L-click
inside the field and type “0.7” replacing the default setting “1.0”. Then L-click the “Apply” button to
update the graphics followed by L-clicking the “Close” button of the Radii window to return to the
graphics window.

•

labeling all atoms by their element name by selecting “Settings | Layout | Atom labels | Element
names”.

•

removing the wire frame about the molecule (if it has not been removed above) by selecting
“Settings | Layout | Wire frame”.

•

introducing atom bond sticks Ni - C and C - O by selecting “Settings | Atom bonds | Global
bonds”. This opens the analysis line field at the bottom of the graphics window reading
Global bond definition: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

after which you L-click inside the Ni atom ball which is confirmed by an analysis line reading
1(2): Ni atom( 1/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000), 0.872200

and then you L-click inside a C atom ball which is confirmed by an analysis line reading e. g. like
2(2): C atom( 5/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( 2.165100 -2.165100 -2.165100), 0.458500

.

Now you set the bond stick beween the two atoms (and for all Ni - C atom pairs of the same
distance) by R-clicking which is confirmed by an analysis line
1: Ni-C bonds set for d= 3.750063 +/-0.0500

and a small line connecting the two atom centers.
Now you repeat the procedure by L-clicking inside the C atom ball which is confirmed by an
analysis line reading e. g. like
1(2): C atom( 5/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( 2.165100 -2.165100 -2.165100), 0.458500

,

then you L-click inside an O atom ball which is confirmed by an analysis line reading e. g. like
2(2): O atom( 9/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( 3.406400 -3.406400 -3.406400), 0.511000

,

then you set the bond stick beween the two atoms (and for all C - O atom pairs of the same distance)
by R-clicking which is confirmed by an analysis line
2: O-C bonds set for d= 2.149995 +/-0.0500

and a small line connecting the two atom centers. Select the keyword “Re-plot” to see the result
shown below.

For later use let us save the structure data of the present molecule in a file called “myNiCO4.plt”. To do
this select from the option bar “File | Save as …”. This opens a standard MS Windows output file window
and lets you choose an output file name and directory. Type the above name “myNiCO4.plt” in the name field
and select the Plot3D (*.plt) format for output. Then L-clicking the “Save” button closes the file window and
opens an option window confirming your file name. In this window you can also set further details of the
output fileas described elsewhere.

Molecules/clusters which are larger and more complex the Ni(CO)4 may require some time to complete the
plot. While the molecule/cluster is drawn you can interrupt plotting by either pressing the space key [ ] of
the keyboard or L-click inside the graphics window after which plotting stops and the option bar at the top
shows two keywords, “Continue” and “Finish”. If you L-click
•

“Continue” or type [c] / [C] then Balsac continues plotting until the molecule is complete or you
interrupt again.

•

“Finish” or press the [esc] key then Balsac stops sketching atoms and finishes by enclosing the
incomplete molecule by the wire frame. After this you can analyze the molecule as described below
or proceed by changing display parameters and re-plot.
An even shorter way to finish plotting with an incomplete molecule is by R-clicking inside the
graphics window while the molecule is drawn. This is particularly useful if you want to quickly see
details of a complex molecule at different angles: you plot (L-click “Re-plot”) until you get to the
center of interest, finish by D-click, then analyze and re-plot until you get to the center of interest,
finish by D-click, and so on.

You can get detailed numerical information about the atom positions of the molecule that Balsac uses by
selecting from the option bar “Atoms | List atoms …” which opens a separate window listing all atom
coordinates of the molecule. More detailed information concerning specific atom centers and geometric
relationships is available with the interactive mouse analysis inside the graphics window which is described
separately.
To practice some of the more advanced features let us build the Ni(CO)4 molecule using a different
strategy by exploiting its symmetry. To do this you start Balsac from scratch as above and L-click the
“Build” button inside the Cluster frame of the Balsac startup window which opens the window of the cluster
builder. Here you type a new title, e. g. “Ni(CO)4 molecule rebuilt” in the title field, include coordinates of only
the three atoms
x = “0.0”,

y = ” 0.0”,

z = ” 0.0”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 28 (Ni)

x = “2.1651”,

y = ”2.1651”,

z = ”2.1651”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 6 (C)

x = “3.4064”,

y = ”3.4064”,

z = ”3.4064”,

Radius = 0.3,

Znuc = 8 (O)

as described above, and assign (scaled) covalent radii to all atoms by L-clicking the button “Covalent” at
the bottom right of the coordinate field. This yields a linear NiCO fragment along the (1, 1, 1) direction which
you can see in the graphics window after you have L-clicked the “Visualize” button. You can use this NiCO
fragment to generate Ni(CO)4 by applying symmetry operations in different ways. To do this you first save
the NiCO structure in a backup file for later use by selecting “File | Backup”.
The Ni(CO)4 molecule is of tetrahedral symmetry and contains a 4-fold rotoreflection axis which is centered
at (0, 0, 0) and points along the (0, 0, 1) direction. So you apply this symmetry element to the NiCO fragment
by selecting “Atoms | Apply symmetry …”. This opens the symmetry window where you
•

L-click the “Rotoreflection (Sn)” button inside the “Operations” frame and

•

type the order “4” of the rotoreflection axis inside the field next to “Order =”.

The direction and origin of the axis happen to be set by default and do not need to be changed. After you Lclick the “Apply” button the symmetry window closes and the molecule is redrawn with all its symmetry
equivalent atoms included yielding Ni(CO)4. This was easy! Let us try a different way.
Restore the NiCO fragment from the backup file by selecting “File | Get cluster backup …”. Now you can
get to Ni(CO)4 by two subsequent symmetry operations,
•

a 4-fold rotation axis which is centered at (0, 0, 0) and points along the (0, 0, 1) direction. This yields
already Ni(CO)4 but with pyramidal shape where two CO pairs point in the wrong direction.

•

a mirror plane operation applied to two facing CO pairs with the mirror plane centered at (0, 0, 0) and
its normal direction pointing along (0, 0, 1). This corrects the error of the first symmetry operation.

So you apply the first symmetry element to the NiCO fragment by selecting “Atoms | Apply symmetry …”.

This opens the symmetry window where you
•

L-click the “Rotation (Cn)” button inside the “Operations” frame and

•

type the order “4” of the rotation axis inside the field next to “Order =”.

The direction and origin of the axis happen to be set by default and do not need to be changed. After you Lclick the “Apply” button the symmetry window closes and the molecule is redrawn showing a pyramidal
Ni(CO)4 molecule.
Now you define a group of atoms inside the cluster consisting of two facing CO pairs by selecting “Groups |
Define | Selected atoms”. This opens the analysis line field at the bottom of the graphics window reading
Define new group: L-click atom(s) to include; R-click finishes

after which you L-click inside the four atom balls of the two facing CO pairs and finish the group definition
by R-clicking. This redraws the molecule with all atoms of the group labeled by circles with crosses.
Now you apply the mirror symmetry to all atoms of the group by selecting “Groups | Operations | Mirror |
Mirror only”. This opens the group operation window where you have to provide the mirror plane origin (0, 0,
0) and its normal direction (0, 0, 1). These quantities happen to be set by default and do not need to be
changed. So you L-click the “Mirror” button after which the group operation window closes and the
molecule is redrawn showing the correct Ni(CO)4 molecule.
You can find out about all symmetry elements of the Ni(CO)4 molecule by selecting “Analyis | Symmetry
analysis”. This shows a separate symmetry window in which after L-clicking the Analyze button Balsac
evaluates all symmetry elements of the molecule and lists them next to “Symmetry operations”. You will
find that the molecule (of Td symmetry) contains four C3 and three C2 rotation axes, six mirror planes, and
three S4 rotoreflection axes. L-clicking the “Close” button of the symmetry window returns to the main
graphics window.
You can also study different molecules of the example structure files provided with the Balsac package in
directory \$Balsac\Examples. Select from the option bar “File | Open …”. This opens a standard MS
Windows input file window and lets you choose an input file name and directory. Try to find and visualize the
C60 (Fullerene, Buckminster ball) molecule contained in file 'c60.plt'.
When you are tired or bored you quit the Balsac/Cluster session by selecting from the option bar “File | Exit”
which closes Balsac without any further confirmation.
If the autobackup option is activated then closing the session produces a backup file named “balsac.svc”
with all structure data and graphics settings in the file directory where you were working. You can inspect the
present setting of the autobackup option inside the Balsac session by selecting from the option bar “File”
which shows a line “Autobackup”. This line starts with a hook if autobackup is activated. If not, you can Lclick the line to activate the option.
You can resume the Balsac/Cluster session with the backup file by starting Balsac and L-clicking the
“Get Backup” button inside the Cluster frame of the Balsac startup window. This moves immediately to the
graphics window of the Cluster session.
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Interactive Help

Balsac comes with a extensive interactive help features where

#

•

the Balsac manual (which you are reading at present) is available by selecting “Help | Contents”
from the option bar at the top of each window.

•

selected chapters of the Balsac manual which apply to the active window in which you are working
is available by selecting “Help | This Window” from the option bar of that window.

•

context sensitive help is available for all options by pointing at the option (menu entry or input field)
and pressing the F1 key while keeping the left mouse button down.
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Analyze Structure Details

Apart from basic analysis options available from the main option menus, such as atom coordinates or
symmetry listings lattice sections and molecules/clusters can be analyzed interactively with a mouse while
they are displayed on the screen. This is one of the most powerful features of Balsac. The basic concepts of
these analyses are the same for Lattice and Cluster sessions but some features may be available for only
one session type. Therefore, you will practice in both sessions.

Mouse Analysis, Balsac/Lattice Session
Mouse Analysis, Balsac/Cluster Session

#
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Mouse Analysis, Balsac/Lattice Session

In order to learn about the numerical analysis of lattice sections using graphics output of a Balsac/Lattice
session you restart Balsac with input from the file “myZnS.lat” which you have created earlier. This is
achieved for example by starting Balsac from scratch and L-clicking the “File Input” button which opens a
standard MS Windows input file window and lets you choose an input file name and directory. After you have
found and loaded the input file the Balsac graphics window opens and you are ready to start with the
analysis. (If you don’t find the input file you create the structure data quickly by following the recipe
described elsewhere.)
First, you measure distances between atoms which requires two atoms of the lattice. After you have
selected “Analysis | Distances/vectors” an analysis line field opens at the bottom of the graphics window
reading
Atom distance/vector AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

So you L-click for example inside the two sulfur atoms closest to you which is confirmed by analysis lines
reading
1(2): S atom( 139/ 4 /2) xyz,r= ( 0.353553 0.204124 1.010363), 0.205358

and
2(2): S atom( 146/ 4/ 2) xyz,r= ( 1.060660 0.204124 1.010363), 0.205358

Now you measure their distance by R-clicking which shows an analysis line
Distance(SumRad)= 0.707107( 0.410717), Vector xyz= ( 0.707107 0.000000 0.000000)

giving the actual distance (d(S-S) = 0.707107), the sum of the two atom radii (= 0.410717) for comparison,
and the connecting vector (in Cartesian coordinates) between the atoms.
You can repeat this distance measurement as long as you like. To stop the analysis you L-click after a
distance has been measured which closes the analysis line and brings you back to the normal graphics
mode allowing you to change views of entering another analysis option.
As a second example, you determine neighboring atom shells about an atom which requires only one
atom, that in the center of the shells, to be selected. After you have selected “Analysis | Atom neighbor
shells” an analysis line field opens at the bottom of the graphics window reading
Atom neighbor shells:

L-click atom A; R-click evaluates

So you L-click for example a zinc atom of the topmost atom layer in the center of the section which is
confirmed by the analysis line reading
1(1): Zn atom( 183/ 5/ 1) xyz,r= ( 1.414214 1.632993 1.154701), 0.097751

Now you determine neighboring atom shells about this atom by R-clicking which shows an analysis line
Shells= 0.433013( 3), 0.707107( 9), 0.829156( 6), 1.000000( 3), 1.089725( 9)

telling you that there are three atoms in the first shell of radius r1 = 0.433013, nine atoms in the second shell
of radius r2 = 0.707107, up to nine atoms in the fifth shell of radius r5 = 1.089725.
You can try other analysis options such as measuring angles, determining neighboring atom planes, or
showing periodicity vectors by selecting from the “Analysis | xxx” options and following the same strategy
as described above for measuring distances. Depending on the analysis option you may have to L-click one,
two, three, or four atoms before you can analyze (by R-click) where the number of atoms required is always
described in the analysis line at the beginning of the analysis. Further details of the various analysis options
are described in the analysis section.

#
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Mouse Analysis, Balsac/Cluster Session

In order to learn about the numerical analysis of molecules/clusters using graphics output of a Balsac/Cluster
session you restart Balsac with input from the file “myNiCO4.plt” which you have created earlier. This is
achieved for example by starting Balsac from scratch and L-clicking the “File Input” button which opens a
standard MS Windows input file window and lets you choose an input file name and directory. After you have
found and loaded the input file the Balsac graphics window opens and you are ready to start with the
analysis. (If you don’t find the input file you create the structure data quickly by following the recipe
described elsewhere.)
Start with measuring distances between atoms of the molecule which is completely analogous to the
procedure described in the lattice analysis section and you can go there to learn more about it.
Let us measure angles between two joining atom bonds which require three atoms of the molecule. After
you have selected “Analysis | Bond angles | Connected bonds AB, BC” an analysis line field opens at the
bottom of the graphics window reading
Bond angle (ABC):

L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click evaluates

So you L-click for example inside the atoms of a central C – Ni – C triple which is confirmed by analysis lines
reading for example
1(3): C atom( 8/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( -2.165000 2.165000 2.165000), 0.914885
2(3): Ni atom( 1/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000), 1.547001
3(3): C atom( 7/ 0/ 0) xyz,r= ( 2.165000 -2.165000 2.165000), 0.914885

Now you measure the C – Ni – C bond angle by R-clicking which shows an analysis line
Bond angle phi= 109.471

which is the well-known tetrahedral angle.
You can repeat this bond angle measurement as long as you like. To stop the analysis you L-click after an
angle has been measured which closes the analysis line and brings you back to the normal graphics mode
allowing you to change views of entering another analysis option.
You can try other analysis options such as measuring angles, determining neighboring atom planes, or
showing periodicity vectors by selecting from the “Analysis | xxx” options and following the same strategy
as described above for measuring distances. Depending on the analysis option you may have to L-click one,
two, three, or four atoms before you can analyze (by R-click) where the number of atoms required is always
described in the analysis line at the beginning of the analysis. Further details of the various analysis options
are described in the analysis section.
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Save Structure Data

After you have built a lattice section or a cluster with Balsac you can save all structure and graphics
information in external files of various formats. These files are created by the same procedures during a
Balsac/Lattice and a Balsac/Cluster session; only available file formats may differ. Using external structure
files saves having to retype numerical structure data when you restart Balsac to examine a previously
created structure. External structure files can also be helpful during an interactive session when you want to
return to a previous building step while creating a structure. Further, external files are used for producing
PostScript and bitmap graphics output.
Note that structure and graphics output requires a (user specific) working directory which must not
coincode with a system directory, such as “Program Files\*” or “Program Files (X86)\”* which is not fully
accessable to the Balsac user. Valid working directories can be chosen durng a Balsac lattice or cluster
session which the scratch directory option.
Altogether, Balsac offers five different types of file output which are described in separate sections below.
Explicit File Output
which is the usual way to save structure and graphics data in files of various formats. The files
can be used for input in a new Balsac session.
Plotfile Output (Graphics)
allows you to save graphics data in files of PostScript and (C) Microsoft Bitmap format. The files
can be used for printing on (color) PostScript printers or for input to presentation software such
as (C) Microsoft Powerpoint.
Output on File Stack
allows you to quickly save an intermediate structure on a stack file for later retrieval. The stack
files have standard names, “Stacknn.lat” for Balsac/Lattice and “Stacknn.plt” for
Balsac/Cluster sessions with index nn = 1, 2, … . Stack files are kept in your working directory
but will be overwritten in each new Balsac session starting with index nn = 1.
Backup File Output
is generated be default each time you leave a Balsac session (unless you turn the default option
off, see below). In some cases (e. g. transferring from a Lattice to a Cluster session) you may be
specifically asked if you want to save a backup file. These files have standard names,
“Balsac.svl” for Balsac/Lattice and “Balsac.svc” for Balsac/Cluster sessions. They are kept in
your working directory and will be used if you decide to recover a previous session at startup (Lclicking “Get Backup”). However, they will be usually overwritten by each new Balsac session.
Intermediate File Output
is made for backup purposes in major structure changes (e. g. before applying symmetry to a
molecule) allowing you to return to the previous structure. The files are kept in your working
directory but may be useless after you have finished the Balsac session.

#
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Explicit File Output

You can save structure and graphics data in external files using various file formats using the explicit file
output option.
Note that structure and graphics output requires a (user specific) working directory which must not
coincode with a system directory, such as “Program Files\*” or “Program Files (X86)\”* which is not fully
accessable to the Balsac user. Valid working directories can be chosen durng a Balsac lattice or cluster
session which the scratch directory option.
L-clicking the “File | Save” entry opens a file output options window which allows you to save structure
and graphics data on a predefined output file using the standard Latuse (*.lat) (saving inside a
Balsac/Lattice session with its *.lat options window) or the Plot3D (*.plt) format (saving inside a
Balsac/Cluster session with its *.plt options window). The file name, shown in the file output options
window, will be defaulted to “Balsac.ext” (ext = “lat” or “plt”) if the Balsac session has been started
from scratch (i.e. without an input file) or it will be identical to the input file name if the session is
started with an input file. The file output options window offers setting additional parameters
depending on the file format. After you L-click the “Save” button the window closes and if you have
chosen the name of an existing file for output you will have to confirm overwriting the file with new
structure data. Then Balsac saves the output file and returns to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “File | Save as …” entry opens a standard MS Windows file output window and lets you
choose an output file name and directory. First you decide on the output file format by selecting from the file
type chooser at the bottom of the file output window, next to “Save as type:” where L-clicking at the black
triangle to the right opens a menu from which you can choose (with L-click) the correct format. Selecting
•

Latuse (*.lat)
refers to the standard (Latuse) file format of Balsac describing lattice sections by lattice and lattice
basis vectors together with section size and graphics parameters. This format is also accepted for
input files in Balsac/Lattice sessions.
Latuse format file output inside Balsac allows setting additional options concerning lattice basis
coordinates, initialization parameters and more. For further details consult Save Latuse Structure
Files.

•

Slab (*.slb)
refers to the slab file format of Balsac describing lattice sections by elementary cells of finite slabs.
This format is useful for input to subsequent supercell calculations such as those using VASP or
Quantum Expresso. For further details see Slab File Format.

•

Plot3D (*.plt)
refers to the standard (Plot3D) file format of Balsac describing molecules and clusters by explicit
atom coordinates together with graphics parameters. This format is also accepted for input files in
Balsac/Cluster sessions.
Plot3D format file output inside Balsac allows setting additional options concerning group
definitions, initialization parameters and more. For further details consult Save Plot3D Structure
Files.

•

#

XYZ (*.xyz)
refers to the XYZ file format ((C) Research Equipment Inc. 1991) where molecules and clusters
are described by explicit (Cartesian) atom coordinates but no (Balsac specific) graphics parameters
are included. The format is common to input files in many different molecular visualization packages.
This format is also accepted for input files in Balsac/Cluster sessions. For further details see XYZ
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File Format.
•

StoBe (*.stb)
refers to the StoBe file format where explicit (Cartesian) atom coordinates of molecules and
clusters are included as part of the file. StoBe format files are used for input to the electronic
structure code StoBe ((C) K. Hermann, Fritz-Haber Institute, Berlin and L. Pettersson, University
Stockholm, 2006). Note that Balsac produces a StoBe input file fragment dealing only with geometric
data which has to be completed by other input parameters before it can be used in StoBe. For
further details see StoBe File Format.

Next you select the output file name in the file name box at the bottom (next to "File name:") where
existing files are listed in the file box above with their format depending on the file format selected by the
file type chooser. You can either type the output file name inside the file name box or choose an existing file
from the file box by L-clicking a name in the file box which moves it to the file name box (allowing you to
overwrite an existing file by new structure data).
Note that valid Balsac files have to obey a naming convention where each file name finishes with a 4character postfix “.xxx” characterizing the file format, for example, “.lat” for Latuse format files. The formats
described above come with postfixes
•

“.lat”

for Latuse format (output from Lattice and Cluster sessions, input to Lattice sessions),

•

“.plt”

for Plot3D format (output from Lattice and Cluster sessions, input to Cluster sessions),

•

“.xyz”

for XYZ format (output from Lattice and Cluster sessions, input to Cluster sessions),

•

“.stb”
Balsac).

for StoBe format (output from Lattice and Cluster sessions, not available for input to

If you provide a filename without an explicit postfix Balsac will automatically use the postfix referring to the file
format that you have selected. So a filename “mytest” with the Plot3D format selected will be converted to
“mytest.plt”
After you L-click the “Save” button of the file output window with a valid file name the window closes and
you are asked to confirm the file name (and to set additional parameters depending on the file format). If you
have chosen the name of an existing file for output you will have to confirm overwriting the file with new
structure data. Then Balsac saves the output file and returns to the graphics window.
The most recently saved output files of your session (up to 12) are shown by their names in the file menu
and can be loaded into Balsac by selecting “Open … | ffnn” from the option bar where ffnn is the
corresponding file name.
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Save Graphics Data

You can save graphics data in external files for printing or presentation purposes using two different file
formats.
Note that structure and graphics output requires a (user specific) working directory which must not
coincode with a system directory, such as “Program Files\*” or “Program Files (X86)\”* which is not fully
accessable to the Balsac user. Valid working directories can be chosen durng a Balsac lattice or cluster
session which the scratch directory option.
L-clicking the “File | Save image …” entry opens a standard MS Windows file output window and lets
you choose an output file name and directory. First you decide on the output file format by selecting from the
file type chooser at the bottom of the file output window, next to “Save as type:” where L-clicking at the
black triangle to the right opens a menu from which you can choose (with L-click) the correct format.
Selecting
•

PostScript (*.eps, *.ps)
refers to the standard gray scale or color (encapsulated) PostScript format in which
graphics of lattice sections and molecules/clusters are saved for subsequent printing
on PostScript (color) laser printers or typesetting devices yielding publication ready
output.
PostScript format file output inside Balsac allows setting additional options
concerning colors, shading, page format, and more. For further details consult Save
PostScript Plot Files.
Printing Balsac PostScript files does NOT require a detailed understanding of the
PostScript file format. However, Balsac PostScript files are well structured ASCII files
and can be easily modified with some basic knowledge of the PostScript programming
language to yield even more sophisticated printouts. Further details are given
elsewhere.

•

Binary Bitmap (*.bpm)
refers to the standard (C) Microsoft Bitmap format in which the content of the Balsac
graphics window is saved as a pixel image file. Binary bitmap format files can be
used outside Balsac to produce images for fast display of fixed views. The format is
accepted by a large number of commercial image processing and presentation
software, such as (C) Microsoft Powerpoint or Word.

Next you select the output file name in the file name box at the bottom (next to "File name:") where
existing files are listed in the file box above with their format depending on the file format selected by the
file type chooser. You can either type the output file name inside the file name box or choose an existing file
from the file box by L-clicking a name in the file box which moves it to the file name box (allowing you to
overwrite an existing file by new structure data).
Note that valid Balsac files have to obey a naming convention where each file name finishes with a 4character postfix “.xxx” characterizing the file format, for example, “.eps” for PostScript format files. The
formats described above come with postfixes
•

“.eps”, “.ps”

for (encapsulated) PostScript format (output from Lattice and Cluster sessions),

•

“.bmp”

for (C) Microsoft Bitmap format (output from Lattice and Cluster sessions).

If you provide a filename without an explicit postfix Balsac will automatically use the postfix referring to the file
#
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format that you have selected. So a filename “mytest” with the Bitmap format selected will be converted to
“mytest.bmp”
After you L-click the “Save” button of the file output window with a valid file name the window closes and
you are asked to confirm the file name (and to set additional parameters depending on the file format). If you
have chosen the name of an existing file for output you will have to confirm overwriting the file with new
structure data. Then Balsac saves the output file and returns to the graphics window.
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Output on File Stack

You can save structure data in external stack files of your working directory for later retrieval. The stack
files have standard names, “Stacknn.lat” (of Latuse format) for Balsac/Lattice and “Stacknn.plt” (of Plot3D
format) for Balsac/Cluster sessions where index nn = 1, 2, … numbers the files in their save sequence. Stack
files are kept in your working directory but may be overwritten in a subsequent Balsac session (Lattice or
Cluster type) which always starts saving stack files with names of index nn = 1.
Note that structure and graphics output requires a (user specific) working directory which must not
coincode with a system directory, such as “Program Files\*” or “Program Files (X86)\”* which is not fully
accessable to the Balsac user. Valid working directories can be chosen durng a Balsac lattice or cluster
session which the scratch directory option.
L-clicking the “File | Save on stack” entry from the option bar of the graphics window opens a file output
options window for Balsac/Lattice or Plot3D format files, which allows you to set additional output
parameters depending on the file format. In the file output options window
L-clicking the “Save” button closes the window and saves the corresponding stack file using the
standard Latuse (*.lat) (saving inside a Balsac/Lattice session) or the Plot3D (*.plt) format
(saving inside a Balsac/Cluster session). After you have saved the stack file Balsac returns
to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the window and returns to the graphics window without stack
file output.
The most recently saved stack and other output files of your session (up to 6) are shown by their names in
the file menu of the graphics window and can be loaded into Balsac by D-clicking the file names or by
selecting “Open … | ffnn” from the option bar of the graphics window where ffnn is the corresponding file
name.
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Backup File Output

Balsac will backup your present structure and graphics data in external files of your working directory
whenever you leave a session (Lattice or Cluster). If you only switch between sessions inside Balsac you
will be asked to confirm backup in a separate message window. When you quit Balsac altogether a backup
file of the latest session will be saved depending on whether you have activated the autobackup option.
This option is set by default (indicated by a check sign (hook) to the left of the line “Autobackup” in the file
menu) but can be deactivated (and activated again) by selecting “File | Autobackup” from the option bar of
the graphics window. In addition, you can force backup by selecting “File | Backup”.
Backup files have standard names, “Balsac.svl” (of Latuse format) for Balsac/Lattice and “Balsac.svc” (of
Plot3D format) for Balsac/Cluster sessions. They are kept in your working directory and will be overwritten
by any subsequent file backup of the same session type (Lattice or Cluster). After you have saved the stack
file Balsac returns to the graphics window.
You can use backup files to resume previous sessions when you start Balsac by L-clicking the “Get
Backup” button inside the Lattice or Cluster frame. Further, you can restore a previously saved session
inside Balsac by selecting “File | Get lattice backup” (Lattice session) or “File | Get cluster backup”
(Cluster session) from the option bar of the graphics window.

#
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Intermediate File Output

Balsac saves structure data in external intermediate files before major structure changes are initiated. (An
example is applying symmetry to a molecule where many additional atoms may be generated.) This allows
you to easily return to the previous structure if you have made an error. Intermediate files are kept in your
working directory but may be useless after you have finished the Balsac session.

#
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Start Balsac with File Input

After you have run a Balsac session and saved a structure file (named “file.ext” for now where “ext” can stand
for “lat”, “plt”, “xyz”, “svl”, or “svc”, see file formats) you can use the file for input to a subsequent Balsac
session in different ways
•

from the Windows file explorer:
D-click at the corresponding input file of the listing, “*.lat”, “*.plt”, “*.xyz”, “Balsac.svl”, “Balsac.svc”.
(This requires you to associate the five file postfixes with the Balsac executable.) Alternatively you
can D-click at the Balsac executable to run from scratch and L-click the “File input” button of the
startup menu.

•

from the Windows command line:
choose "Start | Run..." from the taskbar inside MS Windows. Then type
▪ "\$Balsac\Balsac4 \$dir\file.ext" followed by the Enter key.

•

from the Command Prompt Window (DOS box):
open the Command Prompt Window (DOS box) inside MS Windows. Move to the directory where
the corresponding input file resides and type
▪ "\$Balsac\Balsac4 \$dir\file.ext " followed by the Enter key.

•

after starting Balsac from scratch you L-click the “Input file” button of the startup window which
opens the input file window where you can select the corresponding input file.

In all cases the session type is determined by the postfix of the input file

#

•

*.plt (Plot3D format) or *.xyz (XYZ format) files initiate a Balsac/Cluster session,

•

*.lat (Latuce format) files initiate a Balsac/Lattice session,
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Move Between Lattice and Cluster Sessions

Lattice sessions always deal with periodic arrangements of atoms (lattices) and any modification is subject
to this periodicity constraint. On the other hand, Cluster sessions deal with finite non-periodic
arrangements of atoms (molecules, clusters) where single atoms can be manipulated. Here Balsac offers you
to move between the two types of sessions while conserving all relevant structure data
•

from a Lattice to a Cluster session where the finite section of the periodic lattice is converted to a
finite atom cluster without periodicity (and all knowledge concerning periodicity is lost),

•

from a Cluster to a Lattice session where a molecule is converted to an elementary cell of a
periodic lattice with fictitious lattice vectors (which can be modified later inside the Lattice session)..

These transfer options allow you to modify structures differently depending on which session you are
running in. For example, you can create a periodic crystal surface in a Lattice session, transfer its structure to
a Cluster session, and add additional single adsorbate molecules or non-periodic perturbations. On the other
hand, you can build a molecule in a Cluster session, transfer its structure to a Lattice session, and create a
rather complex molecular crystal. Note, however, that a transfer from a Lattice to a Cluster session always
destroys the periodicity information of the lattice while all atom coordinates and graphics parameters are
conserved.
Inside a Lattice session you can move to a Cluster session by selecting
•

“File | Cluster mode | Pass atoms”.
This asks you to backup the present Lattice session (which you may or may not choose). After this
Balsac closes the session and opens a Cluster session with all atoms of the previous lattice
section included. In fact you will not see much of a difference in the graphics window. However, the
option menus of the graphics window are those of the Lattice session allowing you to manipulate
single atoms.
Note that independent of whether you selected All atoms, Layer-by-layer, or Single atoms display
mode of the lattice section all atoms of the section will be transferred to the Cluster session.

•

“File | Cluster mode | Start from scratch …”
This shows a warning asking you to confirm the session change (which allows you to return if you
have selected the option erroneously) and then asking you to backup the present Lattice session
(which you may or may not choose). After this Balsac closes the session and starts a Cluster
session opening the cluster builder where you can start building a molecule/cluster from scratch as
described elsewhere.

In order to move from inside a Cluster session to a Lattice session you select
•

“File | Lattice mode | Pass atoms”.
However, before you can use this option you must define a group of atoms of your cluster (this may
also be the complete cluster) which will serve as an elementary cell of your lattice. (Defining a
group of atoms was already used in the Cluster example session when you were dealing with
symmetry.) You define a group of atoms inside the cluster by selecting “Groups | Define | Selected
atoms”. This opens the analysis line field at the bottom of the graphics window reading
Define new group: L-click atom(s) to include; R-click finishes

after which you L-click inside all atom balls which you want to include in your elementary cell and
finish the group definition by R-clicking. This redraws the molecule with all atoms of the group
labeled by white circles with crosses.
#
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Now you can continue with selecting “File | Lattice mode | Pass atoms” which asks you to backup
the present Cluster session (which you may or may not choose). After this Balsac closes the
session and starts a Lattice session opening the lattice builder where the lattice is defaulted to
“Triclinic-P” (with “Orthorhombic-P” settings) and the lattice basis consists of the atoms that you
selected as a group inside the Cluster session. You may want to adjust further lattice parameters,
such as the lattice vectors and/or radii of the atom basis, or the lattice section after which you can
visualize your new lattice section (L-click “Visualize”).
•

“File | Lattice mode | Start from scratch …”
This shows a warning asking you to confirm the session change (which allows you to return if you
have selected the option erroneously) and then asking you to backup the present Cluster session
(which you may or may not choose). After this Balsac closes the session and starts a Lattice
session opening the lattice builder where you can start building a lattice section from scratch as
described elsewhere.
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Detailed Operations

Balsac runs in two different session modes, Balsac/Lattice and Balsac/Cluster, where the sessions share
many options of modifying structural and graphics parameters as well as of file in/output. These options are
available from the graphics window and may appear in separate windows. They will be described in the
following.
Startup
Graphics Window
File Input/Output

View Options

Manipulate Atoms

Manipulate Groups

Graphics Settings

Graphical Analysis

Refresh, Re-plot

Help

Other windows
Atom Bonds

Atom/Group List

Basic Colors

Initialization

Shading

Element Table

View Parameters

Animation

Analysis

Lattice

Layer

Tube

Cluster

Nanoparticle

Builders
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Startup

Starting Balsac from scratch opens the Startup Window

with a menu bar at the top of the window (under the title bar “Balsac Version 4.x”) and different option
buttons inside the window. The bottom left of the Startup Window shows a time stamp of the latest code
compilation formatted as mm/dd/yyyy (e.g. 01/21/2022).
From the menu bar L-clicking
•

“File”

opens a file input menu for starting Balsac with external input files, to reset working
and undo/scratch directories from their defaults, or to exit Balsac altogether.

•

“Interactive

starts an interactive session from scratch, either Balsac/Lattice or Balsac/Cluster.
These options are identical to those of the “Build” buttons below.

•

“Help”

opens the help menu for inspecting the complete manual or for obtaining specific
help in the present context. L-clicking
“Help | Help type | Windows 7/10” selects, after confirming the choice in a small
option window, the more recent html based help option (default for MS
Windows 7 and later) by linking the present Balsac session with help file
Balsac4.chm (provided with the Balsac distribution). The choice is confimed
by a hook in front of the “Windows 7/10” entry. This is the default help
setting.
“Help | Help type | Windows XP” selects, after confirming the choice in a small
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option window, the older help option (default for MS Windows XP and using
the help engine WinHlp32.exe) by linking the present Balsac session with
help file Balsac4.hlp (provided with the Balsac distribution). The choice is
confimed by a hook in front of the “Windows XP” entry.
Microsoft, in its wisdom, has discontinued providing the older Windows help engine
(WinHlp32.exe) with MS Windows 7 and later by default. The absence of
WinHlp32.exe in your PC will make the older Balsac help option unavailable.
However, WinHlp32.exe can be downloaded from Microsoft and installed in your
Windows PC free of charge.
Inside the startup window there are two option frames, labeled “Lattice” and “Cluster” where L-clicking
the
•

“Build” button inside the “Lattice” frame
starts an interactive Balsac/Lattice session from scratch. This is identical to the
“Build lattice” option of the “Interactive” menu.

•

“Get backup” button inside the “Lattice” frame
resumes a previous interactive Balsac/Lattice session where upon finishing (or by
explicit backup) all lattice and graphics details have been saved in a backup file
named “balsac.svl” of the working directory. This is identical to the “Get lattice
backup” option of the file input menu.

•

“Build” button inside the “Cluster” frame
starts an interactive Balsac/Cluster session from scratch. This is identical to the
“Build cluster” option of the “Interactive” menu.

•

“Get backup” button inside the “Cluster” frame
resumes a previous interactive Balsac/Cluster session where upon finishing (or by
explicit backup) all cluster and graphics details have been saved in a backup file
named “balsac.svc” of the working directory. This is identical to the “Get cluster
backup” option of the file input menu.

Further, L-clicking the
•

“File input” button between the two frames
opens the standard MS file input window for loading a Balsac input file to be used in
an interactive session where the session type is determined by the postfix of the
input file
o
o

*.lat, balsac.svl (Latuse format) files start a Balsac/Lattice session,
*.plt, balsac.svc (Plot3D format) or *.xyz (XYZ format) files start a
Balsac/Cluster session,

This is identical to the “Open …” option of the file input menu.
•

“Exit” button at the bottom right
exits Balsac immediately.
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File Input Options

L-clicking the “File” entry of the menu bar of the Balsac startup window opens a submenu with entries
(select by L-click)
•

“File | Open …”
opens the standard MS file input window for loading a Balsac input file to be used in an
interactive session where the session type is determined by the postfix of the input file
•

*.lat, balsac.svl (Latuse format) files start a Balsac/Lattice session,

•

*.plt, balsac.svc (Plot3D format) or *.xyz (XYZ format) files start a Balsac/Cluster
session,

All other file formats will be rejected and Balsac will be terminated.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “File input” button of the startup window.
•

“File | Get lattice backup”
resumes a previous interactive Balsac/Lattice session where upon finishing (or by explicit
backup) all lattice and graphics details have been saved in a backup file named “balsac.svl”
of the working directory.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “Get backup” button inside the “Lattice” frame of
the startup window.

•

“File | Get cluster backup”
resumes a previous interactive Balsac/Cluster session where upon finishing (or by explicit
backup) all cluster and graphics details have been saved in a backup file named
“balsac.svc” of the working directory.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “Get backup” button inside the “Cluster” frame of
the startup window.

#

•

“File | Undo/Scratch dir.”
opens the scratch directory window allowing to redefine the name of the undo/scratch
directory used to save/restore intermediate Balsac files as discussed separately.

•

“File | Exit”
finishes Balsac without any further action.
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Interactive Sessions

L-clicking the “Interactive” entry of the menu bar of the Balsac startup window opens a submenu with
entries
•

“Build lattice”

starts an interactive Balsac/Lattice session for building and studying
periodic crystal/particles from scratch. L-clicking this entry opens the
lattice builder to construct a crystal/particle by providing the lattice type,
lattice and lattice basis vectors, and the section size.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “Build” button inside the
“Lattice” frame of the startup window.

•

“Build cluster”

starts an interactive Balsac/Cluster session for building and studying
molecules and clusters from scratch. L-clicking this entry opens the
cluster builder to construct a cluster by providing explicit Cartesian
coordinates and element details of all atoms.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “Build” button inside the
“Cluster” frame of the startup window.

#
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Getting Help

L-clicking the “Help” entry of the menu bar of the Balsac startup window opens a submenu with entries
•

“This window”

opens the Balsac help window (standard MS format) giving specific help
in the present context. Inside the help window the complete Balsac
manual may be inspected.

•

“Contents”

opens the Balsac help window with the Table of Contents. Here the
complete Balsac manual may be inspected.

•

“About Balsac”

opens the Balsac help window with details of the software including
developers information.

The “Help” entry of the menu bar is available in all Balsac windows showing the above entries with identical
meaning.
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Graphics Window

The graphics window forms the central part of Balsac and shows the actual lattice section or cluster (called
“particle” in the following). Various graphical, analysis and other options are available from the main menu
bar of the window and will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
File Input/Output

View Options

Manipulate Atoms

Manipulate Groups

Graphics Settings

Graphical Analysis

Refresh, Re-plot

Help

The graphics window is activated whenever a drawing of the present particle is initiated, e. g. after loading
a structure file or redrawing with changed viewing parameters or other graphical details.

The window title bar at the top gives the internal catalogue number and the name of the present particle.
The window bar contains also standard Windows buttons to minimize, maximize, or close the window.
The main menu bar at the top of the window shows the important menus, which serve to load or save
particles using external files, to change views (angles, magnification, perspective, colors, atom
appearance, etc.), to modify atoms, and to analyze geometric details of the particle.
Menus are selected by L-clicking the corresponding entries of menu bar which read for
File

View
Re-plot

Atoms
Refresh

(Groups)
Help

where the “Groups” menu shows only in Balsac/Cluster sessions.

#
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Settings Analysis

The graphics area shows the particle by a 2- or 3-dimensional color view where atoms are given by crosses,
circles, or differently shaded balls with bond sticks/lines connecting between them. A wire frame
(which can be turned on/off) enclosing the particle helps orienting. In addition, the legend at the top
left of the window explains the coding of different element (or layer) colors used in the plot.
The analysis field at the bottom of the window opens whenever a graphical analysis, such as measuring
atom distances, is performed.
Note that moving windows from other applications over the graphics window can erase some of the
graphics requiring to refresh or re-plot the particle.
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File Input/Output, Details

L-clicking the “File” entry of the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window opens a list of entries
for loading external structure files, saving structure and graphics data of a particle in a file (using various
formats), modifying or building particles from scratch, and switching between Balsac/Lattice and
Balsac/Cluster sessions (with or without passing structure data). Details of the different options are explained
in the following sections.

#

File Input

File Output

File Output of Cells

Build Lattice, Nanotube, Cluster, Nanoparticle

Transfer to Balsac/Lattice

Transfer to Balsac/Cluster

Start Balsac from Scratch

Undo Option

Confirm Option

Exit
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File Input

The File input menu allows starting a Balsac session with a predefined structure of a particle to be
examined. L-clicking the
• “File | Open ..”
entry of the menu opens a standard MS Windows input file window and lets you
choose an input file name (including its drive and directory). Existing files are listed in
the file box depending on the file format selected in the selection box (lower left, under
"Files of type:"). L-clicking a file name in the file box moves it to the input box. Dclicking a file name in the file box selects this file and starts an interactive Balsac
session, see “Open” below.
L-clicking the “Open” button of the input file window with a correct file name starts an
interactive Balsac session using the structure information of the input file. The session
type is determined by the 3-character postfix of the file name
o

*.plt (Plot3D format) or *.xyz (XYZ format) files initiate a Balsac/Cluster session,

o

*.lat (Latuse format) files initiate a Balsac/Lattice session.

L-clicking the “Cancel” button of the input file window closes the file input window and
returns to the graphics window.
Latuse and Plot3D format files can include basic windows and graphic parameters
which may be read in (overwriting the present defaults) or ignored depending on the
initialization setting which may be changed with the “File | Add init parms” entry.
Further details are described elsewhere.
• “File | Get lattice backup”
entry of the menu (available during Balsac/Lattice sessions only) resumes a previous
interactive Balsac/Lattice session where upon finishing (or by explicit backup) all lattice
and graphics details have been saved in a backup file named “balsac.svl” of the working
directory.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “Get backup” button inside the “Lattice” frame
of the startup window.
• “File | Get cluster backup”
entry of the menu (available during Balsac/Cluster sessions only) resumes a previous
interactive Balsac/Cluster session where upon finishing (or by explicit backup) all cluster
and graphics details have been saved in a backup file named “balsac.svc” of the
working directory.
This option is identical to L-clicking the “Get backup” button inside the “Cluster” frame
of the startup window.

#
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File Output

All structure and graphics information generated by Balsac can be saved in external files of various formats
to be used by subsequent Balsac sessions or as input to other programs. External structure files can avoid
having to retyping numerical structure data and may also be helpful during interactive sessions when one
wants to return to a previous building step while building a structure. Further, external files are used for
producing PostScript and bitmap graphics output.
Note that structure and graphics output requires a (user specific) working directory which must not
coincode with a system directory, such as “Program Files\*” or “Program Files (X86)\”* which is not fully
accessable to the Balsac user. Valid working directories can be chosen durng a Balsac lattice or cluster
session which the scratch directory option.
Altogether, Balsac offers four different types of file output which are described in separate sections below.
Explicit File Output
is the usual way to save structure and graphics data in files of various formats. The files can be
used for input in a subsequent Balsac session.
Latuse and Plot3D format file output from Balsac allows setting additional options
concerning lattice basis coordinates, initialization parameters and more. For further details
consult Save Latuse Structure Files or Save Plot3D Structure Files. and Initialization Data in File
Input/Output.

Plotfile Output
allows you to save graphics data in files of PostScript and (C) Microsoft Bitmap format. The files
can be used for printing on (color) PostScript printers or for input to presentation software such
as (C) Microsoft Powerpoint. PostScript format file output inside Balsac allows setting
additional options concerning colors, shading, page format, and more. For further details
consult Save PostScript Plot Files.
Output on File Stack
allows one to quickly save an intermediate structure on a stack file for later retrieval. The stack
files have standard names, “Stacknn.lat” for Balsac/Lattice and “Stacknn.plt” for
Balsac/Cluster sessions with index nn = 1, 2, … . Stack files are kept in the present working
directory but will be overwritten in each new Balsac session starting with index nn = 1.
Backup File Output
is generated be default each time a Balsac session is finished (unless the default option is
turned off, see below). In some cases (e. g. transferring from a Lattice to a Cluster session) one
may be specifically asked for backup. Backup files have standard names, “Balsac.svl” for
Balsac/Lattice and “Balsac.svc” for Balsac/Cluster sessions. They are kept in the present
working directory and will be used to recover a previous session at startup (L-clicking “Get
Backup”). However, they will be usually overwritten by each new Balsac session.
Intermediate File Output
is made for backup purposes in major structure changes (e. g. before applying symmetry to a
molecule) allowing you to return to the previous structure. The files are kept in your working
directory but may be useless after you have finished the Balsac session.
Initialization Data in File Input/Output
is available for Latuse and Plot3D format file output. This includes all basic (windows and
graphic) parameters of the present Balsac session in a format identical with that of initialization
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files. L-clicking the “File | Add init parms” entry of the menu bar of the graphics window
activates / deactivates the option, see elsewhere.
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Save Latuse Structure Files

Structure and graphics data of periodic lattice sections are saved in external files using, in most cases, the
standard Latuse format which describes lattice sections by lattice vectors (in explicit Cartesian coordinates or
defined by lattice constants and angles) and lattice basis vectors together with section size and graphics
parameters. After the file name is given a separate Lattice output window appears offering additional output
options.

The topmost box “Output file name” of the Lattice output window lists the file name including drive and
directory information.
The box next to “Lattice vectors” includes radio control buttons which decide between the output format of
the lattice vectors, either by explicit Cartesian coordinates (option “xyz”) or defined by lattice constants and
angles between lattice vectors (option “abc,ang”). The present choice is shown by a black button filling the
radio control and can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding control.
The box next to “Lattice basis” includes radio control buttons which decide between the output format of the
lattice basis vectors (describing positions of all atoms inside the elementary cell) in Cartesian coordinates
(option “absolute”) or in as fractions of the three lattice vectors (option “relative”). The present choice is
shown by a black button filling the radio control and can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding control.
The box “Miller indices” includes radio control buttons which determine the output format of Miller indices
used for the layer stacking inside a chosen lattice section. The definitions depend on the type of Bravais
lattice as described in Line 2 of the standard Latuse format (parameter NTYP) where positive NTYP values
(option “sc,primtv.”) refer to sc, primitive, or 4-index Miller indices while negative NTYP values (option
“generic”) refer to Miller indices based on generic reciprocal lattice vectors. The present setting is shown by
a black button filling the radio control and can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding control.
The checkbox “Add initialization data” controls the additional output of all basic (windows and graphic)
parameters of the present Balsac session in the Latuse file. This output is required if windows and graphic
#
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parameters of the session, such as color assignments or the size of the graphics window, have been
changed from their default values and need to be used again. The format of the additional parameter output
is identical to that of the initialization file and described elsewhere. The save option is set by default
(indicated by a hook inside the checkbox) but its status can be changed by L-clicking the checkbox.
Initialization parameters can also be saved and loaded separately.
The checkbox “Include atom centers” offers additional output of positions of all atoms of the chosen lattice
section. The atom coordinates can be inspected and used outside Balsac but are not needed for file input to
Balsac. This options is not set by default (indicated by an empty checkbox) but its status can be changed by
L-clicking the checkbox.
The checkbox “Changed legend text” controls saving additional output of element names for labeling and
legends. The names must have been changed in a Balsac session to be saved for subsequent use. Changed
element names are included in Latuse and Plot3D format files and their setting is described elsewhere. This
options is not set by default (indicated by an empty checkbox) but its status can be changed by L-clicking
the checkbox.
L-clicking the “Save” button of the Lattice output window generates the Latuse output file with the present
settings and returns to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button of the Lattice output window returns to the graphics window without further
file output but keeping the present settings.
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Save Plot3D Structure Files

Structure and graphics data of clusters are saved in external files using, in most cases, the standard Plot3D
format describing clusters by Cartesian coordinates of correponding cluster atoms and graphics parameters.
After the file name is given a separate Cluster output window appears offering additional output options.

The topmost box “Output file name” of the Cluster output window lists the file name including drive and
directory information.
The checkbox “Add initialization data” controls the additional output of all basic (windows and graphic)
parameters of the present Balsac session in the Plot3D file. This output is required if windows and graphic
parameters of the session, such as color assignments or the size of the graphics window, have been
changed from their default values and need to be used again. The format of the additional parameter output
is identical to that of the initialization file and described elsewhere. The save option is set by default
(indicated by a hook inside the checkbox) but its status can be changed by L-clicking the checkbox.
Initialization parameters can also be saved and loaded separately.
(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) The checkbox “Label atom groups” decide whether the atoms of an
existing group inside the cluster should be labled (setting their atom radii to their negative values) in the
output file. Plot3D format files with atom groups labeled will be input to Balsac Cluster sessions with
corresponding atoms put into a group for further processing. This options is not set by default (indicated by
an empty checkbox) but its status can be changed by L-clicking the checkbox.
The checkbox “Changed legend text” controls saving additional output of element names for labeling and
legends. The names must have been changed in a Balsac session to be saved for subsequent use. Changed
element names are included in Latuse and Plot3D format files and their setting is described elsewhere. This
options is not set by default (indicated by an empty checkbox) but its status can be changed by L-clicking
the checkbox.
(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) The checkbox “Add NP parameters” decides whether the structure
parameters of a cubic (sc, bcc, fcc, NaCl, CsCl) nanoparticle (NP) built inside a Balsac/Cluster session will
be included in a and Plot3D format output file. This options is not set by default (indicated by an empty
checkbox) but its status can be changed by L-clicking the checkbox. If activated, the option adds a Line 2a
to the output file listing all NP parameters.
L-clicking the “Save” button of the Cluster output window generates the Plot3D output file and returns to
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the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button of the Cluster output window returns to the graphics window without further
file output but keeping the present settings.
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Save PostScript Plot Files

High-resolution graphics file output of lattice sections and clusters/molecules is available from the Plotfile
output menu by selecting PostScript as the output format. This produces a standard (encapsulated)
PostScript format file in which graphics of lattice sections and molecules/clusters are saved for subsequent
printing on PostScript (color) laser printers or typesetting devices yielding publication ready output.
Balsac PostScript files are well structured ASCII files which can be easily modified with some basic
knowledge of the PostScript programming language to yield even more sophisticated printouts. Details are
given elsewhere.
After the output file name is given a separate PostScript options window appears offering additional output
options.

The topmost box “Output file name” of the PostScript options window lists the file name including drive and
directory information.
The box “PostScript type” includes radio control buttons which decide between graphics file output using
true colors as shown in the graphics window on the screen (button “Color”) or gray levels representing the
different colors (button “Gray”). The present choice (defaulted to color PostScript) is shown by a black button
filling the radio control and can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding control.
The box “Format” includes radio control buttons which allow setting the actual page format of the plot,
“Landscape” or “Portrait”. The present choice (defaulted to landscape format ) is shown by a black button
filling the radio control and can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding control. The page format can
also be modified outside Balsac by editing the PostScript output file, for details see elsewhere.
Note that PostScript file output should be set to “Portrait” if the corresponding graphics is inserted into a MS
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Word document or a MS Powerpoint presentation.
The box “Other options” offers additional features to modify the appearance of particles (lattice sections,
layers, tubes, or clusters). The entry
•

“No. of shades” (activated only if shaded balls are used to represent atoms) allows to set the
number Nsh of different shades of a given color used to paint shaded balls. The present value
(defaulted to 30, proven to be sufficient for most applications) is shown inside the box next to “Nsh
=” where it can be modified. The nsh value should be increased if higher shading quality is
needed or decreased if only rather small balls are to be drawn. Note that printing time on
PostScript printers increases linearly with nsh and nsh values larger than 30 may exceed the printer
resolution.

•

“Outline bonds” preceded by a check box filled with a hook allows to set the width of the black
lines outlining color sticks which connect atom balls. The present value (defaulted to 0.70 in units
of 1/72 inch) is shown inside the text box next to “Wbnd =” where it can be modified. The wbnd
value should be increased if stronger outlining of bonds is needed. Note that wbnd values
exceeding 5.0 may result in rather irritating drawings.
The line width Wbnd = 0.0 is interpreted as no outlining indicated by “No bond outlining” next to
an empty check box and a missing text box. L-Clicking the check box opens the text box again
with the default line width and allows further changes. The outline option can also be set inside the
Atom Bonds Window which affects both the display inside the graphics window and PostScript
output.

•

“Outline spheres” preceded by a check box filled with a hook allows to set the width of the black
circles outlining painted atom balls. The present value (defaulted to 0.70 in units of 1/72 inch) is
shown inside the box next to “Wsph =” where it can be modified. The wsph value should be
increased if stronger outlining of atom balls is needed. Note that wsph values exceeding 5.0 may
result in rather irritating drawings.
The line width Wsph = 0.0 is interpreted as no outlining indicated by “No sphere outlining” next
to an empty check box and a missing text box. L-Clicking the check box opens the text box again
with the default line width and allows further changes. The outline option can also be set inside the
Shading Window which affects both the display inside the graphics window and PostScript output.

•

“Vector - arrows” preceded by a check box filled with a hook allows to show vectors, see Atom
Bonds Window, as true arrows denoting the vector direction and length. The vector width is given
in units of 1/72 inch (defaulted to 1.0) where the present value is shown inside the box next to
“Width =” and can be modified accordingly.
If the checkbox before “Vector - arrows” is empty vectors are shown in the PostScript output as
color filled triangles defined in the Atom Bonds Window. This representation is identical to that
shown in the Graphics Window.

•

“Frame width” (activated only if the wire frame option is used) allows to set the width of the black
lines forming the rectangular wire frame about the lattice sections or cluster. The present value
(defaulted to 0.50 in units of 1/72 inch) is shown inside the box next to “Wfrm =” where it can be
modified. Note that wfmr values exceeding 5.0 may result in rather irritating drawings.

Changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Save” or “Close” button or
any radio button of the window.

L-clicking the “Save” button of the PostScript options window generates the (encapsulated) PostScipt file
and returns to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button of the PostScript options window returns to the graphics window without
further file output.
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Initialization Data in File Input/Output

The menu entry refers to Latuse and Plot3D format file input and output only where for file output all basic
windows and graphic parameters of the present Balsac session can be included at the end. For file input all
basic parameters stored inside the file can be ignored and overwritten by internal default values.
Basic windows and graphic parameter values read in from file to start a new Balsac/Lattice or Balsac/Cluster
session are used to replace the internal defaults. Therefore, the present option is needed if windows and
graphic parameters of the session, such as color assignments or the size of the graphics window, have been
changed from their default values and need to be used again. The format of the additional parameter set in
input and output files is identical to that of the initialization file and described elsewhere.
If basic parameter values stored in a Latuse and Plot3D format file are wrong or of the wrong format
(examples are output files from Balsac Unix versions) they may lead to strange graphics effects during the
Balsac session or may prevent Balsac to use the corresponding file as input. In these cases the present
option is needed for file input to guarantee reasonable processing.
L-clicking the “File | Add init parms” entry of the menu bar of the graphics window activates / deactivates
the option where the present state is indicated by a check sign (asymmetric V) in front of the entry text.
For file output the
• check sign shows

if initialization data are to be included in Latuse and Plot3D format file
output.

• check sign is absent

if no initialization data are to be included in Latuse and Plot3D format file
output and default values of basic windows and graphic parameters are to
be used in subsequent Balsac input of the corresponding files.

For file input the

#

• check sign shows

that initialization data can be read in from Latuse or Plot3D format files
if they are included in the corresponding files.

• check sign is absent

initialization data are ignored in Latuse or Plot3D format file input and
default values of basic windows and graphic parameters are used in for
the Balsac/Lattice or Balsac/Cluster session.
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Confirm Option

Many options of a Balsac session require confirmation before they are applied which can avoid mistakes
by wrong input or unwanted operations. Examples are file names provided for file input and output, overriding
group definitions while constructing a cluster or lattice section. However, confirmations can be also tedious,
in particular, when the same options are used many times in a sequence. The menu entry allows you to
suppress the confirmation requests in many important operations. But be warned: missing confirmations
can produce additional errors which may lead to strange numerical and graphics results. Therefore, this
option is reserved to the experienced Balsac user and should be applied only temporarily.
L-clicking the “File | Confirm option” entry of the menu bar of the graphics window activates / deactivates
the option where the present state is indicated by a check sign (asymmetric V) in front of the entry text.
With the check sign

#
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(normal Balsac operation) all important options require confirmation before they are
applied.

• missing

most of the important options are applied immediately without requiring confirmation.
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File Output of Cells

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) Selecting the entry “File | Save cells” of the file menu opens subentries
“Wigner-Seitz cell ...” and “Brillouin zone ...” which can create gray scale (encapsulated) PostScript
output on external files displaying the present 3-dimensional Wigner-Seitz elementary cell or its
corresponding Brillouin zone (= Wigner-Seitz cell of the reciprocal lattice). The shape and orientation of the
cell drawing is determined by the actual viewing parameters used in the graphics window.
L-clicking the submenu entry “File | Save cells | Wigner-Seitz cell ...” or “File | Save cells | Brillouin
zone ...” opens a standard MS Windows file output window to choose an output file name and directory
where “WScell.eps” or “BZcell.eps” of the present directory is set by default.
After an output file name with postfix “.eps” is selected L-clicking the “Save” button of the file
output window closes the window and opens the cell option window

The topmost box “Output file name” of the cell option window lists the file name including drive and
directory information.
The box “Output format” includes radio control buttons which decide between different layout of the
cell drawing. L-clicking button
• “Cell as wire frame” will draw the cell as a transparent wire frame.
• “Shaded cell” will draw the cell as a shaded opaque polyhedron where only front polygon
sections are visible.
• “Wire frame and shades” will draw the cell as a shaded transparent polyhedron where the
edges are emphasized visually by black lines.
• “Wire frame, shades, and NN sticks” will draw the cell as a shaded transparent polyhedron
where the edges are emphasized visually by black lines and additional sticks point to nearest
neighbor atoms.
L-clicking the “Save” button of the cell option window generates the PostScript output file and
returns to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button of the cell option window returns to the graphics window without
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further file output.

L-clicking the submenu entry “File | Save cells | Basis atoms …” allows saving all lattice basis atoms of
a given lattice in a separate Plot3D or XYZ format file for subsequent viewing / analysis as described in detail
elsewhere.
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Save Lattice Basis

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) The set of all lattice basis atoms inside the elementary cell of a given
lattice can be saved in separate Plot3D or XYZ format files for subsequent viewing / analysis. This feature is
particularly useful for orientation in complex lattices. Further, it can be used to build supercells of a given
lattice for subsequent slab calculations.
L-clicking the submenu entry “File | Save cells | Basis atoms...” opens a standard MS Windows file
output window to choose an output file name and directory where “Balsac.plt” of the present directory is
set by default.
After an output file name with postfix “.plt” is selected L-clicking the “Save” button of the file output
window closes the window and opens the basis atoms option window

The topmost box “Output file name” of the basis atoms option window lists the file name including
drive and directory information.
The box “Cell type” includes radio control buttons which decide between two different types of
elementary cells inside which the basis atoms are placed. L-clicking button
•

“Initial” allows saving all atoms inside an octagonal elementary cell spanned by the initial
lattice vectors R1, R2, R3.

• “(hkl) transformed” allows saving all atoms inside an octagonal elementary cell spanned by
the netplane adapted lattice vectors R1’, R2’, R3’ where R1’, R2’ are inside the xy plane and
define the periodicity of the (hkl) netplane selected with the lattice builder.
The option button next to “Atoms inside cell” allows to translate all basis atoms such that their
coordinates given by
r = x1 R1 + x2 R2 + x3 R3 or r = x1 R1’ + x2 R2’ + x3 R3’
are normalized to yield 0 < xi < 1. The option is set by L-clicking (indicated by a hook inside the
button).
The box “Boundaries” includes radio control buttons which allow to save additional atoms at cell
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edges and boundaries helping the orientation of the elementary cell. L-clicking button
• “Basic cell” includes only coordinates of the basis atoms defined in the lattice builder in the
output file.
• “+ cell edges” includes also all seven periodic equivalents of the first basis atom defining the
edges of the octagonal elementary cell. This allows to obtain an impression of the octagonal
elementary cell in a subsequent Balsac session using the present output file. It can be further
used to construct supercells starting from the present cell output.
• “+ cell bounds” (enabled only if the option button “Atoms inside cell” is selected) includes, in
addition to the seven periodic equivalents of the first basis atom, also all translational
equivalents of atoms positioned at the faces of the octagonal elementary cell. This gives the
impression of a standard crystallographic unit cell and is needed only for non-primitive crystals.
For primitive crystals (one basis atom only) the option is identical with “+ cell edges”.
L-clicking the “Save” button of the basis atoms option window saves the corresponding atom
coordinates in a Plot3D or XYZ format output file and returns to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button of the basis atoms option window returns to the graphics window
without further file output.
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Build Lattice, Nanotube, Cluster, Nanoparticle

Any lattice section, nanotube, or cluster may be modified interactively by changing atom positions or
adding/removing atoms. Here the lattice, nanotube, and cluster builder provide basic tools. They are
accessed either at Balsac startup when a particle is built from scratch, see elsewhere or by selecting the
entry “Build” of the file menu.
Selecting the entry “Build” of the file menu during a Balsac/Lattice session with an existing lattice section
opens three subentries. L-clicking
• “File | Build | Bulk”
opens the lattice builder in a separate lattice builder window. This shows all basic
parameters needed to define the lattice (lattice type, lattice vectors, lattice basis
vectors, Miller indices fo netplane stacking, section size, etc.) and allows changing.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button inside the lattice builder window redraws the lattice
section in the graphics window with the changed lattice parameters.
L-clicking the “Close” button inside the lattice builder window finishes the Balsac
session (to be confirmed).
• “File | Build | Layer”
opens the layer builder in a separate layer builder window. This shows all basic
parameters defining rebuilt layers of the lattice section (super lattice geometry, lattice
basis vectors, etc.) and allows changing.
L-clicking the “Clear” / “All” button removes reconstruction of the present / of all
rebuilt layers.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button redraws the lattice section in the graphics window
with the changed layer parameters.
L-clicking the “Hide/close” button inside the layer builder window closes the
window and returns to the graphics window.
• “File | Build | Tube”
opens the tube builder in a separate tube builder window. This shows all basic
parameters defining a nanotube built of one or a set of adjacent netplanes of the
present lattice (tube rolling vector, tube length, etc.) and allows changing.
L-clicking the “Clear” button removes the tube definition and returns to the lattice
section defined previously.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button draws the nanotube in the graphics window with the
present tube settings.
L-clicking the “Hide/close” button inside the tube builder window closes the window
and returns to the graphics window.

Selecting the entry “Build” of the file menu during a Balsac/Cluster session with an existing cluster opens
one subentry. L-clicking
• “File | Build | Cluster”
#
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opens the cluster builder in a separate cluster builder window. This shows all atom
coordinates and properties of the cluster and allows changing.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button inside the cluster builder window redraws the
cluster in the graphics window with the changed cluster parameters.
L-clicking the “Close” button inside the cluster builder window finishes the Balsac
session (to be confirmed).
• “File | Build | Nanoparticle”
opens the nanoparticle builder in a separate nanoparticle builder window. This
shows all basic parameters defining the nanoparticle and allows to build from scratch
or change the present definition. The nanoparticles (NPs) consist of atoms forming
sections of the ideal cubic lattices, simple, body centered, and face centered. The
sections can be confined by (hkl) oriented layers forming symmetric polyhedral
nanoparticles or by facets simulating the shape of spheres resulting in spherical
nanoparticles. In addition, icosahedral NPs formed by sets of concentric icosahedral
shells (Ih symmetry) can be built.
L-clicking the “Build” button calculates all atom coordinates of the NP with the
chosen specifications, replacing all existing atom coordinates. After this Balsac moves
to the Cluster Builder which lists the calculated atom coordinates of the NP and allows
further modifications or visualization.
L-clicking the “Close” button inside the nanoparticle builder window closes the
window leaving the atom coordinates unchanged and moves to the Cluster Builder.
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Transfer to Balsac/Lattice

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) L-clicking “Lattice mode” opens a submenu with three entries which
allow to quit the present Balsac/Cluster session and start a Balsac/Lattice session. Inside the submenu Lclicking
•

“File | Lattice mode | File input …”
opens the standard MS file input window for loading an input file to be used in a
subsequent interactive Balsac/Lattice session where only Latuse format files (names
with postfixes *.lat or balsac.svl (most recent backup)) are meaningful.
The transfer between sessions has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of
the message box reading
Cluster coordinates will be lost, continue?

(L-clicking “No” returns to the Balsac/Cluster session without further action). After
confirmation of the transfer another message box
Backup cluster?

shows asking whether or not the data of the present Balsac/Cluster session should be
saved in a backup file “Balsac.svc” (of Plot3D format) before the transfer.
L-clicking the “Yes” button performs the backup, “No” skips backup. After this
Balsac closes the Graphics Window and opens the file input window.
•

“File | Lattice mode | Pass atoms …”
starts a Balsac/Lattice session opening the graphics window with a lattice section
where a set of cluster atoms defined as a group is assumed to form the elementary
cell of a triclinic-P lattice (with orthogonal lattice vectors about twice the length of the
edges of the group). These data are also included when the lattice builder is opened.
If no group is defined before the session transfer an error message box reading
No cell atoms defined in group

shows returning to the Balsac/Cluster session without further action.
The transfer between sessions has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of
the message box reading
Cluster coordinates will be lost, continue?

(L-clicking “No” returns to the Balsac/Cluster session without further action). After
confirmation of the transfer another message box
Backup cluster?

shows asking whether or not the data of the present Balsac/Cluster session should be
saved in a backup file “Balsac.svc” (of Plot3D format) before the transfer.
L-clicking the “Yes” button performs the backup, “No” skips backup. After this
Balsac opens the graphics window with the corresponding lattice section.
This option is particularly useful when building molecular crystal sections where the
molecules of the elementary cell are built first inside a Balsac/Cluster session and then
passed to a Balsac/Lattice session to complete the crystal.
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Transfer to Balsac/Cluster

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) L-clicking “Cluster mode” opens a submenu with two entries which allow
to quit the present Balsa/Lattice session and start a Balsac/ Cluster session. Inside the submenu L-clicking
•

“File | Cluster mode | File input …”
opens the standard MS file input window for loading an input file to be used in a
subsequent interactive Balsac/Cluster session where only Plot3D or XYZ format files
(names with postfixes *. plt or *.xyz, or balsac.svl (most recent backup)) are
meaningful.
The transfer between sessions has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of
the message box reading
All lattice data will be lost, continue?

(L-clicking “No” returns to the Balsac/Lattice session without further action). After
confirmation of the transfer another message box
Backup lattice?

shows asking whether or not the data of the present Balsac/Lattice session should be
saved in a backup file “Balsac.svl” (of Latuse format) before the transfer.
L-clicking the “Yes” button performs the backup, “No” skips backup. After this
Balsac closes the Graphics Window and opens the file input window.
•

“File | Cluster mode | Pass atoms …”
starts a Balsac/Cluster session opening the graphics window with a cluster containing
all atoms of the previous lattice section These data are also included when the cluster
builder is opened.
The transfer between sessions has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of
the message box reading
All lattice data will be lost, continue?

(L-clicking “No” returns to the Balsac/ Lattice session without further action). After
confirmation of the transfer another message box
Backup cluster?

shows asking whether or not the data of the present Balsac/ Lattice session should be
saved in a backup file “Balsac.svl” (of Latuse format) before the transfer.
L-clicking the “Yes” button performs the backup, “No” skips backup. After this
Balsac opens the graphics window with the corresponding cluster.
This option is particularly useful when single atoms or groups of atoms inside a
lattice section are to be manipulated. Here the lattice section is first generated inside a
Balsac/Lattice session after which all section atoms are passed to a Balsac/Cluster
session and selected atoms are modified.
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Start Balsac from Scratch

The Scratch option closes the present Balsac session and restarts from scratch by opening the startup
window which has to be confirmed to avoid possible data loss.
L-clicking “File | Scratch” from the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window shows a message
box reading
Cluster coordinates will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button confirms the restart procedure while “No” returns to the
corresponding Balsac session without further action. Note that activating the restart procedure
by L-clicking “Yes” cannot be undone and will always close the present Balsac session.
After confirming the restart from scratch another message box shows as
Backup cluster?

or
Backup lattice?

depending on the session, Balsac/Cluster or Balsac/Lattice, from which the scratch start is
initiated. This asks whether or not the data of the present session should be saved in a backup
file, “Balsac.svc” (of Plot3D format) or “Balsac.svl” (of Latuse format), before deletion. Lclicking the “Yes” button performs the backup, “No” skips backup. After this Balsac restarts
from scratch by opening the startup window.
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Undo Option

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) While building or modifying a particle by adding/moving atoms or changing
atom properties the undo option allows to revise the latest building operation and returning to a previous
step of the construction process. This is of particular value if many atoms have been changed
simultaneously in one operation, examples are group operations or imposing symmetry, and the result seems
to be erroneous.
L-clicking the menu entry “File | Undo” replaces the present particle by that of the previous construction
step obtained during the present Balsac session. Repeated L-clicking will load particles of earlier construction
steps until all steps are exhausted. After this L-clicking will load particle saved before the most recent
construction step.
The undo option is active by default but can be deactivated by L-clicking the menu entry “File | Undo
option” which switches between the undo settings where the present setting is indicated by a check sign
(asymmetric V) in front of the entry text.
•

check sign shows

•

check sign is absent if the undo option is deactevated.

if the undo option is active.

The undo option is available only for the following selected building operations
•

Modify / Add Atom

•

Add Atom (Relative)

•

Apply Symmetry

•

Group Operations, except hide/revive and list

The undo option is based on intermediate file input/output using the temporary directory c:\BALTMP which is
created when Balsac is started for the first time. If this directory cannot be created or does not allow file
handling an error message
Balsac undo/scratch directory (c:\BALTMP) cannot be created,

undo operations disabled

or
Balsac undo/scratch directory (c:\BALTMP\000n) cannot be created,

undo operations disabled

where n denotes the session number or
No file output

will appear and the undo option will be unavailable.
The name of the temporary undo/scratch directory (defaulted to c:\BALTMP) can be changed during a Balsac
session in the scratch directory window accessible by L-clicking the menu entry “Settings | Initialization
| Undo/Scratch dir.” inside the graphics window, see see elsewhere.
Note that undo/scratch directory with changed names will be saved even after the Balsac session is finished
and can be used in subsequent Balsac cluster sessions. However, the names cannot not be applied as a
new default in subsequent sessions und must be set explicitly.
All intermediate undo files will be deleted after the Balsac session is closed.
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Exit

L-clicking the menu entry " File | Exit" produces a backup file of the session with its latest parameter
settings, closes all open files, and finishes Balsac returning to the Windows desktop. The same result is
obtained by L-clicking the close button (labeled by "X") at the top right of the graphics window.
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View Options

L-clicking the “View” entry of the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window opens a list of entries
offering various options to modify the view of a particle, such as view angles, magnification, perspective,
etc. Details of the different options are explained in the following sections.
View Along Axes
Back View
View Along Bonds
View Along Plane Normal
Default Views
Set View Focus
Mouse Drag
Refresh
Extended Re-plot
View Parameter Window
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View Along Axes

L-clicking the "View along axes" entry opens a submenu offering views along the main Cartesian
coordinate axes, x, y, z, in which the atom positions are defined. L-clicking entry
• “View | View along axes | View -> X”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view along the positive x axis
(parallel to netplanes of lattice sections in Balsac/Lattice sessions), corresponding to
view angles theta = 90, phi = 90, see Appendix. Here x increases towards the viewer,
y increases to the right of the screen, and z increases upwards.
• “View | View along axes | View -> Y”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view along the positive y axis
(parallel to netplanes of lattice sections in Balsac/Lattice sessions), corresponding to
view angles theta = 90, phi = 180, see Appendix. Here x increases to the left of the
screen, y increases towards the viewer, and z increases upwards.
• “View | View along axes | View -> Z”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view along the positive z axis
(perpendicular to netplanes of lattice sections in Balsac/Lattice sessions),
corresponding to view angles theta = 0, phi = 0, see Appendix. Here x increases to the
right of the screen, y increases upwards, and z increases towards the viewer.
• “View | View along axes | View -> -X”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view along the negative x axis
(parallel to netplanes of lattice sections in Balsac/Lattice sessions), corresponding to
view angles theta = 90, phi = -90, see Appendix. Here x increases away from the
viewer, y increases to the left of the screen, and z increases upwards.
• “View | View along axes | View -> -Y”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view along the negative y axis
(parallel to netplanes of lattice sections in Balsac/Lattice sessions), corresponding to
view angles theta = 90, phi = 0, see Appendix. Here x increases to the right of the
screen, y increases away from the viewer, and z increases upwards.
• “View | View along axes | View -> -Z”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view along the negative z axis
(perpendicular to netplanes of lattice sections in Balsac/Lattice sessions),
corresponding to view angles theta = 180, phi = 0, see Appendix. Here x increases to
the right of the screen, y increases downwards, and z increases away from the viewer.
More general view directions can be chosen inside the view parameter window or by mouse drag inside the
graphics window.
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Back View

This option allows to invert the present viewing direction to view the particle from the back.
L-clicking “View | Back View” in the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window changes the initial
view angles theta, phi to theta’, phi’ where
theta’ = 180 - theta

phi’ = phi +180

and re-draws the particle with view angles theta’, phi’. The changed angles are normalized according to
0 < theta’ <180
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0< phi’ < 360
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View Along Bonds

This option allows setting the view direction parallel to that of the line connecting two atoms A, B.
L-clicking the "View | View along bonds" entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
View along bond AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click shows

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking re-draws the particle for a view
along the direction vector pointing from atom center A to B. In addition the view focus for perspective view
is set to coincide with atom center A. Corresponding view angles theta, phi and the focus setting, see
Appendix, are updated in the view parameter window.
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View Along Plane Normal

This option allows setting the view direction parallel to the normal direction vector of a plane defined by
three atoms A, B, C.
L-clicking the "View | View along plane normal" entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
View along plane ABC normal: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click shows

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking re-draws the particle for a view
along the direction of the normal vector of the plane through atoms A, B, C, calculated as the (normalized)
vector product (AB x BC). In addition the view focus for perspective view is set to coincide with atom center
A. Corresponding view angles theta, phi and the focus setting, see Appendix, are updated in the view
parameter window view parameter window.
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Default Views

Balsac offers different default settings for viewing a particle which can help to obtain a quick orientation.
L-clicking the menu entry
• “View | Default view angles”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a view corresponding to default polar,
azimuthal view angles theta = 55, phi = 30, see Appendix. This option can become
useful if extended view rotations lead to visual confusion.
• “View | Perspective (default)”
re-draws the particle of the present session for a perspective view corresponding to
the default perspective factor value persp = 3 reflecting mild spherical distortion, see
Appendix. This option can become useful if extended view perspectives lead to visual
confusion. The perspective view mode is indicated by a hook in front of the menu
entry.
• “View | Parallel projection”
re-draws the particle of the present session with a parallel projection view (i.e., using a
perspective parameter value persp = 0), see Appendix. This view allows obtaining a
true scale 2-dimensional plot of a particle for views along the coordinate axes, x, y, z.
For other viewing angles, the particle may look distorted (optically increasing distances
between atoms further away from the viewer) and requires central projection for a
more natural appearance. The parallel projection mode is indicated by a hook in front
of the menu entry.
•

“View | Reset focus/shift/size”
re-draws the particle of the present session after resetting the
o view focus to its default, coinciding with the center of the particle (coordinate
average)
o plot shift vector (sx, sy) = (0, 0) such that subsequent plots are centered about
the graphics window center.
o view magnification such the the particle image fits with the graphics window.

More general view parameter values can be chosen inside the view parameter window.
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Set View Focus

The perspective view of a particle uses a view focus, which determines the visual center of the picture. All
view rotations are taken with respect to the view focus. By default, this center coincides (for a shift vector (sx,
sy) = (0, 0) and mono views) with the center of the graphics window. When Balsac is started from scratch, a
default focus at the center of the particle (coordinate average) is applied. Redefining the view focus allows
emphasizing structural details inside the particle.
The definition of the view focus uses a focus parameter Nfoc where the default value is Nfoc = 0 setting the
view focus at the particle center (coordinate average) , see Default Views. Posititve values Nfoc > 0 set the
view focus at atom centers where Nfoc denotes an atom count which can be obtained with the analysis
option pointing at the respective atom. A value Nfoc = -1 allows to set the focus at any location and other
negative values Nfoc = -2, -3, -4 refer to predefined focus centers determined internally as described below.
The present value of Nfoc together with the Cartesian coordinates (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc) of the focus is shown in
the view parameter window at its bottom to the right of button Focus as
(Foctype) : ( xfoc, yfoc, zfoc )

where Foctype qualifies the type of focus as
“atom no. Nfoc”

if

Nfoc > 0

“cluster cntr”

if

Nfoc = 0

“xyz coord.”

if

Nfoc = -1

“box cntr”

if

Nfoc = -2

“group cntr”

if

Nfoc = -3

“origin”

if

Nfoc = -4

L-clicking at button Focus opens the View Focus Window allowing to redefine of all focus details as
described below.
There are two different ways to (re)define the view focus inside the graphics window :
•

L-clicking entry “View | Set view focus | Atom center” opens an analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Set new focus: L-click atom A (center defines focus)

After an atom A has been selected defining Nfoc > 0 by its atom count, the particle is re-plotted
with atom center A forming the new view focus.
•

#
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which shows all details the present view focus definition used in perspective views by explicit
Cartesian coordinates or predefined default values of a focus vector V = (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc) in input
boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =” where they can be changed by typing. The actual focus parameter
value Nfoc is shown and can be changed in the input box above the coordinates next to “Atom
center” where a verbal explanation (next to the input box and depending on the Nfoc value) reads
“Atom number” for Nfoc > 0
which sets the view focus at the center of the atom with atom count Nfoc.
Changing value Nfoc in its input box to a different atom count (type positive
value + enter) puts the Cartesian coordinates (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc) of the new atom
center Nfoc into their input boxes to be used as the new focus.
“Cluster center” for Nfoc = 0
which sets the view focus at the center of the particle (coordinate average).
The corresponding Cartesian coordinates (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc) in the input boxes
are calculated and should not be modified further.
“XYZ coordinates” for Nfoc = -1
which sets the view focus at a center (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc) set up freely by explicit
Cartesian coordinates shown in the input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
Changing any Cartesian component inside its input box (type number + enter)
allows to modify the view focus vector to be used as the new focus.
“Box center” for Nfoc = -2
which sets the view focus at the center of the rectangular box enclosing the
particle (shown with the wire frame option). The corresponding Cartesian
coordinates (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc) in the input boxes are calculated and should not be
modified further.
“Group center” for Nfoc = -3 (Balsac/Cluster sessions only)
which sets the view focus at the center of a possible atom group defined in the
cluster (coordinate average). The corresponding Cartesian coordinates (xfoc,
yfoc, zfoc) in the input boxes are calculated and should not be modified further.
“Origin” for Nfoc = -4
which sets the view focus at the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system used
to define the particle. The corresponding Cartesian coordinates (xfoc, yfoc, zfoc)
in the input boxes are calculated and should not be modified further.
Changing any Cartesian component inside its input box (type number + enter) will modify the focus
definition to Nfoc = -1 described above. Note that the new focus definition becomes valid only after
the button “Set focus” is pressed.
All focus options with predefined coordinates, i.e. excluding Nfoc = -1 and Nfoc > 0, can also be
chosen from the option menu “Defaults” and its entries at the top of the View Focus Window.
L-clicking

Defaults | Cluster center sets Nfoc = 0 (focus at particle center) and proceeds as described
above.
Defaults | Cluster center sets Nfoc = -2 (focus at particle box center) and proceeds as
described above.
Defaults | Group center (Balsac/Cluster sessions only) sets Nfoc = -3 (focus at group
center) and proceeds as described above. Note that this option is enabled only
if a group is presently defined, see Define Group.
Defaults | From stack sets Nfoc = -1 retrieves the latest vector V resulting from a graphical
analysis and saved on the vector stack and the Cartesian coordinates of V are
used to define the view focus. This can also be achieved by R-clicking any of
the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the coordinate input boxes.
Repeated R-clicking or L-clicking Defaults | From stack allows to scan through
the complete stack. Note that this option is enabled only if analysis results have
been put on the stack previously.
Defaults | Origin sets Nfoc = -4 (focus at coordinate origin) and proceeds as described above.
L-clicking button
•

“Set focus” closes the View Focus Window and redraws the complete particle inside the
graphics window applying the (new) view focus coordinates of the closed window.

•

“Cancel” closes the View Focus Window and redraws the complete particle inside the
graphics window ignoring all recent focus changes in the focus window

Note that the view focus definition (except for definitions by explicit Cartesian coordinates) relies on the
internal atom numbering scheme. Thus, if the numbering changes as a result of a changed particle size, the
view focus may have to be reset.
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Mouse Drag

Quasi-continuous variations of the most important view parameters, such as view angles, magnification,
etc., can be obtained after a plot is finished by dragging the mouse inside the graphics window with the left
button pressed (L-drag). During dragging, view changes are indicated by the wire frame about the particle
changing continuously. After the left mouse button is released the atoms of the particle are displayed with the
view geometry resulting from the mouse drag.
The mouse drag menu allows a redefinition of the default mouse drag mode used for fast quasi-continuous
changes of the most important view parameters inside the graphics window. L-clicking
The present default mouse drag mode is shown as an entry "Drag (= MODE)" in the “View” menu of the
graphics window where
"Drag (= 3-D rot.)"

shows if mouse dragging changes view angles theta and phi.
Confirmed by check sign in front of entry "3-dim. rotation" of the mouse drag
menu.

"Drag (= Scale)"

shows if mouse dragging changes the plot size of the particle.
Confirmed by check sign in front of "Scale" of the mouse drag menu.

"Drag (= Shift)"

shows if mouse dragging moves the plot of the particle inside the graphics
window. Confirmed by check sign in front of "Shift" of the mouse drag menu.

"Drag (= Persp.)"

shows if mouse dragging changes the view perspective of the particle.
Confirmed by check sign in front of "Perspective" of the mouse drag menu.

"Drag (= 2-D rot.)"

shows if mouse dragging rotates the plot of the particle inside the graphics
window. Confirmed by check sign in front of "Plot rotation" of the mouse drag
menu.

"Drag (= Stereo)"

shows if mouse dragging changes the stereo view parameters.
Confirmed by check sign in front of "Stereo settings" of the mouse drag
menu.
Note that this option is available only if stereo double is chosen with the
graphics layout.

L-clicking "Drag (= MODE)" opens the mouse drag menu where L-clicking entry
•

"View | Drag (= MODE) | 3-dim. rotation"
assigns 3-dimensional rotation as the mouse drag default. Here dragging
the mouse upwards (downwards) increases (decreases) the value of view
angle theta, while moving to the right (left) decreases (increases) the value
of view angle phi.
View changes during dragging are shown by the wire frame about the
particle changing continuously. Further, the view parameter variations
show in the title bar of the graphics window as
". . .

Theta = theta, Phi = phi"

where theta and phi are the actual view angle values. After the left mouse
button is released the atoms of the particle are displayed with the view
geometry resulting from the mouse drag.

#
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•

"View | Drag (= MODE) | Scale"
assigns magnification as the mouse drag default. Here dragging the mouse
upwards (downwards) increases (decreases) the value of the magnification
factor magnf.
View changes during dragging are indicated by view parameter variations
show in the title bar of the graphics window as
". . .

Magnification = magnf"

where magnf is the actual value of the magnification factor.
•

"View | Drag (= MODE) | Shift"
assigns shifting of the plot origin as the mouse drag default. Here dragging
the mouse inside the graphics window moves the plot accordingly.
View changes during dragging are indicated by view parameter variations
show in the title bar of the graphics window as
". . .

Plot shift

x = sx,

y = sy"

where (sx, sy) is the actual value of the shift vector.
•

"View | Drag (= MODE) | Perspective"
assigns changing the perspective as the mouse drag default. Here
dragging the mouse upwards (downwards) decreases (increases) the value
of the perspective distance persp, which in effect moves the viewer closer or
away from the particle.
View changes during dragging are indicated by view parameter variations
show in the title bar of the graphics window as
". . .

Perspective = persp"

where persp is the actual value of the perspective distance.
•

"View | Drag (= MODE) | Plot rotation"
assigns rotating the picture inside the graphics window as the mouse drag
default. Here dragging the mouse upwards (downwards) increases
(decreases) the value of the rotation angle Phi, which rotates the picture of
the particle clockwise (counter-clockwise).
View changes during dragging are indicated by view parameter variations
show in the title bar of the graphics window as
". . .

Plot rotation = Phi"

where Phi is the actual value of the rotation angle.
•

"View | Drag (= MODE) | Stereo settings"
assigns changing stereo view parameters as the mouse drag default. Here
dragging the mouse upwards (downwards) decreases (increases) the value
of the distortion factor Pu (defaulted to 0.3), while moving to the right (left)
increases (decreases) the value of the stereo shift Deye (defaulted to half
the graphic window width).
View changes during dragging are indicated by view parameter variations
show in the title bar of the graphics window as
". . .

Stereo distortion = Pu,

Shift = Deye"

where Pu and Deye are the actual values of the distortion factor and stereo
shift. Note that this option is available only if stereo double is chosen with the

graphics layout.
In addition to the default drag mode, any of the above view parameters can be changed quasi-continuously
by mouse dragging together with pressing a combination of alt, ctrl, or shift keys where
L-Drag
L-Drag + [alt]
L-Drag + [ctrl]
L-Drag + [shift]
L-Drag + [ctrl] + [shift]
L-Drag + [ctrl] + [alt]
L-Drag + [shift] + [alt]

changes view parameters according to the above default mode.
changes view angles theta and phi.
changes the picture size.
changes the picture position.
changes the view perspective.
rotates the picture.
changes the stereo view parameters. Note that this option is
available only if stereo double is chosen with the graphics layout.

L-clicking "Drag speed (fac)" allows to change the sensitivity of the mouse move during dragging where
L-clicking entry
•

"View | Drag speed (fac) | Increase"
increases the sensitivity of the mouse move during dragging (multiply fac
by 1.41). The actual value of the sensitivity factor fac is shown with the menu
entry in the View menu.

•

"View | Drag speed (fac) | Decrease"
decreases the sensitivity of the mouse move during dragging (divide fac
by 1.41). The actual value of the sensitivity factor fac is shown with the menu
entry in the View menu.

Changing the sensitivity factor fac changes the parameter variations of all mouse drag actions accordingly.
For the default value fac = 1 the drag range (moving the mouse from top to bottom or from left to right limit
of the graphics window) corresponds to parameter variations described in the following table
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------drag option
drag type
parameter
variation
increment
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------"3-dim. rotation"
vertical
theta
0 - 45
additive
horizontal
phi
0 - 90
additive
"Scale"
vertical
magnf
1 - 8.5
multiplicative
"Perspective"
vertical
persp
1 - 30
multiplicative
"Plot rotation"
vertical
Phi
0 - 90
additive
"Shift"
horizontal
sx
0 - Lwinx
additive
vertical
sy
0 - Lwiny
additive
"Stereo settings" vertical
Pu
0-1
additive
horizontal
Deye
0 - Lwinx
additive
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Note that quasi-continuous variations of the view parameters by mouse dragging are not available if the
visualizer is in analysis mode.
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Extended Re-plot

The “View” menu offers different options to re-draw the picture of a particle. L-clicking
•

"View | Re-plot only"
simply re-plots the present particle. With this option the atom coordinates of the particle are
not calculated from scratch. In particular, atoms generated as a result of random population
of atom sites remain at the same sites.
Note that in some cases refreshing the graphics window contents instead of re-plotting may
be preferable because refreshing is instantaneous as opposed to re-plotting which may take
some time depending on the particle size.

•

"View | Disorder + re-plot"
re-calculates all atom coordinates and re-plots the particle. This option becomes
important if some of the atom sites are randomly populated (with a population probability <
1). Because the coordinate calculation always starts with a new seed of the population
generator, the population of specific sites changes between plots. Therefore, the (repeated)
use of the present option can help to generate reasonable structure graphics in the case of
particles with disordered layers.
For particles, where all atom sites are populated, this option yields graphics identical with the
“Re-plot” entry above.
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Animation Window

Basic definitions of animations inside Balsac are given elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Animation” entry of the “View” menu at the top of the graphics window opens the
animation window and allows defining parameters of animated views of the particle, such as

ranges of view angles, magnification, or perspective. Further, groups of atoms inside a cluster can be
animated by shifting, rotation, scaling and stretching. In addition, file output of all animation snapshots using
different formats allows generating sequences of pictures to be used for presentation purposes outside
Balsac. Examples are animated views with Balsac pictures imported in MS Powerpoint presentations or
linked with html format web pages. Finally, sequences of Balsac input files can be viewed as animations with
or without view parameter variation. The animation window contains six parts from top to bottom,
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• the “Views” frame shows the present settings of ranges of five parameters defining view angles
theta, phi, the rotation angle, the plot magnification, and the perspective parameter. The
parameter definitions are identical with those used in the view parameter window and can be
modified as described elsewhere.
• the “Animate group” frame shows the present settings of a group operation by a bold label
(Shift, Scale, Stretch, Rotate) on a button. (The label reads “None” and the button is disabled if
no group operation is defined at present.) The right part of the button includes a smaller area
labeled “inv” which allows to invert the group operation by switching shifts and rotation angles to
their negative values and switching scaling or stretching factors to their inverse value. Further, the
text in the right part of the frame lists all parameters of the corresponding group operation. The
different possible group operations are described elsewhere. Note that this feature is available only
in Balsac/Cluster sessions and requires an atom group to be defined earlier.
• the file output part shows the present settings of the file mask and formats to be used for
animation snapshots. Further, information about possible bound atoms to be included in the
animation is shown, see below. File output may be turned on or off and all file definitions (names,
format) can be modified as described elsewhere.
• the “Animation” frame shows next to “Steps =” the present number of animation steps
(snapshots) Nstep and to the right two radio dials, “Automatic” and “Step-by-step” determining
the run mode of an animation as described elsewhere. Further, the input box next to “Delay
(msec)” defines the delay time between subsequent snapshots (in milliseconds) in automatic
mode.
• below the “animation frame” there is a text area where the varying animation parameters such as
angles, magnification, and perspective are shown during the animation. For animations with file
input the corresponding input file names used for each snapshot are shown.
• the bottom part of the window starting with “Animation :” contains three buttons from the left
which allow to start the animation in forward direction (L-click “→”), in backward direction (L-click
“”), or to stop the animation (L-click “Stop”). While an animation is running in automatic mode
the direction keys are labeled as (“X”) and can be used to pause the animation (L-click “X”) after
which it can be continued in both directions by L-clicking the corresponding buttons “→” or “” or
stopped (L-click “Stop”). The fourth button closes the animation window. Further details are
described below.
Further, the menu bar at the top of the window offers options to use sequences of Balsac input files for
animated viewing, to backup/restore particle geometries, to preset view parameters, and to define group
animation. Selecting
• “File | Animation file | Open …”
opens the standard MS file input window for loading a Balsac animation file which
contains file names (with/without directory names) to be used for a file based animation
sequence. This is confirmed by showing the animation filename AnmName as
Animation input file:
AnmName
near the bottom of the animation window. Animation files must be ASCII type with a file
extension *.anm where each input file name of an animation sequence is given on a
separate line. Further details are described elsewhere.
• “File | Animation file | Close”
finishes a file based animation, removing the animation filename from the animation
window, and returning to interactive animation mode.
• “File | Animation file | ListSave” (enabled only with an open animation file, see above)
saves all output file names of a running animation with animation file output in a separate
list file (of anm format). The list file can be used for input in a subsequent Balsac session
to repeat the present animation. It will be named “anmmaskLog.anm” where anmmask is
the file mask used for animation file output.
• “File | Backup”

saves all present particle coordinates in a backup file BalsacA.svc for further retrieval
after an animation has finished (Restore).
• “File | Restore”
retrieves all particle coordinates from a previous backup file BalsacA.svc (saved before
the animation) overwriting the settings after an animation has finished.
•

“File | Exit”
finishes the animation and closes the animation window returning to the graphics
window. The same is achieved by L-clicking the “Close” button at the bottom window, see
below. Note that this entry, the “Close” button, and the window close button “X” at the top
right are disabled while an animation is running.

•

“Settings | Present view”
defines all view parameter ranges using the view settings of the latest plot inside the
graphics window, i. e. setting the range of the
o
polar view angle [thetaA, thetaE] with
thetaA = thetaE = theta
o
azimuthal view angle [phiA, phiE] with
phiA = phiE = phi
o
rotation angle [rotA, rotE]
with
rotA = rotA = rot
o
magnification [magA, magE]
with
magA = mage = magn
o
perspective [perA, perE]
with
perA = perE = persp
All view definitions are enabled and may be changed separately. The settings will affect the
animation sequence.

• “Settings | Startup view”
defines all view parameter ranges using startup defaults, i. e. setting the range of the
o
polar view angle [thetaA, thetaE] with
thetaA = thetaE = 55
o
azimuthal view angle [phiA, phiE] with
phiA = phiE = 30
o
rotation angle [rotA, rotE]
with
rotA = rotA = 0
o
magnification [magA, magE]
with
magA = mage = 1.3
o
perspective [perA, perE]
with
perA = perE = 3
All view definitions are enabled and may be changed separately.
•

“Settings | All active”
enables all view definitions for further changes.

•

“Settings | None active”
disables all view definitions (indicated by a light gray font color) and sets the present view
parameter values equal to the view settings of the latest plot inside the graphics window.

•

“Settings | Default animation”
sets a default animation scenario by setting the range of the
o
polar view angle [thetaA, thetaE] with
thetaA = 30, thetaE = 90
o
azimuthal view angle [phiA, phiE] with
phiA = 30, phiE = 180
o
rotation angle [rotA, rotE]
with
rotA = rotA = 0
o
magnification [magA, magE]
with
magA = mage = 1.3
o
perspective [perA, perE]
with
perA = perE = 3
All view definitions are enabled and the number of snapshots Nstep is set to Nstep = 25.

• “Settings | Fix” (enabled only with an open animation file, see above)
allows to fix the view parameters (i.e. angles theta phi, rot, magnification, perspective, see
view parameter window) and/or drawing parameters (defining atom design, stereo modes,
paint modes, wire frame, plot shift, etc. determined by parameters M, N, ICLC, IBFT,
NSHX, NSHY described on line 11 of the Latuse file format or on line 4 of the Plot3D file
format) and/or initialization parameters (defining window size, etc., see Initialization file) to
the same values for all input images listed in the animation file. The fix options can be set
(indicated by a check mark (hook) at the beginning of the line) or unset (no check mark) by
selecting the corresponding option line

Selecting
• “Settings | Fix | View | From present”
uses the view parameters of the present view for all images of the animation
sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | View | From 1st file”
uses the view parameters of the first image file listed in the animation file for all
images of the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | Appearance | From present”
uses the drawing parameters of the present view for all images of the animation
sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | Appearance | From 1st file”
uses the drawing parameters of the first image file listed in the animation file for
all images of the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | Initialization | From present”
uses the initialization parameters (see also Initialization file) of the present view
for all images of the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | Initialization | From 1st file”
uses the initialization parameters (see also Initialization file) of the first image file
listed in the animation file for all images of the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | View+App. | From present”
uses both the view and drawing parameters of the present view for all images of
the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | View+App. | From 1st file”
uses both the view and drawing parameters of the first image file listed in the
animation for all images of the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | View+App.+Ini. | From present”
uses the view, drawing, and initialization parameters of the present view for all
images of the animation sequence.
• “Settings | Fix | View+App.+Ini. | From 1st file”
uses the view, drawing, and initialization parameters of the first image file listed in
the animation file for all images of the animation sequence.
•

“Settings | Bounds”
allows to inspect corresponding coordinate bounds of the present cluster or lattice section.
It also allows adding coordinate bounds as atom centers to the particle definition or
removing existing bound centers from the particle definition. This option is also available
with the bounds option of the graphics window, “Analysis | Bounds”.
Selecting
• “Settings | Bounds | Show”
opens a separate message window reading
Section bounds:
Rmin = (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin)
Rmax = (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax)

which lists minimum and maximum values of all Cartesian atom coordinates of
the particle as vectors Rmin and Rmax, respectively. The values account also for
the radii of all atom centers as described elsewhere. After an animation has been
run this option shows bounds which are common to all images of the animation.
(Otherwise, the bounds refer to the present cluster geometry.) Thus, bounds can
be used to define a fixed frame for the animation, see below. (Otherwise, the
particle could move during the animation as a result of a varying size.)
• “Settings | Bounds | Include”
removes all nb existing bound atom centers and includes two fictitious atom

centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001) at locations Rmin and Rmax
describing the particle bounds. This defines a fixed coordinate frame for the
animation. (Otherwise, the particle could move during the animation as a result of
a varying size.) After an animation has been run this option includes the bounds
which are common to all images of the animation. (Otherwise, the bounds refer to
the individual cluster geometry of each image.) Thus, bounds can be used to
define a fixed frame for the animation. When the animation is run with file output,
see elsewhere, the common bound atoms are included in each output file. The
selection is confirmed by a check mark (hook) at the beginning of the selection
line.
• “Settings | Bounds | Remove”
removes all fictitious atom centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001)
describing coordinate bounds of the particle. Note that this option removes all
bounds of all images of the animation. When the animation is run with file output,
see elsewhere, bound atoms will not appear in the output files.
• “Settings | Bounds | Ignore”
leaves all fictitious atom centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001)
describing coordinate bounds unchanged. When the animation is run with file
output, see elsewhere, bound atoms, if existing, will appear in the output files.
• “Settings | Bounds | Reset”
re-calculates fictitious atom centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001)
describing coordinate bounds . When the animation is run with file output, see
elsewhere, bound atoms, if existing, will appear in the output files.
•

“Settings | Fixall+Bounds” (enabled only with an open animation file, see above)
uses the view, drawing, and initialization parameters of the present view together with two
fictitious atom centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001) at locations Rmin and Rmax
describing the particle bounds for all images of the animation sequence. This conbines
options “Settings | Fix | View+App.+Ini. | From present” with “Settings | Bounds | Include” in
one option.

• “Group“
includes options wich allow animating groups of atoms inside the particle, see also
elsewhere.
•

“Group | Shift”
opens in input window to define a total shift vector to be applied in a group
animation. Further details are explained elsewhere.

• “Group | Scale”
opens in input window to define an origin vector and a total scaling factor to be
applied in a group animation. Further details are explained elsewhere.
• “Group | Stretch”
opens in input window to define an origin vector and a stretch vector and total
stretch factor to be applied in a group animation. Further details are explained
elsewhere.
• “Group | Rotate”
opens in input window to define an origin vector and a rotation axis vector and
a total angle to be applied in a group animation. Further details are explained
elsewhere.
• “Group | None”
disables any group animation defined earlier. Further details are explained
elsewhere.
Note that the “Group” entry is enabled only if a group of atoms has been defined earlier.
L-clicking at the bottom of the window next to “Animation :” button “→” starts the animation in forward
direction (i.e. beginning with the first snapshot and ending with the last) where either the
present particle may be viewed in an animation or an animation sequence using external

Balsac input files may be shown. Alternatively, L-clicking button “” starts the animation with
identical parameters in backward direction (i.e. beginning with the last snapshot and ending
with the first). The animation proceeds in different ways depending on the animation parameters
set.
• In Automatic view mode
• without an external animation input file the animation is viewed in the
sequence defined by the view parameter ranges in forward or backward
direction where the snapshots are displayed subsequently with or without a
delay between them and the delay time is set before the animation (in the
input box next to “Delay (msec)”).
• with an external animation input file the animation is determined in its
sequence by that of the file name list in the input file, see Animation with File
Input. In forward view mode the animation files are processed starting with
the first and finishing with the last file name in the list. This is inverted in
backward view mode where the animation files are processed starting with
the last and finishing with the first file name in the list.
While an animation is running in automatic mode the direction keys are labeled as
(“X”) and can be used to pause the animation (L-click “X”) for inspecting the latest
snapshot after which it can be continued in both directions by L-clicking the
corresponding buttons “→” or “” or stopped altogether (L-click “Stop”).
• In Step-by-step view mode
• without an external animation input file the animation can be started in
forward or backward direction, L-click buttons “→” or “”, and stops
between snapshots waiting for the user to move to the next (L-click “→”) or
previous snapshot (L-click “”) or to stop the animation (L-click “Stop”). The
view mode can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding radio dial next
to “Automatic” or “Step-by-step” where a black dot inside the radio dial
indicates the active mode.
• with an external animation input file the animation is started in forward or
backward direction, L-click buttons “→” or “”, with snapshots taken from
the name list of the animation input file. It stops between snapshots waiting for
the user to continue with the snapshot taken from the next file in the
animation input file list (L-click “→”), to move to the snapshot from the
previous file in the list (L-click “”), or to stop the animation altogether (Lclick “Stop”).
During an animation the animation window is always left open for further changes or for
repeating an animation with different parameters. For further details see also elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the animation window and returns to the graphics window. The same
is achieved by selecting the “Exit” entry of the menu bar, see above.
Note that this button, the “File” entry of the menu bar, and the window close button “X” at the top
right are disabled while an animation is running.
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Animation Basics

In Balsac an animation is given by a sequence of snapshots of a particle in the graphics window where
basically two scenarios are possible
•

Interactive animation of the particle which is presently defined in a Balsac/Lattice or Cluster/
session where a sequence of Nstep > 1 views (snapshots) is shown with differing values of view
parameters, see below. In addition, a predefined group of cluster atoms can be manipulated, such
as shifted, scaled, stretched, or rotated during the animation, see elsewhere. Note that this feature
can be combined with animated viewing and is available only in Balsac/Cluster sessions
requiring an atom group to be defined earlier.

•

File based animation where a Balsac animation file containing names of Balsac input files is used
for an animation sequence. During the animation all input files are loaded subsequently and the
particles described by the files are shown in sequences of Nstep views each with differing values of
view parameters, analogous to the interactive animation. Here Nstep = 1 means that each file is
used for only one particle view such that the number of different files determines the total
animation sequence. Note that this feature cannot be combined with group manipulations.

In interactive animation or with a Balsac input file loaded Nstep snapshots of the corresponding particle are
shown in the graphics window where up to five view parameters are changed simultaneously between the
snapshots. Each parameter value can vary linearly between a start value A1 and an end value A2, i. e.
A(n) = [ (Nstep - n) * A1 + (n – 1) * A2 ] / (Nstep - 1) ,

n = 1, … Nstep

where A1 stands for the starting value of one of the view angles, thetaA, phiA, rotA, the magnification,
magA, and/or the perspective factor, perA and A2 for the end values thetaE, phiE, rotE, magE, and/or perE
given by the parameter ranges.
The animation sequence may be inverted starting with snapshot n = Nstep, followed by n = Nstep-1 until n =
1. Further, while the animation is running it can be paused and continued with the same or the inverted
sequence until n = Nstep or N = 1 is reached. In addition, the running animation can be stopped and
restarted in whichever sequence. For details see Animation Window.
In Balsac/Cluster sessions a group of atoms may be defined and can be manipulated, such as shifted,
scaled, stretched, or rotated during the animation, see elsewhere. The group operations occur in parallel to
the variation of the view parameters according to the scheme above.
For Nstep = 1 neither view parameter variations nor group operation occur.
The animation sequence can be viewed either in automatic mode where each snapshot is displayed right
after the previous one is finished (or after a delay time) or in step-by-step mode where Balsac stops
between snapshots waiting for the user to continue with the next snapshot. Note that due to the plotting
strategy of Balsac particles with many atoms may not show as a true particle animation sequence in
automatic mode. However, if animation file output is selected the complete collection of files can be postprocessed to yield a continuous animation.
While the animation is running each snapshot can be saved in a file for post-processing outside Balsac
where different file formats are available, the

#

•

Plot3D file format to be used as subsequent input to Balsac,

•

PostScript file format to be used subsequently for graphics output on high resolution (color)
printers and typesetting devices, or as input to web and presentation applications,

•

Binary bitmap file format to be used for graphics output on color printers, or as input to web and
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presentation applications.
This allows in particular generating animated graphics for presentation purposes.
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Animation Views

The “Views” frame of the animation window shows the present settings of ranges of five parameters
defining view angles theta, phi, the rotation angle, the plot magnification, and the perspective parameter.
The parameter definitions are identical with those used in the view parameter window.
Each view parameter has to be activated separately for an animation by L-clicking the checkbox at the
beginning of the corresponding parameter line.
L-clicking a disabled checkbox (with a missing hook inside the box) activates the corresponding view
parameter range. This is confirmed by a black hook inside the box and by enabling the two
input boxes next to “Start =” and “End =”. These input boxes show the present settings of the
view parameter range (start value A1 and end value A2) which will be used in a subsequent
animation (irrespective of settings contained in input files of file based animations). The range
can be modified by typing inside the two boxes where changes are accepted only after moving
to another input box, after pressing the “Enter” key, or after L-clicking the “Animate” button.
If start and end values of a view parameter agree, A1 = A2, then the view parameter will be
fixed at A1 during the animation.
L-clicking an enabled checkbox deactivates the corresponding view parameter range, disabling the two
input boxes, discarding the previous A1, A2 values, and setting A1 = A2 equal to the
corresponding value used for the latest plot inside the graphics window. These settings will be
applied in subsequent interactive animations while for file based animations the value for A1 (=
A2) will be taken from the view parameters of each input file.
The values of deactivated view parameters A1 = A2 will be affected by changing views inside the graphics
window (outside an animation) where in all cases values used for the latest plot will be applied in
interactive animations and shown in the animation window. Likewise, deactivated view parameters will
assume corresponding values from those of each input file.
If no view parameters are activated then interactive animations use values taken from the latest plot inside
the graphics window while file based animations use view parameter values given by each input file.

#
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Animate Groups

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers animated manipulations of groups of atoms inside the
particle where groups have been defined earlier. This includes group shifting, scaling, stretching, or rotation.
L-clicking the “Groups” entry of the menu bar at the top of the animation window opens a list of entries
to define group operationss to be used in a subsequent animation. These include
Animate Group, Shifting
Animate Group, Scaling
Animate Group, Stretching
Animate Group, Rotation
Animate Group, Disable
Note that any group animation option is available only if an atom group has been defined earlier.

#
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Animate Group, Shifting

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be shifted in an
animation applying equidistant increments of a total shift vector V with respect to its initial position. (Group
shifts are also defined elsewhere.) The incremental shift vectors v are given by
v = V / Nstep
where Nstep denotes the number of animation steps defined in the animation window. This option requires
an atom group to be defined earlier.
L-clicking the “Group | Shift” entry of the menu bar at the top of the animation window opens the group
shift animation window for input.

This window shows below “Total group shift vector:” the Cartesian coordinates of the total
shift vector V = (Vx, Vy, Vz) (in units of the atom coordinates). Vector V can be be modified in
different ways
•

If vector V is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Vx, Vy, Vz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”.

•

If vector V results from a graphical analysis and has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the shift
vector.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster) can be obtained from the
option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window where
•

“Coordinates | Cluster center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)
cluster centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”.

•

“Coordinates | Group center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)
group centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”.

L-clicking the button “+/-”at the bottom left of the input window inverts the direction of vector
V by setting -V as the new shift vector.
L-clicking the “Apply” button closes the group shift animation window and confirms the input
by a corresponding text reading
Shift = (Vx, Vy, Vz)

inside the frame “Animate group” and the operation button next to the text is enabled with the
#
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label “Shift”. The shift parameters can be modified by L-clicking the “Group | Shift” entry of the
menu bar or by L-clicking the operation button labeled “Shift”.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group shift animation window ignoring any changes
made in the window.
The right part of the Animate group button in the animation window includes a smaller area labeled “inv”
where L-clicking inverts the group operation by switching the shift vector to its negative value.
L-clicking the “Animate” button at the bottom of the animation window with a group shift operation selected
window starts a corresponding animation.
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Animate Group, Scaling

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be scaled, i.e.
expanded or shrunk isotropicaly with respect to a given center C (scaling center), in an animation applying
equidistant increments of a total scaling factor Fac. (Group scaling is defined in detail elsewhere.) The
incremental scaling factors fac are given by
fac = Fac / Nstep
where Nstep denotes the number of animation steps defined in the animation window. This option requires
an atom group to be defined earlier.
L-clicking the “Group | Scale” entry of the menu bar at the top of the animation window opens the group
scaling animation window for input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the scaling
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the scaling center can
be modified in different ways
•

If the scaling center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding
values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the scaling center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
scaling center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster) can be obtained from the
option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window where
•

#
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“Coordinates | Cluster center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)

cluster centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.
•

“Coordinates | Group center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)
group centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The input box below “Total scaling factor” shows the present value of the total scaling factor
Fac which can be modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “1/x” next
to the input box inverts the present value of the scaling factor.
L-clicking the “Apply” button closes the group scaling animation window and confirms the
input by a corresponding text reading
Origin = (Cx, Cy, Cz)
Total factor = Fac

inside the frame “Animate group” and the operation button next to the text is enabled with the
label “Scale”. All scaling parameters can be modified by L-clicking the “Group | Scale” entry of
the menu bar or by L-clicking the operation button labeled “Scale”.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group scaling animation window ignoring any
changes made in the window.
The right part of the Animate group button in the animation window includes a smaller area labeled “inv”
where L-clicking inverts the group operation by switching the scaling factor to its inverse value.
L-clicking the “Animate” button at the bottom of the animation window with a group scaling operation
selected window starts a corresponding animation
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Animate Group, Stretching

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be stretched
anisotropically with respect to a given center C (stretch center) along a stretch direction vector Vs in an
animation applying equidistant increments of a total stretch factor Fac (Group stretching is defined in detail
elsewhere.) The incremental stretch factors fac are given by
fac = Fac / Nstep
where Nstep denotes the number of animation steps defined in the animation window. This option requires
an atom group to be defined earlier.
L-clicking the “Group | Stretch” entry of the menu bar at the top of the animation window opens the group
stretching animation window for input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the stretch
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the stretch center can
be modified in different ways
•

If the stretch center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding
values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the stretch center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
stretch center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster) can be obtained from the
option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window where
•

#

“Coordinates | Cluster center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)
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cluster centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.
•

“Coordinates | Group center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)
group centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Stretch vector, factor” the Cartesian coordinates of the stretch
direction vector Vs = (Vsx, Vsy, Vsz) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be
modified by typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
•

If a vector v resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
stretch direction vector.

The input box next to “Fac =” shows the present value of the total stretch factor Fac which can
be modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “1/x” next to the input box
inverts the present value of the total stretch factor.
L-clicking the “Apply” button closes the group stretching animation window and confirms the
input by a corresponding text reading
Origin = (Cx, Cy, Cz)
Direction = (Vsx, Vsy, Vsz)
Total factor = Fac

inside the frame “Animate group” and the operation button next to the text is enabled with the
label “Stretch”. All stretch parameters can be modified by L-clicking the “Group | Stretch” entry
of the menu bar or by L-clicking the operation button labeled “Stretch”.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group stretching animation window ignoring any
changes made in the window.
The right part of the Animate group button in the animation window includes a smaller area labeled “inv”
where L-clicking inverts the group operation by switching the stretch factor to its inverse value.
L-clicking the “Animate” button at the bottom of the animation window with a group stretching operation
selected window starts a corresponding animation
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Animate Group, Rotation

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be rotated about
an axis though center C (rotation center) and pointing along direction A (rotation axis vector) in an
animation applying equidistant increments of a total rotation angle Phi (Group rotation is defined in detail
elsewhere.) The incremental rotation angles phi are given by
phi = Phi / Nstep
where Nstep denotes the number of animation steps defined in the animation window. This option requires
an atom group to be defined earlier.
L-clicking the “Group | Rotate” entry of the menu bar at the top of the animation window opens the group
rotation animation window for input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the rotation
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the rotation center can
be modified in different ways
•

If the rotation center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding
values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the rotation center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
rotation center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster) can be obtained from the
option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window where
•

#
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“Coordinates | Cluster center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)

cluster centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.
•

“Coordinates | Group center” calculates the coordinate average of all (visible)
group centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Rotation axis, total angle” the Cartesian coordinates of the rotation
axis vector A = (Ax, Ay, Az) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be modified by
typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
rotation axis vector.

The input box next to “Phi =” shows the present value of the total rotation angle Phi (in
degrees) which can be modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “+/-”
next to the input box inverts the sign of the present value of the total rotation angle.
L-clicking the “Apply” button closes the group rotation animation window and confirms the
input by a corresponding text reading
Origin = (Cx, Cy, Cz)
Axis = (Ax, Ay, Az)
Total angle = Phi

inside the frame “Animate group” and the operation button next to the text is enabled with the
label “Rotate”. All rotation parameters can be modified by L-clicking the “Group | Rotate” entry
of the menu bar or by L-clicking the operation button labeled “Rotate”.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group rotation animation window ignoring any
changes made in the window.
The right part of the Animate group button in the animation window includes a smaller area labeled “inv”
where L-clicking inverts the group operation by switching the rotation angle to its negative value.
L-clicking the “Animate” button at the bottom of the animation window with a group rotation operation
selected window starts a corresponding animation
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Animate Group, Disable

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) L-clicking the “Group | None” entry of the menu bar at the top of the
animation window erases any group operation defined for an earlier animation. The group operation button in
the window changes its label by “None” and will be disabled. The last group operation defined before
disabling group animations can be revived by L-clicking the corresponding option from the menu bar of the
animation window. However, note that other group operations outside the animation may be applied in
between which will modify corresponding group operation parameters.

#
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Animation File Output

Below the “Animate group” frame of the animation window the file output part shows whether output of
snapshot files during the animation is selected and, if selected, what file mask and format are to be used.
The file output option is activated by L-clicking the checkbox “File output” which is confirmed by a black
check mark (hook) inside the checkbox and by enabling the file mask input box with its mask button and the
format definition frame, see below. Likewise, file output can be deactivated by L-clicking the corresponding
checkbox showing a check mark which disables the file mask input box with its mask button and the format
definition frame.
With the file output option selected each snapshot of an animation sequence will be saved in a separate file
where file names are derived from a generic mask to be defined by the input box next to “Mask =” and an
offset to be defined by the input box next to “Offset =”. If a mask word “ABCD” and an offset Noff
(defaulted to zero) is given in
•

an interactive animation of the particle then file names “ABCDnnn.ext” will be used for snapshot
output where nnn = Noff, … Noff+Nstep counts the animation steps and “ext” is given by the
selected file format, see below.
As an example, the mask word “c:\BALTMP\anim” with Plot3D output format, an offset of 100,
and 25 animation steps will use file output names “anim101.plt” to “anim125.plt” and store in
directory “c:\ BALTMP”.

•

a file based animation then file names “ABCDkkk_nnn.ext” will be used for snapshot output where
kkk = Noff+k with k counting the input files listed (first to last file or last to first) in the Balsac
animation file (provided earlier) and nnn = 1, … Nstep counts the animation steps. Postfix “ext” is
given by the selected file format, see below.
As an example, the mask word “c:\BALTMP\anim” with Plot3D output format, an offset of 50, and
5 animation steps for each input file will use file output names “anim50_1.plt”, …“anim51_5.plt”,
“anim52_1.plt”, etc. and store in directory “c:\ BALTMP”.

File name masks can also be derived from names of existing files. L-clicking the “Sel” button next to the
file mask input box opens the standard MS file input window asking for a file name of the list. After a file
name has been selected L-clicking the “Open” button closes the MS file input window and uses the file
name body (i. e. without directory and extension part and after stripping off trailing number characters) as
the new file name mask. This is confirmed by showing the new mask inside the file mask input box. Lclicking the “Cancel” button closes the MS file input window leaving the mask definition unchanged.
As an example, selecting a file “c:\BALTMP\Cluster117view34.ext” will use “Cluster117view” as the new
File name mask.
With the file output option selected each file is saved in a format which is chosen inside the format
definition frame. Different file formats are available where L-clicking radio button

#

•

“Latuse”

saves Latuse file format files to be used as subsequent input to Balsac/Lattice
sessions. Note that this format is not available while animating in Balsac/Cluster
sessions.

•

“Plot3D”

saves Plot3D file format files to be used as subsequent input to Balsac/Cluster
sessions.

•

“PostScript”

saves PostScript file format files to be used subsequently for graphics output on
high resolution (color) printers and typesetting devices, or as input to web and
presentation applications.

•

“Bitmap”

saves Binary bitmap file format files to be used for graphics output on color
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printers, or as input to web and presentation applications.
The present format setting is indicated by a black dot filling the corresponding radio button.
Note that with bitmap file output (*.bmp files) the window size and position as well as color definitions at the
start of the animation will be used troughout the animation irrespective other definitions set in the
initialization parts of possible animation input files.

# $ K +

Animation Settings

Below the file output part of the animation window the animation settings part, shown inside a frame
“Animation”, defines the length and mode of an animation to be performed. Basic definitions of animations
inside Balsac are given elsewhere.
The input box next to “Steps =” gives the number of snapshots, Nstep, which is generated in the animation
sequence. The plotting time for each snapshot (including a possible delay time, see below) together with
Nstep determines the total length of an animation. The value of Nstep can be modified by typing inside the
input box where changes are accepted only after moving to another input box, after pressing the “Enter”
key, or after L-clicking one of the animation buttons, “>” or “<”.

The animation sequence can be viewed in either forward or backward direction and either in
automatic mode where each snapshot is displayed right after the previous one is finished or in step-bystep mode where Balsac stops between snapshots waiting for the user to move to the next snapshots. The
view mode can be changed by L-clicking the corresponding radio dial next to “Automatic” or “Step-bystep” where a black dot inside the radio dial indicates the active mode.
Running the animation in automatic mode allows setting a delay time dT between subsequent snapshots to
slow down for better viewing. The time dT, given in milliseconds, may be changed by typing inside the input
box next to “Delay (msec)” where a value dT = 0 means no delay and dT = 10000 is allowed as the
maximum value.
Due to the plotting strategy of Balsac particles with many atoms may not show as a true particle animation
sequence in automatic mode. However, if animation file output is selected the complete collection of output
files can be post-processed to yield a continuous animation.

#
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Animation with File Input

In file based animation sequences of external Balsac input files can be viewed as animations with or
without view parameter variation. This feature requires an external Balsac animation file which lists names of
input files (with/without directory names) to be used for an animation sequence.
Choosing a Balsac animation file is available by selecting “File | List file | Open …” from the top menu of
the animation window, see elsewhere. This is confirmed by showing the file name as
Animation input file:
AnmName
near the bottom of the animation window.
After a valid Balsac animation file has been chosen L-clicking the “Animate” button at the bottom of the
window starts an animation where an animation sequence using external Balsac input files will be shown.
During the animation all input files listed in the animation file are loaded subsequently and the particles
described by the files are shown in sequences of Nstep snapshot views each with differing values of view
parameters, analogous to the interactive animation. Note that any previously defined animated group
operations will be ignored in file based animations (i. e. group definitions are not available).
Here Nstep = 1 means that each file is used for only one particle view such that the number of different files
determines the total animation sequence.
A running animation can be interrupted by L-clicking the “Pause” button and continued by L-clicking the
“Continue” or stopped by L-clicking the “Stop” button, as described elsewhere.
The file sequence given by the animation file can be inverted (running the sequence backwards) by Lclicking the check box next to “Backwards”. The inverted sequence is indicated by a check mark (hook
inside the check box. The inversion can be undone by L-clicking the check box again (check mark removed).
During the animation the animation window is always left open for further changes or for repeating an
animation with different parameters. Further details are described elsewhere.
Note that with bitmap file output (*.bmp files) the window size and position as well as color definitions at the
start of the animation will be used troughout the animation irrespective other definitions set in the
initialization parts of the input files.
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View Parameter Window

L-clicking the "View parameter menu …" entry opens the view parameter window and allows redefining
all parameters connected with the view of the particle, such as view directions, magnification,

perspective, shifts, focus position, and stereo settings. Basic definitions and default values of all view
parameters are given below.
The view parameter windows of Balsac/Cluster sessions shown above differ from those of Balsac/Lattice
sessions only by the input options of the view direction vector. The corresponding line reads
“View (x, y, z) …” without radio buttons in Balsac/ Cluster sessions,
“View ( h, k, l) …” with two or three radio buttons below the input fields in Balsac/Lattice sessions,
Details and input of the different parameters are explained in the following subsections.
Explicit View Direction
Polar / Azimuthal View
Plot Magnification
View Perspective
Plot Shift
Plot Rotation
Stereo View
View Focus
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Visualize / Close
Default Views

Basic definitions of view parameters
The view direction is based on the internal (Cartesian) coordinate system (x, y, z), which describes the
positions of all atoms where in a Balsac/Lattice session the stacking netplanes are parallel to the xy plane. In
this system, the view direction vector p is given by
p = ( px, py, pz ) = ( sin(theta) * cos(phi), sin(theta) * sin(phi), cos(theta) )
where angles theta (within [0, 180]) and phi (within [0, 360]) can be defined inside the view parameter menu.
Thus, a view along the z axis (perpendicular to netplanes of a Balsac/Lattice session) corresponds to theta =
0, phi = 0, and views along the xy plane are given by theta = 90. The value phi = 0 is defined such that for a
normal view (theta = 0) the x direction of the coordinate system points to the right of the screen, and the y
direction points upwards.
The picture of a particle may be rotated about the graphics window by an angle Phi and magnified using a
magnification factor magnf. Here, magnf = 1 yields a window filling view, while larger (smaller) magnf values
enlarge (reduce) the picture. Further, the picture may be shifted rigidly inside the window by a shift vector
(sx, sy) given in pixel units.
The 3-dimensional view of the particle can be given in parallel or central projection depending on the value
of the perspective parameter persp. For values
persp = 0

the particle is shown in parallel projection with the projection plane normal vector
determined by the view direction vector p. Parallel projection is useful for quasi-2dimensional views along the x, y, or z axes, while other viewing directions may give
the impression of a distorted section.

0 < persp < 999

the particle is shown in central projection with the projection plane normal vector
determined by the view direction vector p and the distance of the viewer from the
projection plane. The latter is given by the value of the perspective parameter
persp and the location of the view focus as described in the following figure.

The projection plane stands perpendicular to the viewing direction p at a distance R
from the view focus (placed by default at the center of the particle, see elsewhere)
where R denotes the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the particle (see
figure). The viewer X is placed at a distance (persp+1) * R from the projection
plane.
The location of the view focus is given by a parameter Nfoc where
Nfoc = 0

sets the focus at the center of the particle (coordinate
average), and

Nfoc = n > 0

sets the focus at the center of atom n inside the particle.

Other negative Nfoc values refer to predefined defaults explained elsewhere.
Full color stereo mode allows a more realistic 3-dimensional impression of the particle using optical stereo
glasses. In this mode, a particle is shown by two pictures inside the window. The pictures are reduced to 50%
in size (with respect to their mono equivalents), are horizontally displaced by a picture shift, deye, (called
“Stereo shift” and differ slightly in their projection geometry reflecting the viewer's eye distance and his
distance from the object. The eye distance, pu, (called “Stereo distortion” in the view parameter window) is
measured in units of the diameter D = 2 R of the particle where meaningful values of pu lie between 0.1 and
1.0 (pu = 0.3 is default). The picture shift deye which determines the shift between the centers of the two
stereo pictures inside the window can assume positive and negative values where for
deye > 0

the left (right) picture simulates the left (right) eye view required for viewing with optical
stereo glasses, and

deye < 0

the left (right) picture simulates the right (left) eye view required for cross eyed stereo
viewing without glasses.

Meaningful values for |deye| lie between 100 and 600 (deye = -300 is the default).
View angles theta and phi and magnification magnf can be varied in discrete steps inside the graphics
window after a plot is finished by pressing keys as follows
[cursor up]

increases angle theta to theta + dtheta

[cursor down]

decreases angle theta to theta - dtheta

[cursor right]

increases angle phi to phi + dphi

[cursor left]

decreases angle phi to phi - dphi

[m]

reduces the magnification magnf to magnf / dmagnf

[M]

increases the magnification magnf to magnf * dmagnf

The incremental step values dtheta, dphi, and dmagnf are shown and may be reset in the view parameter
window. Further, angles and other view parameters may be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag
inside the graphics window.
The present values of all view parameters are shown in the view parameter window inside boxes where they
can be modified. Changes (by typing inside the boxes) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize”
or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
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Explicit View Direction

In addition to setting viewing directions by angles theta, phi based on the Cartesian coordinate system in
which the particle is defined, see view parameter window, Balsac offers alternative ways to define viewing
directions by
•

Cartesian coordinates

where the viewing direction vector is given by its explicit Cartesian
components (ex, ey, ez). The present values of ex, ey, ez are shown in the
boxes next to “View (x, y, z)” where they can be modified. Changes (by
typing inside the boxes) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize”
or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window. Note that
direction vector input will be renormalized internally to yield |(x, y, z)| = 1.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the
vector stack it can be retrieved and used for input. L-clicking the text line
“View (x, y, z)” in front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector
filling all input boxes of the viewing direction vector.
This option is available in both Balsac/Lattice and Balsac/Cluster sessions
where in Lattice sessions the radio button “xyz” must be filled with a
black dot. (If not, L-click the radio button.)

•

Miller indices

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) where the viewing direction vector is
based on (real-valued) Miller indices (vh, vk, vl) reflecting the reciprocal
lattice of the crystal section. Here the direction vector is assumed parallel
to the direction of a vector (in reciprocal space)
v = vh * G1 + vk * G2 + vl * G3
where vectors G1, G2, G3 form the basis of the reciprocal lattice. Thus,
integer-valued indices (vh,vk,vl) correspond to Miller indexed crystal
directions.
For crystal lattices where Miller indices can be based alternatively on the
simple cubic or the generic reciprocal lattice (i. e. for sc, fcc, bcc,
diamond, NaCl, CsCl, ZnS, cubic Bravais lattices, see Lattice Parameters),
the direction indices (vh, vk, vl) can be defined both ways where the
present input format is given by the active radio button, “sc” or
“Generic”, being filled with a black dot.
For hexagonal crystal lattices where Miller indices can be based
alternatively on the 4-index or the generic 3-index notation, (vl,vm,vn,vq)
or (vh, vk, vl), (i.e. for hcp, graphite, hexagonal-P lattices, see Lattice
Parameters), the direction indices can also be defined both ways where the
present input format is given by the active radio button, “4-index” or
“Generic”, being filled with a black dot.
For centered crystal lattices where Miller indices can be based
alternatively on the generic definition, (vh, vk, vl) and that of the
corresponding primitive lattice (vh’, vk’, vl’), (see Lattice Parameters), the
direction indices can also be defined both ways where the present input
format is given by the active radio button, “Primitive” or “Generic”,
being filled with a black dot.
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Polar / Azimuthal View

The polar and azimuthal angles, theta, phi determine the view direction used in any 3-dimensional view of
the particle. This is based on the internal (Cartesian) coordinate system (x, y, z), which describes the
positions of all atoms where in a Balsac/Lattice session the stacking netplanes are parallel to the xy plane. In
this system, the view direction vector p is given by
p = ( px, py, pz ) = ( sin(theta) * cos(phi), sin(theta) * sin(phi), cos(theta) )
where angles theta (within [0, 180]) and phi (within [0, 360]) can be defined inside the view parameter menu.
Thus, a view along the z axis (perpendicular to netplanes of a Balsac/Lattice session) corresponds to theta =
0, phi = 0, and views along the xy plane are given by theta = 90. The value phi = 0 is defined such that for a
normal view (theta = 0) the x direction of the coordinate system points to the right of the screen, and the y
direction points upwards. Default values are theta = 55, phi = 30, see Default Views.
The present values of theta, phi are shown in the view parameter window inside boxes where they can be
modified. Changes (by typing inside the boxes) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize” or
“Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
In addition to the absolute values of theta, phi incremental step values dtheta, dphi can be set inside the
view parameter window next to “Theta step”, “Phi step”. This becomes important for discrete view changes
inside the graphics window after a plot is finished. Pressing keys
[cursor up]

increases angle theta to theta + dtheta,

[cursor down]

decreases angle theta to theta – dtheta,

[cursor right]

increases angle phi to phi + dphi,

[cursor left]

decreases angle phi to phi - dphi.

Further, the view angles, theta, phi, may be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag inside the graphics
window.
For more information on view parameters, consult the view parameter window.
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Plot Magnification

The picture of a particle may be enlarged or reduced in size, which can be useful to show structural details
or get a better overview of a complex system. The actual plot scale is determined by a scaling factor magnf,
where magnf = 1 yields a window filling view of the particle. Larger (smaller) values enlarge (reduce) the
picture. The default value is magnf = 1.3, see Default Views.
The present value of magnf is shown in the corresponding box of the view parameter window where it can
be modified. Changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize” or
“Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
In addition to the absolute value of magnf, an incremental step value dmagnf can be set inside the view
parameter window next to “Magn. step”. This becomes important for discrete view changes inside the
graphics window after a plot is finished. Pressing keys
[m]

reduces the scaling magnf to magnf / dmagnf, and

[M]

increases the scaling magnf to magnf * dmagnf.

Further, the scaling factor magnf may be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag inside the graphics
window.
For more information on view parameters, consult the view parameter window.
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View Perspective

The 3-dimensional view of the particle can be given in parallel or central projection depending on the value
of the perspective parameter persp. For values
persp = 0

the particle is shown in parallel projection with the projection plane normal vector
determined by the view direction vector p. Parallel projection is useful for quasi-2dimensional views along the x, y, or z axes while other viewing directions may give
the impression of a distorted section.

0 < persp < 999

the particle is shown in central projection with the projection plane normal vector
determined by the view direction vector p and the distance of the viewer from the
projection plane. The latter is given by the value of the perspective parameter
persp and the location of the view focus as described in the following figure.

The projection plane stands perpendicular to the viewing direction p at a distance R
from the view focus (placed by default at the center of the particle, see elsewhere)
where R denotes the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing the section (see
figure). The viewer X is placed at a distance (persp+1) * R from the projection
plane.
The default value of the perspective parameter is persp = 3, see Default Views.
The present value of persp is shown in the corresponding box of the view parameter window where it can be
modified. Changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize” or
“Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
Further, the perspective parameter persp may be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag inside the
graphics window.
For more information on view parameters, consult the view parameter window.
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Plot Shift

The picture of a particle can be shifted rigidly inside the window by a shift vector (sx, sy) given in pixel
units. Here sx = sy = 0 defines the default where mono mode views of particles are centered such that the
image of the section center coincides with the window center. Shift values
sx > 0

will shift to the right,

sx < 0

will shift to the left

sy > 0

will shift downwards,

sy < 0

will shift upwards

Default values are sx = 0, sy = 0, see Default Views.
The present values of sx, sy are shown in the corresponding boxes of the view parameter window where
they can be modified. Changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted only after L-clicking the
“Visualize” or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
Further, the perspective parameters sx, sy may be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag inside the
graphics window.
For more information on view parameters, consult the view parameter window.
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Plot Rotation

The2-dimensional picture of a particle can be rotated inside the graphics window by an angle rot which can
be useful to correct the orientation of structure graphics in PostScript output to be included in electronic
manuscripts. The rotation angle rot is given in Degrees within the range [0, 360] refering to clockwise
rotation. The default value is rot = 0, see Default Views.
The present value of rot is shown in the corresponding box of the view parameter window where it can be
modified. Changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize” or
“Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
Further, the rotation angle rot can be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag inside the graphics
window.
For more information on view parameters, consult the view parameter window.
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Stereo View

Note that this option is available only if stereo double is chosen with the graphics layout.
Full color stereo mode allows a more realistic 3-dimensional impression of the particle using optical stereo
glasses. In this mode, a particle is shown by two pictures inside the window. The pictures are reduced to
50% in size (with respect to their mono equivalents), are horizontally displaced by a picture shift deye, and
differ slightly in their projection geometry reflecting the viewer's eye distance pu and his/her distance from
the object. The eye distance pu is measured in units of the diameter D = 2 R of the particle where meaningful
values of pu lie between 0.1 and 1.0. The picture shift deye, which determines the shift between the centers
of the two stereo pictures inside the window, can assume positive and negative values where for
deye > 0

the left (right) picture simulates the left (right) eye view required for viewing with optical
stereo glasses, and for

deye < 0

the left (right) picture simulates the right (left) eye view required for cross eyed stereo
viewing without glasses.

Meaningful values for |deye| lie between 100 and 600. Default values are pu = 0.3, deye = -300, see Default
Views.
The present values of deye and pu are shown in the corresponding boxes of the view parameter window
where they can be modified. Changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted only after L-clicking the
“Visualize” or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
Further, the stereo parameters pu, deye may be changed quasi-continuously by mouse drag inside the
graphics window.
For more information on view parameters, consult the view parameter window.
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Visualize / Close

L-clicking the “Visualize” button in the view parameter window verifies all parameter values set inside the
window after which Balsac moves to the graphics window and re-plots the present particle while the view
parameter window remains open.
L-clicking the “Close” button in the view parameter window verifies all parameter values set inside the
window after which Balsac closes this window and moves the focus to the graphics window re-plotting the
present particle.
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Default Views

L-clicking the “Defaults” entry of the main menu bar in the view parameter window opens a list of entries
to assign default values to groups of view parameters where selecting
• “Defaults | View angles”
sets default values for the viewing angles theta, phi, and the rotation angle rot where (all
values in degrees) theta = 55, phi = 30, rot = 0. Further, the incremental values dtheta,
dphi are set to dtheta = 10, dphi = 10. These values overwrite previous settings of the
viewing angles and the rotation angle. The default values are accepted only after Lclicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
• “Defaults | Focus/shift/magn.”
sets default values for the view parameters focus, plot shift and magnification where Nfoc
= 0 (focus at particle center, coordinate average), (sx, sy) = ( 0, 0) (shift vector in pixels),
Magnf = 1.3 (scaling factor). These values overwrite previous settings of the focus, shift,
and magnification. The default values are accepted only after L-clicking the “Visualize”
or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
•

“Defaults | Perspective”
set the default value for the perspective where perp = 3. This value overwrites previous
settings of the perspective. The default value is accepted only after L-clicking the
“Visualize” or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.

•

“Defaults | Stereo”
sets default values for the stereo view parameters pu and deye where pu = 0.3 (eye
distance) and deye = -300 (picture shift in pixels). These values overwrite previous settings
of the stereo parameters. The default values are accepted only after L-clicking the
“Visualize” or “Close” button or by L-clicking inside the graphics window.
Note that this option defaults the stereo parameter values irrespective of the view mode,
mono or stereo.

• “Defaults | All parameters”
combines all four previous default setting options.
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Manipulate Atoms

L-clicking the “Atoms” entry of the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window opens a list of
entries for manipulating atoms of the particle, such as hiding, changing radii, changing the atom design, and
more. Details of the different options are explained in the following sections.
Modify / Add Atom
Add Atom (Relative)
Hide / Revive / Purge Atoms
Atom Radii
Atom Design
Add Atoms from File
Spherical Confinement
Reposition Atoms
Adjust Coordinate System
Apply Symmetry
Remove Coinciding Atoms
Clear Vector Stack
List Atoms
Selected Cluster / Lattice Coordinates
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Modify / Add Atom

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows to modify atoms (coordinates, radii, element type) of the
particle or add new atoms to it.
L-clicking the "Atoms | Atom modify / add" entry opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
Modify/add atom: L-click one atom A; R-click opens menu

After at least one atom A has been selected, R-clicking lists the properties of atom A in the analysis box of
the graphics window, labels the atom by a white circle and a cross, and opens a separate atom modify
window with all properties of the atom contained in corresponding input boxes as shown in the following
example.

In this window the atom index n is shown in the title line “Atom # n”. Further, the atom is characterized by its
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), its atom radius Radius used for plotting (all lengths are given in units of the
atom coordinates), and its nuclear charge Znuc where all values are given in input boxes where they can be
changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition, the element button next to the input box of Znuc
shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this button opens the element table window where Lclicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the corresponding nuclear charge in
the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. R-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the atom position vector.
Selected vector coordinates can be obtained also from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the
window as described elsewhere.
Changed values of (x, y, z), Radius, Znuc (by typing inside the box) need to be confirmed by L-clicking
button
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• “Modify # n”

which modifies the corresponding properties of atom # n accordingly after which the
modified particle is redrawn inside the graphics window while the focus remains in
the atom modify window allowing further changes of all properties of atom # n.

• “Add as # m”

which uses the modified atom properties to generate an new atom # m which is
added to the particle (the initial particle consists of m-1 atoms). If the modified atom
coordinates are too close to those of an existing particle atom an error message
Warning, atom coordinates inconsistent:
changed/new atom coincides with atom # p

shows with p denoting the index of the neighbor atom. After adding an atom the
modified particle is redrawn inside the graphics window while the focus remains in
the atom modify window allowing further changes of all properties of the added atom
# m.
The middle part of the atom modify window allows to move atom # n along a straight line towards another
atom # p whose index can be chosen in the input box next to “Atm =”. There are two options to define the
movement which are selected by two radio buttons next to the input box. L-clicking radio button
• “Touching”

will put atom # n on a straight line given by the initial position of atom # n and that of
# p such that the distance equals the sum of the two atom radii.

• “Distance”

opens an additional input box next to “Dist. =” where an atom distance D can be
given and atom # n will by put on a straight line given by the initial position of atom #
n and that of # p such that the distance equals D.

The actual atom movement is performed in both cases by L-clicking the button “Move towards”.
The atom movement can be undone by L-clicking the button “Move back” which is available only after an
atom has been moved and refers only to the most recent movement.
L-clicking the “Cancel / Close” button closes the atom modify window and redraws the (modified) particle
is inside the graphics window. The atom modify window is also closed by L-clicking
outside the window (e.g. inside the graphics window).
Note that modifying / adding atoms can be undone with the undo option.
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Add Atom, Relative

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows adding atoms in relative coordinates based on their
distances from three neighboring atoms of the cluster and/or corresponding bond angles. This option is
complementary with the atom add options using Cartesian coordinates available inside the graphics window
and with the cluster builder.
L-clicking the "Atoms | Atom add (relative)" entry opens a submenu offering the three types of adding
atoms in relative coordinates by distances and/or angles. Details of the different options are explained in the
following subsections.
Add Atom, 3 Distances
Add Atom, 2 Distances / 1 Angle
Add Atom, 1 Distance / 2 Angles
Note that adding atoms with the present options can be undone with the undo option.
The unique definition of an atom position R requires three constraints which, with the present options, can
be

#

•

three distances, d1 = |R – R1|, d2 = |R – R2|, d3 = |R – R3|, from different neighboring atoms, (input
described separately),

•

two distances, d1 = |R – R1|, d2 = |R – R2|, and one angle phi12 between two neighbor bonds
phi12 = angle (R - R1, R2 – R1), (input described separately),

•

one distance d1 = |R – R1| and two angles, ph12, phi13, between two different pairs of bonds with
neighboring atoms where
phi12 = angle (R - R1, R2 – R1), phi13 = angle (R - R1, R3 – R1), (input described separately).
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Add Atom, 3 Distances

This option allows adding an atom in relative coordinates based on its distances from three neighboring
atoms A, B, C of the cluster. With the atom to be added at position R and the three existing atoms A, B, C at
R1, R2, R3 the distances are defined by
d1 = |R – R1|,

d2 = |R – R2|,

d3 = |R – R3| .

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom add (relative) | 3 distances, no angle” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Add atom (dist. A,B,C): L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click opens menu

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking opens the atom add (relative)
window with coordinates of atom A being used as a start.

The upper part of the window shows all parameters of atom # n to be added where the index is given in the
title line “Atom # n (when added)”. (Atom n coincides with atom A when the window is opened). Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z), the atom radius Radius used for plotting (all lengths are given in units of the atom
coordinates), and the nuclear charge Znuc of the atom are shown where all values are given in input boxes
and can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition, the element button next to the input box of
Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this button opens the element table window where Lclicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the corresponding nuclear charge in
the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the atom position vector.
The lower part of the window gives values of all relevant neighbor parameters, the three distances d1, d2,
d3, and angles Phi12 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R2-R1), Phi13 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R3R1). The corresponding input boxes can be used to modify all distance values while values of the angles are
#
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shown only for information and cannot be changed.
Changing any of the coordinates or neighbor parameters will recompute all other parameters and show the
modified values. If distance values are incompatible (leading to no meaningful atom position) a warning
message
Distance /angles inconsistent

shows at the bottom of the window and the atom cannot be added, see below.
L-clicking the “Add” button closes the atom add (relative) window and uses present definitions to generate
an new atom # n which is added to the particle If the atom coordinates are too close to
those of an existing particle atom an error message
Warning, atom coordinates inconsistent:
changed/new atom coincides with atom # p

shows with p denoting the index of the neighbor atom. After adding an atom the modified
particle is redrawn inside the graphics window. Note that the “Add” button is available
only if all distance and angle parameters are compatible resulting in a meaningful atom
position. Otherwise, the button is disabled.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the atom add (relative) window without adding an atom to the particle
and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
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Add Atom, 2 Distances / 1 Angle

This option allows adding an atom in relative coordinates based on its distances from two neighboring
atoms A, B of the cluster and one bond angle. With the atom to be added at position R and the two existing
atoms A, B at R1, R2 the distances are defined by
d1 = |R – R1|,

d2 = |R – R2|

while the angle Phi13 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R3-R1) involves a third center C at R3.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom add (relative) | 2 distances, 1 angle” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Add atom (dist. A,B, angle AC): L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click opens menu

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking opens the atom add (relative)
window with coordinates of atom A being used as a start.

The upper part of the window shows all parameters of atom # n to be added where the index is given in the
title line “Atom # n (when added)”. (Atom n coincides with atom A when the window is opened). Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z), the atom radius Radius used for plotting (all lengths are given in units of the atom
coordinates), and the nuclear charge Znuc of the atom are shown where all values are given in input boxes
and can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition, the element button next to the input box of
Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this button opens the element table window where Lclicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the corresponding nuclear charge in
the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the atom position vector.
The lower part of the window gives values of all relevant neighbor parameters, the three distances d1, d2,
#
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d3, and angles Phi12 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R2-R1), Phi13 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R3R1). The corresponding input boxes can be used to modify distances d1, d2, and angle Phi13 while values of
the distance d3 and angle Phi12 are shown only for information and cannot be changed.
Changing any of the coordinates or neighbor parameters will recompute all other parameters and show the
modified values. If distance values are incompatible (leading to no meaningful atom position) a warning
message
Distance /angles inconsistent

shows at the bottom of the window and the atom cannot be added, see below.
L-clicking the “Add” button closes the atom add (relative) window and uses present definitions to generate
an new atom # n which is added to the particle If the atom coordinates are too close to
those of an existing particle atom an error message
Warning, atom coordinates inconsistent:
changed/new atom coincides with atom # p

shows with p denoting the index of the neighbor atom. After adding an atom the modified
particle is redrawn inside the graphics window. Note that the “Add” button is available
only if all distance and angle parameters are compatible resulting in a meaningful atom
position. Otherwise, the button is disabled.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the atom add (relative) window without adding an atom to the particle
and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
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Add Atom, 1 Distance / 2 Angles

This option allows adding an atom in relative coordinates based on its distance from one neighboring atom
A of the cluster and two bond angles. With the atom to be added at position R and the existing atom A at R1
the distance is defined by
d1 = |R – R1|
while the angles Phi12 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R2-R1) and Phi13 ( = angle between vectors R-R1,
R3-R1) involve centers B, C at R2 and R3, respectively.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom add (relative) | 1 distance, 2 angles” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Add atom (dist. A, angles AB,AC): L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click opens menu

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking opens the atom add (relative)
window with coordinates of atom A being used as a start.

The upper part of the window shows all parameters of atom # n to be added where the index is given in the
title line “Atom # n (when added)”. (Atom n coincides with atom A when the window is opened). Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z), the atom radius Radius used for plotting (all lengths are given in units of the atom
coordinates), and the nuclear charge Znuc of the atom are shown where all values are given in input boxes
and can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition, the element button next to the input box of
Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this button opens the element table window where Lclicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the corresponding nuclear charge in
the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the atom position vector.
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The lower part of the window gives values of all relevant neighbor parameters, the three distances d1, d2,
d3, and angles Phi12 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R2-R1), Phi13 ( = angle between vectors R-R1, R3R1). The corresponding input boxes can be used to modify distance d1 and angles Phi12, Phi13 while values
of the distances d2, d3 are shown only for information and cannot be changed.
Changing any of the coordinates or neighbor parameters will recompute all other parameters and show the
modified values. If distance values are incompatible (leading to no meaningful atom position) a warning
message
Distance /angles inconsistent

shows at the bottom of the window and the atom cannot be added, see below.
L-clicking the “Add” button closes the atom add (relative) window and uses present definitions to generate
an new atom # n which is added to the particle If the atom coordinates are too close to
those of an existing particle atom an error message
Warning, atom coordinates inconsistent:
changed/new atom coincides with atom # p

shows with p denoting the index of the neighbor atom. After adding an atom the modified
particle is redrawn inside the graphics window. Note that the “Add” button is available
only if all distance and angle parameters are compatible resulting in a meaningful atom
position. Otherwise, the button is disabled.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the atom add (relative) window without adding an atom to the particle
and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
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Hide / Revive / Purge Atoms

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge” entry allows to visually hide atoms, to revive hidden
atoms, and to remove hidden atoms from the particle altogether. (The latter applies only to Balsac/Cluster
sessions).
Atom hiding is very useful for complex particles in which structural features become evident only after
reducing atom environments or if atoms are blocking the sight ("drill visual holes"). Hidden atoms do not
show in subsequent plots of the particle and are not included in any analysis of the particle. However, their
coordinates and properties are still contained in the particle definition. In addition, hidden atoms can be
sketched by transparent circles (with crosses), which facilitates finding and reviving them. Hidden atoms will
not appear in PostScript and bitmap graphics output of Balsac. However, atom hiding is ignored in
Balsac/Lattice sessions when the lattice section is rebuilt with the lattice builder.
Details of the different options are explained in the following subsections.
Hide Atoms
Revive Selected / All Hidden Atoms
Purge All Hidden Atoms
Sketch Hidden Atoms
Repeat Hide Operation
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Hide Atoms

This option allows hiding selected atoms inside the particle such that they do not show in subsequent plots
and will not appear in PostScript and bitmap graphics output of Balsac, see elsewhere. Hiding selected or
whole groups of atoms can facilitate the visual impression and analysis of local atom environments in
complex structures. Hidden atoms cannot be included in any analysis of the particle. However, their
coordinates and properties are still contained in the particle definition and the atoms may be revived later. In
addition, hidden atoms can be sketched by transparent circles which facilitates finding and reviving them.
Hiding can be performed in different ways as discussed in the following.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Hide | Selected” entry opens the analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Select atom for hiding by L-clicking; R-click hides

From this point on, selecting an atom by L-clicking shows
El atom ( n/ nl) xyz= ( x y z ) hidden

inside the analysis box (El is the element name of the atom, n its internal number, nl its layer
index (set to zero in Balsac/Cluster sessions), and (x, y, z) are Cartesian coordinates of the atom)
which confirms this atom to be hidden. Further, the atom is outlined by a white circle and
crossing lines depending on the sketch option.
Repeated R-clicking makes hiding unavailable and closes the analysis box
(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Note that atom hiding will not be explicitly stored in LATUSE
format output files.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Hide | Inside sphere” entry opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Hide inside sphere around A (radius AB): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click hides

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking redraws the particle,
however, showing only those atoms which are outside the sphere about atom A whose radius
is equal to the distance between atoms A, B. Depending on the sphere definition the spherical
opening may be cut by the rectangular box of the lattice section. Subsequent file output of the
particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will be restricted to atoms which fulfill
the spherical constraint.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Spherical confinement …” entry opens the spherical confinement
window which allows setting more general spherical constraints, see elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Hide | Outside sphere” entry opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Hide outside sphere around A (radius AB): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click hides

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking redraws the particle,
however, showing only those atoms which are inside the sphere about atom A whose radius is
equal to the distance between atoms A, B. Depending on the sphere definition the spherical
atom section may be cut by the rectangular box of the lattice section.
Subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will be
#
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restricted to atoms which fulfill the spherical constraint.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Hide | Above plane (3)” entry opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Hide atom(s) above plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click hides

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
nhid atom(s) above plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 hidden

indicating that nhid atoms above the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3 have been made
invisible. Subsequent R-clicking redraws the particle, however, showing only those atoms
which lie below the plane defined by atoms A (n1), B (n2), C (n3), where vector (x, y, z) = (AB x
BC) denotes the plane normal pointing towards the “above” side of the plane. The centers of all
selected atoms A, B, C are connected by white lines (A-B-C) for identification. In addition,
subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will be
restricted to atoms which fulfill the planar constraint.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Hide | Above plane (2)” entry opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Hide atom(s) above plane through A, normal to AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click hides

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
nhid atom(s) above plane normal to atoms # n1, n2 hidden

indicating that nhid atoms above the plane through atom center # n1 and perpendicular to vector
(x, y, z) = AB connecting atoms n2, n2 have been made invisible. Subsequent R-clicking
redraws the particle, however, showing only those atoms which lie below the plane referring to
atoms A (n1), B (n2). Here the plane normal along AB points towards the “above” side of the
plane. The centers of the selected atoms A, B are connected by white lines (A-B) for identification.
In addition, subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap
format) will be restricted to atoms which fulfill the planar constraint.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Hide | Element type” entry opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Hide all type A atom(s): L-click atom A; R-click hides

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking redraws the particle, however, showing only
those (visible) atoms whose nuclear charge differs from that of atom A whereas those of the same
nuclear charge are hidden. In addition, subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D,
XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will be restricted to atoms which differ in their nuclear charge
from that of atom A.
Note that hidden atoms are not saved on structure output files of PostScript format and, therefore, do not
appear in PostScript printouts of the particle. Further, hidden atoms are not saved in extended LATUSE
and Plot3D format structure output files.
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Revive Hidden Atoms

This option allows visual revival of previously hidden atoms inside the particle. Revived atoms show in
subsequent plots of the particle and are included in subsequent analyses. Reviving can be performed in
different ways as discussed in the following.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | Selected” entry opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Revive selected hidden atom(s): L-click atom A; R-click revives

From this point on, selecting a hidden atom by L-clicking shows
El atom ( n/ nl) xyz= ( x y z ) unhidden

inside the analysis box (El is the element name of the atom, n its internal number, nl its layer
index (set to zero in Balsac/Cluster sessions), and (x, y, z) are Cartesian coordinates of the atom
which confirms this atom to be revived. Further, the (previously hidden) atom is labeled by a
small white circle with crossing lines.
Hidden atoms can be difficult to locate in a plot. Therefore, the visualizer contains a sketch
option, which, if active, sketches all hidden atoms by white circles and crossing lines. With the
present option, pointing inside any white circle revives the corresponding hidden atom.
Repeated R-clicking makes hiding unavailable and closes the analysis box.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | Inside sphere” entry opens the
analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Revive hidden atom(s) inside sphere around A (radius AB): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click revives

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking redraws the particle,
however, showing also those atoms which had been hidden previously inside the sphere about
atom A whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B. Depending on the sphere
definition the spherical opening may be cut by the rectangular box of the lattice section.
Subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will
include the previously hidden atoms.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | Outside sphere” entry opens the
analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Revive hidden atom(s) outside sphere around A (radius AB): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click revives

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking redraws the particle,
however, showing also those atoms which had been hidden previously outside the sphere
about atom A whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B. Depending on the
sphere definition the spherical opening may be cut by the rectangular box of the lattice section.
Subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will
include the previously hidden atoms.

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | Above plane (3)” entry opens the
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analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line.
Revive hidden atom(s) above plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click revives

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
nhid hidden atom(s) above plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 revived

indicating that nhid hidden atoms above the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3 have been
made visible. Subsequent R-clicking redraws the particle showing all previously hidden atoms
above the plane defined by atoms A (n1), B (n2), C (n3), where vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC)
denotes the plane normal pointing towards the “above” side of the plane. Subsequent file output
of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will include the previously hidden
atoms.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | Above plane (2)” entry opens an
analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Revive hidden atom(s) above plane through A, normal to AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click revives

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
nhid hidden atom(s) above plane normal to atoms # n1, n2 revived

indicating that nhid hidden atoms above the plane through atom center # n1 and perpendicular to
vector (x, y, z) = AB connecting atoms n2, n2 have been made visible. Subsequent R-clicking
redraws the particle showing all previously hidden atoms above the plane referring to atoms A
(n1), B (n2). Here the plane normal along AB points towards the “above” side of the plane.
Subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will
include the previously hidden atoms.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | Element type” entry opens an
analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Revive all hidden type A atom(s): L-click atom A; R-click revives

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking redraws the particle, however, including all
atoms whose nuclear charge agrees with that of atom A. Subsequent file output of the particle
(Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will include the previously hidden atoms.
Note that this option requires at least one atom A of the corresponding nuclear charge to be
visible so that it can be selected (L-clicked). If all such atoms are hidden then one atom A has to
be revived using the options described above before the present option can be used.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive hidden | All” entry opens a message box (with
buttons “Yes” and “No”) reading
Revive all hidden atoms

L-clicking the “Yes” button revives all hidden atoms after which the particle is redrawn inside the
graphics window. L-clicking the “No” button skips the revive action.
Note that this option is identical to L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Revive all
hidden” entry.
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Purge All Hidden Atoms

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Hidden atoms can be removed from a particle altogether with the purge
option. Coordinates and properties of purged atoms do not appear in the particle definition anymore and
these atoms may not be revived.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Purge all hidden” entry shows a message box (with
buttons “Yes” and “No”) reading
Remove all n atoms from cluster, continue?

where n is the number of presently hidden atoms. L-clicking the “Yes” button inside the message box
purges after which the particle is redrawn inside the graphics window. L-clicking the “No” button skips the
purge action
If no atoms of the particle are hidden selecting the purge option results in an error message
No hidden atom(s) to be removed

after which Balsac returns to the graphics window.
Note that atoms can be removed also by the group remove option.
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Sketch Hidden Atoms

Hidden atoms can be difficult to locate in a plot. Therefore, they can be sketched by white circles and
crossing lines with the present option.
L-clicking the " Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge | Sketch all hidden" entry toggles between sketching
"on" and "off" where "on" is indicated by a check sign in front of the entry.
Note that sketching hidden atoms reverses the hide effect to some extent and can confuse the picture of the
particle. The option is meant mainly for locating hidden atoms which are to be revived.
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Repeat Hide/Revive Operation

Selected atoms of a lattice section or a cluster can be hidden to improve the visibility of specific aspects of
the particle while hidden atoms can be revived to complete the particle view.
By default, all hide and revive operations applying “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge/Hide” with its
suboptions as well as “Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge/Revive hidden” with its suboptions are
performed one at a time after which Balsac returns to its graphics window. However, some of these options
can be performed more than once without having to go back to the graphics window by enabling the
hide/revive repeat option before the hide or revive operation. This is achieved by selecting (L-click)
“Atoms | Atoms hide/revive/purge/Repeat” from the option bar of the graphics window. The enabled
option is confirmed by a hook in front the menu entry “Repeat”. This will leave the corresponding hide or
revive analysis line (at the bottom of the graphics window) open for multiple operations until the option is
disabled (R-click inside the graphics window). Note that the hide/revive repeat option remains enabled until
the menu entry “Repeat” is L-clicked again and the hook in front the entry has disappeared. The hide/revive
repeat option is available for operations
Atoms in/outside sphere :

Hide

Revive hidden

Atoms above plane (2 centrs.) :

Hide

Revive hidden

Atoms above plane (3 centrs.) :

Hide

Revive hidden

Atoms of element type :

Hide

Revive hidden

Hide

Revive hidden

All other hide/revive operations
Selected atoms :
All atoms :
can be applied only one at a time.
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Revive hidden
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Atom Radii

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii” entry allows to redefine the radii of all atoms inside the particle which
can yield a more instructive view and can be advantageous for analyzing atoms inside the particle.
Radii can be modified as a whole by providing scaling factors (relative changes) or they can be changed
individually by redefining absolute radius values of selected elements. In addition, default covalent atom
radii (from an internal table) and identical radii (scaled to obtain a touching spheres geometry) can be set
for all atoms of the particle.
Details of the different options are explained in the following subsections.
Scale Radii
Element Radii
Touching Atom Radii
Covalent Radii
Identical Radii (Scaled)
List / Set Radii
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Scale Radii

This option scales all atom radii by a common factor yielding a more open (scaling factors < 1) or more
compact (scaling factors > 1) appearance.
L-clicking the "Atoms | Atom radii | Scale all radii …" entry opens the radius scaling window and shows
the present value of the scaling factor (a value 1.0 is used as default) in the input box next to "Factor =".

The input box shows the present value of the scaling factor which can be modified by typing the
corresponding value. L-clicking the button “1/x” next to the input box inverts the present value of the
scaling factor.
L-clicking the “Apply” button redraws the particle inside the graphics window with the modified radii leaving
the radius scaling window open for further changes.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the radius scaling window ignoring any changes made in the input
box and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
Note that scaling atom radii can result in overlapping atom spheres and hence a confusing view of the
particle. This can be corrected by subsequent rescaling all atom radii to yield a touching spheres geometry.
Note that scaled radii may also be set inside the radii window as described elsewhere.
Note that scaled atom radii will affect also atoms in rebuilt layers and are used in any file output of the
particle.
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Element Radii

This option redefines the atom radii of selected elements by providing absolute values which are used
subsequently for all atoms referring to the element (nuclear charge).
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Set element radii” entry opens an analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Redefine element radius:

L-click atom A; R-click to change

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking opens the element radius window and shows the present
value of the absolute radius used for elements El (in units of the atom coordinates) in the input box next to
"Radius (El) : " where El is the element name, H (= hydrogen) in the picture below.

The value of the element radius can be modified where changes (by typing inside the box) are accepted
only after L-clicking the “Apply” button which redraws the particle inside the graphics window leaving the
element radius window open for further changes.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the element radius window ignoring any changes made in the input
box and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
Note that changing element radii can result in overlapping atom spheres and hence a confusing view of the
particle. This can be corrected by subsequent rescaling all atom radii to yield a touching spheres geometry.
Note that element radii may also be set globally inside the radii window as described elsewhere.
Note that changed atom radii will affect also atoms in rebuilt layers and are used in any file output of the
particle.
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Touching Atom Radii

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Touching atom radii” entry re-scales all atom radii of the particle by
a common factor, such that maximum space filling without overlapping atom spheres is achieved (touching
spheres geometry). After this the particle is redrawn inside the graphics window with changed radii.
Re-scaling affects the value of the global scaling factor used for scaling all radii and all values of element
radii. Re-scaling may become necessary if radii modifications (all relative or selected absolute) result in
overlapping atom spheres and yield a confusing view of the particle.
Note that changed atom radii will affect also atoms in rebuilt layers and are used in any file output of the
particle.
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Covalent Radii

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Covalent radii” entry sets new radii for all atoms of the particle using
(element number dependent) covalent radii taken from an internal table. Further, the value of the global
scaling factor used for scaling all radii is reset to 1.0.
Note that using default covalent radii can result in overlapping atom spheres and hence a confusing view of
the particle. This can be corrected by subsequent rescaling all atom radii to yield a touching spheres
geometry.
Note that covalent radii may also be set inside the radii window as described elsewhere.
Note that changed atom radii will affect also atoms in rebuilt layers and are used in any file output of the
particle.
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Identical Radii (Scaled)

L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Identical radii (scaled)” entry applies the same radius to all atoms of
the particle where the actual value is determined by requiring maximum space filling without overlapping
atom spheres (touching spheres geometry). Further, the value of the global scaling factor used for scaling all
radii is reset to 1.0.
Note that identical radii may also be set inside the radii window as described elsewhere.
Note that changed atom radii will affect also atoms in rebuilt layers and are used in any file output of the
particle.
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List / Set Radii

Atom radii can be inspected and modified globally from a list of radii used for all atoms of the particle.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | List radii …” entry of the graphics window opens the radii window as

This window shows the title of the present session at the top bar. Below, the line
List of atom radii :

nel element radii

the list box shows all atom radii used for atoms in the particle (only 10 radii will be visible at a time, the
complete listing of nel radii may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the right). Each line reading
i

El / Znuc

Rad

refers to one element of element name El and nuclear charge Znuc showing the corresponding atom radius
Rad.
While the list is useful to inspect atom radii in numerical detail it can also be used to modify atom radii.
(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) Note that element radii inside the list box refer to elements of the bulk and
those inside reconstructed layers that do not appear in the bulk. If radii are changed globally inside the
listbox, see below, they will always affect both bulk and reconstructed layer atoms. Atoms of the same
element appearing in both bulk and reconstructed layers, but with different radii, will be assigned identical
radii. This can be corrected subsequently inside the lattice or layer builder.
D-clicking a line of the list referring to radius k for element El opens the element radius window
described separately allowing to change the corresponding radius. After the element radius window is
closed Balsac returns to the radii window.
The option menu “Global” at the top of the window allows further global changes of the element radii as
follows
•

#

L-clicking the “Global | Initial radii” entry changes all element radii of the list to their initial values
when the radii window was opened. This allows correcting errors made in the modification process.
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•

L-clicking the “Global | Scale radii” entry opens the radius scaling window allowing to scale all
element radii by a common scaling factor as described elsewhere.

•

L-clicking the “Global | Covalent radii” entry redefines all element radii using covalent radii
taken from an internal table as described elsewhere.

•

L-clicking the “Global | Equal radii” entry applies identical radii for all elements where the radii
are determined by maximum space filling as described elsewhere.

•

L-clicking the “Global | Touching atom radii” entry re-scales all atom radii of the particle by a
common factor, such that maximum space filling is achieved (touching spheres geometry), see
also elsewhere.

L-clicking button “Apply” closes the element radius window and redraws the particle inside the graphics
window with all element radii changed according to the definitions shown in the radii list.
L-clicking button “Close” closes the element radius window and redraws the particle inside the graphics
window ignoring all modifications made in the element radius window
Note that changed atom radii will affect also atoms in rebuilt layers and are used in any file output of the
particle.
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Atom Design

L-clicking the "Atoms | Atom design" entry opens a submenu offering various types of displaying atoms
of a particle inside the graphics window. The present choice of the atom display type is shown by a check
sign in front of the submenu entry. The use of different drawing types can help to obtain a good
understanding of all structural details.
L-clicking entry
• “Atoms | Atom design | Crosses”
shows all atoms of the particle as small colored crosses "+". This allows you to "look
through" the particle. But in complex structures the total view may be somewhat
confusing.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Dots”
shows all atoms of the particle as colored dots (very small circles). This allows you to
"look through" the particle analogous to the crosses option. In complex structures the
view may be somewhat confusing.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Sketch”
shows all atoms of the particle as as overlapping circles drawn in black on a white
background. This allows you to obtain a first simple idea of the particle surface in a
perspective view and to get an impression about the “size” of the atoms without an
element assignment. In complex structures the view may be somewhat confusing.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Plain balls (one color)”
shows all atoms of the particle as color filled circles where atoms are displayed in
the order of decreasing distance to the viewer. This guarantees that overlapping
circles give the correct perspective view.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Red/blue stereo”
shows each atom of the particle by two circles, a left (blue) circle and a right (red)
circle on a black background. The distance between the circles increases with
decreasing distance from the viewer (depending on the perspective used). This rather
fast plot mode allows you to get a true 3-dimensional impression of the particle when
using blue/red stereo filter glasses. The actual amount of stereo distortion may be
modified interactively.
Note that any stereo picture yields meaningful results only for non-zero values of the
perspective parameter.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Hard shading”
shows all atoms of the particle as shaded balls. Shading is achieved by subdividing
the visible ball area in two parts displayed by dark and light tones of the paint color.
The actual amount of shading and incident light direction as well as the paint color can
be modified interactively.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Fuzzy balls”
shows all atoms of the particle as shaded balls. Continuous shading is achieved by a
statistical pattern using light and dark tones of the paint color. The actual amount of
shading and incident light direction as well as the paint color can be modified
interactively.

#
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• “Atoms | Atom design | Glossy balls”
shows all atoms of the particle as shaded balls. Continuous shading is achieved by
using diffuse background color and Lambert shading based on a continuous set of
tones of the paint color. The actual amount of shading and incident light direction as
well as the paint color can be modified interactively.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Brilliant balls”
shows all atoms of the particle as glossy balls (see above) except that specular
reflection is added to give a more realistic perspective impression. The actual amount
of shading and incident light direction as well as the paint color can be modified
interactively.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Sticks” shows all atoms of the particle as plain balls (color filled circles) of
the same radius rstick set by default equal to 25% of the smallest atom sphere radius
in the particle. Depending on the bond definitions, the plain balls are connected by
either cylindrical sticks of radii equal to the global atom radius rstick or by thin lines (if
the initial interatomic connection are defined by lines, see bond definitions). Selecting
this display mode by L-clicking shows the stick radii/paint window

with the latest value (or the default value) of rstick in the input box next to “Radii” and
allows to change it accordingly. In addition, Further, the option button next to “Bicolor” allows an automatic two-color painting (indicated by a hook inside the button)
of bonds connecting two atom balls where the two colors refer to the corresponding
ball colors. Otherwise, bond colors given by the bond definitions will be used.
L-clicking the “Apply” button inside the stick radii/color window closes the window
and redraws the particle in the graphics window with the present stick settings. Note
that changes of rstick values and new color settings will be accepted only after the
“Apply” button has been L-clicked.
L-clicking the “Close” button inside the stick radii/color window closes the window
and redraws the particle in the graphics window using the present stick settings.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Virtual”
does not show any atoms or bonds and sketches only the wire frame and includes a
legend (both if chosen only). It is meant for testing purposes estimating the size of a
lattice section or cluster.
• “Atoms | Atom design | Outline”
allows to outline each atom ball by a thin black circle to distinguish between
overlapping balls. The option is turned on by default which is indicated by a check
sign (hook) in front of the submenu entry. L-clicking at the entry toggles between the
option turned on or off.
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Add Atom, from File

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) The file add option allows selecting atoms from an external file to be
included to or replacing the atoms of the present cluster. Examples are combinations of molecules and/or
lattice sections built in separate Balsac sessions and combined to form a compound system.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Add from file …” entry of the graphics window or the “File | Add to cluster …”
(“File | Replace cluster …”) of the cluster builder window, opens the standard MS Windows input file
window for loading an input file where only Plot3D format (file postfix “*.plt”, “*.svc”) or XYZ format (file
postfix “*.xyz”) files are accepted. Existing files are listed in the file box depending on the file format
selected in the selection box (lower left, under "Files of type:").
L-clicking a file name in the file box moves it to the input box. D-clicking a file name in the file box selects
this file and continues by opening the cluster atom add window, see below.
L-clicking the “Open” button of the input file window with a correct file name continues by opening the
cluster atom add window which allows to include selected or all atoms of the external file in the present
particle.

The title “Atom # n of Ntot in file” gives the index n of the external file atom available for including in the
particle (starting with n = 1 when the file is opened) while Ntot is the total number of atoms available in the
file. The next line
El (Znuc) :

r = (x, y, z), rad = rr

shows the properties (element name El, nuclear charge Znuc, Cartesian coordinates x, y, z, radius rr) of
the external file atom available for including. The bottom line
Npar atom(s) in cluster

gives the present number of atoms Npar defining the particle. In addition there are four buttons used to
include external file atoms. L-clicking button
•

“Add as # m”

• “Skip”

#
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includes atom # n from the external file as atom # m in the particle. Then Balsac
moves to the next atom of the external file updating the cluster atom add window.
This allows continuing the include procedure (L-click any of the four buttons) with
subsequent atoms of the file until all atoms of the external file are exhausted.
skips atom # n of the external file without including. Then Balsac moves to the
next atom of the external file updating the cluster atom add window.

• “Add all”

includes all atoms of the external file starting with atom # n in the particle. Then
Balsac closes the external file, see below.

•

closes the external file, see below.

“Finish”

If the total number of atoms (initial number of atoms and those to be added) exceeds the internal maximum
(30000 at present) adding will be disabled and only those atoms added before the maximum is reached will
be included in the particle. This is confirmed by a warning message
Maximum no. of atoms (30000) reached.
Adding disabled.

After all or selected atoms of the external file have been included in the particle Balsac checks all added
atoms for coincidence with existing atoms of the particle. If there are coinciding pairs of atoms a message
box reading
Cluster contains np coinciding atom pair(s),
Remove coinciding atom(s)?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button will open the atom coincidence window which allows removing atoms of
all np coinciding pairs while L-clicking the “No” button leaves coinciding atoms in the particle and redraws
the particle inside the graphics window.
After adding atoms from the external file Balsac
•

(if the file add is called from the graphics window) redraws the particle inside the graphics window
with the added atoms labeled by white circles and crossed lines. In addition, these atoms are
considered members of a new group of atoms (overriding an existing former group definition) which
can be manipulated as a whole, see Manipulate Groups.
In particular, all atoms of the group ( = all added atoms) may be shifted simultaneously to move
them away from the atoms of the initial particle (L-click “Groups | Operations | Shift” from the
option bar of the graphics window). All added atoms may be removed as a whole from the initial
particle (if added erroneously, L-click “Groups | Delete”).

•

or (if the file add is called from the cluster builder window) returns to the cluster builder labeling
the added atoms as members of the group in the listing of the cluster builder window.
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Spherical Confinement

The view of a particle in the graphics window can be constrained by spherical boundaries where only
atoms inside or outside a shell, defined by a center and inner/outer shell radii, are included in the view and
atoms outside / inside are hidden (while their properties are still included in the particle definition). This allows
to select spherical cuts, such as (hollow) balls or cavities for views. Imposing spherical boundaries can
facilitate the visual impression and analysis of local atom environments in complex structures but may
also be useful to shape a particle.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Spherical confinement …” entry opens the spherical confinement window
which allows setting spherical constraints.

This window shows the center R of the spherical confinement shell provided by either an atom center
index or by explicit Cartesian coordinates. Further, the inner and outer shell radii, Rmin and Rmax, are
shown in the lower part of the window. Finally, an analysis line at the bottom reads
p atom(s) (of Ntot) visible inside shell

indicating the number of atoms p included in the particle view where Ntot is the total number of atoms of the
particle. In Balsac/Lattice sessions the additional line
Inner radius = radins

denotes the radius radins of the largest inscribed sphere of the lattice section. The line is replaced by
Sphere center outside section

if the sphere center lies outside the lattice section or by
Sphere center at section boundary

if the sphere center lies at the boundary of the lattice section.
The two radio buttons next to “Hide” allow setting one type of shell constraints where L-clicking the
button next to
• “Hide outside shell” will hide all atoms of the particle that lie outside the confinement shell,
#
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thus, showing only atoms inside the shell. This can be used, for example, to view balls of atoms
setting Rmin = 0.
With the checkbox “Scratch” active (L-click box to show a hook) atoms inside the shell that
have been hidden previously will be revived. Otherwise, previously hidden atoms inside the shell
will not be shown.
• “Hide inside shell” will hide all atoms of the particle that lie inside the confinement shell, thus,
showing the particle with a spherical cavity defined by the shell.
With the checkbox “Scratch” active (L-click box to show a hook) atoms outside the shell that
have been hidden previously will be revived when applying new constraints. Otherwise, previously
hidden atoms outside the shell will remain hidden with the new constraints.
The two radio buttons next to “Revive” allow modifying a particle view with atoms hidden by spherical
constraints (or explicit atom hiding). Here hidden atoms in- or outside spherical shells can be revived and will
show in subsequent plots. L-clicking the button next to
• “Revive outside shell” will revive all hidden atoms of the particle that lie outside the
confinement shell, thus, showing all atoms outside the shell while those inside will be unaffected.
With this button the checkbox “Scratch” is disabled.
• “Revive inside shell” will revive all hidden atoms of the particle that lie inside the confinement
shell, thus, showing all atoms inside the shell while those outside will be unaffected. With this
button the checkbox “Scratch” is disabled.
The position of center R can be modified in different ways.
• If center R coincides with the position of an atom # n of the particle then typing n in the input box
next to “Center atom =” defines the center. The corresponding values of the explicit Cartesian
coordinates x, y, z will be evaluated automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate
boxes.
• If center R is to be given by explicit Cartesian coordinates x, y, z the corresponding values need
to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”. In this case the center index
n is set to zero.
• If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. R-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector
input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the center position. In this case
the center index n is set to zero.
• Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster / lattice sectioin, stack vectors) can
be obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.
Values of the inner and outer shell radii need to be provided by typing inside the boxes next to “Rmin =”,
“Rmax” where Rmin = 0 refers to a full sphere while 0 < Rmin < Rmax describes a spherical shell.
L-clicking button
• “Visualize” redraws the particle inside the graphics window applying the spherical constraints
while the spherical confinement window is left open for further changes of the constraints.
Subsequent file output of the particle (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ, PostScript, bitmap format) will be
restricted to atoms that are visible according to the spherical constraints.
• “Cancel” closes the spherical confinement window and redraws the complete particle inside
the graphics window using possible constraint settings before the spherical confinement window
was opened and ignoring all recent constraint changes.
• “Clear all” resets the input boxes of all constraints (center R, radii Rmin, Rmax) to zero for
input from scratch. The changed values will be used only after visualizing the new input. This
option is identical with L-clicking the “Options | Revive all” entry of the option menu bar at the
top of the window.

Note that repeated application of shell constraints, in particular, mixing of “inside” and “outside” constraints
without consideration may result in hiding all atoms of the particle after which only all atoms can be revived
at once ignoring those that have been hidden separately or by previous constraints.
The spherical confinement window includes an option menu at the top of the window which allows further
changes of the spherical constraints depending on the session type.
•

L-clicking the “Options | Revive all” entry resets the input boxes of all constraints (center R, radii
Rmin, Rmax) to zero for input from scratch. The changed values will be used only after visualizing
the new input. This option is identical with L-clicking the button “Clear all” to the right of the
window

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only)
•

L-clicking the “Coordinates | Section center” entry determines the section center (coordinate
average) and uses it as the new center R of the spherical confinement shell filling the
corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

L-clicking the “Coordinates | From stack” entry uses the most recent stack vector as the new
center R of the spherical confinement shell filling the corresponding coordinate boxes. Note that
this option is enabled only after a graphical analysis has been performed yielding vector output
saved on the vector stack.

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only)
•

L-clicking the “Coordinates | Cluster center” entry determines the cluster center (coordinate
average) and uses it as the new center R of the spherical confinement shell filling the
corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

L-clicking the “Coordinates | Group center” entry determines the center (coordinate average) of
the present group definition and uses it as the new center R of the spherical confinement shell
filling the corresponding coordinate boxes. Note that this option is enabled only if a group of atoms
has been defined earlier.

•

L-clicking the “Coordinates | From stack” entry uses the most recent stack vector as the new
center R of the spherical confinement shell filling the corresponding coordinate boxes. Note that
this option is enabled only after a graphical analysis has been performed yielding vector output
saved on the vector stack.
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Reposition Atoms

This option allows redefining the coordinate origin of a particle by shifting all atoms accordingly. This is
useful for example if the coordinate origin is to be set at a symmetry center.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Reposition atoms …” entry opens the reposition window which allows setting
the new origin.

The coordinate origin O can be modified in different ways.
•

If the new origin O is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Origin atom =” defines the new origin. The
corresponding values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Ox, Oy, Oz of the new origin in
the old coordinate system will be evaluated automatically and inserted in the
corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the new origin O is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Ox, Oy, Oz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of
the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the coordinate
origin. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster / lattice sectioin, stack
vectors) can be obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window
as described elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

L-clicking button
•

“Reposition” redraws the particle inside the graphics window which does not yield a
different view. However, the Cartesian coordinates of all atoms are shifted by
the origin vector (-Ox, -Oy, -Oz). With this option the reposition window is left open
for further changes of the origin. Subsequent file output of the particle (extended
Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ format) will use the shifted coordinates.
Note that lattice sections generated in Balsac/Lattice sessions can be shifted in
their origin. However, a rebuilt of the section will always redefine the origin to its
internal default.

•
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“Close” closes the reposition window ignoring any changes made in the input boxes

and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
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Adjust Coordinate System

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows adjusting the origin and the x, y, z axes of the Cartesian
coordinate system such that the fit optimally with the given cluster revealing, for example, symmetry
elements in a numerically convenient way.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system …” entry opens a list of options to rearrange the
coordinate system by transforming all atom coordinates accordingly. Details of the different options are
explained in the following subsections.
Adjust Origin
Adjust Axis
Adjust Plane

#
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Adjust Origin

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows redefining the origin of the Cartesian coordinate system
of a particle by shifting all atoms accordingly. This is useful for example if the coordinate origin is to be set at
a symmetry center. The present option allows to set the coordinate origin only at atom centers of the
particle while the general origin shift feature can be used to set the origin at any location.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set origin” entry opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Set origin at atom A: L-click 1 atom A; R-click shifts

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shifts all atom coordinates by the same vector such that
atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0) and redraws the particle. The change in coordinates will be evident in
subsequent graphical analyses involving atom coordinates.

#
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Adjust Axis

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows adjusting the origin together with selected axes, x, y, or
z, of the Cartesian coordinate system of a particle by shifting/rotating all atoms accordingly.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set axis | x axis” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set x axis along AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click transforms

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0) and then rotating the
coordinate system about an axis going through the new origin and being perpendicular to the
plane spanned by the initial x axis vector and vector AB connecting the atom centers A and B. As
a result the rotated x axis points along vector AB.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set axis | y axis” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set y axis along AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click transforms

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0) and then rotating the
coordinate system about an axis going through the new origin and being perpendicular to the
plane spanned by the initial y axis vector and vector AB connecting the atom centers A and B. As
a result the rotated y axis points along vector AB.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set axis | z axis” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set z axis along AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click transforms

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0) and then rotating the
coordinate system about an axis going through the new origin and being perpendicular to the
plane spanned by the initial z axis vector and vector AB connecting the atom centers A and B. As
a result the rotated z axis points along vector AB.
In all cases Balsac redraws the particle after the coordinate transformation. The change in coordinates will
be evident by a rotated view since view angles will be taken with respect to the new coordinate system.
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Adjust Plane

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows adjusting the origin together with selected pairs of axes,
x, y, or z, of the Cartesian coordinate system of a particle by shifting/rotating all atoms accordingly.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set plane | xy plane” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set xy plane along AB/AC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click transforms

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0). Then the coordinate
system is rotated about the new origin such that the new x axis points along vector AB and
vector AC lies in the xy plane with a positive y component. If vectors AB and AC are
perpendicular to each other then vector AC defines the new y axis.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set plane | xz plane” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set xz plane along AB/AC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click transforms

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0). Then the coordinate
system is rotated about the new origin such that the new x axis points along vector AB and
vector AC lies in the xz plane with a positive z component. If vectors AB and AC are
perpendicular to each other then vector AC defines the new z axis.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set plane | yx plane” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set yx plane along AB/AC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click transforms

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0). Then the coordinate
system is rotated about the new origin such that the new y axis points along vector AB and
vector AC lies in the xy plane with a positive x component. If vectors AB and AC are
perpendicular to each other then vector AC defines the new x axis.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set plane | yz plane” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set yz plane along AB/AC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click transforms

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0). Then the coordinate
system is rotated about the new origin such that the new y axis points along vector AB and
vector AC lies in the yz plane with a positive z component. If vectors AB and AC are
perpendicular to each other then vector AC defines the new z axis.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set plane | zx plane” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set zx plane along AB/AC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click transforms

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
#
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coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0). Then the coordinate
system is rotated about the new origin such that the new z axis points along vector AB and
vector AC lies in the xz plane with a positive x component. If vectors AB and AC are
perpendicular to each other then vector AC defines the new x axis.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Set coordinate system | Set plane | zy plane” entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Set zy plane along AB/AC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A,B,C; R-click transforms

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking transform all atom
coordinates by first shifting such that atom A is positioned at (0, 0, 0). Then the coordinate
system is rotated about the new origin such that the new z axis points along vector AB and
vector AC lies in the yz plane with a positive y component. If vectors AB and AC are
perpendicular to each other then vector AC defines the new y axis.
In all cases Balsac redraws the particle after the coordinate transformation. The change in coordinates will
be evident by a rotated view since view angles will be taken with respect to the new coordinate system.
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Apply Symmetry

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows imposing point symmetry on the particle. Depending on
the symmetry element the particle will be completed by adding symmetry-equivalent atoms (if needed) to
achieve the required symmetry. Coinciding atoms produced by previous group operations may be removed
with the present option.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Apply symmetry …” entry opens the symmetry window for input.

This window lists all available symmetry operations inside the frame “Operations” with corresponding
radio buttons. Further, the point symmetry center is shown at the bottom left while details of the symmetry
element (rotation axis direction and rotational order in the above example) are given at the bottom right of the
window.
The symmetry center C can be modified in dfferent ways.

#

•

If the symmetry center C coincides with the position of an atom # n of the particle then typing n in
the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding values of the explicit
Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated automatically and inserted in the
corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the symmetry center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”. In
this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector
input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the symmetry center.

•

Different predefined symmetry centers C can be chosen from the option menu “Center” at the top
of the window where L-clicking
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• “Center | Origin”

defines the Cartesian coordinate origin (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) as the
symmetry center.

• “Center | Cluster”

defines the center of all particle atoms (coordinate average) as the
symmetry center.

• “Center | Group”

(available only if a group of particle atoms has been defined before)
defines the center of all group atoms (coordinate average) as the
symmetry center.

These setings are confirmed by corresponding input in the coordinate input boxes below
“Symmetry center” setting Natom = 0.
A symmetry operation is selected by L-clicking the corresponding radio button inside the “Operations”
frame where inversion, n-fold rotation, mirror operations, and n-fold rotoreflection are available.

L-clicking radio button
•

“Inversion (i)”

selects inversion symmetry with respect to center C. Here each atom at R
will have a symmetry partner at R’ with
R’ = 2*C – R.

•

“Rotation (Cn)”

assumes an n-fold rotation axis A through center C. Here each atom at R
will have (n-1) symmetry partners at R’ with
R’ = C

+ cos(phi) * [(R-C)*e1] * e1 + sin(phi) * [(R-C)*e2] * e2 +
+ [(R-C)*e] * e

where
phi = (2*pi / n) * k , k = 1, n-1
and
e = A / |A|
R1 = (R-C) – [(R-C)*e] * e ;
e2 = e x e1

direction vector of rotation axis
e1 = R1 / |R1|

With this operation the bottom right part of the above window shows input
boxes to define the direction vector of the rotation axis (in Cartesian
components e = (ex, ey, ez) which will be normalized internally) and for the
rotation order n.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the
vector stack it can be retrieved and used for input. L-clicking the text
labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the direction vector.
•

“Mirror plane (m)”

selects a mirror plane M through center C. Here each atom at R will have
a symmetry partner at R’ with
R’ = C - 2 [(R-C)*m] * m
where
m = M / |M|

normal vector of the mirror plane

With this operation the bottom right part of the above window shows input
boxes to define the normal vector of the mirror plane (in Cartesian
components m = (mx, my, mz) which will be normalized internally).

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the
vector stack it can be retrieved and used for input. L-clicking the text
labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the mirror plane normal vector.
•

“Rotoreflection (Sn)”

assumes an n-fold rotoreflection axis B through center C where
symmetry elements combine rotation with subsequent mirror operation
where the normal vector of the mirror plane through C points along the
rotation axis. Here each atom at R will have (n-1) symmetry partners at R’
with
R’ = C

+ cos(phi) * [(R-C)*e1] * e1 + sin(phi) * [(R-C)*e2] * e2 +
+ fm * [(R-C)*e] * e

where
phi = (2*pi / n) * k , k = 1, n-1
fm = (-1)^k
and
e = A / |A|
R1 = (R-C) – [(R-C)*e] * e ;
e2 = e x e1

direction vector of rotation axis
e1 = R1 / |R1|

With this operation the bottom right part of the above window shows input
boxes to define the direction vector of the rotoreflection axis (in Cartesian
components e = (ex, ey, ez) which will be normalized internally) and for the
rotation order n.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the
vector stack it can be retrieved and used for input. L-clicking the text
labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the direction vector.
Note that by definition rotoreflection axes are of even rotation order n.
For odd-valued n Balsac interprets Sn as rotational symmetry Cn and
simultaneous mirror symmetry m with the direction of the rotation axis
coinciding with that of the mirror plane normal vector. As a result, Sn
generates up to 2n-1 symmetry partners for each atom.
Other sets of symmetry operations forming symmetry groups can be applied from the option menu
“Symmetries” at the top of the window to show (for Oh symmetry)

These options differ in the symmetrizing scheme from the previous definitions. The previous schemes form
symmetry equivalents of all atoms of the particle with respect to a given symmetry operation. In contrast, the
symmetry group operations use a generating atom, a particle atom A or a separate atom at a given
position (x, y, z), to build a new particle by applying all symmetry operations of the group to the generating
atom with respect to the symmetry center. This replaces all atoms of the present particle.
In the option menu “Symmetries” at the top of the window L-clicking
•

Symmetries | SymG

refers to symmetry group SymG where, at present the cubic groups Oh
and Td are available. This changes the meaning of the the bottom right
part of the window below its title
SymG, gen. atom at

to define coordinates of a generating atom by explicit Cartesian
coordinates (x, y, z) given in input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”. Here
the label of the bottom most input box reads “(xyz)” and the input box must
be filled with number 0 (zero). If the generating atom is to coincide with the
position of an atom # n of the particle then typing n > 0 in the bottom most
input box changes its label to “Ngatom =” and defines the corresponding
atom of index n as generator. This is confirmed by showing the Cartesian
coordinates of the atom in the input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
After all symmetry details are given L-clicking button
•

“Apply”

performs all necessary symmetry operations and adds new atoms to the particle if
necessary, closes the symmetry window, and redraws the particle inside the
graphics window.
Coinciding atoms as a result of repeated or different symmetry operations are
automatically removed from the particle where the coincidence distance below
which two atoms are considered to coincide (defaulted to 0.0001 in units of the
atom coordinates) can be set inside the atom coincidence window.
Opening the symmetry window again by L-clicking the “Atoms | Apply
symmetry …” entry of the graphics window shows details of the most recent
symmetry constraint with the button “Undo latest” activated to allow relaxing the
constraint, see below.

•

“Cancel”

closes the symmetry window ignoring any changes made in the input boxes and
redraws the particle inside the graphics window.

•

“Undo latest”

(available only after at least one point symmetry has been imposed) relaxes the
latest symmetry constraint removing all symmetry-equivalent atoms that were
added to the particle. Then the symmetry window is closed and the particle with its
structure before the latest symmetry operations were performed is drawn inside
the graphics window.
Note that this option allows to undo only the latest symmetry constraint after which
the “Undo latest” button becomes unavailable.
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Remove Coinciding Atoms

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows removing coinciding atoms from the particle which
may have been added erroneously by explicit addition, file input to a cluster, lattice basis, or layer basis, or by
imposing symmetry constraints. Two atoms are considered to coincide if their distance is below the
coincidence accuracy.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Remove coinciding …” entry performs an internal analysis of all pairs of
coinciding atoms and opens the atom coincidence window.

This window lists a pair of coinciding atoms of the particle by corresponding atom coordinates of the first
atom (after “Position =”) followed by a line specifying both atoms by
First :

n1 [El1/Z1], rad= r1

Second :

n2 [El2/Z2], rad= r2

where n1, n2 are are indices of the first and second atom, El1, El2 and Z1, Z2 denote their element names
and nuclear charges, while r1, r2 are the corresponding atom radii. Further, the value next to “Distance =”
gives the actual distance between the two atoms.
The analysis line at the bottom of the window
Cluster of Ntot atom(s),

nc coinciding atom pair(s) left

shows the present total number of atoms in the particle Ntot and the number nc of pairs of coinciding atoms.
The accuracy dmin below which two atoms are considered to coincide (coincidence accuracy, defaulted to
0.0001 in units of the atom coordinates) can be set by moving the bar of the slider next to the text
“Accuracy :” to the right (increase dmin value) or left (decrease dmin value) where the actual value is
shown to the right of the slider. The number changes from black to red for dmin values larger than 0.01 to
indicate rather inaccurate coincidence settings.
Note that the present value of the coincidence accuracy dmin will also be used to discard coinciding atoms
while imposing symmetry constraints to the particle.
A row of five buttons next to “Remove” are available to reduce each atom pair. L-clicking button
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•

“First”

removes the first atom of the pair (listed in the upper panel) from the particle.
Then the atom coincidence window is updated showing the next pair of coinciding
atoms left in the particle until no pair survives.

•

“Second”

removes the second atom of the pair (listed in the upper panel) from the particle.
Then the atom coincidence window is updated showing the next pair of coinciding
atoms left in the particle until no pair survives.

•

“All first”

removes the first atom of all remaining atom pairs from the particle without further
prompt. The progress of the reduction (which may take some time) is indicated by
the analysis line at the bottom of the window
Removing 1st atom(s) of nc pairs, please wait

where nc gives the total number of pairs when the “All first” reduction was started.
After all pairs of coinciding atoms have been reduced accordingly the atom
coincidence window is updated showing that there are no pairs of coinciding
atoms left in the particle.
•

“All second”

removes the second atom of all remaining atom pairs from the particle without
further prompt. The progress of the reduction (which may take some time) is
indicated by the analysis line at the bottom of the window
Removing 2nd atom(s) of nc pairs, please wait

where nc gives the total number of pairs when the “All second” reduction was
started. After all pairs of coinciding atoms have been reduced accordingly the atom
coincidence window is updated showing that there are no pairs of coinciding
atoms left in the particle.
Note that each of the four reduction processes needs to be completed by L-clicking the “Exit”
button, see below.
•

“Exit”

closes the atom coincidence window keeping all coinciding atom pairs, which have
not been reduced so far, unchanged and redraws the particle inside the graphics
window.

Note that the atom removal of this option is final and cannot be undone later on.
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Clear Vector Stack

Balsac offers a very powerful feature to transfer vector values obtained by some of the graphical analysis
results inside the graphics window to input fields in other windows. Details are described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Atoms | Clear vector stack” entry resets all vectors (12 at present) of the stack to (0, 0, 0)
erasing all previously saved vectors. This has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of a message
box reading
Clear vector stack, do you want to continue?

L-clicking the “No” button of the message box leaves the vector stack unchanged.

#
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List Atoms

L-clicking the “Atoms | List atoms …” entry opens the atom list window.

This window shows the title of the present session at the top bar. Below, the line
List of atoms :

total= Ntot (nh hidden)

|

group= ng (ngh hidden)

gives the present total number of atoms in the particle Ntot, the total number of hidden atoms nh, the number
of atoms ng included in a group, and the number of hidden atoms ngh in the group.
The following list box shows all atoms of the particle (only 13 atoms will be shown at a time, the complete
listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the right). Each line reading
i)

x

y

z

Rad

Znuc/El

refers to one atom showing its atom index i, its position in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (in corresponding
length units), its atom radius Rad, and its nuclear charge Znuc / element name El.
The standard line describing an atom starts with “k) …” where k is the atom index. If an atom k of the
particle has been included in a group the corresponding line of the list starts with “kg …”, if the atom has
been hidden the line start reads “kh …”, and if a group atom atom is also hidden the line start reads “kgh
…”.
To the right of the list box there are four square buttons labeled “a”, “v”, “h”, “g”, (with one disabled) which
allow to select between the atoms to be listed. L-clicking one of the (enabled) buttons refreshes the list
showing the appropriate atom selection in the list box and disables the button. Here button
•
#
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•

“v” lists only visible atoms.

•

“h” lists only hidden atoms.

•

“g” lists all atoms associated with a group.

The present choice of listing is indicated by the corresponding button being disabled.
The line “Composition = …” below the list box shows the element composition of the present particle in a
pseudo-chemical format “ E1n1.E2n2. … ” where Ei denote the elements appearing in the particle and ni
refers to the corresponding number of atoms of the element type. As an example, Cu7.O1.C1.H3. means
that the particle contains 7 copper, 1 oxygen, 1 carbon, and 3 hydrogen atoms.
The line “Cluster center …” (Balsac/Cluster sessions) or “Section center …” (Balsac/Lattice sessions)
below reads
Cluster/Section center

Rc = (xc, yc, zc),

Rad = rs

and denotes the Cartesian coordinates (xc, yc, zc) of the particle center Rc defined by the coordinate
average of all atoms (including hidden atoms) while radius rs refers to the smallest sphere around the
particle center which includes all cluster centers. Further, line
Atom # nn (Znuc) nearst to cluster center, Dist = dd

denotes the index nn and the nucear charge Znuc of the atom nearest to the particle center with its
distance dd from the particle center. While the list is useful to inspect atom properties in numerical detail it
can also be used to modify and remove atoms.
D-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k opens the atom modify window described separately
allowing to change all properties of atom k. After the atom modify window is closed Balsac
returns to the atom list window.
R-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k (sometimes preceded by L-clicking the line) shows a
message box reading
Remove atom # k from cluster?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button removes atom k from the particle and returns to the
atom list. L-clicking the “No” button returns to the atom list without any action.
L-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k with the Shift key pressed, and atom k not being a group
member, shows a message box reading
Include atom # k in group?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button includes atom k from the particle into an existing group
or starts a new group with atom k. This is confimed by the corresponding atom list line
starting with “k)g …”. (Atoms of an existing group inside a particle can be manipulated
as a whole as described elsewhere.) L-clicking the “No” button returns to the atom list
without any action.
If atom k is a group member the message box reads
Exclude atom # k from group?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button excludes atom k from the existing group which may
result in an empty atom group. This is confimed by the corresponding atom list line
starting with “k) …”. L-clicking the “No” button returns to the atom list without any
action.
L-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k with the Ctrl key pressed, and atom k not being hidden,
shows a message box reading
Hide atom # k?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button hides atom k in the particle. This is confimed by the
corresponding atom list line starting with “k)h …”. (Hidden atoms in a particle can be
revived as described elsewhere, see also below) L-clicking the “No” button returns to the

atom list without any action.
If atom k is labeled as hidden in the atom list the message box reads
Unhide atom # k?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button revives atom k and shows it inside the graphics
window in subsequent plots. This is confimed by the corresponding atom list line starting
with “k) …”. L-clicking the “No” button returns to the atom list without any action.
L-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k with the Alt key pressed, and atom k not being labelled,
shows a message box reading
Label atom # k?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button labels atom k of the particle inside the graphics window
by a crossed circle added for better identification before returning to the atom list. This is
confimed by the corresponding atom list line starting with “k)s …”,“k)gs …”,“k)hs …”, or
“k)ghs …”, depending on the other atom settings in the list. L-clicking the “No” button
returns to the atom list without any action.
If atom k is labelled the message box reads
Unlabel atom # k?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button removes the label from atom k inside the graphics
window which is confirmed by the corresponding atom list line starting with “k) …”,“k)g
…”,“k)h …”, or “k)gh …”, depending on the other atom settings in the list. L-clicking the
“No” button returns to the atom list without any action.
L-clicking button “Close” closes the atom list window and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
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Selected Cluster / Lattice Coordinates

Option windows which require atom coordinate input may include the option menu “Coordinates” at the
top of the window. This allows you to obtain selected coordinate values calculated for the present lattice
section or cluster.
Selecting
• “Coordinates | Section center” (Balsac/Lattice sessions only) calculates the coordinate average
of all (visible) centers of the lattice section and inserts the result in the coordinate
boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
• “Coordinates | Cluster center” (Balsac/Cluster sessions only) calculates the coordinate average
of all (visible) cluster centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to
“x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
• “Coordinates | Group center” (Balsac/Cluster sessions only) calculates the coordinate average
of all (visible) group centers and inserts the result in the coordinate boxes next to “x
=”, “y =”, “z =”. Note that this option shows only after a group has been defined.
• “Coordinates | From stack” retrieves the stack vector at the top of the stack and inserts the result in
the coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =” as described above. Note that this
option shows only after a vector has been saved on the vector stack.
• “Coordinates | Origin” (Balsac/Cluster sessions only) inserts the cluster origin (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) in the
coordinate boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
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Manipulate Groups

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a rather powerful tool to modify parts of a particle. This is
based on defining a group of atoms inside the particle which can then be manipulated as a whole.
Examples are changing coordinates of all group atoms by simple geometric operations (group rotation,
shifting), hiding/deleting groups, saving all group atoms in external files, and more.
L-clicking the “Groups” entry of the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window opens a list of
entries offering various options to define and manipulate groups of atoms where the entry list depends on
whether a group has been defined or not.
Define Group
Include in Group
Exclude from Group
Group, Remove / Invert
Group, Operations
Group, Label
Group, Repeat Definition/Operation
Group, Hide / Revive / Delete
Group, List / Draw
Group, File Input
Group, File Output

#
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Define Group

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Groups of atoms inside a particle can be defined from scratch where there
are several possible ways of defining. These will be described in the entries below.
Selected
In/Outside Sphere
Above/On Plane
Element
All
Repeat Definition

#
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Group, Selected, Element, All

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Groups of atoms can be defined from scratch by selecting specific or all
atoms of a particle or sets of atoms according to geometric constraints.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | Selected atoms” entry with no group defined opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Define new group: L-click atom(s) to include; R-click finishes

After all atoms of the group have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box and redraws
the particle where all group atoms are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. R-clicking
without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | Element type” entry with no group defined shows a message box
reading
Define new group by all type A atoms: L-click atom A; R-click defines

After at least one atom A has been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box and redraws the
particle where all group atoms of the same element number (nuclear charge) given by that of
atom A are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will
cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | All” entry with no group defined shows a message box reading
Include all atoms in group, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button includes all atoms of the particle in a new or existing group
definition and redraws the particle where all group atoms are labeled by white circles and
crossing lines.
L-clicking the “No” button cancels the group definition procedure.
If a group has been defined earlier and is still in existence (indicated by labeled atoms if group labeling is
set) the above group definition is preceded by by a message box reading
Existing group definition will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button erases the existing group definition and continues as described above.
L-clicking the “No” button keeps the existing definition and cancels defining a new group.
After a group has been defined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Group, In/Outside Sphere

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Groups of atoms can be defined from scratch by selecting all atoms inside
or outside a sphere. The spherical region is given by an atom center acting as sphere center and a radius
defined by an interatomic distance.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | Inside sphere” entry with no group defined opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Define new group inside sphere around A (radius AB): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click defines

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. Those atoms of the particle which are inside the sphere about atom A
and whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B, are defined as group atoms and
are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel
the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | Outside sphere” entry with no group defined opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Define new group outside sphere around A (radius AB): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click defines

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. Those atoms of the particle which are outside the sphere about atom A
whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B, are defined as group atoms and are
labeled by white circles and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the
group definition.
If a group has been defined earlier and is still in existence (indicated by labeled atoms if group labeling is
set) the above group definition is preceded by by a message box reading
Existing group definition will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button erases the existing group definition and continues as described above.
L-clicking the “No” button keeps the existing definition and cancels defining a new group.
After a group has been defined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Group, Above/On Plane

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Groups of atoms can be defined from scratch by selecting all atoms above
a plane given by three atom centers and a direction vector.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | Above plane (3)” entry with no group defined opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Define new group by atom(s) above plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C;
R-click defines

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) above plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 defined as group

indicating that ngrp atoms above the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3, atoms A(n1),
B(n2), C(n3), have been defined to form a group after which another R-clicking redraws the
particle. Vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC) points parallel to the plane normal towards its “above” side.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | Above plane (2)” entry with no group defined opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Define new group by atom(s) above plane through A, normal to AB: L-click 2 diff.
atoms A,B; R-click defines

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) above plane normal to atoms # n1, n2 defined as group

indicating that ngrp atoms above the plane through atom center # n1 and perpendicular to vector
(x, y, z) = AB connecting atoms A(n2), B(n2) have been defined to form a group after which
another R-clicking redraws the particle. Vector (x, y, z) = AB points parallel to the plane normal
towards its “above” side.
L-clicking the “Groups | Define | On plane (3)” entry with no group defined opens the analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Define new group by atoms on plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C;
R-click defines

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atoms on plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 defined as group

indicating that ngrp atoms on the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3, atoms A(n1), B(n2),
C(n3), have been defined to form a group after which another R-clicking redraws the particle.
Vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC) points parallel to the plane normal towards its “above” side.
Note that the analysis line may show only in the analysis list, see elsewhere, and the particle is redrawn
automatically. All group atoms are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. After this any group operation
will refer to all labeled group atoms. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
If a group has been defined earlier and is still in existence (indicated by labeled atoms if group labeling is
set) the above group definition is preceded by by a message box reading
Existing group definition will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button erases the existing group definition and continues as described above.
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L-clicking the “No” button keeps the existing definition and cancels defining a new group.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Include in Group

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by including
additional atoms where there are several options. These will be described in the entries below.
Include Selected
Include In/Outside Sphere
Include Above/On Plane
Include Element
Include All
Repeat Include
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Include Selected, Element, All

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by including
additional atoms. These may be specific or all atoms of a particle or sets of atoms according to geometric
constraints.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | Selected atoms” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Include selected atom(s) in group: L-click atom to include; R-click finishes

After all additional atoms of the group have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. All atoms of the modified (increased) group are labeled by white circles
and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | Element type” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Include all type A atoms in group: L-click atom A; R-click includes

After at least one atom A has been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box and redraws the
particle where all atoms of the same element number (nuclear charge) given by that of atom A are
included in the existing group. All atoms of this modified (increased) group are labeled by white
circles and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | All” entry shows a message box reading
Include all atoms in group, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button includes all atoms of the particle in a group, ignoring the previous
group definition, and redraws the particle where all group atoms are labeled by white circles and
crossing lines.
L-clicking the “No” button cancels the group definition procedure.
Including atoms in the group definition does not affect (ignores) those which are already members of the
group. After the group has been redefined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Include In/Outside Sphere

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by including all
atoms inside or outside a sphere. The spherical region is given by an atom center acting as sphere center
and a radius defined by an interatomic distance.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | Inside sphere” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Include atom(s) inside sphere around A (radius AB) in group:
L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click includes

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. Those atoms of the particle which are inside the sphere about atom A
and whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B, are included in the group. All
atoms of this modified (increased) group are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. Rclicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | Outside sphere” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Include atom(s) outside sphere around A (radius AB) in group:
L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click includes

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. Those atoms of the particle which are outside the sphere about atom A
and whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B, are included in the group. All
atoms of this modified (increased) group are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. Rclicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
Including atoms in the group definition does not affect (ignores) those which are already members of the
group. After the group has been redefined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Include Above/On Plane

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by including all
atoms above a plane given by three atom centers and a direction vector.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | Above plane (3)” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Include atom(s) above plane ABC in group: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click includes

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) above plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 included in group

indicating that ngrp atoms above the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3, atoms A(n1),
B(n2), C(n3), have been included in the group after which another R-clicking redraws the
particle. Vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC) points parallel to the plane normal towards its “above” side.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | Above plane (2)” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Include atom(s) above plane through A, normal to AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click includes

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) above plane normal to atoms # n1, n2 included in group

indicating that ngrp atoms above the plane through atom center # n1 and perpendicular to vector
(x, y, z) = AB connecting atoms A(n2), B(n2) have been included in the group after which another
R-clicking redraws the particle. Vector (x, y, z) = AB points parallel to the plane normal towards
its “above” side.
L-clicking the “Groups | Include atoms | On plane (3)” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Include atom(s) on plane ABC in group: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click includes

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) on plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 included in group

indicating that ngrp atoms on the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3, atoms A(n1), B(n2),
C(n3), have been included in the group after which another R-clicking redraws the particle.
Vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC) points parallel to the plane normal towards its “above” side.
Note that the analysis line may show only in the analysis list, see elsewhere, and the particle is redrawn
automatically. All atoms the modified (increased) group are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. After
this any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms. R-clicking without an atom selected will
cancel the group definition.
Including atoms in the group definition does not affect (ignores) those which are already members of the
group. After the group has been redefined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Exclude from Group

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by excluding atoms
where there are several options. These will be described in the entries below.
Exclude Selected
Exclude In/Outside Sphere
Exclude Above/On Plane
Exclude Element
Exclude All
Repeat Exclude
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Exclude Selected, Element, All

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by excluding
group atoms. These may be specific or all atoms of a particle or sets of atoms according to geometric
constraints.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | Selected atoms” entry with a group defined opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude selected atom(s) from group: L-click atom to exclude; R-click finishes

After corresponding group atoms have been selected for removal from the group definition, Rclicking closes the analysis box and redraws the particle. All atoms of the modified (decreased)
group are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will
cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | Element type” entry with a group defined opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude all type A atoms from group: L-click atom A; R-click excludes

After at least one atom A has been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box and redraws the
particle where all atoms of the same element number (nuclear charge) given by that of atom A are
removed from the existing group definition. All atoms of the modified (decreased) group are
labeled by white circles and crossing lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the
group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | All” entry with a group defined shows a message box reading
Exclude all atoms from group, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button removes the present group definition altogether and redraws the
particle.
L-clicking the “No” button leaves the present group definition unchanged.
Removing atoms in the group definition does not affect (ignores) those which are not members of the group.
After the group has been redefined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Exclude In/Outside Sphere

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by excluding
all atoms inside or outside a sphere. The spherical region is given by an atom center acting as sphere center
and a radius defined by an interatomic distance.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | Inside sphere” entry with a group defined opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude atom(s) inside sphere around A (radius AB) from group:
L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click excludes

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. Those atoms of the particle which are inside the sphere about atom A
and whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B, are removed from the group
definition. All atoms of this modified (decreased) group are labeled by white circles and crossing
lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | Outside sphere” entry with a group defined opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude atom(s) outside sphere around A (radius AB) from group:
L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click excludes

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking closes the analysis box
and redraws the particle. Those atoms of the particle which are outside the sphere about atom A
and whose radius is equal to the distance between atoms A, B, are removed from the group
definition. All atoms of this modified (decreased) group are labeled by white circles and crossing
lines. R-clicking without an atom selected will cancel the group definition.
Removing atoms in the group definition does not affect (ignores) those which are not members of the group.
After the group has been redefined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
list group option.
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Exclude Above/On Plane

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Existing groups of atoms inside a particle can be modified by excluding
all atoms above a plane given by three atom centers and a direction vector.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | Above plane (3)” entry with a group defined opens the
analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude atom(s) above plane ABC from group: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C;
R-click excludes

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) above plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 excluded from group

indicating that ngrp atoms above the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3, atoms A(n1),
B(n2), C(n3), have been removed from the group after which another R-clicking redraws the
particle. Vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC) points parallel to the plane normal towards its “above” side.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | Above plane (2)” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude atom(s) above plane through A, normal to AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click excludes

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) above plane normal to atoms # n1, n2 excluded from group

indicating that ngrp atoms above the plane through atom center # n1 and perpendicular to vector
(x, y, z) = AB connecting atoms A(n2), B(n2) have been removed from the group after which
another R-clicking redraws the particle. Vector (x, y, z) = AB points parallel to the plane normal
towards its “above” side.
L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | On plane (3)” entry with a group defined opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Exclude atom(s) on plane ABC from group: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C;
R-click excludes

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows the analysis line
ngrp atom(s) on plane through atoms # n1, n2, n3 excluded from group

indicating that ngrp atoms on the plane through atom centers # n1, n2, n3, atoms A(n1), B(n2),
C(n3), have been removed from the group after which another R-clicking redraws the particle.
Vector (x, y, z) = (AB x BC) points parallel to the plane normal towards its “above” side.
Note that the analysis line may show only in the analysis list, see elsewhere, and the particle is redrawn
automatically. All atoms the modified (decreased) group are labeled by white circles and crossing lines. After
this any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms. R-clicking without an atom selected will
cancel the group definition.
Removing atoms in the group definition does not affect (ignores) those which are not members of the group.
After the group has been redefined any group operation will refer to all labeled group atoms.
Existing group definitions may be checked by inspecting the list of all atoms forming the group with the
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list group option.
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Group, Remove / Invert

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) An existing group definition can be inverted where the inverted group
contains all atoms that have not been assigned to the initial group.Further, a group can be removed as a
whole enabling a new group definition from scratch.
L-clicking the “Groups | Invert” entry with a group defined shows a message box reading
Invert group definition?

L-clicking the “Yes” button inverts the present group definition. This replaces the present
group by a new group in which all atoms of the particle that have not been assigned to the
present group will be included. All atoms of the present group will not appear in the new group.
L-clicking the “No” button leaves the present group definition unchanged.
L-clicking the “Groups | Undefine” entry with a group defined shows a message box reading
Remove group definition?

L-clicking the “Yes” button removes the present group definition altogether and redraws the
particle.
L-clicking the “No” button leaves the present group definition unchanged.
Note that removing a group definition is also possible by L-clicking the “Groups | Exclude atoms | All”
entry as decribed elsewhere.
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Group, Label

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) All atoms of an existing group can be labeled by white circles and
crossing lines to visualize the group definition. This option is activated by default.
L-clicking the “Groups | Label” entry turns the group label option on / off after which the particle is redrawn
with the new group label settings. Activating the option is indicated by a check sign in front of the entry
“Label group”.
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Group, Operations

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) All atoms of an existing group inside a particle can be manipulated as a
whole (group operation). Examples are changing coordinates of all group atoms by simple geometric
operations (rotating, shifting, expanding, etc.), hiding/deleting groups, saving all group atoms in external files,
and more. Group operations become available only after a group has been defined inside the particle. The
following group operations are available and will be described separately
Shift
Copy
Scale
Stretch
Rotate
Mirror
Rotoreflect
Wave Distort
Atom Charges / Radii
Hide / Revive / Delete
Repeat Definition/Operation
List
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Group, Shift

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be shifted by a
fixed shift vector V with respect to its initial positions. The shift option is available in two versions
•

fast shifting where the shift vector V is restricted to vectors connecting two visible atom centers
inside the graphics window.

•

generic shifting where the shift vector V can be chosen freely.

In both cases, all group atom center coordinates R are subject to a transformation of the initial coordinates R
where
R’ = R + V
Note that group shifting conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible with
the same group. Shift operations can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Shift | Fast” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Shift atom group: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click shifts

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line
inside the box
Group shifted by xyz= (Vx Vy Vz)

and the particle is redrawn in the graphics window with all group atoms shifted by vector V =
(Vx, Vy, Vz) connecting the (initial) atom centers A and B. After this the analysis line is closed.
Repeated R-clicking without a sufficient number of atoms makes the option unavailable and
closes the analysis box.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Shift | Fast+repeat” entry is identical with the fast shift option
described before except that the analysis line is left open for further shift operations until it is
explicitly closed (R-click).
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Shift | Generic” entry opens the group shift window for input.

This window shows below “Shift vector” the Cartesian coordinates of the shift vector V = (Vx,
#
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Vy, Vz) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be be modified in different ways
•

If the shift vector V is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Vx, Vy, Vz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the shift
vector.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere.

L-clicking the button “+/-”at the bottom left of the input window inverts the direction of vector
V by setting -V as the new shift vector.
L-clicking the “Shift” button closes the group shift window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window with all group atoms shifted by vector V taken from the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group shift window ignoring any shift vector input and
redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (options
“Shift”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group,
Repeat Definition/Operation.
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Group, Copy

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be copied
(increasing the particle size) where the copied atoms are shifted by a fixed copy vector V. with respect to
the initial atoms. The copy option is available in two versions
•

fast copy where the copy vector V is restricted to vectors connecting two visible atom centers inside
the graphics window.

•

generic copy where the copy vector V can be chosen freely.

In both cases, the center coordinates R’ of the new atoms are derived from a transformation of the initial
coordinates R where
R’ = R + V
Note that group copying conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible with
the same group. Copy operations can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Copy | Fast” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Copy atom group: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click copies

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line
inside the box
Group copied by xyz= (Vx Vy Vz)

and the particle is redrawn in the graphics window with all group atoms copied by vector V =
(Vx, Vy, Vz) connecting the (initial) atom centers A and B.
The fast copy option remains available to allow for repeated copies following the above
procedure.
Repeated R-clicking without a sufficient number of atoms makes the option unavailable and
closes the analysis box.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Copy | Fast+repeat” entry is identical with the fast copy option
described before except that the analysis line is left open for further copy operations until it is
explicitly closed (R-click).
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Copy | Generic” entry opens the group copy window for input.
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This window shows below “Copy vector” the Cartesian coordinates of the copy vector
V = (Vx, Vy, Vz) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be be modified in different
ways
•

If the copy vector V is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Vx, Vy, Vz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
copy vector.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere.

L-clicking the “Copy” button closes the group copy window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window with all group atoms copied by vector V taken from the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group copy window ignoring any copy vector input
and redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (press button
“Copy”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group,
Repeat Definition/Operation.
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Group, Scale

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be scaled, i.e.
expanded or shrunk isotropicaly by a factor Fac (scaling factor) with respect to a given center C (scaling
center) where the position of C and the value of Fac may be chosen freely. The scale option is available in
two versions
•

scale only which changes the coordinates of all atoms of the existing group only.

•

scale-and-add where a new group of atoms is generated by scaling the existing group after which it
is added to the particle.

In both cases, the center coordinates R’ of the new atoms are derived from a transformation of the initial
coordinates R where
R’ = C + Fac * (R – C)
Note that the scaling factor Fac can assume positive and negative values where Fac = -1 is identical with
group inversion.
Note that group scaling conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible with the
same group. Scaling can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Scale | Scale only” entry opens the group scaling window for
input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the scaling
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the scaling center can
be modified in different ways
•
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If the scaling center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding
values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the scaling center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
scaling center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The input box below “Scaling factor” shows the present value of the scaling factor Fac which
can be modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “1/x” next to the input
box inverts the present value of the scaling factor.
L-clicking the “Scale” button closes the group scaling window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window with the coordinates of all group atoms scaled according to the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group scaling window ignoring any input and
redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Scale | Scale + add” entry opens the group scale-and-add
window for input. This window is identical in its features with the group scaling window except
for the “Scale + add” button.
L-clicking the “Scale + add” button closes the group scale-and-add window, generates a new
group of atoms by scaling the existing group and adds it to the particle. Then the particle is
redrawn in the graphics window with the new atoms added.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (press button
“Expand”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group,
Repeat Definition/Operation.
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Group, Stretch

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be stretched, i.e.
expanded or shrunk anisotropically by a factor Fac (stretch factor) with respect to a given center C
(stretch center) where the position of C, the value of Fac, and the stretch direction vector Vs may be
chosen freely. The stretch option is available in two versions
•

stretch only which changes the coordinates of all atoms of the existing group only.

•

stretch-and-add where a new group of atoms is generated by stretching the existing group after
which it is added to the particle.

In both cases, the center coordinates R’ of the new atoms are derived from a transformation of the initial
coordinates R where
R’ = R + (Fac-1) * [(R – C) v] v ,

v = Vs/Vs

Note that the stretch factor Fac can assume positive and negative values where Fac = -1 refers to inverted
stretching (stretch + mirror).
Note that group stretching conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible with
the same group. Scaling can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Stretch | Stretch only” entry opens the group stretching window
for input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the stretch
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the stretch center can
be modified in different ways
•
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If the stretch center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding
values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the stretch center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
stretch center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Stretch vector, factor” the Cartesian coordinates of the stretch
direction vector Vs = (Vsx, Vsy, Vsz) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be
modified by typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
•

If a vector Vs resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it
can be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =”
in front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
stretch direction vector.

The input box next to “Fac =” shows the present value of the stretch factor Fac which can be
modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “1/x” next to the input box
inverts the present value of the stretch factor.
L-clicking the “Stretch” button closes the group stretching window and redraws the particle in
the graphics window with the coordinates of all group atoms stretched according to the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group stretching window ignoring any input and
redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Stretch | Stretch + add” entry opens the group stretch-and-add
window for input. This window is identical in its features with the group stretching window
except for the “Stretch + add” button.
L-clicking the “Stretch + add” button closes the group stretch-and-add window, generates a
new group of atoms by stretching the existing group and adds it to the particle. Then the particle
is redrawn in the graphics window with the new atoms added.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (press button
“Expand”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group,
Repeat Definition/Operation.
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Group, Rotate

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be rotated by an
angle Phi (rotation angle) about an axis though center C (rotation center) and pointing along direction A
(rotation axis vector). The position of C, vector A and angle Phi may be chosen freely. The rotate option
is available in two versions,
•

rotate only which changes the coordinates of all atoms of the existing group only.

•

rotate-and-add where a new group of atoms is generated by rotating the existing group and then
added to the particle.

In both cases, the center coordinates R’ of the new atoms are derived from a transformation of the initial
coordinates R where
R’ = C + cos(Phi) * [(R-C)*e1] * e1 + sin(Phi) * [(R-C)*e2] * e2 + [(R-C)*e] * e
with
e = A / |A|
R1 = (R-C) – [(R-C)*e] * e ;
e2 = e x e1

normalized direction vector of rotation axis
e1 = R1 / |R1|

Note that group rotation conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible with
the same group. Rotations can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Rotate | Rotate only” entry opens the group rotation window for
input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the rotation
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the rotation center can
be modified in different ways
•
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If the rotation center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding

values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.
•

If the rotation center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
rotation center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Rotation axis, angle” the Cartesian coordinates of the rotation axis
vector A = (Ax, Ay, Az) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be modified by typing
inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in front of the
vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the rotation axis vector.
The input box next to “Phi =” shows the present value of the rotation angle Phi (in degrees)
which can be modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “+/-” next to the
input box inverts the sign of the present value of the rotation angle.
L-clicking the “Rotate” button closes the group rotation window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window with the coordinates of all group atoms rotated according to the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group rotation window ignoring any input and
redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Rotate | Rotate + add” entry opens the group rotate-and-add
window for input. This window is identical in its features with the group rotation window except
for the “Rotate + add” button.
L-clicking the “Rotate + add” button closes the group rotate-and-add window, generates a new
group of atoms by rotating the existing group and adds it to the particle. Then the particle is
redrawn in the graphics window with the new atoms added.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (press button
“Rotate”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group,
Repeat Definition/Operation.

# $ K +

Group, Mirror

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be mirrored where
the mirror plane with a normal vector M (mirror plane vector) goes through center C (mirror center). The
position of C and vector M may be chosen freely. The mirror option is available in two versions,
•

mirror only which changes the coordinates of all atoms of the existing group only.

•

mirror-and-add where a new group of atoms is generated by mirroring the existing group and then
added to the particle.

In both cases, the center coordinates R’ of the new atoms are derived from a transformation of the initial
coordinates R where
R’ = C - 2 [(R-C)*m]*m
with
m = M / |M|

normalized normal vector of the mirror plane

Note that group mirroring conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible with
the same group. Mirror operations can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Mirror | Mirror only” entry opens the group mirror window for
input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the mirror center
C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the mirror center can be
modified in different ways
•
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If the mirror center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle then
typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The corresponding
values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.

•

If the mirror center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
mirror center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Plane normal vector” the Cartesian coordinates of the mirror plane
vector M = (Mx, My, Mz) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be modified by
typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. L-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in front of the
vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the mirror plane vector.
L-clicking the “Mirror” button closes the group mirror window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window with the coordinates of all group atoms mirrored according to the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group mirror window ignoring any input and redraws
the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Mirror | Mirror + add” entry opens the group mirror-and-add
window for input. This window is identical in its features with the group mirror window except
for the “Mirror + add” button.
L-clicking the “Mirror + add” button closes the group mirror-and-add window, generates a new
group of atoms by mirroring the existing group and adds it to the particle. Then the particle is
redrawn in the graphics window with the new atoms added.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (press button
“Mirror”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group,
Repeat Definition/Operation.
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Group, Rotoreflect

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be rotoreflected by
an angle Phi (rotation angle) about an axis though center C (rotoreflection center) and pointing along
direction A (rotoreflection direction vector). Here rotoreflection is defined by rotation followed by a mirror
operation where the normal vector of the mirror plane through C points along the rotation axis. The position
of C, vector A and angle Phi may be chosen freely. The rotoreflect option is available in two versions,
•

rotoreflect only which changes the coordinates of all atoms of the existing group only.

•

rotoreflect-and-add where a new group of atoms is generated by rotoreflecting the existing group
and then added to the particle.

In both cases, the center coordinates R’ of the new atoms are derived from a transformation of the initial
coordinates R where
R’ = C + cos(Phi) * [(R-C)*e1] * e1 + sin(Phi) * [(R-C)*e2] * e2 - [(R-C)*e] * e
with
e = A / |A|
R1 = (R-C) – [(R-C)*e] * e ;
e2 = e x e1

normalized direction vector of rotoreflection axis
e1 = R1 / |R1|

Note that group rotoreflection conserves the initial group definition so that other operations are possible
with the same group. Rotoreflections can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Rotoreflect | Rotoreflect only” entry opens the group
rotoreflection window for input.

This window shows below “Center coordinates” the Cartesian coordinates of the rotoreflection
center C = (Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the rotoreflection
center can be modified in different ways
•
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If the rotoreflection center C is to coincide with the position of an atom # n of the particle

then typing n in the input box next to “Natom =” defines the new center. The
corresponding values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be
evaluated automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.
•

If the rotoreflection center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz
the corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y
=”, “z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
rotoreflection center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Rotation axis, angle” the Cartesian coordinates of the
rotoreflection direction vector A = (Ax, Ay, Az) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector
can be modified by typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. L-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in front of the
vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the rotoreflection
direction vector.
The input box next to “Phi =” shows the present value of the rotation angle Phi (in degrees)
which can be modified by typing the corresponding value. L-clicking the button “+/-” next to the
input box inverts the sign of the present value of the rotation angle.
L-clicking the “Rotoreflect” button closes the group rotoreflection window and redraws the
particle in the graphics window with the coordinates of all group atoms rotoreflected according
to the input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group rotoreflection window ignoring any input and
redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Rotoreflect | Rotorefl. + add” entry opens the group rotoreflectand-add window for input. This window is identical in its features with the group rotoreflection
window except for the “Rotoreflect + add” button.
L-clicking the “Rotoreflect + add” button closes the group rotoreflect-and-add window,
generates a new group of atoms by rotoreflecting the existing group and adds it to the particle.
Then the particle is redrawn in the graphics window with the new atoms added.
Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations (press button
“Rotoreflect”) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult
Group, Repeat Definition/Operation.
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Group, Wave Distort

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option a group of atoms inside the particle can be distorted
periodically corresponding to standing wave snapshot (wave distortion). This is particular useful for
simulations of (frozen) phonons in a crystalline arrangement of atoms. Here the center coordinates R of all
group atoms are shifted about their initial positions to yield R’ according to
R’ = R + A sin(k (R - C) + phi)
with
A = a (A / |A|)
k = 2/L (L / |L|)
C
phi

amplitude vector with distortion amplitude a
wave vector k defined by the wave length vector L
center coordinates of a reference center
phase constant (in degrees)

Note that wave distortion conserves the initial group definition but not the initial coordinates R of the
group atoms. Thus, repeated application of a wave distortion, for example with different amplitudes,
requires a backup of the particle geometry before the operation and a restore afterwards before the
subsequent distortion, see below. Likewise, wave distortions can be undone with the undo/restore option.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Wave …” entry opens the group wave distortion window for input.

This window shows below “Wave origin” the Cartesian coordinates of the reference center C =
(Cx, Cy, Cz) (in units of the atom coordinates). The position of the reference center can be
modified in different ways
•

#
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values of the explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz of the center will be evaluated
automatically and inserted in the corresponding coordinate boxes.
•

If the reference center C is to be defined by explicit Cartesian coordinates Cx, Cy, Cz the
corresponding values need to be given in the coordinate input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”,
“z =”. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can
be retrieved and used for input. R-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in
front of the vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the
reference center. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

•

Other selected vector coordinates (center of group / cluster, stack vectors) can be
obtained from the option menu “Coordinates” at the top of the window as described
elsewhere. In this case the center index n is set to zero.

The window shows below “Wave length vector” the Cartesian coordinates of the wave length
vector L = (Lx, Ly, Lz) (in units of the atom coordinates). This vector can be modified by typing
inside the corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. L-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in front of the
vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the wave length vector.
The window shows below “Amplitude vector, phase” the Cartesian coordinates of the
amplitude vector A = (Ax, Ay, Az) (in units of the atom coordinates) defining the direction of
wave distortions while its length is ignored. This vector can be modified by typing inside the
corresponding input boxes next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =”.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be
retrieved and used for input. L-clicking any of the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” in front of the
vector input boxes retrieves the stack vector filling all input boxes of the amplitude vector.
The input box next to “Amp =” shows the present value of the distortion amplitude (in units of
the atom coordinates) which can be modified by typing the corresponding value. Further, the
input box next to “Phi =” shows the present value of the phase constant phi (in degrees)
defining the wave phase at the reference center which can be modified by typing the
corresponding value.
L-clicking the “Wave” button closes the group wave distortion window and redraws the particle
in the graphics window with the coordinates of all group atoms wave distorted according to the
input.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group wave distortion window ignoring any input and
redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.

Multiple applications of this group operation are available with the repeat option. This option can be
activated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” where the activation is confirmed by a hook in the
checkbox. (The repeat option can be deactivated by L-clicking the checkbox labeled “Repeat” which hides
the hook.) The repeat option leaves the group operation window open for multiple operations, see below,
until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). For more information consult Group, Repeat
Definition/Operation.
Note that wave distortion does not conserve the initial coordinates R of the group atoms Thus,
immediately repeated application of a wave distortion, for example with different amplitudes or phases may
lead to unwanted structure changes. For controlled repetitions of wave distortions the initial particle
geometry needs to be backed up before the wave distortion. This is possible by L-clicking the “File |
Backup” entry from the menu at the top of the window. (This saves all particle coordinates in a backup file
BalsacW.svc.) After a wave distortion the initial particle coordinates can be retrieved by L-clicking the “File
| Restore” entry from the menu which uses file BalsacW.svc for restore.
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Group, Atom Charges / Radii

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With this option nuclear charges and radii of all atoms of a group can be
modified to assume identical values. Nuclear charges determine the element names of atoms and atoms of
the same nuclear charge are painted with the same color. Therefore, this option can be used to visually
discriminate between atoms of the particle.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Nuc. charge / radius” entry opens the group charge/radius
window for input.

This window shows below “Group of Ntot atom(s), nh hidden” (Ntot denoting to total number of group
atoms, hn the number of hidden group atoms) a line with the group charge Znuc (defaulted to the nuclear
charge of the first group atom) inside an input box and the corresponding element name in the element
button next to the box. The following line shows the group radius Radius (defaulted to the radius of the first
group atom (the length is given in units of the atom coordinates) inside an input box. Both lines are preceded
by check boxes, the Znuc check box (checked by default) and the Radius check box (unchecked by
default). Further, there is a checkbox “Include hidden group atoms” which becomes important if the group
includes hidden atoms, see below.
If the Znuc check box is checked (activating the Znuc input box) the value of Znuc can be modified (by Lclicking the box and typing). In addition, L-clicking the element button next to the box opens the element
table window where L-clicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the
corresponding nuclear charge in the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If the Radius check box is checked (activating the Radius input box) the value of Radius can be modified
(by L-clicking the box and typing).
L-clicking the “Apply” button with at least one of the check boxes checked closes the group charge/radius
window and redraws the particle in the graphics window with the nuclear charges and/or radii of all group
atoms set to the same value according to the input.
If the present group includes hidden atoms then changed nuclear charges or radii apply only to visible
atoms unless the check box “Include hidden group atoms” is checked.
Note that assigning charges or radii can be undone with the undo option.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button closes the group charge/radius window ignoring any input and redraws the
unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
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Group, Hide / Revive / Delete

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) With these options all atoms of a group can be hidden or deleted in one
step. In addition hidden atoms forming or included in a group can be revived. The present hide / revive
option extends options available to hide / revive / delete single atoms. Hidden atoms do not show in
subsequent plots of the particle and are not included in any analysis of the particle. However, their
coordinates and properties are still contained in the particle definition and the atoms may be revived later,
see also below. In addition, hidden atoms can be sketched by transparent circles which facilitates finding and
reviving them.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Hide” entry with an existing group definition shows a message box
reading
Hide all atoms of the group, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button redraws the particle in the graphics window hiding all atoms of
the group.
L-Clicking the “No” button redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Revive” entry where all or selected atoms of a group are hidden
shows a message box reading
Revive all atoms of the group, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button redraws the particle in the graphics window with all group
atoms revived.
L-Clicking the “No” button redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Groups | Operations | Delete” or “Groups | Delete” entry with an existing group definition
shows a message box reading
Delete complete group (ng atom(s))?
Delete will be final!

L-clicking the “Yes” button removes all group atoms from the particle and redraws it in the
graphics window. Note that deleted atoms may be revived with the undo option.
L-Clicking the “No” button redraws the unchanged particle inside the graphics window.
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Group, Repeat Definition/Operation

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) By default, all initial group definitions applying “Groups | Define” with its
suboptions are performed one at a time after which Balsac returns to its graphics window. This occurs also
by default if additional atoms are included in the group with option “Groups | Include atoms” and its
suboptions or if atoms are excluded from an existing group with option “Groups | Exclude atoms” and its
suboptions. However, after an initial group definition an include or exclude operation can be performed more
than once without having to go back to the initial group menu by enabling a definition repeat option before
the include/exclude operation. This is achieved by selecting (L-click) “Groups | Repeat In/exclude” from
the option bar of the graphics window. The enabled option is confirmed by a hook in front the menu entry
“Repeat In/exclude”. This will leave the corresponding include or exclude analysis line (at the bottom of the
graphics window) open for multiple operations until the option is disabled (R-click inside the graphics
window). Note that the definition repeat option remains enabled until the menu entry “Repeat In/exclude” is
L-clicked again and the hook in front the entry has disappeared. The definition repeat option is available
for the group include and exclude operations
Include In/outside sphere

Exclude In/outside sphere

Include Above/On plane

Exclude Above/On plane

Include element type

Exclude element type

By default, all group operations are performed one at a time after which Balsac closes all group operation
windows and returns to its graphics window. However, an operation, such as group copy, can be performed
more than once with different parameter input without having to go back to the initial group menu by enabling
an operation repeat option before the corresponding operation. This is achieved by selecting (L-click)
“Groups | Operations | Repeat Operation” from the option bar of the graphics window. The enabled option
is confirmed by a hook in front the menu entry “Repeat Operation” This will leave the corresponding group
operation window open for multiple operations (press buttons “Shift”, “Copy”, “Expand”, “Scale”, “Stretch”,
“Rotate”, “Mirror”, etc.) until the window is explicitly closed (press button “Cancel”). Likewise, for fast group
operations (“Fast translate”, Fast copy”) the analysis line at the bottom of the graphics window is left open
and can be used for multiple operations until the option is disabled (R-click inside the graphics window).
Note that the operation repeat option remains enabled until the menu entry “Repeat Operation” is L-clicked
again and the hook in front the entry has disappeared. The operation repeat option is available for the
group operations

#
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Group, List / Draw

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option allows inspecting numerical details of all visible atoms of the
group (hidden atoms are not shown).
L-clicking the “Groups | List …” entry opens the group atom list window.

This window shows the title of the present session at the top bar. Below, the line
List of group atoms :

Ntot atom(s) / nh hidden || ng in group / ngh hidden

gives the present total number of atoms in the particle Ntot, the total number of hidden atoms nh, the number
of atoms ng included in a group, and the number of hidden atoms ngh in the group.
The following list box shows all atoms of the group (only 10 atoms will be visible at a time, the complete
listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the left). Each line reading
i)

x

y

z

Rad

Znuc/El

refers to one group atom showing its atom index i, its position in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (in
corresponding length units), its atom radius Rad, and its nuclear charge Znuc / element name El. Since
only group atoms are included in the listing each line has the “)” at the beginning replaced by “g” or “gh”,
the latter for hidden group atoms.
The line “Composition = …” below the list box shows the element composition of the present particle in a
pseudo-chemical format “ E1n1.E2n2. … ” where Ei denote the elements appearing in the particle and ni
refers to the corresponding number of atoms of the element type. As an example, Cu7.O1.C1.H3. means
that the particle contains 7 copper, 1 oxygen, 1 carbon, and 3 hydrogen atoms.
The two lines at the bottom reading
Group center

#
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Rc = (xc, yc, zc),

rad = rs

Atom # nn, Dist = dd

give the Cartesian coordinates (xc, yc, zc) of the group center Rc defined by the coordinate average of all
atoms (including hidden group atoms) while radius rs refers to the smallest sphere around the particle
center which includes all cluster centers. Further, index nn denotes the group atom nearest to the group
center with its distance dd from the group center.
L-clicking button “Close” closes the group atom list window and redraws the particle inside the graphics
window.
Note that the group atom list does not allow modifying atom centers in contrast to the atom center list.

L-clicking the “Groups | Show group only” entry with an existing group shows a message box reading
Show group atom(s) only, continue?

where confirming by L-clicking the “Yes” button redraws the particle inside the graphics window. However,
only atoms of the group are shown and all other atoms are hidden. This option can facilitate the analysis of
parts of a given particle.
If needed hidden atoms can be revived subsequently, see Revive Hidden Atoms.
Note that any of the revive options will also revive particle atoms that had been hidden before the group
definition.
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Group, File Input

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) The file input option allows including additional atoms from an external
file in the present cluster. After adding these atoms will be considered members of a new group of atoms
(overriding an existing former group definition) which can be manipulated as a whole, see Manipulate
Groups.
L-clicking the “Groups | Add from file ...” entry starts the group atom input process which is completely
analogous to the atom input described elsewhere.

#
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Group, File Output

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Groups of atoms can be saved in external files of Plot3D (*.plt) and XYZ
(*.xyz) format to be used as input for subsequent Balsac/Cluster sessions or other software. This option is
particularly useful if pats of a particle are to be analyzed in greater detail.
L-clicking the “Groups | Save on file ...” entry opens a standard MS Windows file output window
requiring an output file name and directory as well as an appropriate file format (Plot3D or XYZ). The latter
can be selected from the file type chooser at the bottom of the file output window, next to “Save as type:”.
The output file name has to be given in the file name box at the bottom (next to "File name:") where
existing files are listed in the file box above with their format depending on the file format selected by the
file type chooser. Corresponding file names can be either typed inside the file name box or names of
existing files can be used by L-clicking a name in the file box which moves it to the file name box (and will
overwrite an existing file by new structure data). Providing a filename without an explicit postfix (*.plt or
*.xyz) will use the postfix referring to the file format selected before (Plot3D or XYZ).
L-clicking the “Save” button of the file output window with a valid file name the window closes the window
and asks to confirm the file name. If the name of an existing file has been chosen for output overwriting
needs to be confirmed as well. Then Balsac generates the output file describing all visible group atoms
and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
Note that file output of atom groups will save only atoms that have not been hidden previously which is
analogous to general file output of particles.
L-clicking the “Groups | Move to file ...” is identical with the file save procedure described above except
that all group atoms that have been saved will be hidden in the particle and may be deleted subsequently.
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Graphics Settings

Balsac offers a variety of options to modify the appearance of graphics output in the graphics windows.
Examples are changing colors and painting, adding lines for orientation, including atom bonds, labeling
atoms, and more.
L-clicking the “Settings” entry of the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window opens a list of
entries offering various options to change graphics parameters. Details of the different options are explained
in the following sections.
Additional Lines
Atom Bonds
Colors / Painting
Layout / Viewing
Initialization
Close Windows
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Additional Lines

This option includes additional lines at any location of the graphics window for labeling purposes or to aid
the visual impression. Added lines show in all subsequent plots and are fixed with respect to the window.
Thus, they do not change their position if the particle is moved, rotated, or changes its size. Further, added
lines are included in PostScript output of the surface graphics and shown as outlined black arrows.
L-clicking the “Settings | Lines” entry opens a list of entries offering options to draw or erase lines.
Details of the different options are explained in the following sections.
Add Lines
Erase Lines
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Add Lines

This option includes additional lines at any location of the graphics window for labeling purposes or to aid
the visual impression. Added lines show in all subsequent plots (unless they are explicitly erased) and are
fixed with respect to the window. Further, added lines are included in bitmap and PostScript graphics file
output (in the latter shown as outlined black arrows) but will not be saved in external files of any other
format.
L-clicking the “Settings | Lines | Add line” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line.
Additional line: L-click points a,b; R-click draws

L-clicking any point inside the graphics window results in a line
n: point at (xx, yy)

indicating that pixel location (xx, yy) is selected for point n. After at least two different points a, b are
selected (confirmed by n = 2 in the above line), R-clicking shows a message inside the box
Additional line (k) :

(xa, ya) -> (xb, yb)

relating to the two points selected last, b, and second last, a. This adds a new line (line number k) to those
already existing.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of points selected, makes the line definition
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
At present, Balsac allows a maximum of 120 added lines.
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Erase Lines

Lines that have been added to the plot of a particle (for labeling purposes or to aid the visual impression)
can be removed. This is particularly useful if too many added lines block the view.
L-clicking the “Settings | Lines | Erase lines | Last”entry erases the last line that has been included in a
plot of the particle. This line will not show in subsequent plots.
L-clicking the “Settings | Lines | Erase lines | All” entry with existing added lines erases all lines which
needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Erase all additional lines, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button erases all added lines in the graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button leaves the graphics window unchanged.
Note that in both cases erasing is final and corresponding lines have to be set from scratch if needed
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Atom Bonds

This option defines (and removes) links between atoms which are shown in plots by straight lines or
cylindrical sticks. This can be used to visualize chemical bonds or atom neighbor relationships inside the
particle. In this manual atom links will also be called “atom bonds” although they may not reflect bonds in a
chemical sense.
L-clicking the “Settings | Atom bonds” entry opens a list of entries offering options to set or erase atom
bonds. Details of the different options are explained in the following sections.
Global Bonds
Atom Pairs
Remove Bonds / Scratch
Atom Bonds Window
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Global Bonds

This option includes additional bond definitions resulting in links between atoms which are visualized by
straight lines or cylindrical sticks.
L-clicking the "Settings | Atom bonds | Global bonds" (if no bonds exist) or " Settings | Atom bonds |
Global bonds (nb defined)" entry (if nb > 0 bond definitions exist already) opens the analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line.
Global bond definition: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows a message inside the box
nb+1: El1-El2 bonds set for d= dist +/- 0.0500

relating to the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A. This adds a new bond definition (nb+1) to the
nb existing ones. From now on, all atoms of element type El1 (that of atom A) will be connected by lines
with those of element type El2 (that of atom B) if their interatomic distance lies in the bond distance range
[dist - 0.05, dist + 0.05] (dist being the distance between atoms A and B).
The new bond definition is included as the last entry in the definition box of the bonds window and can be
modified (bond stick thickness, color) later on. Further, all bond definitions are included in structure output on
external files (see Latuse and Plot3D format).
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient number of atoms selected makes the bond definition
option unavailable, closes the analysis box and redraws the particle inside the graphics window. Further,
the bonds window will be updated accordingly.
At present, Balsac allows a maximum of 30 different bond definitions (including the present global and
selected atom definitions).
Note that the explicit definition of a metal-metal bond (i.e. pointing at two metal atoms) will automatically
include all metal-metal bonds in subsequent plots, see elsewhere.
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Atom Pairs

This option includes additional bonds between selected pairs of atoms which are visualized by straight lines
or cylindrical sticks. Each definition refers to exactly one bond.
L-clicking the "Settings | Atom bonds | Atom pairs" entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line.
Bond pair definition: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows a message inside the box
nb+1: atoms # n1 - # n2, bond set for d= dist +/- 0.0500

relating to the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A. This adds a new bond definition (nb+1) to the
nb existing ones. From now on, the two atoms no. n1 and n2 will be connected by a line.
The new bond definition is included as the last entry in the definition box of the bonds window and can be
modified (bond stick thickness, color) later on. Further, all bond definitions are included in structure output on
external files (see Latuse and Plot3D format).
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient number of atoms selected makes the bond definition
option unavailable, closes the analysis box and redraws the particle inside the graphics window. Further,
the bonds window will be updated accordingly.
At present, Balsac allows a maximum of 30 different bond definitions (including global and the present
atom pair definitions).
Note that bonds between selected atom pairs depend on the present atom count and will be affected if
atoms are renumbered by adding / removing or by modification of atoms in particles. This applies, in
particular, to lattice sections where the size is changed or layers are rebuilt.
Note that the explicit definition of a metal-metal bond (i.e. pointing at two metal atoms) will automatically
include all metal-metal bonds in subsequent plots, see elsewhere.
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Remove Bonds / Scratch

This option removes existing bond definitions such that corresponding atom bonds will not show in
subsequent drawings of the particle. In addition to the present options, global and selected bond removal can
also be performed inside the bonds window.
L-clicking the "Settings | Atom bonds | Remove bonds | Selected" opens the analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line.
Remove bonds: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click removes

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows a message
inside the box
nr bond definition(s) [Znuc= Za / Zb, d= dist]removed

relating to the two atoms selected last, B (of nuclear charge Zb), and second last, A (of
nuclear charge Za) at a distance dist from each other. This removes all nr bond definitions
compatible with the given atom and distance constraints from the set of definitions.
Corresponding bonds will not appear in subsequent drawings of the particle. In addition, the
removed bond definitions will be deleted from the definition box of the bonds window.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient number of atoms selected makes
the bond removal option unavailable, closes the analysis box and redraws the particle
inside the graphics window. Further, the bonds window will be updated accordingly.
L-clicking the “Settings | Atom bonds | Remove bonds | All” entry with existing bond definitions
removes the complete set of bond definitions and clears the definition box. This needs to be
confirmed in a message box reading
Remove all bonds/vectors, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button removes all bond definitions and redraws the particle in the
graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button leaves the graphics window unchanged.
Note that bond removal is irreversible and corresponding bond definitions have to be set from scratch if
needed.
L-clicking the “Settings | Atom bonds | Scratch (no conf.!)” entry with existing bond definitions offers a
fast removal alternative. It removes the complete set of bond definitions and clears the
definition box. In contrast to the above option the removal is immediate and does not need
to be confirmed indicated by the warning (no conf.!).
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Atom Bonds Window

L-clicking the “Settings | Atom bonds | Modify bonds …” entry opens the Atom Bonds Window which
allows inspecting, changing, adding, and removing bond and cylinder/vector definitions. Bond definitions can
be used to visualize chemical bonds or atom neighbor relationships while cylinder/vector definitions allow
to visualize additional vectors describing 3-dimensional (vector) quantities, such as forces inside the particle.
For bond definitions the atom bonds window looks as follows

It shows below “nb bond definition(s)” (nb denoting to total number of bond and cylinder/vector definitions)
the bond definition box listing all existing bond and cylinder/vector definitions by their parameters and
allowing selection of a definition for modification or removal.
Each bond definition in the bond definition box is shown by a line
n:

Z1

Z2

Dmin

Dmax

Thick

n:

-n1

Z2

Dmin

Dmax

Thick

n:

Z1

-n2

Dmin

Dmax

Thick

n:

-n1

or

or
-n2

0.00000

0.00000

Thick

where n is the definition index. The line refers to atom pairs A (of nuclear charge Z1 or atom count n1=-Z1)
and B (of nuclear charge Z2 or atom count n2=-Z2) being connected if
•

their interatomic distance is in the range [Dmin, Dmax] and their charges / atom counts agree
with Z1, Z2 / n1, n2 (global bond definition).

•

both atoms are defined by their atom counts n1, n2 (selected bond (atom pair) definition).

Note that in both definitions atom counts n1, n2 are shown by their negative values to be distinguished from
nuclear charges.
The atoms are connected by a thin line if Thick = 0 or by a cylindrical stick of thickness Thick > 0 (equal
to the stick radius in units of the atom coordinates, see below). Lengths Dmin, Dmax, Thick are always
given in units of the atom coordinates.
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Nuclear charge values Z1 = 0 and/or Z2 = 0 (combined with names “??” on the element buttons) ignore
the corresponding charge constraint and apply to all atoms. Thus, Z1 = Z2 = 0 connects any pair of atoms
with a distance inside the prescribed range, while, for example, Z1 = 14, Z2 = 0 connects all Si atoms with
any other atom A of the particle if the Si-A distance lies inside the distance range [Dmin, Dmax].
Atom count values n1, n2 in selected bond (atom pair) definitions (combined with names “Atm” on the
element buttons) ignore the corresponding distance constraint and values Dmin = Dmax = 0.0 are shown
instead.
Combinations of atom counts and nuclear charge values, n1, Z2 or Z1, n2 are also allowed to define bonds
between a specific atom (negative n1 or n2 values) and all atoms of nuclear charge (Z1 or Z2) with a
distance inside the prescribed range.
Each bond definition includes a bond color, shown in the box next to “Color =”, which is assigned to bonds
/ sticks in the graphics window and in PostScript graphics output. Further, the check box next to “Bi-color”
allows an automatic two-color painting (indicated by a hook inside the button) of bonds connecting two
atom balls where the two colors refer to the corresponding ball colors. In addition, the check box next to
“Outline bonds” allows to outline bond sticks by thin black lines (default) or prevent outlining, see Modify
Bonds/Vectors in Window.
For vector definitions the bonds window differs somewhat from that for bond definitions, see entry in its
bond definition box and layout of the definition frame, and looks as follows

Each Vector definition in the bond definition box is shown by a line
n:

-nn

999

Rx

Ry

Rz

n:

-nn

998

Rx

Ry

Rz

or
where n is the definition index (the title in the bond definition box shows “Z1 Z2 Rx Ry Rz” while quantity
Thick is not shown). The line refers to an atom A (atom count nn) and a vector given in Cartesian coordinates
(Rx, Ry, Rz). This displays a vector inside the graphics window as a cone (triangle, Z2 = 999) or a cylinder
(rectangle, Z2 = 998) starting at atom A and pointing along (Rx, Ry, Rz) where the cone/clyinder base (at
atom A) is defined by a width = |Thick|. For a cone/triangle representation (Z2 = 999) and a negative value of
Thick the triangle starts at (Rx, Ry, Rz) and points towards atom A.
Note that in both definitions atom counts n1, n2 are shown by their negative values to be distinguished from
nuclear charges.
L-clicking a line in the bond definition box selects the corresponding bond or vector definition # nb

(indicated by a blue background behind the line) and copies all bond/vector parameters to the
corresponding input boxes inside the definition frame entitled “Modify bond definition # nb” in the lower
part of the bonds window. This allows modifying the corresponding bond/vector definition #nb. Further,
buttons to the right of the bonds window allow adding and removing bond/vector definitions.
L-clicking the “Analysis …” entry of the option menu at the top of the window opens the Bond List Window
giving additional information about the bond sticks/lines evaluated with the present bond constraints.
Further details of the different options are explained in the following sections
Modify Bonds/Vectors in Window
Add/Sort Bonds in Window
Add Vectors in Window
Remove Bonds/Vectors in Window
L-clicking the “Visualize” button inside the bonds window redraws the particle in the graphics window with
the present bond settings but leaves the bonds window open for further changes.
L-clicking the “Close” button inside the bonds window closes the window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window using the present bond settings.
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Bond List Window

L-clicking the “Analysis …” entry inside the Atom Bonds Window opens the Bond List Window which
allows to inspect and analyze further details of the bond constraints shown in the atom bonds window.
The bond list window looks as follows

This window shows below “Bonds included :” a line
nb constraints ,

nbtot bonds total

where nb denotes to total number of bond constraints, also shown in the atom bonds window, and nbtot
gives the total number of bond sticks/lines shown in the graphics window as a result of all bond constraints.
Here atom pairs, if connected, count as one bond each while vector cones or sticks do not count.
The table below
#

Elmt1

-

Elmt2

Bonds

Dmin

Dmax

shows for each bond constraint k (corresponding to that in the atom bonds window) one analysis line
reading
k

T1

-

T2

nbnd

dmin

dmax

where the line of constraint k refers to atom pairs described by T1 – T2. T1 and T2 denote either a
combination of nuclear charge and element name, such as 29/Cu, or a (negative) atom number, such as -3,
or a vector stick/cone starting at an atom given by its (negative) atom number, such as -6 in the list shown
above. Note that atom counts are shown by their negative values to be distinguished from nuclear charges.
The value nbnd gives the number of bond sticks/lines drawn between corresponding atoms in the graphics
window due to bond constraint k. Further, dmin and dmax refer to minimum and maximum values of
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interatomic distances evaluated for the nbnd bond sticks of constraint k. Clearly, dmin and dmax will
always lie inside the distance range [Dmin, Dmax] defined by the constraint in the atom bonds window.
L-clicking the “Close” button inside the bond list window closes the window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window using the present bond settings.
More information on bonds and bond constraints can be found in Atom Bonds Window.
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Modify Bonds/Vectors in Window

After selecting a bond/vector definition from the definition box inside the bonds window it can be
modified using the input boxes and (radio) buttons inside the frame entitled “Modify bond definition # nb”
in the lower part of the bonds window. Further details of bond/vector definitions are described elsewhere.
Changing nuclear charge or atom count constraints (global bond definitions)
The present values of the nuclear charges or atom counts Z1, Z2 of a bond definition may be
changed by typing inside the input boxes next to “Z1 =” and “Z2 =”, respectively. Here positive
Z1 or Z2 values refer to nuclear charges while negative Z1 or Z2 values refer to atom counts
where n1 = -Z1 and n2 = -Z2 address specific atoms rather than charges. Changed Z1/Z2 values
are accepted only after the respective box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a
different window, or by L-clicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window.
The element buttons next to the Z1/Z2 input boxes show for positive Z1/Z2 values the element
names corresponding to the nuclear charges. L-clicking one of the buttons opens the element
table window where L-clicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the
corresponding nuclear charge in the input box of Z1 or Z2, and shows the element name on the
button. For negative Z1/Z2 values (addressing specific atoms) the element buttons show “Atm”
and can be ignored for the bond/vector definition.
Nuclear charge values Z1 = 0 and/or Z2 = 0 (combined with names “??” on the element buttons)
ignore the corresponding charge constraint. Thus, Z1 = Z2 = 0 connects any pair of atoms with a
distance inside the prescribed range, while, for example, Z1 = 14, Z2 = 0 connects all Si atoms with
any other atom A of the particle if the Si-A distance lies inside a distance range [Dmin, Dmax].
Changing atom counts (selected bond definitions)
The present selection of atom pairs n1, n2 of the bond definition may be changed by typing inside
the input boxes next to“Z1 =” and “Z2 =”, respectively. Note that atom counts have to be given by
their negative values (i. e. connecting atoms no. 5 and 7 requires n1 = “-5”, n2 = “-7” inside the
input boxes). Changes are accepted only after the respective box loses its focus by moving to a
different box or to a different window, or by L-clicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the
bonds window.
The element buttons next to the input boxes show “Atm” and can be ignored for selected bond
definitions. Likewise, the distance range [Dmin, Dmax] becomes meaningless (values Dmin =
Dmax = 0.0 will be set by default) and distances between atoms no. n1, n2 will be evaluated
internally.
Changing atom counts (vector definitions)
The present selection inside the Z1/Z2 input boxes must show values Z1 = -nn, Z2 = 998 or Z2 =
999 where nn, addressing a specific atom (used as vector origin) of the vector definition as well as
the vector type index (Z2 = 998 for a cylinder/rectangle, Z2 = 999 for a cone/triangle), may be
changed by typing inside the corresponding input box. Starting from any Z1/Z2 combination the
atom definition, Z1 = -nn, must be given before the corresponding vector type index, Z2 = 998
or Z2 = 999, is given. Note that the atom count nn has to be given by its negative value (i. e.
choosing atom no. 5 requires nn = “-5” inside the input box). Changes are accepted only after the
respective box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a different window, or by L-clicking
the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window.
The element buttons next to the input boxes show “Atm” (Z =-nn) and “Vec” (Z = 998, 999),
respectively, and can be ignored for selected bond definitions. Likewise, the distance range [Dmin,
#
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Dmax] becomes meaningless (values Dmin = Dmax = 0.0 will be set by default).
Changing the bond distance range (global bond definitions)
The present values of the distance range [Dmin, Dmax] of the bond definition may be changed by
typing inside the input boxes next to "Dmin=" and "Dmax=", respectively. In addition, the
distance range can be changed directly by typing inside the input box next to "Range=". This
modifies both Dmin and Dmax such that the average (Dmin + Dmax)/2 is conserved but the range
Dmax-Dmin in adjusted to reflect the new value. Changes are accepted only after the respective
box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a different window, or by L-clicking the
“Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window. All distance values are given in units of the
atom coordinates.
Changing vector coordinates (vector definitions)
Selecting a vector definition shows input boxes next to "Rx =", "Ry =", and "Rz =" defining the
vector (Rx, Ry, Rz) in Cartesian coordinates. The present coordinate values in the vector definition
may be changed by typing inside the corresponding input boxes. Changes are accepted only
after the respective box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a different window, or by
L-clicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window. All coordinate values are
given in units of the atom coordinates.
Changing the thickness of bond sticks and cone/cylinder bases of vectors
The present value of the thickness of bond sticks or cone/cylinder base of vectors, Thick,
determined by the bond/vector definition may be changed by typing inside the input box next to
"Thick=". Changes are accepted only after the box loses its focus by moving to a different box or
to a different window, or by L-clicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window.
All thickness values are given in units of the atom coordinates where Thick = 0 results in thin
color lines connecting atoms or vectors shown as thin color lines. Cone/triangle representations of
vectors (Z2 = 999) allow also negative values of Thick. Here the triangle shape is inverted, i.e.
while positive Thick defines a triangle with its base at atom A and pointing towards (Rx, Ry, Rz), for
negative Thick the triangle base is at (Rx, Ry, Rz) and the triangle points towards atom A.
The definition of the thickness of a bond stick for a given pair of nuclear charges Z1, Z2 can be
transferred to all other pairs of the same charge combination Z1, Z2 (but different distance ranges)
by L-clicking the button “All Z1 - Z2” to the right of the thickness input field. This sets the stick
thickness (and its color) equal to the present value for all other Z1, Z2 combinations.
Note that bond sticks of finite thickness are meaningful only if atoms are represented by balls or
circles. Further, bond sticks should not be thicker than 70% of the diameters of the balls/circles
representing the connected atoms in order to avoid confusing views.
Outlining bond sticks / vectors
Bond sticks or vectors can be outlined by thin black black lines to distinguish between overlapping
bonds and vectors which may yield a clearer view. The setting of the check box in front of “Outline
bonds” in the Atom Bonds Window decides whether or not bond sticks / vectors are outlined
(Change setting by L-clicking the check box). If the check box is
•

checked each bond stick / vector is outlined by thin black lines inside the graphics
window.

•

unchecked bond sticks / vectors are not outlined inside the graphics window. This may
give a more natural view but can also be confusing in more complex structures.

Outlining will be applied accordingly in PostScript file graphics output, see Save PostScript Plot
Files.
Changing the bond stick / vector color

Bond lines / sticks connecting atom pairs can be painted according to two different schemes.
The first scheme uses one color, the present bond color, which is shown for a given bond
definition inside the box next to “Color =”. The second scheme uses two colors which are
automatically assigned and refer to the colors of the connected atom balls.
The two schemes are indicated by the check box next to “Bi-color”. If the check box is
•

unchecked (first scheme), each line / stick is painted with one predefined color given
by the corresponding link constraint.

•

checked (second scheme), each line / stick is divided in two sections (halves)
connecting the line / stick midpoint with each of the two atom balls. Then the
paint color of each section is chosen automatically equal to that of the
corresponding atom. The overrides all initial bond colors.

Changing between the two schemes is achieved by L-clicking the check box. In the following, the
two schemes will be treated separately. Note that the Bi-color setting is ignored in vector
definitions and only the first color scheme is applied.
(A) First scheme (one predefined color)
(Check box next to “Bi-color” unchecked.) The present bond/vector color of a bond definition is
shown and may be changed inside the input box next to "Color=". Changes are accepted only
after the box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a different window, or by L-clicking
the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window.
L-clicking inside the box next to "Color=" opens a separate color window with an extended
palette of colors ("Basic colors" and "Custom colors") to choose from. L-clicking
•

a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button selects the
corresponding color after which the color window is closed and the box labeled
"Color=" is filled with the new color.

•

the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended palette
allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. L-click a tone
from the rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to the right and
inspect the result in the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking the “OK” button
selects the bond definition color. The extended palette allows to also use RGB
and HSL values to define colors.

•

the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any changed color
settings.

The definition of the color of a bond stick for a given pair of nuclear charges Z1, Z2 can be
transferred to all other pairs of the same charge combination Z1, Z2 (but different distance ranges)
by L-clicking the button “All Z1 -Z2” to the right of the thickness input field. This sets the stick
color (and its thickness) equal to the present value for all other Z1, Z2 combinations.
(B) Second scheme (two automatic colors)
(Check box next to “Bi-color” checked.) All predefined bond colors are ignored and are replaced
by an automatic two-color setting according to colors of the corresponding atoms that are
connected. This is indicated by the color box next to "Color=" being disabled and filled with the
default background color.
Note that the definitions of all predefined bond colors are unavailable but saved while the second
scheme is used. They will become available when the first scheme is turned on again.
Metal – metal bonds
Bonds between pairs of metal atoms (defined by their nuclear charges) can be ignored or
included depending on the settings of the two radio buttons inside the frame “Metal – metal
bonds”.

L-clicking radio button
“ignored”

will not show metal-metal bonds in subsequent drawings of the particle even
if they conform with an existing bond definition. This is the default setting.

“included”

will connect all pairs of metal atoms by bond sticks if their distance and
nuclear charges are consistent with an existing bond definition.

Note that the definition of “metal atoms” inside Balsac is more general and includes all atoms
that can form non-covalent or highly ionic bonds, i. e. all members of the element table except
He, B, C, N, O, F, Si, P, S, Cl, Ge, As, Se, Br, Sb, Te, I
Note that the explicit definition of a metal-metal bond (i.e. using nuclear charges > 0 or pointing at
two metal atoms in the bond definition) will automatically include all metal-metal bonds in
subsequent plots.
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Add/Sort Bonds in Window

Bond definitions can be added to the existing set from the bonds window which is less intuitive but more
general than setting global or selected bonds from inside the graphics window. Further, the bond definitions
can be sorted according to nuclear charges and compacted in the case of overlapping distance ranges.
L-clicking the "Add" button of the bonds window adds a dummy bond definition at the end of the list of
existing definitions in the bond/vector definition box. The dummy values (Z1 = Z2 = 0, Dmin = Dmax = Thick
= 0.0.) are copied to the input boxes for further modification. Changes are accepted only after the
respective box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a different window, or by L-clicking the
“Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window. To render this bond definition meaningful at least the
distance range [Dmin, Dmax] or two atom counts –n1, -n2 (negative values) have to be given.
L-clicking the "Sort" button of the bonds window performs orders the bond and vector definitions in different
steps:

#

•

First, the definitions are rearranged placing bond before cylinder/vector definitions.

•

Then the two nuclear charges or atom counts of each bond definition are rearranged such that the
first charge/count is larger than (or equal to) the second.

•

Then the bond definitions are sorted according to size of the first charge/count Z1, n1 in descending
order.

•

If distance ranges [Dmin, Dmax] of different bond definitions with identical nuclear charges or atom
counts overlap the corresponding bond definitions will be joined reducing the total number of
definitions.
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Add Vectors in Window

Vector definitions can be added to the existing set from the bonds window.
L-clicking the "Add" button of the bonds window adds a dummy bond definition at the end of the list of
existing definitions in the bond/vector definition box. The dummy values (Z1 = Z2 = 0, Dmin = Dmax = Thick
= 0.0.) are copied to the input boxes for further modification.
The addition of a vector definition starts with setting Z1 = -nn or Z2 = -nn, addressing a specific atom nn
(used as vector origin) followed by setting Z2 = 999 or Z1 = 999, respectively. This switches the definition
frame entitled “Modify bond definition # nb” in the lower part of the bonds window from bond mode (with
input boxes for Dmin, Dmax) to vector mode (with input boxes for Rx, Ry, Rz).
The atom index nn and vector coordinates Rx, Ry, Rz may be changed by typing inside the corresponding
input boxes. Note that starting from a previous Z1/Z2 combination the atom definition, Z1 = -nn or Z2 = -nn,
must be given before the corresponding vector index, Z2 = 999 or Z1 = 999, is set. Changes are accepted
only after the respective box loses its focus by moving to a different box or to a different window, or by Lclicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the bonds window.
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Remove Bonds/Vectors in Window

Bond and vector definitions can be removed from the existing set inside the bonds window. Alternatively,
bond definitions can be removed from inside the graphics window which is not possible for vector definitions .
L-clicking the "Remove" button after selecting a bond/vector definition from the list shown in the
definition box removes the selected definition from the present set.
Corresponding bonds or vectors will not appear in subsequent drawings of the
particle.
L-clicking the "Rem. all" button removes all bond and vector definition of the present set and clears the
definition box of the bonds window. This needs to be confirmed in a message
box reading
Remove all bonds/vectors, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button removes all bond/vector definitions, closes the
bonds window and redraws the particle in the graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button leaves the graphics and bonds windows
unchanged.
Note that bond/vector removal is irreversible and corresponding bond definitions have to be set from
scratch if needed.
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Colors / Painting

This option allows changing all parameter settings connected with colors that are used in Balsac graphics.
This becomes useful when different visual aspects in a drawing are to be emphasized or colors need to be
adjusted in graphics output for esthetic or other purposes.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors” (Balsac/Cluster sessions) or “Settings | Colors/painting”
(Balsac/Lattice sessions) entry opens a list of entries offering various options to set colors and painting.
Details of the different options are explained in the following sections.
Element / Layer Colors
Background Color
Bond Color
Paint Mode
Basic Color Window
Shading Window

#
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Element / Layer Colors

All atoms of the particle may be painted differently according to their element number (atoms of the same
element are shown with the same color). In addition, atoms of lattice sections built in a Balsac/Lattice
session may be painted differently based on their layer index (atoms of the same layer are shown with the
same color) depending on the paint mode.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors | Element color” (Balsac/Cluster sessions) or “Settings |
Colors/painting | Element/layer color” (Balsac/Lattice sessions) entry opens the analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line.
Reset atom/layer color: L-click atom A for color palette

After an atom A has been selected a separate color window opens with an extended palette of colors
("Basic colors" and "Custom colors") to choose from.
L-clicking a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button selects the
corresponding color for all atoms whose element numbers or layer indices are identical with
that of the selected atom A. Then the color window is closed, the new color is inserted in
the basic color table as shown in the basic color window, and the particle is redrawn in
the graphics window using the new color assignment.
L-clicking the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended palette
allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. L-click a tone from the
rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to the right and inspect the result in
the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking the “OK” button selects the atom paint color.
The extended palette allows to also use RGB and HSL values to define colors.
L-clicking the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any changed color
settings.
Note that changing an element/layer color with the present option will also change the corresponding color
of the basic color palette of Balsac as shown in the basic color window.
Note that changed element/layer colors are saved in Plot3D or Latuse format output files only if the
initialization data are saved with the files as discussed elsewhere.
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Background Color

This option allows setting the background color used inside the graphics window. This becomes useful when
graphical details in a drawing are to be emphasized or the color background needs to be adjusted in
graphics output for esthetic or other purposes.
L-clicking the " Settings | Colors | Background color ..." entry opens a separate color window with an
extended palette of colors ("Basic colors" and "Custom colors") to choose from.
L-clicking a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button selects the
corresponding color as background color. Then the color window is closed, the new color
is inserted in the basic color table as shown in the basic color window, and the particle is
redrawn in the graphics window using the new background color.
L-clicking the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended palette
allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. L-click a tone from the
rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to the right and inspect the result in
the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking the “OK” button selects the background color.
The extended palette allows to also use RGB and HSL values to define colors.
L-clicking the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any changed color
settings.
Note that changing a background color with the present option will also change the default background
color of Balsac as shown in the basic color window.
Note that changed background colors are saved in Plot3D or Latuse format output files only if the
initialization data are saved with the files as discussed elsewhere.
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Bond Colors

Pairs of atoms of the particle can be connected by straight lines or cylindrical sticks (bonds) whose colors
(bond colors) can set with the present option.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors | Bond color” (Balsac/Cluster sessions) or “Settings | Colors/painting |
Bond color” (Balsac/Lattice sessions) entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window
with the instruction line.
Set bond color: L-click atoms A, B; R-click for color palette

After at least two different atoms A and B (which are connected by a bond) have been selected R-clicking
opens a separate color window with an extended palette of colors ("Basic colors" and "Custom colors")
to choose from.
L-clicking a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button selects the
corresponding color as the new bond color. Then the color window is closed, the new color
is inserted in the bond color table as shown in the bonds window, and the particle is
redrawn in the graphics window using the new bond color.
L-clicking the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended palette
allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. L-click a tone from the
rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to the right and inspect the result in
the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking the “OK” button selects the new bond color. The
extended palette allows to also use RGB and HSL values to define colors.
L-clicking the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any changed color
settings.
L-clicking two atoms A, B which are not connected by a bond and R-clicking shows an warning message
in the analysis box
No bond defined

and allows repeating the atom / bond selection.
Note that bond colors can also be set with the bond color option inside the bonds window.
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Paint Mode

All atoms of the particle may be painted differently according to their element number (atoms of the same
element are shown with the same color).
(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) In addition to painting according to element number, atoms of lattice
sections may be painted differently according to their layer index (atoms of the same layer are shown with
the same color) and according to their basis atom index (atoms of the same basis atom type are shown with
the same color, basis atoms of the bulk and those in different relaxed layers are counted separately). The
present paint mode is indicated by a check sign in front of the corresponding submenu entry described
below.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors/painting | Painting” entry opens two entries to select the paint mode
where present mode is indicated by a check sign in front of the corresponding entry.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors/painting | Painting | Elements differ” entry selects the paint mode
such that atoms of the same element number are shown with the same color.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors/painting | Painting | Layers differ” entry selects the paint mode
such that atoms of the same layer index are shown with the same color.
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors/painting | Painting | Basis atoms differ” entry selects the paint
mode such that atoms of the same basis atom type are shown with the same color. Note
that the atom count starts at no. 1 for the bulk basis as well as for each atom basis in
possible relaxed layers.
After any of the above options has been selected the particle is redrawn with the new setting.
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Shading Window

Balsac uses different shading to draw atom balls in a more realistic way inside the graphics window which
is based on a set of parameters, such as direction of incident light or different shading types, see elsewhere.
The corresponding parameters can be modified and tested in detail inside the shading parameter window.
Details and input of the different shading parameters inside this window are explained in the following
subsections.
Shading Basics
Incident Light Direction
Shading Contributions
Test Shading
Note that the shading option is available only if hard, fuzzy, glossy shaded, or brilliant balls are used to
show atoms of a particle.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Light/shading …” entry (if available, depending on the atom design, see
above) opens the shading parameter window.

This window contains three sections
•

The shading contributions frame (middle left) labeled “Relative contributions”
shows the present relative contributions of the three different types of shading where horizontal
scrollbars precede the corresponding text,
“Diffuse= qdiff”, "Lambert= qlamb", and "Specular= qspec"
The values of the shading contributions qdiff, qlamb, qspec range between 0 and 1.

•

#

The shading angles frame (bottom left) labeled “Angles”
shows the present polar and azimuthal angles, theta, phi, of the direction of the incoming light
used to describe shading. Possible values of theta lie inside [0, 90], of phi inside [0, 360]. Thus, the
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incoming light is assumed to come from behind the viewer.
•

The shading test region (upper right)
shows a shaded test ball or a test circle filled with the first palette color depending on the ball type
setting, see below. In addition, there is a shading line starting from the center of the circular region
to a shading point which gives a visual impression of the light direction.
L-clicking a different shading point inside the test ball/circle moves the shading line and adjusts
the shading angles accordingly, see bottom left.
L-dragging the shading point allows you to vary the shading angles continuously.
R-clicking inside the test ball/circle changes its color to the palette color next to the present one.
The setting of the check box in front of “Continuous test” determines how the test ball/circle is
shown (Change mode by L-clicking the check box). If the check box is

•

•

unchecked the test ball/circle shows as a color filled circle and the full shading impression
appears only when the test button “Test shading” is L-clicked keeping the
mouse button pressed.

•

checked the test ball/circle shows as a shaded object of the type used inside the graphics
window and the test button is disabled.

The setting of the check box in front of “Outline ball” decides whether or not each shaded atom
ball is outlined by a thin black circle to distinguish between overlapping balls (Change setting by Lclicking the check box). If the check box is
•

checked each shaded atom ball is outlined by a thin black circle inside the graphics
window.

•

unchecked shaded atom balls are not outlined at their boundaries inside the graphics
window. This may give a more natural view but can also be confusing in more
complex structures.

Outlining will be applied accordingly in PostScript file graphics output, see Save PostScript Plot
Files.
•

L-clicking the “Settings” entry of the menu bar opens three entries to save the present shading
settings, to restore previous settings, and to return to Balsac default settings.
L-clicking the “Save” entry saves the present shading parameters for later retrieval and
redraws the particle inside the graphics window. This can help to return to a
shading definition after testing others. The option needs to be confirmed by Lclicking the “OK” button in a message box reading
Present shading definitions saved

Note that saved shading settings will be available only until Balsac is finished.
L-clicking the “Restore” entry retrieves the previously saved shading settings which allows
returning to the previous settings. If no shading settings have been saved earlier
corresponding default values of all shading parameters will be used analogous to
the “Default” option discussed below. The option needs to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Previous shading replaces all present definitions, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button retrieves all shading parameters and redraws the
particle inside the graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button skips the restore option.
L-clicking the “Default” entry resets all shading parameters to their default values (defined

internally inside Balsac). This can help to return to a meaningful shading definition
after too many changed have been made. The option needs to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Default shading replaces all present definitions, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all shading parameters and redraws the
particle inside the graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button skips the reset option.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button redraws the particle in the graphics window with the most recent shading
settings but leaves the shading parameter window open for further changes.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the shading parameter window and redraws the particle in the
graphics window using the most recent shading settings.
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Shading Basics

This section describes all basic definitions and default values of parameters connected with color shading.
The direction of incident light used for ball shading (one light source and parallel light is assumed) is
defined with respect to a Cartesian (polar) coordinate system (x, y, z) of the graphics window (xy plane
perpendicular to view direction), where x points upwards, y to the right, and z towards the viewer. In this
system, the direction vector p is given by
p = ( px, py, pz ) = ( sin(theta) * cos(phi), sin(theta) * sin(phi), cos(theta) )
where theta and phi are polar and azimuthal angles respectively. Thus a direction p = (0, 0, 1) corresponding
to theta = 0 degrees means light shining along the viewer's direction, while the default direction p = (0.694,
0.582, 0.422) referring to theta = 65, phi = 40 degrees denotes light shining from the upper right front location
relative to the viewer. Angles theta and phi determining the light direction can be inspected and redefined
freely inside the shading window.
The amount of shading consists of three contributions,
• homogeneous background light of relative intensity qdiff,
• Lambert shading determined by the scalar product n*p of the ball surface normal (unit) vecor n and
the light direction vector p with a maximum relative intensity qlamb,
• specular reflection of the incident light determined by the 5th power of the scalar product of the
screen or paper normal direction vector and the reflected light direction vector with a maximum
relative intensity qspec.
Meaningful values of the relative contributions result in qdiff + qlamb + qspec = N with N close to 1.
Shading contributions qdiff, qlamb, qspec can be inspected and redefined freely inside the shading window.
The use of the different shading contributions depends on the specific ball shading method.
• For hard shaded balls shading is achieved by subdividing the visible ball area in two parts
displayed by dark and light tones of the paint color. The light and dark areas are separated by a line
determined by equation n*p = qdiff.
Thus, only the diffuse background intensity qdiff is relevant, and qlamb = qspec = 0.
• For fuzzy shaded balls continuous shading is achieved by a statistical pattern using light and dark
tones of the paint color where the local distribution is determined by diffuse background light and
lambert shading, i.e. q = qdiff + qlamb * n*p.
Thus, the diffuse background intensity qdiff and the Lambert intensity qlamb are relevant, and
qspec = 0.
• For glossy shaded balls continuous shading is achieved by using diffuse background color and
Lambert shading based on a continuous set of tones of the paint color where the local distribution is
determined by diffuse background light and lambert shading, i.e. q = qdiff + qlamb * n*p.
Thus, the diffuse background intensity qdiff and the Lambert intensity qlamb are relevant, and
qspec = 0.
• The shading of brilliant balls is identical to that of glossy shaded balls except that specular
reflection is added to give a more realistic perspective impression.
Thus, all three intensities, background qdiff, Lambert qlamb, and specular qspec contribute to
shading.
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Incident Light Direction

The direction of incident light used for ball shading, defined elsewhere, is given by polar and azimuthal
angles theta, phi. These angles can be changed inside the shading parameter window in two ways, by
• moving the buttons of the two lowest horizontal scrollbars to the left (decrease angles) or right
(increase angles) where the actual angle values (in degrees) are shown in the text "Theta= theta"
and "Phi= phi" to the right of the corresponding scrollbars. In addition, the line inside the circular
test area in the upper right of the window gives a visual impression of the light direction.
If continuous testing is active, indicated by a check sign in the checkbox “Continuous test”, any
changed angles will by illustrated by the shaded ball being updated accordingly. Otherwise, the
effect of changed shading can be inspected by L-clicking the test button "Test shading" and
keeping the mouse button pressed.
• Pointing the mouse inside the circular test area and dragging changes the position of the line
and directly changes theta and phi in a most intuitive way where the actual angle values (in
degrees) are shown to the right of the scrollbars and the scrollbars are updated accordingly.
Changed light directions become active when the particle is redrawn in the graphics window which happens
by L-clicking inside the graphics window and by L-clicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the
shading window.
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Shading Contributions

The amount of shading consists of three contributions, homogeneous diffuse background, Lambert
shading, and specular reflection, defined elsewhere, whose relative contributions are given by parameters
qdiff, qlamb, and qspec, respectively. The actual values range between 0 and 1 where meaningful values
yield qdiff + qlamb + qspec = N with N close to 1.
Relative shading contributions can be changed inside the shading parameter window in two ways, by
moving the buttons of the three topmost horizontal scrollbars to the left (decrease contribution) or right
(increase contribution) where the actual contribution values are shown in the text "Diffuse= qdiff",
"Lambert= qlamb", and "Specular= qspec" to the right of the corresponding scrollbars. In addition,
The total shading amount N is shown on the button above the scrollbars as "Light/shading = N". L-clicking
this button scales all relative intensities by a common factor to yield N = 1.
If continuous testing is active, indicated by a check sign in the checkbox “Continuous test”, any changed
shading contributions will by illustrated by the shaded ball being updated accordingly. Otherwise, the effect of
changed shading can be inspected by L-clicking the test button "Test shading" and keeping the mouse
button pressed.
Changed light directions become active when the particle is redrawn in the graphics window which happens
by L-clicking inside the graphics window and by L-clicking the “Visualize” or “Close” button of the
shading window.
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Test Shading

The effect of the changed shading (incident light angles and contributions) can be inspected in the upper
right part of the shading parameter window without having to redraw the particle. This region shows a
shaded ball or a circle filled with the first palette color depending on the setting of check box “Continuous
test”. If the check box is
• unchecked the circular region shows as a color filled circle and the full shading impression
appears only when the test button “Test shading” is L-clicked keeping the mouse button pressed.
• checked the circular region shows as a shaded ball of the type used inside the graphics window
and the test button is disabled.
Note that, depending on the type of shading and the speed of the computer, the continuous test mode may
be time consuming and tedious. However, it can be very useful for fine-tuning shading before for example
PostScript or bitmap graphics output files are created.
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Basic Color Window

All colors used inside Balsac to paint atoms, bonds, lines, and the background inside the graphics window
are based on a set of color definitions (basic color table) which can be modified in most details inside the
basic color window. Details and input of the different color settings are explained in the following
subsections.
Color Palette
Selected Colors
Elementary Colors
L-clicking the “Settings | Colors | Basic color table …” (Balsac/Cluster sessions) or “Settings |
Colors/painting | Basic color table …” (Balsac/Lattice sessions) entry opens the basic color window.

This window contains three sections
•

#

The palette section shows the sequence of basic colors used to paint atoms (color palette) and
allows redefinition of the order, addition of colors to the palette, or removal of colors from the
palette. In addition, all colors of a palette can be converted into gray values according to the video
transformation. Further details are discussed elsewhere.
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•

The color/shading section shows all details of a basic color selected from the palette and allows
redefinition of the color itself and shading parameters. The present color and shading is illustrated
by an atom ball (circle, cross) of the present design. Further details are given elsewhere.

•

The elementary color section shows the present settings of the elementary colors "Black",
"White", "Bond", "Background", "Stereo red", and "Stereo blue" and allows redefinition of
these colors, see elsewhere.

L-clicking the “Visualize” button redraws the particle in the graphics window with the most recent color
settings but leaves the basic color window open for further changes.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the basic color window and redraws the particle in the graphics
window using the most recent color settings.
L-clicking the “Settings” entry of the menu bar opens three entries to save the present color settings, to
restore previous settings, and to return to Balsac default settings.
L-clicking the “Save” entry saves the present color parameters for later retrieval and redraws
the particle inside the graphics window. This can help to return to a color definition
after testing others. The option needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Save present color definitions?

L-clicking the “Yes” button saves all color parameters.
L-Clicking the “No” button skips the save option.
Note that saved color settings will be available only until Balsac is finished.
L-clicking the “Restore” entry retrieves the previously saved color settings which allows
returning to the previous settings. If no color settings have been saved earlier
corresponding default values of all color parameters will be used analogous to the
“Default” option discussed below. The option needs to be confirmed in a message
box reading
Previous color table replaces all present definitions, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button retrieves all color parameters and redraws the
particle inside the graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button skips the restore option.
L-clicking the “Default” entry resets all basic color parameters to their default values (defined
internally inside Balsac). This can help to return to a meaningful color definition
after too many changed have been made. The option needs to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Default color table replaces all present definitions, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all color parameters and redraws the particle
inside the graphics window.
L-Clicking the “No” button skips the reset option.
L-clicking the “Shading” entry of the menu bar opens the shading parameter window which allows to
redefine the direction of incident light or different shading types as explained elsewhere.
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Color Palette

The palette section of the basic color window (topmost section below the menu bar) shows the information
line
nc

colors

(na used)

Select from palette

where nc is the number of basic colors presently defined (up to 32), and na gives the number of colors
actually used in drawings of the particle. The palette area consist of nc+1 square fields (palette fields)
which are filled with the corresponding basic colors except for (nc+1)-th field which is painted with the
window background color and acts as a dummy, see below.
L-clicking one of the palette fields 1 to nc activates the corresponding basic color making it available for
modifications. This is indicated by the color field of the color / shading section being painted
with the selected basic color.
L-clicking palette field nc+1 (dummy field) adds a new basic color to the palette. This opens a separate
color window with an extended palette of colors ("Basic colors" and "Custom colors") to
choose from.
L-clicking a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button
selects the corresponding color as the new basic color. Then the color
window is closed, the new color is inserted in the palette and paints the
color field of the color / shading section.
L-clicking the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended
palette allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. Lclick a tone from the rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to
the right and inspect the result in the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking
the “OK” button selects the new basic color. The extended palette allows to
also use RGB and HSL values to define colors.
L-clicking the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any
changed color settings.
R-clicking any of the palette field 1 to nc removes the corresponding basic color from the palette reducing
the number of palette colors nc by one.
Note that the removing a basic color is final but any color can be recreated from scratch by
adding (see above).
L-dragging palette field k over field m changes the color sequence of the palette by moving basic color k
immediately before or after color m corresponding to the following transformation.
{1, ... k-1, k, k+1, ... m-1, m, m+1, ... nc}

-->

{1, ... k-1, k+1, ... m-1, m, k, m+1, ... nc}

-->

{1, ... m-1, k, m, m+1, ... k-1, k+1, ... nc}

or
{1, ... m-1, m, m+1, ... k-1, k, k+1, ... nc}

L-dragging palette field k over field m, while pressing the [ctrl] key, copies basic color k into color m which
removes the original basic color m from the palette while keeping the total number of palette
colors.
#
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Note that the copying basic colors is final, but the deleted color can be recreated from
scratch by adding (see above).
L-dragging palette field k over field m, while pressing the [alt] key, copies color k as additional color
before color m increasing the number of palette colors by one.
Changed basic color palettes will be used when a particle is redrawn in the graphics window or when the
basic color window is closed explicitly.
At the top of the palette section an additional line
nw Windows colors

(nd reserved)

gives the number of colors nw which are available with the present settings of the MS Windows operating
system and the graphics adapter. Further, nd colors are found to be used outside Balsac. This can become
important if the PC system runs out of colors insideBalsac and the color palette needs to be reduced.
The top right above the palette section shows the gray/color button which allows to switch between true
colors of the palette and gray levels according to the video transformation.
L-clicking the gray/color button with its label reading “Set gray” shows a message box reading
All colors replaced by video gray, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button converts all basic, palette, and all bond colors from true RGB
colors into gray levels using the video transformation
(r,g,b) --> (r',g',b') = (s,s,s)

with s = 0.30*r + 0.59*g + 0.11*b .

which, after redrawing the graphics window, shows a gray scale picture of the particle.
This can be useful to estimate contrast of different colors required by color blind viewers
or to test graphics output for gray scale illustrations.
L-clicking the gray/color button with its label reading “Set color” shows a message box reading
Recover all colors, continue?

L-clicking the “Yes” button converts all basic, palette, and all bond colors from gray
levels to true RGB colors recovering the previous color settings.
Note that “colors” defined by gray scales will remain unaffected by the conversions
Note that gray scales from color conversions will be also saved on output files overriding previous color
definitions.
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Selected Colors

The color/shading section of the basic color window (second section below the menu bar) contains a color
field filled with the active basic color followed by an information line
color

nn :

RGB = nr,

ng,

nb

where nn is the index of the selected basic color inside the palette and (nr, ng, nb) defines the color
numerically by its RGB values. The present color and shading is illustrated by an atom ball (circle, cross) of
the present design.
The active basic color can be selected inside the palette section.
L-clicking the color field opens a separate color window with an extended palette of colors ("Basic
colors" and "Custom colors") to modify the active basic color.
L-clicking a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button
selects the corresponding color as the new basic color. Then the color
window is closed, the new color is inserted in the color field.
L-clicking the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended
palette allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. Lclick a tone from the rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to
the right and inspect the result in the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking
the “OK” button selects the new basic color. The extended palette allows to
also use RGB and HSL values to define colors.
L-clicking the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any
changed color settings.

Each basic color comes with different tones which are used to shade atom balls depending on the shading
type (the present shading is illustrated by an atom ball to the right). These tones can be changed inside the
color/shading section.
• For hard shaded balls shading is achieved by subdividing the visible ball area in two parts, displayed
by dark and light tones of the basic color. For fuzzy shaded balls continuous shading is achieved by
a statistical pattern using light and dark tones of the basic color. For these shadings, the dark and
light tone can be changed by moving the buttons of the two horizontal scrollbars below "Hard, fuzzy
shading :" to the left (darker) or right (lighter) where the actual intensity levels are shown by "Dark=
qbas" and "Light= qenh" to the right of the corresponding scrollbars. Further, the corresponding
tones of the basic color are used to fill the color fields to the left of the scrollbars, also illustrated by an
atom ball to the right. The two scrollbars are coupled such that the correct order qbas < qenh is
guaranteed.
• For glossy shaded and brilliant balls continuous shading is based on a continuous set of tones of the
basic color. For these shadings, the range of tones can be changed by moving the buttons of the two
horizontal scrollbars below "Glossy, brilliant shading :" to the left (darker) or right (lighter) where
the actual intensity levels are shown by "Bottom= qbot" and "Top= qtop" to the right of the
corresponding scrollbars. Further, the corresponding colors referring to lowest and highest tones of the
basic color are used to fill the color fields to the left of the scrollbars, also illustrated by an atom ball to
the right. The two scrollbars are coupled such that the correct order qbot < qtop is guaranteed.
Changed basic color palettes and shading settings will be applied only after a particle is redrawn in the
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graphics window or when the basic color window is closed explicitly.
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Elementary Colors

The elementary color section of the basic color window (bottom section of the window) contains six color
fields filled with the present elementary colors "Black", "White", "Bond", "Background", "Stereo red",
and "Stereo blue". These colors are used to draw lines (Black, White), to set defaults for painting bonds
(Bond), to paint the background (Background), and to define the two colors used in red/blue stereo mode.
L-clicking each of the six elementary color fields opens a separate color window with an extended palette
of colors ("Basic colors" and "Custom colors") to modify the active basic color.
L-clicking a palette box of the color window followed by L-clicking the “OK” button
selects the corresponding color as the new elementary color. Then the color
window is closed, the new color is inserted in the color field.
L-clicking the "Define Custom Colors >>" button of the color window opens an extended
palette allowing to define any color available with the graphics adapter. Lclick a tone from the rainbow area, set the lightness in the lightness box to
the right and inspect the result in the box labeled "Color|Solid". L-clicking
the “OK” button selects the new elementary color. The extended palette
allows to also use RGB and HSL values to define colors.
L-clicking the "Cancel" button of the color window closes the window ignoring any
changed color settings.
Changed elementary colors will be used when a particle is redrawn in the graphics window or when the
basic color window is closed explicitly.
Note that the background color can also be reset with the background color option. Further, bond colors
can be redefined with the bond color option.
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Layout / Viewing

The layout option sets basic display features of particle graphics, such as wire framing, atom labeling,
stereo duplicationfor enhanced 3-dimensional viewing, adding a legend, or adding a title in PostScript
output files. Each of these options is selected from a submenu entry which is preceded by a check sign if
the option is active.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout” entry opens a list of entries offering the different options to define the
layout. Details of these options are explained in the following sections.
Drawing Mode
Layout Options
Stereo Double
Title Input
Element Names
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Drawing Mode

Balsac can display particles inside the graphics window using different drawing modes. Particles may be
shown either in
•

atom-by-atom mode where Balsac shows all atoms of the particle sequentially starting with the
atoms furthest away from the viewer. Here the complete particle is shown without manual
interference.
While the drawing proceeds in atom-by-atom mode it can be interrupted by
L-clicking inside the graphics window or by pressing the <blank> key. This stops with the
cluster or lattice section built so far and the option bar at the top of the graphics window shows
Continue

Finish

L-clicking “Continue” continues the drawing until all atoms are shown.
L-clicking “Finish” or pressing “f”, “F”, or <esc> on the keyboard finishes the incomplete
cluster or lattice section drawing (completing the surrounding wire frame if chosen.) This
allows to obtain a different drawing or continue with analyzing the (incomplete) cluster or
lattice section.
Pressing “s”, “S” on the keyboard shows a changed option bar
Continue (single atoms)

Finish

and switches to single atoms drawing mode. L-clicking at “Continue (single atoms)” or
pressing a key (except “f”, “F”, “s”, “S”, or <esc>) changes the option bar to read
Atom # nn?

Finish

(referring to atom nn to be displayed next) and allows to sketch atoms one-by-one as
described for single atoms mode below. Pressing “s” or “S” switches back to atom-by-atom
mode completing the unfinished drawing. L-clicking “Finish” or pressing “f”, “F”, or <esc>
finishes the incomplete drawing as described above.
•

single atoms mode where Balsac starts sketching the first atom of the particle (furthest away from
the viewer). Then the option bar at the top of the graphics window shows
Atom # 2?

Finish

L-clicking “Atom # 2?” or pressing a key (except “f”, “F”, “s”, “S”, or <esc>) sketches the
second atom and so on until all atoms of the particle are shown. Pressing “s” or “S” switches to
atom-by-atom mode and completes the unfinished drawing. L-clicking “Finish” or pressing “f”,
“F”, or <esc> finishes the incomplete drawing which allows to obtain a different drawing (in
single atoms mode) or continue with analyzing the (incomplete) particle.
•

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) layer-by-layer mode where Balsac starts sketching all atoms of the
first netplane section. Then the option bar at the top of the graphics window shows
Layer # 2?

Finish

L-clicking “Layer # 2?” or pressing key “c” or “C” sketches the second monolayer section and
so on until all atoms of the lattice section are shown. Pressing “s” or “S” shows a changed
option bar
Continue (single atoms)

Finish

and switches to single atoms drawing mode. L-clicking at “Continue (single atoms)” or
pressing a key (except “f”, “F”, “s”, “S”, or <esc>) changes the option bar to read
Atom # nn?
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Finish

(referring to atom nn to be displayed next) and allows to sketch atoms one-by-one as described
for single atoms mode above. Pressing “s” or “S” switches back to layer-by-layer mode
completing the unfinished layer. L-clicking “Finish” or pressing “f”, “F”, or <esc> finishes the
incomplete drawing which allows to obtain a different drawing (in layer-by-layer mode) or
continue with analyzing the (incomplete) lattice section.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode” entry opens a list of entries allowing to define the
different drawing modes described before where the presently active drawing mode is indicated by a check
sign in front of the entry.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode | All atoms” entry selects the atom-byatom drawing mode.
(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode | Layerby-layer” entry selects the layer-by-layer drawing mode.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Drawing mode | Single atoms” entry selects the single
atoms drawing mode.
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Layout Options

These options allow for example to
•

include a rectangular wire frame of black or white lines (depending on the background color)
enclosing the particle in drawings inside the graphics window. The framing lines point parallel to the
x, y, and z axes of the Cartesian coordinate system used to describe the atom positions.

•

label all atoms by element names ("H" for Hydrogen, "He" for Helium ...) or index numbers (“1”,
“2”, “3”, … reflecting the atom count) in drawings inside the graphics window. Index numbers are
used internally to address specific atoms. This becomes useful when selected atoms have to be
used for input like when imposing symmetry or spherical constraints. Labeling may be more
explicit than and complements the color legend, see below.

•

add a color legend to every drawing inside the graphics window. The legend to the left of the
window consists of small color blocks labeled by element names or layer numbers (depending on
the color assignment) illustrating the color coding used for atoms drawn inside the graphics
window.

•

include a title line identical to the one shown in the title bar of the graphics window in PostScript
format graphics file output of the particle.

L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Wire frame” entry
switches the wire frame option between "on" and "off" where a check sign in front of the
menu entry indicates "on" and no check sign means "off". After the option has been selected
the particle is redrawn with the new layout.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Atom labels” entry
shows a submenu with three or four entries where L-clicking in the submenu switches the
corresponding option "on". The presently selected option is indicated by a check sign in front
of the entry.
With both Balsac/Lattice and Balsac/Cluster sessions
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Atom labels | No labels” skips all atom labeling.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Atom labels | Element names” labels all atoms of
the particle according to their element names.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Atom labels | Atom count” labels all atoms of the
particle according to their index numbers.
With Balsac/Lattice sessions only
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Atom labels | Layers” labels all atoms of the lattice
section according to their layer count.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Atom labels | Basis atoms” labels all atoms of the
lattice section according to their layer count.
After any of the above options has been selected the particle is redrawn with the new layout.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Stereo double” entry
switches the stereo doubling option between "on" and "off" where a check sign in front of
the menu entry indicates "on" and no check sign means "off". After the option has been
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selected the particle is redrawn with the new layout as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Title” entry
opens the title input window allowing you to inspect and change the global title of the particle as
described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Legend” entry
switches the legend option between "on" and "off" where a check sign in front of the menu
entry indicates "on" and no check sign means "off". After the option has been selected the
particle is redrawn with the new layout.
Note that the legend will also be shown on PostScript output.
The “Settings | Layout | Legend font (legfnt)” entry opens a separate input window allowing to redefine
the present font size legfnt used for element names / layer numbers in the legend of the
graphics window.
L-clicking the entry opens an input window

shows the present font size legfnt inside a text input box and allows to reset its value by typing.
Accepted font sizes lie between 8 and 36 with a default value legfnt = 10. In addition, test
characters “Aa” are shown with the present fontsize at the bottom left of the window. If the
numerical input is terminated by pressing “Enter” the test characters “Aa” are adjusted
accordingly.
Pressing the “Change” key accepts the (valid) changed value and closes the input window.
The change is confirmed by showing an updated entry title “Legend font (legfnt)” in the layout
menu of the graphics window.
Pressing the “Cancel” key closes the input window leaving the font size legfnt unchanged.
The “Settings | Layout | Label font (lblfnt )” entry opens a separate input window allowing to redefine the
present font size lblfnt used for all labels of a particle plot in the graphics window including
those of the graphical analysis.
L-clicking the entry opens an input window

shows the present font size lblfnt inside a text input box and allows to reset its value by typing.

Accepted font sizes lie between 8 and 36 with a default value lblfnt = 10. In addition, test
characters “Aa” are shown with the present fontsize at the bottom left of the window. If the
numerical input is terminated by pressing “Enter” the test characters “Aa” are adjusted
accordingly.
Pressing the “Change” key accepts the (valid) changed value and closes the input window.
The change is confirmed by showing an updated entry title “Label font (lblfnt)” in the layout
menu of the graphics window.
Pressing the “Cancel” key closes the input window leaving the font size lblfnt unchanged.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Element names” entry
opens the element input window allowing you to inspect and change all element names
appearing in Balsac plots as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the“Settings | Layout | PostScript title” entry
switches the PostScript title option between "on" and "off" where a check sign in front of the
menu entry indicates "on" and no check sign means "off".
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Title Input

The title input window allows to inspect and change the global title of the particle which is contained in the
title bar of the Balsac graphics window and is included in all output files of Latuse (*.lat) and Plot3D (*.plt)
format.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Title” entry of the menu bar inside the graphics window or the “Title”
entry of the menu bar inside the cluster builder opens the title input window

with a text box below “Title” showing the present global title of the particle. The title may be modified or
rewritten from scratch by typing inside the text box. Pressing the “Enter” key accepts all changes which is
confirmed by showing the updated title in the title bar of the window (in parentheses).
The line “Composition = …” below the title line shows the element composition of the present particle in a
pseudo-chemical format “ E1n1.E2n2. … ” where Ei denote the elements appearing in the particle and ni
refers to the corresponding number of atoms of the element type. Here both visible and hidden atoms are
included. As an example, Ni1.O4.C4. means that the particle contains 1 nickel, 4 oxygen, and 4 hydrogen
atoms.
The line “No. of atoms = Ntot” below the title line gives the total number of atoms Ntot of the particle where
both visible and hidden atoms are included.
L-clicking the entry “Initial” of the menu bar returns to the initial title shown when the title input window
was opened.
L-clicking the entry “Comp.” of the menu bar transfers the atom composition of the particle shown below
the title line as “Composition = E1n1.E2n2. …”, see above, to the title line as
Ntot atom cluster ( E1n1.E2n2. … )

where Ntot denotes the number of atoms in the particle. As an example, the title line of the nickel carbonyl
above would read
9 atom cluster ( Ni1.O4.C4. )

L-clicking the button “Cancel” returns to the initial title when the title input window was opened ignoring
any changes, closes the window, and returns to the Balsac graphics window.
L-clicking the button “Save/Close” closes the title input window and returns to the Balsac graphics window
showing the updated title in its title bar.
Note that the open title input window must be closed (L-click “Save/Close”, “Cancel”, or the close button (X)
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at the upper right) before any other Balsac option can be selected.
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Element Names

The element input window allows to inspect and change all element names appearing as labels in Balsac
graphics and in the Legend of the Balsac graphics window which associates atom colors with element
names. Customized element names are useful, for example, when atoms of the same nuclear charge but
different other properties are to be visualized by different atom colors. Element names different from the
default setting are also included in all output files of Latuse (*.lat) and Plot3D (*.plt) format.
L-clicking the “Settings | Layout | Element names” entry of the menu bar inside the graphics window
opens the element input window

with a text box below “Elements (name type)” showing a character string which lists all element names
appearing in the legend. Each element name is given by two characters, e.g. “Ba”, “Cu”, where onecharacter names are preceded by a blank, e.g. “ Y”, “ O”. The element names (with no separating characters
in the string) are listed in the order as they appear in the legend from top to bottom. All element names may
be modified by typing inside the text box changing the character string. Note that one-character names
have to be preceded by a blank in the string. Pressing the “Enter” key accepts all changes.
If the element text string contains more element names than needed for the particle graphics only names
from the left part of the string will be used. If the element text string contains less element names than
needed for the particle graphics the names of unassigned atoms will be replaced by blank characters.
The qualifier Ntype in the text box title “Elements (Ntype)” reads “default names” if the character string
refers to the default element names determined by the nuclear charges of the atoms of the particle. If the
qualifier Ntype reads “customized names” then the character string differs from the default and some
atoms are given names which differ from those defined by their nuclear charges.
The line “Composition = …” below the element name box shows the element composition of the present
particle in a pseudo-chemical format “ E1n1.E2n2. … ” where Ei denote the elements appearing in the
particle and ni refers to the corresponding number of atoms of the element type. Here both visible and
hidden atoms are included. As an example, Ba64.Y32.Cu175.O320 means that the particle contains 64
barium, 32 yttrium, 175 copper, and 320 oxygen atoms.
The line “No. of atoms = Ntot” below the title line gives the total number of atoms Ntot of the particle where
both visible and hidden atoms are included.
L-clicking the entry “Default” of the menu bar shows the default character string in the element name
box which refers to the default element names determined by the nuclear charges of the atoms of the
particle.
L-clicking the button “Cancel” returns to the initial element name when the element name input window was
#
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opened ignoring any changes, closes the window, and returns to the Balsac graphics window.
L-clicking the button “Save/Close” closes the element name input window and returns to the Balsac
graphics window showing the updated element names in the legend.
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Stereo Double

The full color stereo option shows the particle inside the graphics window with two pictures. The pictures
are reduced by 50% in size with respect to their mono equivalents. In addition, they are horizontally
displaced and slightly different in their projection geometry reflecting the eye and viewer's distance (freely
adjustable with the stereo parameter option inside the view parameter window or by mouse drag). This full
color stereo mode allows a 3-dimensional impression of the particle by using optical stereo glasses.
After some exercise, the visual stereo impression can also be obtained without optical glasses by crosseyed viewing. Try the following: Look exactly at the center of the graphics window (with the two separate
stereo pictures). Then put one finger to the screen center and move it slowly towards your eyes focusing at
the finger tip. This forces cross-eyed viewing and generates the illusion of seeing 4 (defocused and
overlapping) pictures in the window. Stop moving your finger when two of the pictures overlap in the center
giving you the impression of seeing 3 pictures. Try to concentrate on the center picture. After some time
(depending on talent and practice) the center picture becomes focused and stereo-type (while the two
pictures to the left and right remain defocused).
L-clicking the“Settings | Layout | Stereo double” entry
switches the stereo doubling option between "on" and "off" where a check sign in front of
the menu entry indicates "on" and no check sign means "off". After the option has been
selected the particle is redrawn with the new layout.

Note that cross-eyed stereo viewing requires a negative value for the shift deye between the two pictures
while positive shift values are needed if optical stereo glasses are used. The picture shift can be adjusted
with the stereo parameter option inside the view parameter window or by mouse drag.
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Note that any stereo picture produced by Balsac yields meaningful results only for central projection and may
be confusing for parallel projection.
IMPORTANT: The kind of cross-eyed viewing required to obtain a stereo impression without optical
glasses may overstress your eyes if performed for an extended time! No responsibility of any eye
damage can be taken by the authors of the Balsac software.
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Initialization

Running Balsac requires initialization parameters used to set up graphics windows, colors, and shading.
Default values of these parameters are provided internally. However, all initialization parameters can be
modified during a Balsac session, see Graphics Settings, and can be saved /retrieved using external
initialization files of given format,see also below. Further, initialization files can be attached to Latuse and
Plot3D format output files during Balsac/Lattice and Balsac/cluster sessions.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization” entry opens a list of entries to deal with initialization.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Save to file” entry
opens a standard MS Windows file output window requiring an output file name and
directory where only the initialization file format (*.ini) is accepted as indicated in the field
next to “Save as type:”.
The output file name has to be given in the file name box at the bottom (next to "File
name:") where existing files are listed in the file box above. Corresponding file names
can be either typed inside the file name box or names of existing files can be used by Lclicking a name in the file box which moves it to the file name box (and will overwrite an
existing initialization file).
L-clicking the “Save” button of the file output window with a valid file name the window
closes the window and asks to confirm the file name. If the name of an existing file has
been chosen for output overwriting needs to be confirmed as well. Then Balsac
generates the initialization file and returns to the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Load from file” entry
opens a standard MS Windows file input window requiring an input file name and
directory where only the initialization file format (*.ini) is accepted as indicated in the field
next to “Files of type:”.
The input file name has to be given in the file name box at the bottom (next to "File
name:") where existing files are listed in the file box above. Corresponding file names
can be either typed inside the file name box or names of existing files can be used by Lclicking a name in the file box which moves it to the file name box.
L-clicking the “Open” button of the file input window with a valid file name the window
closes the window and asks to confirm the file name. Then Balsac redraws the particle
in the graphics window using the updated values of all initialization parameters from the
file.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Default settings” entry
sets the internal default values for all initialization parameters used by Balsac and
included in corresponding initialization file. Then Balsac redraws the particle in the
graphics window using the updated values of all initialization parameters.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Undo/Scratch dir.” entry
opens the scratch directory window allowing to redefine the name of the undo/scratch
directory used to save/restore intermediate Balsac files as discussed separately.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Delete stack files” entry
deletes all stack files, Stackn.lat, n = 1, 2, … or Stackn.plt, n = 1, 2, … (up to n = 6),
saved in the current working directory of a Balsac/Lattice or Balsac/Cluster session. The
corresponding file names are also removed from the listing in the options menu “File” of
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the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Basic parameters ...” entry
opens the initialization window allowing readjustments of the graphics window size and
position as well as of basic colors and light / shading as discussed separately.
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Set Scratch Directories

The working and undo/scratch directories can be set or changed if needed by defining new directory
names inside a separate window. The default value of the working directory, used for intermediate backup
and animation files, is set at the start of Balsac as the current directory where the Balsac executable
resides, such as “c:\Program Files ((x86)\Balsac4”. The default value of the undo/scratch directory, used to
save intermediate files of the undo option (Balsac/Cluster sessions only), is set at the start of Balsac as
“c:\BALTMP” which may not be available due to file security settings or may have been replaced during the
session.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Undo/Scratch/Work dir.” entry opens the scratch directory
window.

This shows below “Working directory” the name of the present working directory and below
“Undo/Scratch directory” the name of the present undo/scratch directory. Both names can be changed by
typing inside the corresponding text input boxes. New directory names are checked for existence of the
respective directories before saving, see below. Further, the new directory name is highlighted in the updated
directory list box (and drive box) below the text input boxes.
The directory list box together with the drive box below the text input boxes allows also to define new
working or undo/scratch directories where the currently active directory, available for a name change, is
indicated by “>>” before the directory title (“Working directory” in the example above). After a directory has
been selected by L-clicking inside the corresponding text input box (confirmed by “>>”), L-clicking inside
the directory tree of the list box selects between the different directories in the list (L-double clicking opens
the corresponding directory and/or moves one level up or down in the directory tree). R-clicking at a
directory of the list (or L-clicking at a directory followed by pressing the Enter key) defines the new directory
to be used by Balsac and replaces the current directory name in the respective input box (determined by the
position of the “>>” indicator) by the new name. The selection can be undone by L-clicking the “Options |
XXX | Previous” entry of the options menu described below. Further, directories on different drives (a:, c:,
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d:, etc.) can be selected by L-clicking the drive box and choosing a drive letter. This opens the directory
tree of the directory list box corresponding to the new drive.
Note that changed directory names must comply with (old) standard MS Windows directory name rules
•

only regular characters and numbers are accepted in names

•

names are limited to 50 characters

•

system directories containing “Program Files” in their names should not be defined as Undo,
Scratch, or working directories

The menu “Options” at the top of the scratch directory window offers selections of standard file directories
for both working and undo/scratch directories. In the following “XXX” stands for either “Working” or
“Scratch” referring to the working or undo/scratch directory.
L-clicking the “Options | XXX | Previous” entry saves the present name inside the text input area
of the XXX directory and replaces it by the previous name.
L-clicking the “Options | XXX | Current” entry replaces the present name inside the text input area
of the XXX directory by the name of the current working directory with “\BALTMP”
attached.
L-clicking the “Options | XXX | Initial” entry replaces the present name inside the text input area of
the XXX directory by the name of the directory when the scratch directory window was
opened.
L-clicking the “Options | XXX | User” entry replaces the present name inside the text input area of
the XXX directory by the name of the basic user directory obtained from the environment
variable “USERPROFILE” of the Windows system.
L-clicking the “Options | XXX | Default” entry replaces the present name inside the text input area
of the XXX directory by the default name applied when Balsac was started.
L-clicking the “Save” button at the bottom of the window
•

checks first for existence of the directories corresponding to the chosen directory names. If a
directory does not exist or is unavailable for file in/output a warning message
WARNING: Working directory [FDIR] does not exist
Create new directory?

or
WARNING: Undo/scratch directory [FDIR] does not exist
Create new directory?

is shown (FDIR denotes the erroneous directory name). This allows to create the new directory
named FDIR (L-click “Yes”) or to return to the scratch directory window with the previous directory
definition (L-click “No”) .
•

If both directory names are accepted and at least one differs from the initial input the message
Save scratch directories?

allows to cancel the new setting (returning to the scratch directory window) or to confirm opening the
corresponding directories after which Balsac closes the scratch directory window and returns to the
Balsac graphics window.
L-clicking the ”Quit” button at the bottom of the window with at least one of the directory names differing
from the initial input shows a message

Quit without directory save?

which allows to cancel quitting (returning to the scratch directory window) or to confirm quitting with
the corresponding directories unaffected after which Balsac closes the scratch directory window and
returns to the Balsac graphics window.
Note that undo/scratch directories with changed names will be saved even after the Balsac session is
finished and can be used in subsequent Balsac cluster sessions. However, the names cannot not be applied
as a new default in subsequent sessions und must be set explicitly.
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Initialization Window

Initialization parameters used by Balsac for basic graphics settings can be modified inside the basic color
window, see ibid, and the shading window, see ibid. In addition, the present initialization window allows
changing the graphics window size and position.
L-clicking the “Settings | Initialization | Basic parameters ...” entry opens the initialization window.

The top section shows the present values (in pixels) of the origin (x, y) (upper left corner) of the graphics
window next to “Xorig =”, “Yorig =”. Further, the present window size, width ww and height hh,
is shown next to “Width =”, “Height =” (both values in pixels). The values of the four window
parameters can be modified where changes (by typing inside the corresponding box) are
accepted after L-clicking the “Apply” button. This closes the initialization and the graphics
window, opens a new graphics window with the updated position /size definitions, and redraws the
particle inside.
Note that a more direct way of moving and resizing the graphics window of Balsac is by mouse
dragging analogous to standard MS windows procedures.
The middle section to the left allows to modify basic color and shading parameters used in the graphics
window where
L-clicking the “Basic colors” button opens the basic color window allowing to change all details
of the color palette as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Light/shading” button opens the shading parameter window allowing to change
all details connected with shading atom balls as described elsewhere. Note that this
option is available only if
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Note that the shading option is available only if hard, fuzzy, glossy shaded, or brilliant balls are
used to show atoms of a particle.
The middle section to the right allows to choose between help engines used to view the Balsac help file
where the radio buttons next to "Html" and "Windows XP" show the present setting by a black dot
inside the corresponding button. L-clicking at button
"Html"

applies the most recent html based help engine together with help file
Balsac4.chm. This is the default help option for Windows 7 and later.

"Windows XP" applies the old help engine (WinHlp32.exe) together with help file LEEDpat4.hlp.
This option is meaningful only for Windows XP and earlier or if the old help
engine (WinHlp32.exe) is installed. WinHlp32.exe can be downloaded from
Microsoft at http://support.microsoft.com/kb/917607 and installed free of charge.
The bottom section collects function buttons where
L-clicking the “Default” button resets the definition of the graphics window to default values
(origin at (0, 0), ww = 600, hh = 450 in pixel units), closes the initialization and the
graphics window, opens a new graphics window with the updated position /size
definitions (if changed), and redraws the particle inside.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the initialization window ignoring any changes made in the
input boxes and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Apply” button closes the initialization and the graphics window, opens a new
graphics window with the updated position /size definitions (if changed), and redraws
the particle inside.
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Close Windows

During a Balsac session a large number of separate windows can be opened for input and analysis
purposes in addition to the graphics window. This may lead to confusion if too many windows remain open at
the same time. The present option can help to clean up by closing all open Balsac windows except for the
graphics window.
L-clicking the “Settings | Close windows” entry closes all Balsac windows except for the graphics
window and redraws the particle inside the graphics window.
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Graphical Analysis

The analysis menu offers various options to analyze geometric quantities of a particle shown in the
graphics window using the mouse pointer for the analysis. Examples are measuring distances, angles, atom
environments, displaying basis vectors, performing symmetry analyses, and more.
L-clicking the “Analysis” entry of the main menu bar at the top of the graphics window opens a list of
entries offering all options available for graphical analysis. The options are grouped according to geometric
or other similarities and details of the different options are explained in the following subsections.
Atom centers
Distances / vectors / misc.

Angles

Neighbors

Areas / volumes

Lattice/basis vectors

Decompose vectors

Elementary cells

Miller indices

Symmetry

Miscellanious

#
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Analyze Atom Centers

This option analyzes Cartesian coordinates of each visible atom A in the cluster.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Atom centers” opens the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
Atom coordinates: L-click an atom for coordinates; R-click closes

After an atom A has been selected by L-clicking at the corresponding atom sphere an analysis line inside
the box shows
i (ntot): Eln atom ( n/ nl/ nb) xyz,r= ( xn yn zn ), rn

where Eln is the element name of the atom, n its internal number, nl its layer index, and nb its atom basis
index (depending on the layer if reconstructed). The indices nl and nb refer to Balsac/Lattice sessions and
are set to zero in Balsac/Cluster sessions. Further, (xn, yn, zn) are Cartesian coordinates of the atom, and rn
is its present atom radius (all lengths are given in units of the atom coordinates). The number i (defaulted to
1) gives the number of atoms selected for the present analysis requiring ntot (= 1) atoms. Further, the point
used for the selection is labeled by a cross "+". Note that if viewing the particle in stereo mode, only one of
the two pictures (depending on the stereo parameters) is available for the analysis.
The analysis is stopped at any time by R-clicking which closes the analysis box.
If the analysis box is visible, results from previous analyses (up to 12 lines) can be inspected by L-clicking
the button to the right of the box, see also Show Previous Analysis.
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Analyze Distances / Vectors / Misc.

The analysis options are

#

Distance, Atom - Atom

Distance, Atom - Line

Distance, Atom - Plane

Plane Normal

Coordinate Average

Path Length

Distance, Element - Element

Distance from Center

Circle Center

Vertex

Distance, Line - Line
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Analyze Neighbors

The analysis options are
Neighbor Shell
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Neighbor Plane
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Analyze Areas/Volumes

The analysis options are
Areas
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Volumes
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Analyze Lattice/Basis Vectors

The analysis options are
Initial Lattice
Cartesian Basis
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Adapted Lattice

Tube Translation
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Analyze Decompose Vectors

The analysis options are
Decompose Vector (2-dim.)
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Decompose Vector (3-dim.)
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Analyze Elementary Cells

The analysis options are
Wigner-Seitz Cell
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Brillouin Zone
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Analyze Miller Indices

The analysis options are
Miller Indexed Plane
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Miller Indexed Direction
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Analyze Miscellaneous

The analysis options are

#

Free Lines

Cluster Bounds

Accuracy

Analysis Menu

Save Lines Option

Show Previous Analysis

Vector Stack

Analysis Basics
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Analysis Basics

Each graphical analysis requires a selection of one or more atoms, which is achieved by L-clicking at the
corresponding atom spheres. The selection is confirmed by an atom information line inside the box at the
bottom of the graphics window (analysis box)
i (ntot): Eln atom ( n/ nl/ nb) xyz,r= ( xn yn zn ), rn

where Eln is the element name of the atom, n its internal number, nl its layer index, and nb its atom basis
index (depending on the layer if reconstructed). The indices nl and nb refer to Balsac/Lattice sessions and
are set to zero in Balsac/Cluster sessions. Further, (xn, yn, zn) are Cartesian coordinates of the atom, and rn
is its present atom radius (all lengths are given in units of the atom coordinates). The number i gives the
number of atoms selected for the present analysis requiring ntot (different) atoms. Further, the point used for
the selection is labeled by a cross "+". Note that if viewing the particle in stereo mode, only one of the two
pictures (depending on the stereo parameters) is available for the analysis.
After selecting enough atoms, R-clicking inside the graphics window performs the analysis, and the result
shows inside the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window. The result line can also be used for cutand-paste operations. (Ctrl+c saves the line content, Ctrl+v inserts in a different application.)
The analysis is stopped at any time by repeated R-clicking which closes the analysis box. This happens
also if an analysis is done with an insufficient number of atoms selected.
If the analysis box is visible, results from previous analyses (up to 12 lines) can be inspected by L-clicking
the button to the right of the box, see also Show Previous Analysis.
If the number of atoms selected for a given analysis is insufficient or the atom selection is unreasonable, a
warning message
ERROR! Atom selection inconsistent: no analysis

appears inside the analysis box bar, after which the analysis can be repeated.
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Distance, Atom - Atom

This option analyzes the connecting vector and distance between two atoms A and B.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Atom - atom” opens the analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Atom distance/vector AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Distance(SumRad)= d ( s ), Vector xyz= (xv yv zv)

relating to the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A. The distance between the two atom centers is
given by d, while vector r = (xv, yv, zv) in Cartesian coordinates points from atom center A to atom center B.
The sum of the atom radii of the two atoms, s, is given for comparison. All lengths are given in units of the
atom coordinates. The centers of all selected atoms A and B are connected by white lines (A-B) for
identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The vector result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input
options. Details are given elsewhere.
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Distance, Element - Element

This option analyzes the smallest distance between atoms forming an element pair (bond distances) where
the elements refer to atoms A and B.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Element - element” opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Smallest element distance AB: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Smallest element distance El1 – El2 (atoms n1 – n2) = delmin

Here the element pair, El1 - El2, refers to the atoms number n1, n2 which form the actual element pair of
smallest distance delmin in the cluster or bulk/surface section.
The initial atoms A and B selected last and second last are used only to select the element pair and their
centers are connected by lines (A-B) for identification. The length is given in units of the atom coordinates.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Distance from Center

This option analyzes the connecting vector and distance between atom A and the center of a cluster or
lattice section, or the center of an atom group defined earlier.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | From center of | Cluster” opens the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Position of atom A from cluster center: L-click atom A; R-click evaluates

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
El atom(Nat): Distance(cluster cntr.)= Cdist, Vector xyz= (X, Y, Z)

Here Nat refers to the number of the selected atom A and El denotes its element name. Further,
Cdist gives the distance from the cluster center in units of the atom coordinates while vector (X,
Y, Z) in Cartesian coordinates quantifies the connection from the cluster center (coordinate
average) to the center of atom A.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | From center of | Group”, available only if a
group inside a cluster has been defined earlier, opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Position of atom A from group center: L-click atom A; R-click evaluates

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
El atom(Nat): Distance(group cntr.)= Cdist, Vector xyz= (X, Y, Z)

Here Nat refers to the number of the selected atom A and El denotes its element name. Further,
Cdist gives the distance from the group center in units of the atom coordinates while vector (X, Y,
Z) in Cartesian coordinates quantifies the connection from the group center (coordinate average)
to the center of atom A
The analysis can be repeated by L- and R-clicking at a different atom. Repeated R-clicking makes the
analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Distance, Atom - Line

This option determines the distance between a line through two atoms A, B and a single atom C.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Atom - line” opens the analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Distance between line AB / atom C: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, and C have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside
the box
Line-atom distance d= dd

relating to the three atoms, A, B, C selected last. The distance dd between a line through A, B and atom
center C is defined by
dd = |(AB x AC)| / |AB|.
The centers of all selected atoms A, B, C are connected by white lines (A-B-C) for identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Distance, Atom - Plane

This option determines the distance between an atom plane (defined by three atoms A, B, C) and a single
atom D or a parallel plane through atom D.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Atom - plane” opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Distance between plane ABC / atom D: L-click 4 diff. atoms A-D; R-click evaluates

After at least four different atoms A, B, C, D have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Directed plane distance d= dd

relating to the four atoms D, C, B, A selected last. Here |dd| denotes the distance of atom D and from the
plane through atoms A, B, C. The sign of dd indicates the direction where positive / negative dd values
indicate that atom D lies "above" / "below" plane ABC (i.e. the plane normal defined by vector ABxBC points
towards / away from atom D). The centers of all selected atoms A, B, C, D are connected by white lines (A-BC-D) for identification. All distances are given in units of the atom coordinates.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Plane Normal

This option calculates the normal direction vector of a plane defined by three atoms A, B, C.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Plane normal” opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Normal vector of plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Plane normal vector xyz= ( x

y

z)

{, (nx

ny

nz) }

relating to the three atoms C, B, A selected last. Vector (x, y, z) denotes the plane normal calculated as the
(normalized) vector product (AB x BC). The centers of all selected atoms A, B, C are connected by white
lines (A-B-C) for identification. Integer vector (nx, ny, nz), available only in Balsac/Cluster sessions, is in its
direction the closest approximant to the normal vector (x, y, z).
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The vector result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input
options. Details are given elsewhere.
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Coordinate Average

This option determines the center of gravity (coordinate average) of nav atoms.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Coordinate average” opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Coordinate average: L-click atoms; R-click evaluates

After nav atoms have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Coordinate average xyz= ( xav

yav

zav )

where rav = (xav, yav, zav) are the coordinates of the vector pointing at rav = (  ri ) / nav. (All coordinates are
given in units of the atom coordinates.) This information becomes useful for example if central high symmetry
sites of a particle are to be determined.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The vector result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input
options. Details are given elsewhere.
Note that determining the center of gravity of one atom only yields the coordinates of the atom which can be
used to save the corresponding atom coordinates in the vector stack.
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Circle Center

This option determines the coordinates of the center and the radius of a circle through three atom centers A,
B, C.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Circle center” opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Circle center of (ABC):

L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Spherical center at (xc, yc, zc), radius = radc

where (xc, yc, zc) are Cartesian coordinates of the circle center and radc is the radius of the circle through
atoms A, B, C.
Subsequent L-clicking at atoms allows to determine another circle. Repeated R-clicking makes the
analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input options.
Details are given elsewhere.
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Vertex

This option determines the coordinates of the vertex formed by three plains which are defined by three atoms
each, /A, B, C/, /D, E, F/, and /G, H, I/
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Vertex” opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Vertex of planes ABC, DEF, GHI:

L-click 9 diff. atoms A-I; R-click evaluates

After at least nine different atoms A, B, …, I have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Vertex at (xv, yv, zv), Dist = vertc

where (xv, yv, zv) are Cartesian coordinates of the vertex and vertc is the distance of the vertex from the
cluster center.
Subsequent L-clicking at atoms allows to determine another vertex. Repeated R-clicking makes the
analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input options.
Details are given elsewhere.
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Distance, Line - Line

This option determines the line – line distance between two lines, one through atoms A, B (line AB) and
one through C, D (line CD) defined as the smallest distance between any point on line AB and another on
line CD. The corresponding separation vector Vd connects the two points of smallest distance with Vd = 0 if
the two lines cross. Clearly,vector Vd is perpendiculat to both lines.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Line - line” opens the analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Distance between lines AB, CD:

L-click 4 diff. atoms A-D; R-click evaluates

After at least four different atoms A, B, C, D have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Line-line distance = dd, center = (xc, yc, zc)

relating to the four atoms, A, B, C, D selected last. The distance dd is defined by
dd = [(C - A) e] e ,

e = {(D - C) x (B - A)} / |(D - C) x (B - A)|

Further center vector Vc = (xc, yc, zc) in Cartesian coordinates points at the midpoint (center) between the
two points of smallest distance. If the two lines cross, vector Vc coincides with the crossing point.
The centers of all selected atoms A, B, C, D are connected by white lines (A-B-C-D) for identification in the
graphics window. Further, the center point at Vc is labeled by an open circle. In addition, center vector Vc is
saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input options. Details are given elsewhere.
Subsequent L-clicking at atoms allows to determine another line -line distance. Repeated R-clicking
makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Path Length

This option determines the length of a polygonal path connecting a set of n (up to 12) atom centers A, B, C,
D….
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Distances/vectors/misc. | Path length (<= 12 atoms)” opens an analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Path of line ABCD...: L-click n (<= 12) diff. atoms A-...; R-click evaluates

After n (up to 12) atoms have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Path connecting n atoms, length = lpoly

where lpoly is the length of a polygonal path connecting the n selected atoms. If more than 12 atoms have
been selected, the latest 12 atom centers are used to determine the connecting path.
Subsequent L-clicking at atoms allows to determine another connecting path. Repeated R-clicking makes
the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input options.
Details are given elsewhere.
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Analyze Angles

There are various types of angles that can be measured inside a lattice section or cluster shown in the
graphics window where each type is selected by L-clicking the corresponding subentry of “Analysis |
Angles”. Details of the different angle types are explained in the following subsections.

#
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Dihedral

Plane with Plane
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Angle, Connected Atom Pairs

This option analyzes the angle (bond angle) between the connecting vectors of two atom pairs, AB and
BC, involving three atoms, A, B, C, where the vectors join at atom B.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Angles | Connected pairs AB, BC" opens an analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line
Bond angle <(ABC), Lengths |AB|, |BC|:

L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Bond angle <(ABC)= phi, Lengths: |AB|= lab, |BC|= lbc

relating to the three atoms C, B, A selected last. Here phi (given in degrees) denotes the angle between
vectors AB and BC while lab and lbc give the lengths of vectors AB and BC, respectively. The centers of all
selected atoms A, B, C are connected by lines (A-B-C) for identification.
The analysis can be repeated by selecting three new atoms. Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a
sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Angle, Separate Atom Pairs

This option analyzes the rotation angle between the vectors of two atom pairs, AB and CD, involving four
atoms, A, B, C, D. The rotation angle is defined with respect to an axis whose direction coincides with that of
the vector product ABxCD. Thus, the analysis of vectors AB, AC is equivalent to an analysis of connected
atom pairs B-A-C.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Angles | Two separate pairs AB, CD" opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Vector angle <(AB,CD), Lengths |AB|, |CD|: L-click 4 diff. atoms A-D; R-click evaluates

After at least four different atoms A, B, C, D have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Vector angle <(AB,CD)= phi, Lengths: |AB|= lab, |CD|= lcd

relating to the two atoms D, C, B, A selected last. Here phi (given in degrees) denotes the angle between
vectors AB and CD while lab and lcd give the lengths of vectors AB and CD, respectively. The centers of all
selected atoms A, B, C, D are connected by lines (A-B-C-D) for identification.
The analysis can be repeated by selecting four new atoms. Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a
sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Angle, Plane with Vector

This option determines the angle formed between an atom plane (defined by three atoms A, B, C) and a
straight line with its direction given by the vector connecting two atoms D, E.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Angles | Plane-vector ABC, DE" opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Angle between plane ABC / vector DE: L-click 5 diff. atoms A-E; R-click evaluates

After at least five different atoms A, B, C, D, E have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside
the box
Plane-vector angle Phi= ph

relating to the five atoms E, D, C, B, A selected last. The angle ph is always given in degrees. The centers of
all selected atoms A, B, C, D, E are connected by white lines (A-B-C-D-E) for identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Angle, Dihedral

This option determines the dihedral angle defined by for atoms A, B, C, D. This angle can be interpreted in
two ways:
a)

The angle formed between two planes through atoms A, B, C and B, C, D respectively and
intersecting along the line connecting atoms B, C. The angle is positive / negative if rotating plane
ABC towards BCD corresponds to a right-hand / left-hand rotation with respect to vector BC.

b)

The torsion angle of two lines connecting atoms A, B and C, D respectively where the torsion axis
goes through atoms B, C. The angle is positive / negative if rotating line AB towards CD
corresponds to a right-hand / left-hand rotation with respect to vector BC.

L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Angles | Dihedral ABC, BCD" opens an analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Dihedral angle between planes ABC/BCD: L-click 4 diff. atoms A-D; R-click evaluates

After at least four different atoms A, B, C, D have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Dihedral angle Phi= ph

relating to the four atoms D, C, B, A selected last. The angle ph is always given in degrees. The centers of all
selected atoms A, B, C, D are connected by white lines (A-B-C-D) for identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Angle, Plane with Plane

This option determines the angle formed between two atom planes through atoms A, B, C and D, E, F
respectively.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Angles | Plane-plane ABC, DEF" opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line
Angle between planes ABC/DEF: L-click 6 diff. atoms A-F; R-click evaluates

After at least six different atoms A, B, C, D, E, F have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line
inside the box
Plane-plane angle Phi= ph

relating to the six atoms F, E, D, C, B, A selected last. The angle ph is always given in degrees. The centers
of all selected atoms A, B, C, D, E, F are connected by white lines (A-B-C-D-E-F) for identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Neighbor Shell

This option determines neighbor shells of an atom A.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Neighbors | Shells” opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
Atom neighbor shells:

L-click atom A; R-click evaluates

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Shells= d1 (m1),

d2 (m2),

d3 (m3),

d4 (m4),

d5 (m5)

where di, i = 1 - 5, give the radii of the first to fifth neighbor shells, and mi are the numbers of atoms of the
corresponding shells. All radii are given in units of the atom coordinates. Note that only atoms inside the box
of a lattice section are included in the shell counting. This can result in incomplete shells compared with the
real extended bulk/surface.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Neighbor Plane

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option determines netplane distances with respect to the plane
through atom A.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Neighbors | Planes” opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
Atom neighbor planes:

L-click atom A; R-click evaluates

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Planes dz= z1 ,

z2 ,

z3 ,

z4 ,

z5 ,

z6

where zi, i = 1 - 6, give the z coordinates (with respect to that of atom A) of up to six neighboring netplanes
(three above and below the reference plane). Because netplanes are stacked perpendicular to the z axis, the
values |zi| can be taken as plane distances while positive/negative zi values refer to planes below/above the
reference plane through atom A. All distances are given in units of the atom coordinates.
Note that only planes inside the box of the visible particle are included in the analysis. This may result in a
reduced number of neighbor planes compared to the real extended bulk/surface.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Areas

This option allows measuring polygon areas by selecting corresponding corner atoms. This information
becomes useful for example when areas of planar periodicity cells or facet areas of nanoparticles are to be
determined.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Areas/volumes | Area rhomb. (3 atoms)” determines the rhombic area
spanned by two vectors AB, BC given by three atom centers A, B, C. It opens an analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Area spanned by vectors AB,BC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click evaluates

After at least three atoms have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Area ABxBC = area

where area is the value of the area |AB x BC| in units of the atom coordinates. Subsequent Lclicking at atoms allows to determine another rhombic area. Repeated R-clicking makes the
analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Areas/volumes | Area poly. (<= 12 atoms)” determines the area of a
polygon enclosed by n (up to 12) atom centers A, B, C, D, … in a plane. It opens an analysis box
at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Area of planar polygon ABCD...: L-click n (<= 12) diff. atoms A-...; R-click evaluates

After n (up to 12) atoms have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
(n)-Polygon area = ar, edges = edg

where ar is the area of the polygon selected by the n atom centers A, B, C, D, … and edg is the
summed length of all lines confining the polygon. If more than 12 atoms have been selected, the
latest 12 atom centers are used to determine a 12 sided decagon area. If the selected atoms do
not lie on a plane (warped polygon) the area will not be evaluated correctly indicated by “(warped)
in the analysis line
(n)-Polygon (warped): area = ar, edges = edg

Subsequent L-clicking at atoms allows to determine another polygon area. Repeated R-clicking
makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Volumes

This option allows measuring the volume of a tetrahedron whose corners are given by the centers of four
atoms A, B, C, D. This information becomes useful for example when volumes of 3-dimensional periodicity
cells are to be determined.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Areas/volumes | Volume tetra. (4 atoms)” opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Volume between atoms A,B,C,D: L-click 4 diff. atoms A-D; R-click evaluates

After at least four atoms have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Tetrahedron: volume (ABxBC)AD = vol, surface = surf

where vol is the value of the volume |(AB x BC)AD| in units of the atom coordinates and surf is the
summed area of all four triangles confining the tetrahedron.
Subsequent L-clicking at atoms allows to determine another tetrahedron volume. Repeated R-clicking
makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Initial Lattice

(Balsac/Lattice sessions or Lattice transfer only) This option shows the periodicity of the lattice section
by drawing corresponding lattice vectors starting at atom A. Here the lattice vectors are those of the
original lattice definition (irrespective of the netplane selection for the lattice section), see also Adapted
Lattice.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Initial lattice vectors | Generic type" opens an analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line
Initial Bravais lattice vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Initial 3-dim Bravais basis for El( nl) at ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom (in units of the atom coordinates), El its
element name and nl its layer index. In addition, a set of 3 (numbered) lines starting at the atom center are
drawn visualizing the Bravais lattice vectors.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
Cubic lattices offer alternatively drawing generic Bravais and simple cubic initial lattice vectors. While the
generic option is described above L-clicking the “Analysis | Initial lattice vectors | sc type” entry yields
an instruction line
Initial sc lattice vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

and after an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Initial 3-dim sc basis for El( nl) at ( x

y

z)

where the vector lines refer to the simple cubic lattice vectors.
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Adapted Lattice

(Balsac/Lattice sessions or Lattice transfer only) This option shows the periodic structure of the lattice
section by drawing corresponding lattice vectors starting at atom A. There are two options available.
•

The analysis of netplane adapted lattice vectors, where vectors (1), (2) point along the (h k l)
netplane given with the initial definition of the lattice section and describing the netplane periodicity.
Further, vector (3) connects between translationally equivalent netplanes.

•

The analysis of a possible interference periodicity defined by corresponding moiré lattice vectors
along the (h k l) netplane. Here moiré vectors (1), (2) refer to cases of 2-dimensional interference
periodicity, while 1-dimensional periodicity is indicated by moiré vector (1), and the absence of
interference periodicity is indicated accordingly.

L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Adapted lattice vectors | Netplane" opens an analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line.
Adapted lattice vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box reading
Adapted 3-dim basis for El(nl) at ( x

y

z), netpln= Bravais

for atoms of the unreconstructed 3-dimensionally periodic bulk or
Rebuilt 2-dim basis for El(nl) at ( x

y

z), netpln= Bravais

for atoms A of reconstructed 2-dimensionally periodic layers, where vector (x, y, z) denotes the
position of the selected atom (in units of the atom coordinates), El its element name and nl its layer
index. Further, netpln= Bravais denotes the type of 2-dim. Bravais lattice (netplane) defined by the
periodic layer through atom A. Here Bravais stands for oblique (oblique netplane), p-rect. (primitive
rectangular netplane), c-rect. (centered rectangular netplane), square (square netplane), or hex.
(hexagonal netplane).
Depending on the periodicity, a set of 2 or 3 (numbered) lines starting at atom center A are drawn
visualizing the lattice vectors R1, R2 (, R3).
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Adapted lattice vectors | Moiré" opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line.
Moire lattice vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A of a reconstructed layer has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line
inside the box reading
2-dim. moiré basis for El(nl): ( x11, x12 | x21, x22 )

if the overlayer gives rise to 2-dimensional interference periodicity. Here El(nl) refers to the
element name and layer index of atom A while (x11, x12 | x21, x22) denotes the (2x2) matrix used to
represent the Moiré lattice vectors RM1, RM2 as linear combinations of the lattice vectors R1, R2 of
the unreconstructed (h, k, l) netplane, i.e.
RM1 = x11 R1 + x12 R2
RM2 = x21 R1 + x22 R2
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If the overlayer gives rise to 1-dimensional interference periodicity the analysis line reads
1-dim. moiré basis for El(nl): ( x1, x2 )

where El(nl) refers to the element name and layer index of atom A while (x1, x2) gives the
coefficients representing the Moiré lattice vector RM1 as a linear combination of the lattice vectors
R1, R2 of the unreconstructed (h, k, l) netplane, i.e.
RM1 = x1 R1 + x2 R2

.

Depending on the periodicity, a set of one or two (numbered) lines starting at atom center A are
drawn visualizing the lattice vectors RM1 (, RM2).
If the overlayer does not show interference periodicity or the selected atom belongs to an
unreconstructed layer the analysis line reads
Moiré basis unavailable for El(nl) at ( x

y

z)

where El(nl) refers to the element name and layer index of atom A and vector (x, y, z) denotes its
position (in units of the atom coordinates).
Note that the moiré option is enabled only if at least one of the layers of a surface section has been
reconstructed.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Adapted lattice vectors | HOC lattice" opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line.
HOC lattice vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking draws two lines starting at atom center A (finishing
with “1” and “2”) which visualizes the HOC (coincidence) lattice vectors. Further, an analysis line
inside the box reads
2-dim. HOC vector basis for El(nl): ( x11, x12 | x21, x22 )

Here El(nl) refers to the element name and layer index of atom A while (x11, x12 | x21, x22) denotes
the (2x2) matrix used to represent the HOC lattice vectors Rc1, Rc2 as linear combinations of the
lattice vectors R1, R2 of the unreconstructed (h, k, l) netplane, i.e.
Rc1 = x11 R1 + x12 R2
Rc2 = x21 R1 + x22 R2.
Note that the HOC vector option is enabled only if in lattice mode the corresponding overlayer is
described by a higher order coincidence (HOC) reconstruction inside the layer builder.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Adapted lattice vectors | Tube roll" opens an analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line.
Tube rolling vector: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking draws a line starting at atom center A (finishing with
“Rr”) which visualizes the rolling vector. Further, an analysis line inside the box reads
Tube rolling vector (m, n) for El(nl) at ( x

y

z)

where El(nl) refers to the element name and layer index of atom A and vector (x, y, z) denotes its
position (in units of the atom coordinates) where the rolling vector of the (m, n) nanotube begins.
Note that the tube roll option is enabled only if the tube option (planar) has been chosen in
nanotube mode.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.

# $ K +

Tube Translation

(Balsac/Lattice sessions with tube option (cylinders) only) This option shows the translational
periodicity of cylindrical nanotubes by drawing the corresponding translation vector starting at atom A.
Note that this option is available only if the cylinder drawing mode has been chosen inside the tube builder.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Tube translation" opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line.
Tube translation vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box reading
Tube translation vector, atom # nn at ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom no. nn (in units of the atom coordinates)
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Cartesian Basis

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option shows the Cartesian coordinate system by drawing
corresponding axes x, y, z starting at atom A. This may help getting oriented inside the cluster.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | XYZ basis vectors" opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics
window with the instruction line
Cartesian basis vectors: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box
Cartesian basis at ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom (in units of the atom coordinates). In addition,
a set of 3 lines (labled “x”, “y”, “z”) starting at the atom center are drawn visualizing the coordinate system.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Decompose Vector (3-dim.)

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option allows decomposing any lattice vector of the lattice section
into its components with respect to the netplane adapted or initial lattice basis, vectors R1’, R2’, R3’ and R1,
R2, R3, respectively. The corresponding vector bases can be shown with the adapted lattice vector basis
option or the initial lattice vector basis option.
L-clicking the “Analysis | Decompose vectors” entry of opens three entries offering the corresponding
decompositions. Details are explained in the following subsections.
Decompose Vector (Adapted 3-dim.)
Decompose Vector (Initial 3-dim.)
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Decompose Vector (Adapted 2-dim.)

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option allows decomposing any lattice vector inside one of the
stacking netplanes into its two components with respect to the vectors R1’, R2’ (of the netplane adapted
lattice basis) defining the 2- dimensional periodicity of the netplane. The vector basis itself can be shown with
the adapted lattice vector basis option. This can help to find appropriate rolling vectors of a netplane used to
construct a nanotube with the tube builder.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Decompose vectors | Adapted lattice (2-dim.)” opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Decompose vectors AB (adapted 2-dim. basis): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Vector xyz= (xv yv zv) = n1 * R1a + n2 * R2a

relating to the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A. The connecting vector r = (xv, yv, zv) in
Cartesian coordinates, in units of the atom coordinates, points from atom center A to atom center B. Further,
its representation by a linear combination of the two periodicity vectors R1’, R2’ (denoted R1a, R2a on the
analysis line), i. e. by
R = n1 * R1’ + n2 * R2’
is included in the analysis line. The centers of the selected atoms A and B are connected by a line (A-B) for
identification. If the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A belong to different netplanes the analysis
will not be performed indicated by the analysis line showing an error message
Atoms # n1 and # n2 in different netplanes, no decomposition

where n1, n2 are the indices of atoms A, B.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
Note that for netplanes with more than one translationally non-equivalent atoms the mixing factors n1, n2
may be non-integer valued.
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Decompose Vector (Adapted 3-dim.)

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option allows decomposing any lattice vector of the lattice section
into its three components with respect to the netplane adapted lattice basis, vectors R1’, R2’, R3’. The
netplane adapted vector basis itself can be shown with the adapted lattice vector basis option.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Decompose vectors | Adapted lattice (3-dim.)” opens the analysis box at
the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Decompose vectors AB (adapted 3-D basis): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Vector R = n1 * R1a + n2 * R2a + n3 * R3a

relating to the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A. Here the connecting vector R is represented
by a linear combination of the three periodicity vectors R1’, R2’, R3’ (denoted R1a, R2a, R3a on the analysis
line), i. e. by
R = n1 * R1’ + n2 * R2’ + n3 * R3’
The centers of the selected atoms A and B are connected by a line (A-B) for identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
Note that for netplanes with more than one translationally non-equivalent atoms the mixing factors n1, n2,
n3 may be non-integer valued.
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Decompose Vector (Initial 3-dim.)

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option allows decomposing any lattice vector of the lattice section
into its three components with respect to the initial lattice basis, vectors R1, R2, R3. The initial vector basis
itself can be shown with the initial lattice vector basis option.
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Decompose vectors | Initial lattice (3-dim.) | Generic basis” opens the
analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Decompose vectors AB (initial 3-D generic basis): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Vector R = n1 * R1i + n2 * R2i + n3 * R3i

[Generic]

relating to the two atoms selected last, B, and second last, A. Here the connecting vector R is represented
by a linear combination of the three periodicity vectors R1, R2, R3 (denoted R1i, R2i, R3i on the analysis
line), i. e. by
R = n1 * R1 + n2 * R2 + n3 * R3
The centers of the selected atoms A and B are connected by a line (A-B) for identification.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
Cubic lattices offer alternatively decompositions with respect to the true generic Bravais and to simple
cubic initial lattice vectors. While the generic decomposition is described above L-clicking the entry
“Analysis | Decompose vectors | Initial lattice (3-dim.) | sc basis” yields an instruction line
Decompose vectors AB (initial 3-D sc basis): L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B; R-click evaluates

and after at least two different atoms A and B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside
the box
Vector R = n1 * R1i + n2 * R2i + n3 * R3i

[sc]

where the decomposition refers to the three simple cubic periodicity vectors R1, R2, R3 (denoted R1i, R2i,
R3i on the analysis line).
Note that for netplanes with more than one translationally non-equivalent atoms the mixing factors n1, n2,
n3 may be non-integer valued.
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Wigner-Seitz Cell

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option visualizes 2- and 3-dimensional Wigner-Seitz cells depending
on the subentry selected.
The first option shows a 2-dimensional Wigner-Seitz cell, centered at atom A, of the (h k l) netplanes which
are stacked (along [h k l]) to form the lattice section. Displaying Wigner-Seitz cells at adjacent atom centers
of a given netplane can give an impression of the atom packing inside the netplane.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Wigner-Seitz cells | 2-dimensional" entry opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line.
2-dim. Wigner-Seitz cells: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box reading
2-dim. Wigner-Seitz cell at atom # n ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom no. n (in units of the atom coordinates). In
addition, a (black) polygon sketches the cell boundary.

The second option shows a 3-dimensional Wigner-Seitz cell, centered at atom A corresponding to the
selected crystal lattice. Displaying Wigner-Seitz cells at adjacent atom centers can give an impression of the
atom packing inside the lattice.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Wigner-Seitz cells | 3-dimensional" opens an analysis box at the bottom
of the graphics window with the instruction line.
3-dim. Wigner-Seitz cells: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box reading
3-dim. Wigner-Seitz cell at atom # n ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom no. n (in units of the atom coordinates). In
addition, a set of (black) lines (wire frame) sketches the cell boundary.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Brillouin Zone

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option visualizes 2- and 3-dimensional Brillouin zones (Wigner-Seitz
cells of the reciprocal lattice) depending on the subentry selected.
The first option shows a 2-dimensional Brillouin zone, centered at atom A, of the (h k l) netplanes which
are stacked (along [h k l]) to form the lattice section.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Brillouin zones | 2-dimensional" opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line.
2-dim. Brillouin zones: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box reading
2-dim. Brillouin zone at atom # n ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom no. n (in units of the atom coordinates). In
addition, a (red) polygon sketches the cell boundary. This cell has the shape of the 2-dimensional Brillouin
zone while its area equals that of the corresponding Wigner-Seitz cell.

The second option shows a 3-dimensional Brillouin zone, centered at atom A corresponding to the
selected crystal lattice.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Brillouin zones | 3-dimensional" opens an analysis box at the bottom of
the graphics window with the instruction line.
3-dim. Brillouin zones: L-click atom A; R-click draws

After an atom A has been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the box reading
3-dim. Brillouin zone at atom # n ( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) denotes the position of the selected atom no. n (in units of the atom coordinates). In
addition, a set of (red) lines (wire frame) sketches the cell boundary. This cell has the shape of the 3dimensional Brillouin zone while its volume equals that of the corresponding Wigner-Seitz cell.
Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
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Miller Indexed Plane

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option characterizes netplanes and monolayers defined by three
atoms where the corresponding netplane directions are described by Miller indices of the bulk lattice where
the Miller index definition depends on the lattice type.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Miller index planes |" shows one or two subentries, depending on the
lattice type, which refer to different definition of Miller indices.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index planes | Generic (h k l)", which is available for all
lattice types, opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the
instruction line
Generic Miller indices (hkl) of plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; Rclick evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an
analysis line inside the box which reads
(Broken) Generic Miller indices (hkl)= ( h

k

l )

Here the numbers h, k, l are generic Miller indices of a lattice netplane through atoms A,
B, C where the index definition refers to original reciprocal lattice vectors of the present
lattice. In non-primitive lattices indices h, k, l may be non-integer valued. In this case the
analysis line starts with “Broken”.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index planes | sc (h k l)", which is available for all cubic
lattice types, see table below, opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window
with the instruction line
sc Miller indices (hkl) of plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; R-click
evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an
analysis line inside the box which reads
(Broken) sc Miller indices (hkl) = ( h k l )

Here the numbers h, k, l are Miller indices of a lattice netplane through atoms A, B, C
where the index definition refers to reciprocal lattice vectors of the corresponding simple
cubic (sc) lattice. This notation is commonly used by surface scientists to characterize
netplanes and surfaces of cubic single crystals, see elsewhere. In non-primitive lattices
indices h, k, l may be non-integer valued. In this case the analysis line starts with
“Broken”.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index planes | Primitive (h k l)", which is available for all
centered lattice types, see table below, opens an analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Primitive Miller indices (hkl) of plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C; Rclick evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an
analysis line inside the box which reads
(Broken) Primitive Miller indices (hkl) = ( h k l )
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Here the numbers h, k, l are Miller indices of a lattice netplane through atoms A, B, C
where the index definition refers to reciprocal lattice vectors of the corresponding primitive
lattice. This notation is commonly used by surface scientists to characterize netplanes and
surfaces of cubic single crystals, see elsewhere. In non-primitive lattices indices h, k, l
may be non-integer valued. In this case the analysis line starts with “Broken”.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index planes | 4-index (l m n q)", which is available for all
hexagonal lattice types, see table below, opens an analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
Miller-Bravais indices (lmnq) of plane ABC: L-click 3 diff. atoms A-C;
R-click evaluates

After at least three different atoms A, B, C have been selected, R-clicking shows an
analysis line inside the box which reads
(Broken) Miller-Bravais indices (lmnq)= ( l

m

n q )

Here the numbers l, m, n, q are Miller indices of a lattice netplane through atoms A, B, C
where the index definition refers to the 4-index notation which is common for hexagonal
lattices and explained elsewhere. In non-primitive lattices indices l, m, n, q may be noninteger valued. In this case the analysis line starts with “Broken”. Note that the 4-index
definition depends on whether a hexagonal lattice description uses a 60 or 120 degrees
angle between two of its lattice vectors.
If the selected atoms A, B, C lie on a straight line the analysis is not possible (the netplane is undefined)
resulting in an error message
ERROR! Atom selection inconsistent: no analysis

Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The following table lists for each lattice type the type of Miller indices available in the analysis.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lattice
First option
Second option
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Simple cubic (sc)
sc
--Face centered cubic (fcc)
sc
Generic
Body centered cubic (bcc)
sc
Generic
Hex. close-packed (hcp)
4-index
Generic
Diamond (2 x fcc)
sc
Generic
NaCl(2 x fcc)
sc
Generic
CsCl (2 x sc)
sc
--Zincblende (2 x fcc)
sc
Generic
Graphite (4 x hex)
4-index
Generic
Wurtzite (4 x hex)
4-index
Generic
Bravais Monoclinic-C
Bravais Orthorhombic-C, -I, -F
Bravais Tetragonal-I
Bravais Hexagonal-P
Bravais Cubic-P
Bravais Cubic-I, -F

Primitive
Primitive
Primitive
4-index
sc
sc

Generic
Generic
Generic
Generic
--Generic

all other Bravais lattices
Generic
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----
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Miller Indexed Direction

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option characterizes lattice directions defined by two atoms and
described by Miller indices of the bulk lattice where the Miller index definition depends on the lattice type.
This is analogous to the Miller index analysis of netplanes discussed elsewhere, see Miller Indexed Plane.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Miller direction [hkl]" shows, depending on the lattice type, one or two
subentries which refer to different definition of Miller indices.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index directions | Generic [h k l]", which is available for
all lattice types, opens an analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window with the
instruction line
Generic Miller direction [hkl] from atom A to B: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis
line inside the box which reads
(Broken) Generic Miller direction [hkl]= [ h

k

l ]

Here the numbers h, k, l are generic Miller indices denoting the direction vector from atom
A to B where the index definition refers to original reciprocal lattice vectors of the present
lattice. In non-primitive lattices indices h, k, l may be non-integer valued. In this case the
analysis line starts with “Broken”.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index directions | sc [hkl]", which is available for all cubic
lattice types, see table in Miller Indexed Plane, opens an analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window with the instruction line
sc Miller direction [hkl] from atom A to B: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis
line inside the box which reads
(Broken) sc Miller direction [hkl]= [ h

k

l ]

Here the numbers h, k, l are Miller indices denoting the direction vector from atom A to B
where the index definition refers to reciprocal lattice vectors of the corresponding simple
cubic (sc) lattice. This notation is commonly used by surface scientists to characterize
netplanes and surfaces of cubic single crystals, see elsewhere. In non-primitive lattices
indices h, k, l may be non-integer valued. In this case the analysis line starts with
“Broken”.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index directions | Primitive [hkl]", which is available for
all centered lattice types, see table in Miller Indexed Plane, opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Primitive Miller direction [hkl] from atom A to B: L-click 2 diff. atoms
A,B; R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis
line inside the box which reads
(Broken) Primitive Miller direction [hkl]= [ h
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k

l ]

Here the numbers h, k, l are Miller indices denoting the direction vector from atom A to B
where the index definition refers to reciprocal lattice vectors of the corresponding primitive
lattice. This notation is commonly used by surface scientists to characterize netplanes and
surfaces of cubic single crystals, see elsewhere. In non-primitive lattices indices h, k, l
may be non-integer valued. In this case the analysis line starts with “Broken”.
L-clicking the subentry "Analysis | Miller index directions | 4-index [l m n q]", which is available for
all hexagonal lattice types, see table in Miller Indexed Plane, opens an analysis box at the
bottom of the graphics window with the instruction line
Miller-Bravais direction [lmnq] from atom A to B: L-click 2 diff. atoms A,B;
R-click evaluates

After at least two different atoms A, B have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis
line inside the box which reads
(Broken) Miller-Bravais direction [lmnq]= [ l

m

n q ]

Here the numbers l, m, n, q are Miller indices denoting the direction vector from atom A to
B where the index definition refers to the 4-index notation which is common for hexagonal
lattices and explained elsewhere. In non-primitive lattices indices l, m, n, q may be noninteger valued. In this case the analysis line starts with “Broken”. Note that the 4-index
definition depends on whether a hexagonal lattice description uses a 60 or 120 degrees
angle between two of its lattice vectors.
If the selected atoms A, B coincide the analysis is not possible (the direction vector is undefined) resulting in
an error message
ERROR! Atom selection inconsistent: no analysis

Repeated R-clicking makes the analysis option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The type of Miller indices available in the analysis is listed for each lattice type elsewhere.
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Analyze Symmetry

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) This option determines the symmetry center of the cluster and evaluates
all symmetry elements which are shown in a separate symmetry window.
L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Symmetry analysis …" opens the symmetry analysis window.

This window gives the title of the cluster at the top. The analysis line below the title line defines the type of
particle (“Single atom”, “Linear chain”, “Planar cluster”, “3-dim. cluster”), lists the number of different
symmetry elements, and determines the chirality of the particle (existence of a mirror plane, “chiral”, else
“achiral”). The following lines show Cartesian coordinates of the symmetry center Rs and next to “symmetry
operations” the complete set of symmetry elements is given in a short-hand notation as
{1, i, Am, BxCn, … , DxSn}

where “1” refers to the unit operation, “i” to inversion, “Am” to A mirror planes, “BxCn” to B n–fold rotation
axes, and “DxSn” to D n-fold roto-reflection axes.
Below the short-hand notation all available symmetry elements, identity, inversion, mirror planes, rotation
axes, rotoreflection axes (= rotation combined with mirror perpendicular to rotation axis), with respect to the
symmetry center are given. L-clicking the arrow button to the right of each of the symmetry elements,
rotation and rotoreflection axes, mirror planes, opens a drop down box (with a vertical scroll bar if needed)
listing all elements in detail, for
•

ni rotation axes (ni different axes) the listing reads
Cn along

( x

y

z)

where n is the order of the axis and vector (x, y, z) gives the direction of the rotation axis through Rs.
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•

ni mirror planes (ni different planes) the listing reads
Normal =

( x

y

z)

where vector (x, y, z) points perpendicular to the mirror plane through Rs.
•

ni rotoreflection axes (ni different axes) the listing reads
Sn along

( x

y

z)

where n is the order of the axis and vector (x, y, z) gives the direction of the rotation axis through Rs.
Numerical information from the symmetry analysis can be saved on the vector stack to be used as input
to other Balsac windows as described separately. L-clicking inside
•

the (white) area of the symmetry center output saves the Cartesian coordinates of the symmetry
center Rs.

•

one of the entries of the lists of rotation axes, mirror planes, or rotoreflection axes saves the
Cartesian coordinates of the of the corresponding normal or axial vectors.

Inside the frame “Analysis” at the bottom of the window further setting are available by an analysis line and
two radio buttons. The buttons allow setting the choice of atoms for the symmetry analysis to be performed
where the present setting is indicated by a filled button. A filled button before
•

“Total”

•

“Group” chooses the present group of atoms irrespective of the other atoms in the particle for the
symmetry analysis to be performed by L-Clicking the “Analyze” button at the bottom of
the window. In this case all symmetry elements apply to the group only.

chooses all atoms of particle for the symmetry analysis to be performed by L-Clicking the
“Analyze” button at the bottom of the window.

L-clicking the corresponding radio button allows to switch between the two choices.
Note that the analysis buttons are enabled only if a group is defined inside the present particle and all
group atoms are visible. Otherwise, the groupe choice is disabled.
The analysis line inside the frame indicates two different analysis modes where the line showing
•

“Full analysis”

denotes a symmetry analysis of the chosen atom set (all particle atoms or a
group of atoms) taking both coordinates and element types (nuclear charges)
of the corresponding atoms into account. L-Clicking the “Analyze” button at the
bottom of the window performs the analysis.

•

“(x,y,z) analysis”

denotes a symmetry analysis of the chosen atom set (all particle atoms or a
group of atoms) taking only coordinates of the corresponding atoms into
account and ignoring their element types (nuclear charges). L-Clicking the
“Analyze” button at the bottom of the window performs the analysis.

L-clicking the analysis line allows to switch between the analysis modes.
If many cluster/group atoms are included in the analysis then rather long analysis times may result for large
clusters. This can be shortened in some cases by restricting the number of analysis atoms. There is an
input field in front of “atom(s) (of Ntot)”, Ntot denoting the total number of atoms in the particle (or group),
which allows resetting the number of atoms that are used for the symmetry analysis. L-clicking the “All”
button next to the input field sets the number of test atoms to the maximum number of atoms in the
cluster/group.
While the symmetry analysis is running and a “Waiting” window shows, the analysis can be canceled by
pressing the esc key inside the “Waiting” window. Answering the cancel prompt accordingly will close the
symmetry analysis window and return to the Balsac main graphics window.
Further, there is a slider bar “Accuracy = aa” to the right where aa shows the present numerical accuracy
(in units of the atom coordinates) used to evaluate the coincidence of cluster atoms after symmetry
operations. Moving the slider to the left/right will increase/decrease the accuracy value. This is particularly
useful to test how well defined the symmetry of the cluster is.

L-Clicking the “Analyze” button at the bottom of the symmetry window evaluates the cluster symmetry
according to the analysis type (full particle or group, atoms or coordinates only), the number of
test atoms, and the symmetry accuracy.
L-Clicking the “Close” button closes the symmetry window and returns to the graphics window.
Note that after the symmetry analysis window is opened or if the analysis mode is changed the
corresponding analysis is performed only after L-clicking the “Analyze” button which is indicated by a
message “Click Analyze button!” at the bottom of the window.
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Free Lines

This option analyzes vectors and distances between two points a, b at the graphic window using pixel
coordinates. The distances will be given also in units of the particle coordinates reflecting corresponding
points A, B at the projection plane for central and parallel projection (perspective and parallel viewing,
respectively, as defined in the view parameter window).
L-clicking the entry “Analysis | Free lines” opens the analysis box at the bottom of the graphics window
with the instruction line
Free line on plane: L-click points a,b; R-click evaluates

After at least two different points a and b have been selected, R-clicking shows an analysis line inside the
box
Line ( nx1, ny1) -> ( nx2, ny2): ( ndx, ndy),

nD

=>

dist

relating to the two points selected last, b, and second last, a, where the points are given in pixel units, a =
(nx1, ny1), b = (nx2, ny2). The line includes the vector (ndx, ndy) connecting a with b and its distance nD (all
in pixel units). Further, dist denotes the distance in units of the particle coordinates corresponding to points A,
B at the projection plane, see above. All selected point pairs a, b are connected by lines for identification.
This analysis option becomes particularly useful when distances between points not assigned to atom
centers in planar structures, such as surfaces, are to be analyzed quantitatively. Then for a perpendicular
view in parallel projection measured values dist yield true distances inside the planar structure.
Repeated R-clicking or R-clicking without a sufficient numbers of atoms selected makes the analysis
option unavailable and closes the analysis box.
The vector result of the present option is saved on an internal vector stack to be retrieved in other input
options. Details are given elsewhere.
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Cluster Bounds

This option allows to inspect corresponding coordinate bounds of the present lattice section or cluster. It
also allows adding coordinate bounds as atom centers to a particle definition or removing existing bound
centers from the particle definition. Coordinate bounds are defined by the atom positions R(i) = (X(i), Y(i),
Z(i)) and corresponding atom radii Rat(i) where
Xmin = min [ X(i)+Rat(i) ],
Ymin = min [ Y(i)+Rat(i) ],
Zmin = min [ Z(i)+Rat(i) ],

Xmax = max [ X(i)+Rat(i) ],
Ymax = max [ Y(i)+Rat(i) ],
Zmax = max [ Z(i)+Rat(i) ],

for i = 1, Ntot

and can, thus, be collected in two vectors Rmin = (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin), Rmax = (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax).
The bounds option menu is available either by selecting “Analysis | Bounds” from the menu bar at the top
of the graphics window or, for sequences of images, by selecting “Settings | Bounds” of the menu bar at
the top of the animation window.
L-clicking the entry
• “Analysis | Bounds | Show” (in the graphics window) or “Settings | Bounds | Show” (in the
animation window) opens a separate message window reading
Section bounds:
Rmin = (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin)
Rmax = (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax)

which lists minimum and maximum values of all Cartesian atom coordinates of the particle as
vectors Rmin and Rmax, respectively. The values account also for the radii of all atom centers as
described above. By default, the bounds refer to the present cluster geometry. After an animation
has been run this option shows bounds which are common to all images of the animation.
(Otherwise, the bounds refer to the present cluster geometry.) Thus, bounds can be used to define
a fixed frame for the animation, see below. (Otherwise, the particle could move during the
animation as a result of a varying size.)
• “Analysis | Bounds | Include” (in the graphics window) or “Settings | Bounds | Include” (in the
animation window) removes all nb existing bound atom centers and includes two fictitious atom
centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001) at locations Rmin and Rmax describing the particle
bounds. This is confirmed by a separate message window reading
Two cluster bound centers (Z = 100) added ( nb removed)
R1 = (Xmin, Ymin, Zmin)
R2 = (Xmax, Ymax, Zmax)

The added bound centers can be used to define a fixed coordinate frame for comparing different
particles or to avoid a particle moving during the animation as a result of its varying size. After an
animation has been run this option includes the bounds which are common to all images of the
animation. (Otherwise, the bounds refer to the individual cluster geometry of each image.) Thus,
bounds can be used to define a fixed frame for the animation. When the animation is run with file
output, see elsewhere, the common bound atoms are included in each output file. The selection is
confirmed by a check mark (hook) at the beginning of the selection line.
•

“Analysis | Bounds | Remove” (in the graphics window) or “Settings | Bounds | Remove” (in
the animation window) removes all nr bound atom centers (nuclear charge = 100, radius = 0.0001)
from the particle describing coordinate bounds. This is confirmed by a separate message window
reading
All nb cluster bound centers (Z = 100) removed

Note that this option removes all bounds of all images of an animation. When the animation is run
#
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with file output, see elsewhere, bound atoms will not appear in the output files.
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Accuracy

This option allows to define limits which determine the accuracy with which atom shells, atom layers, and
bulk unit cells are defined.
General (fuzzy) neighbor shells with respect to an atom at R inside a particle or lattice section are
determined by collecting the distances di = |R-Ri| of all atoms other than the atom at R and sorting them in a
sequence of ascending value. Then the first (fuzzy) shell, assigned to radius r1 = d1, includes all atoms with
distance di inside the range [r1, r1+eps]. The second shell, assigned to radius r2 given by the smallest
distance dj > r1+eps, includes all atoms with distance di inside the range [r2, r2+eps]. This procedure is
continued until a maximum number of shells (up to 5 shells in the graphical analysis) is reached.
Infinitely thin shells which are interesting for crystals with high symmetry are determined by a very small
eps value while larger values refer to fuzzy shells of thickness eps. In Balsac the thickness eps is defined
by
eps = r1 * qsacc
where qsacc is a scaling factor (defaulted to 0.001) which can be redefined as discussed below.
General (fuzzy) atom layers with respect to a plane through an atom at R inside a lattice section (the plane
normal vector v is given by the (h k l) stacking direction of the lattice section) are determined by collecting the
plane positions pi = (R-Ri) v of all atoms and sorting them in a sequence of ascending value. Here negative
pi values refer to atoms below the plane through the atom at R and positive values to those above. Then the
initial (fuzzy) layer (nearest to R) includes all atoms with plane positions pi inside the range [-eps/2, eps/2].
The first layer above the initial layer, assigned to position d1o = pi given by the smallest position pi > eps/2,
includes all atoms with plane positions pi inside the range [d1o, d1o+eps]. The second layer above the
initial layer, assigned to position d2o = pi given by the smallest position pi > d1o+eps, includes all atoms
with plane positions pi inside the range [d2o, d2o+eps]. This procedure is continued until a maximum
number of layers (up to 6 in the graphical analysis) is reached.
The first layer below the initial layer, assigned to position d1u = pi given by the smallest position pi < -eps/2,
includes all atoms with plane positions pi inside the range [d1u-eps, d1u]. The second layer below the initial
layer, assigned to position d2u = pi given by the smallest position pi < d1o-eps, includes all atoms with plane
positions pi inside the range [d2u-eps, d2u]. This procedure is continued until a maximum number of layers
(up to 6 in the graphical analysis) is reached.
Infinitely thin layers which are interesting for crystals with high symmetry are determined by a very small
eps value while larger values refer to fuzzy layers of thickness eps. In Balsac the thickness eps is defined
by
eps = d * qlacc
where d is the distance between translationally equivalent (h k l) layers in the crystal and qlacc is a scaling
factor (defaulted to 0.00001) which can be redefined as discussed below.

L-clicking the entry "Analysis | Accuracies …" opens the accuracies window.
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This window shows the present values of the shell scaling factor qsacc in the box next to “Shell acc. (rel.) :”
and the layers scaling factor qlacc in the box next to “Layer acc. (rel.) :”, allowing to change the scaling
factors by typing inside the corresponding boxes.
Further, there is a deactivated box next to “Cell acc. (rel.) :” which gives the relative accuracy qvacc (in
terms of the crystal lattice constants) of the assignment of atoms to the netplane adapted crystal unit cell.
The qvacc value (defaulted to 0.00001) can be changed only after the input box is activated (see below)
and changes should be made with care requiring very detailed crystallographic understanding.
L-clicking the “Options” entry of the menu bar at the top of the accuracies window opens additional
options to (re)set the accuracy values.
L-clicking “Options | Defaults | Shells” resets the shell scaling factor qsacc to its default value
qsacc = 0.001.
L-clicking “Options | Defaults | Layers” resets the layer scaling factor qlacc to its default value
qlacc = 0.00001.
L-clicking “Options | Defaults | Cells” resets the layer scaling factor qvacc to its default value qvacc
= 0.00001. This option is available only after activation, see below.
L-clicking “Options | Defaults | All” resets the scaling factors qsacc, qlacc, qvacc (the latter only if
activated) to their default values quoted above.
L-clicking “Options | Cell acc.” allows possible changes of the scaling factor qvacc by activating the
corresponding input box of the accuracies window and activating the default setting.
L-Clicking the “Apply” button at the bottom of the accuracies window updates the accuracy factors and
closes the window returning to the main graphics window.
L-Clicking the “Close” button at the bottom of the accuracies window closes the window returning to the
main graphics window without updating the accuracy factors.
Note that any changes of the accuracy factors inside the accuracies window become valid only after the
“Close” button has been clicked..
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Analysis Menu

L-clicking the entry "Analysis menu …" opens the analysis window and allows performing many of the
analyses available with the graphical analysis options inside the main graphics window. However, here the
analysis input and corresponding results are shown in a separate analysis window. This can be useful if
atoms to be used in an analysis are not visible with the present view parameters but their atom indices are
known.

The analysis window contains two parts,
• the upper part starts with the line “Composition = …” showing the element composition of the
present particle in a pseudo-chemical format “ E1n1.E2n2. … ” where Ei denote the elements
appearing in the particle and ni refers to the corresponding number of atoms of the element type.
As an example, Ni1.O4.C4. means that the particle contains 1 nickel, 4 oxygen, and 4 hydrogen
atoms. Further, “Ntot atoms” gives the total number of atoms Ntot of the particle where both
visible and hidden atoms are included.
• Next the part entitled “Atoms :” shows up to six atom centers A – F used in a previous analysis by
their indices and atom definitions as
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X = n Eln (nl/ nb) / ( xn yn zn ), rn
(X = “A” to “F”), where n its internal number of the corresponding atom, Eln its element name nl its
layer index, and nb its atom basis index (depending in the layer if reconstructed). The indices nl and
nb refer to Balsac/Lattice sessions and are not shown in Balsac/Cluster sessions. Further, (xn, yn,
zn) are Cartesian coordinates of the atom, and rn is its present atom radius (all lengths are given in
units of the atom coordinates).
Depending on the previous analysis option not all or none of the atom entries A – F may have
been used. Unused atom entries are labeled by an index value 0 with no further details.
Typing a valid atom index (e.g. obtained from a previous analysis inside the graphics window) in
one of the active atom input boxes next to “A” – “F” allows defining an atom for the analysis
where the definition is confirmed after pressing the Enter key (or moving to another input box) by
giving the full atom definition next to the atom input box in the format described above.
If atoms resulting from a graphical analysis are saved on the vector stack their atom indices can be
retrieved and used for input. R-clicking the enabled text labels “A =” to “F =” to the left of the
index input boxes fills all enabled input boxes with the atom indices of the latest graphical analysis
(group selection, or atom hiding/reviving operation). The indices appear in the same order as those
of the previous graphical analysis and can be used for analysis.
Depending on the analysis option, those atom input boxes which are not required will be disabled
shown by gray shading. The complete atom input can be deleted (start from scratch) by L-clicking
the button “Scratch” to the right of the atom input part.
• The lower part shows a frame entitled “Options :” containing all analysis options presently
available. The options are described by a short-hand notation specifying the atoms A - F required
for the analysis in the analysis window. They are completely analogous to those of the graphical
analysis inside the graphics window (shown in parentheses below) with the results formatted
identically.
Available analysis options are
Distances :

Angles :

Neighbor :

AB

(Atom - Atom),

AB/C

(Atom - Line),

ABC/D

(Atom - Plane).

ABC

(Connected Atom Pairs),

AB/CD

(Separate Atom Pairs),

ABC/DE

(Plane with Vector),

ABC/ABD

(Dihedral),

ABC/DEF

(Plane with Plane).

Shells

(Neighbor Shell),

Planes

(Neighbor Plane).

A graphics option is selected by L-clicking the radio button next to the option name.
L-clicking the “Previous | List open” entry at the top of the window opens the analysis box at the bottom
showing the instruction line.
Previous analysis results, L-click button to inspect -->

L-clicking the arrow button to the right of the analysis box opens a drop down box (with a vertical
scroll bar if needed) listing of up to 12 previous lines of a previous graphical analysis (including
group selections and atom hiding/reviving operations). This list is identical with that of the Previous
Analysis option of the graphics window. L-clicking inside this list retrieves the corresponding
analysis line and moves it to the analysis box. This makes the line available for cut-and-paste
operations. (Ctrl+c saves the line content, Ctrl+v inserts in a different application.) Note that this

option is available only after at least one analysis has been performed. L-clicking the “Previous |
List close” entry at the top of the window closes the analysis box.
L-clicking the button “Evaluate” to the right of the option frame performs the analysis with the atom
centers selected in the atom input part above. The analysis result is shown below “Results :” using
the same format as for the graphical analysis.
If the atoms selected for the analysis are not meaningful or the set of required atoms incomplete
an error message wiil be shown below “Results :”.
L-clicking the button “Close” closes the analysis window and returns to the main graphics window.
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Save Lines Option

This option allows saving lines and polygons (analysis lines) that are created by the graphical analysis for
further inspection. When the view of the particle is rotated, shifted, or zoomed all analysis lines will
rotate/shift/zoom accordingly. In addition, subsequent PostScript output will contain the analysis lines drawn
as arrows.
L-clicking the menu subentry “Analysis | Save Lines (off) | Enable” activates the option, indicated by the
menu title “Save Lines (on)” and all subsequent graphical analyses will save their analysis lines.
L-clicking the menu subentry “Analysis | Save Lines (on) | Disable” deactivates the option, indicated by
the menu title “Analysis | Save Lines (off)” and all subsequent graphical analyses will show
analysis lines that are erased by re-plotting. Also previous analysis lines will be suppressed but
can be revived by enabling the save option (L-clicking “Analysis | Save Lines (off) | Enable”).
L-clicking the menu subentry “Analysis | Save Lines (on) | Erase last” removes the latest analysis line
from the plot.
L-clicking the menu subentry “Analysis | Save Lines (on) | Erase all” removes all analysis lines from the
plot.
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Show Previous Analysis

With this option results from previous analyses (up to 12 lines) can be inspected.
L-clicking the “Analysis | Previous analysis data” entry opens the analysis box at the bottom of the
graphics window showing the instruction line.
Previous analysis results, L-click button to inspect (L-click list to exit) -->

L-clicking the arrow button to the right of the analysis box opens a drop down box (with a vertical scroll bar
if needed) listing of up to 12 previous analysis lines. L-clicking inside this list retrieves the corresponding
analysis line and moves it to the analysis box. This makes the line available for cut-and-paste operations.
(Ctrl+c saves the line content, Ctrl+v inserts in a different application.) L-clicking inside the graphics window
closes the analysis box.
Note that the present option is available only after at least one analysis has been performed.
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Vector Stack

Balsac offers a very powerful feature to transfer vector values obtained by some of the graphical analysis
results inside the graphics window to input fields in other windows.
Whenever a graphical analysis is performed and the result shows as a vector v = (x, y, z) in the analysis
box at the bottom of the graphics window the vector components x, y, z are saved at the top of a vector
stack (holding up to 12 vectors). All vectors of the stack can be retrieved later in other windows requesting
vector input where the vector saved last, second last, … is retrieved first, second, … (FIFO stack concept).
After having retrieved a vector from the stack all other stack vectors are shifted in their position one up and
the retrieved vector is put at the end of the stack (cyclic position shif). This allows repeated use of stack
vectors. The vector stack is initiated by values v = (0, 0, 0) when Balsac is started or a Cluster/Lattice
session is started from scratch.
The vector stack save option is available with the following analysis options
•

Distance, Atom - Atom

•

Plane Normal

•

Coordinate Average

•

Analyze Symmetry

Retrieving data from the vector stack is available in selected option windows. R-clicking any of the text
labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” next to an atom coordinate or other vector input (referring to a vector A = (ax, ay,
az)) retrieves the stack vector v = ( x, y, z) saved last and sets ax = x, ay = y, az =z filling all vector input
boxes accordingly.
The vector stack retrieve option is available inside windows of the following options
Lattice Builder

Layer Builder

Cluster Builder

Group, Copy

Group, Shift

Group, Scale

Group, Rotate

Group, Mirror

Group, Rotoreflect

Spherical Confinement

Reposition Atoms

Apply Symmetry

View Options
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Element Table

All windows with input boxes for the nuclear charge Znuc of selected atoms have an element button next to
the input box which shows the element name of the atom.
L-clicking the element button opens a separate element table window as shown here

L-clicking a table entry, e. g. “Cu”, inside the window chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the
corresponding nuclear charge in the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
L-clicking the Cancel button inside the window closes the window keeping the initial nuclear charge Znuc
unchanged.
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Refresh, Re-plot

For performance reasons Balsac does not save window graphics while it is drawing. However, after a
picture of a particle has been created the complete graphics window is saved internally and may be restored
by fast refreshing. In contrast, re-plotting redraws the particle from scratch which may be required in some
cases after geometric or view parameters have changed.

L-clicking the “Refresh” entry of the menu bar in the graphics window restores the graphics window to its
state when the most recent plot was finished. This option becomes particularly useful when
• the graphics window regains focus after other overlapping windows have destroyed
parts or all of the graphics window. L-clicking restores/completes the previous picture.
• the picture inside the graphics window needs cleaning up after too many white lines
arising from the graphical analysis cover some of the structural details. L-clicking cleans
up.
Note that in some cases refreshing can fail and may require re-plotting since the previous
graphics window contents cannot be recovered, see below.

L-clicking the “Re-plot” entry of the menu bar in the graphics window re-plots the present particle. With
this option the atom coordinates of the particle are not calculated from scratch. In particular,
atoms generated as a result of random population of atom sites remain at the same sites.
Re-plotting may also occur automatically after view parameters or other graphics details are
changed.
Note that in some cases refreshing the graphics window instead of re-plotting may be
preferable because refreshing is much faster than re-plotting, see above.
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Lattice Builder

Balsac offers a rather powerful tool to build sections of lattices which includes any crystal lattice, any
Miller index stacking, and any size. Various options are available to modify all lattice section parameters
and will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Lattice Types

Netplane Stacking, Miller Indices

Lattice Basis Vectors

Section Size / Shape

Modify / Add Lattice Basis

Lattice Basis from File

Basis Atom Populations
L-clicking the
•

“Build” button inside the lattice frame of the startup window or

•

“File | Build | Bulk” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Lattice session or

•

“File | Lattice mode | Start from scratch …” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Cluster
session
opens the lattice builder window.
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This window contains three parts,
•

the lattice definition part shows the present session title (to be provided by typing inside the
corresponding input field), the lattice type, lattice vectors R1, R2, R3, (and their equivalent
lengths a, b, c and angles alpha, beta, gamma) and lattice basis vectors r(i) together with various
input boxes and option buttons to define the 3-dimensional bulk lattice which is to be used, see
Lattice Types.

•

the netplane stacking part shows Miller indices h, k, l (of different definitions) which determine
the netplanes which are stacked to form the lattice section together with input boxes to define the
netplanes. Further, the entry Bravais to top the right of the part denotes the type of 2-dim. Bravais
lattice characterizing the netplanes. Here Bravais stands for oblique (oblique netplane), p-rect.
(primitive rectangular netplane), c-rect. (centered rectangular netplane), square (square netplane),
or hex. (hexagonal netplane).

•

the lattice section part shows the actual size of the lattice section defined by the number of
atoms in each netplane section (N1 x N2 atoms) forming the base of a rectangular block and the
number of stacking netplanes, N3, giving the height of the block.
Alternatively, the block can be defined in a Cartesian coordinate system by [0, Lx] x [0, Ly] x [0,
Lz] with a lattice atom positioned at (0, 0, 0) (default origin) and the netplane adapted lattice
vectors described by
R1’ = (x > 0, 0, 0)

R2’ = (x2, y2 >0, 0)

R3’ = (x3, y3, z3 > 0),

see Appendix. The block may also be rotated about the z axis by an angle shown next to
“Rotation = “. Further, the origin (Ox, Oy, Oz) of the Cartesian coordinate system may be shifted
inside the elementary cell of the lattice. Atom sites may be assigned different occupation
probabilities (“Populations”) where the input box next to “Gpop. =” provides a global population for
all basis atoms which can be further modified for each atom individually, see Lattice Basis Vectors.
Populations of all basis atoms may be reset to 1.0 (complete occupation, no vacant sites) by
selecting “Population | Reset” from the menu bar at the top of the lattice builder window and the
complete list of occupations can be shown by selecting “Population | List …”, see Basis Atom
Populations.
L-clicking the “Layers” button inside the lattice section part opens the layer builder window
which allows reconstructing selected netplane sections of the lattice section in the most general
way.
L-clicking the “Tube” button inside the lattice section part opens the tube builder window which
allows building nanotubes from one or a set of adjacent netplanes of single crystals in the most
general way.
Further, the menu bar at the top of the lattice builder window offers options to include lattice basis atoms
from external files (entries “File | Replace basis …”, “File | Add to basis …”), to backup all parameters of
the present lattice section (entry “File | Backup”), to activate/deactivate the confirm option (entry “File |
Confirm option”), and to quit Balsac altogether (entry “File | Exit”).
L-clicking the “Scratch” button to the lower right of the window resets all lattice definitions to an internal
default representing a 5 x 5 x 3 block of the simple cubic lattice formed by (0 0 1)
netplanes. The reset needs to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of the message
box reading
Balsac resets all lattice data, continue?

L-clicking “No” leaves all lattice definitions unchanged.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button to the lower right of the window opens the graphics window drawing the
lattice section defined at present. The lattice builder window is left open for further changes.
The graphics window offers many options to modify the appearance of the lattice section.
L-clicking the “Hide/close” button to the lower right of the window closes the lattice builder window and
returns to the graphics window redrawing the lattice section.
If a lattice section is built from scratch and as not been visualized before this option closes
Balsac altogether. This needs to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of the message
box reading
Balsac will close, continue?

L-clicking “No” leaves all lattice definitions unchanged.
Note that the use of the lattice builder requires basic knowledge of bulk/surface crystallography.
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Lattice Types

The construction of a lattice section to be viewed and analyzed in Balsac/Lattice sessions is based on a 3dimensional bulk lattice which is defined in all details by the lattice builder. Details of how to select and
modify the bulk lattice are described in the following (referring to the lattice definition part of the lattice
builder window).
Opening the chooser next to “Lattice type” (L-click the black triangle to the right of the chooser) shows a
list of all available lattices
Entry

Lattice

Simple cubic (sc)

simple cubic

Face centered cubic (fcc)

face centered cubic

Body centered cubic (bcc)

body centered cubic

Hex. close-packed (hcp)

hexagonal close-packed

Diamond (2 x fcc)

diamond (two fcc lattices)

NaCl (2 x fcc)

sodium chloride (two fcc lattices)

CsCl (2 x sc)

cesium chloride (two sc lattices)

Zincblende (2 x fcc)

zinc sulfide (two fcc lattices)

Graphite (4 x hex)

graphite (four hex. lattices)

Monoclinic-P

primitive monoclinic

Monoclinic-C

B-centered monoclinic

Orthorhombic-P

primitive orthorhombic

Orthorhombic-C

C-centered orthorhombic

Orthorhombic-I

body centered orthorhombic

Orthorhombic-F

face centered orthorhombic

Tetragonal-P

primitive tetragonal

Tetragonal-I

body centered tetragonal

Hexagonal-P

primitive hexagonal

Trigonal-R

trigonal (rhombohedral)

Cubic-P

primitive cubic

Cubic-I

face centered cubic

Cubic-F

body centered cubic

L-clicking an entry of the list with the radio button next to “Scratch” active (shown by a black dot
inside the button) selects the corresponding lattice type. If the new lattice type differs from the present
definition the selection needs to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of the message box
reading
Continue with new lattice and default basis.
WARNING! Present lattice, reconstruction will be replaced.
Continue?

L-clicking an entry of the list with the radio button next to “Transfer” active (shown by a black dot
inside the button) selects the corresponding new lattice definition after checking its compatibility with
the previous type which needs to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of the message box
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reading
Transfer to lower symmetry lattice.
WARNING! Present lattice, reconstruction will be replaced.
Continue?

After this the new lattice definition of the present lattice structure will be applied where the lattice
vectors of centered lattices (fcc, bcc, monoclinic-C, orthorhombic-C, -I, -F, tetragonal-I, cubic-I, -F) will
be replaced by those of the corresponding primitive lattices (sc, -P) with the lattice basis vectors
complemented appropriately (doubling or quadrupling their number).
If the compatibility check yields a negative result the message
WARNING! New lattice symmetry not compatible with previous.
Lattice unchanged

is shown and Balsac returns to the initial lattice definition. Note that not all possible compatible lattices
have been implemented so far.
L-clicking the button next to “Triclinic” replaces the present lattice definition by a triclinic-P
definition where the generic lattice vectors of the present lattice structure are applied and lattice basis
vectors are kept unchanged which allows further modifications of the structure definition without
constraints. The changed lattice definition needs to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of the
message box reading
Convert generic to triclinic-P lattice.
WARNING! Present lattice, reconstruction will be replaced.
Continue?

After the lattice has been selected Balsac determines the lattice vectors R1, R2, R3 and shows them
in the section entitled “Lattice vectors”
•

in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) in the input fields next to “R1 =”, “R2 =”, “R3 =”.

•

by lattice constants a = |R1|, b = |R2|, c = |R2| and angles alpha = ang(R2, R3), beta =
ang(R3, R1), gamma = ang(R1, R2).

The input box next to “gamma =” may show a label “MR” at its lower right corner which indicates
that the lattice vectors R1, R2, R3 are Minkowski reduced which means mathematically
0 <= Ri Rj <= 1/2 *min (Ri*Ri, Rj*Rj) ,

i = 1, 2, 3

and results in symmetry simplifications which do not need to be discussed for the present purpose.
The following table lists default values of lattice constants a, b, c and angles alpha, beta, gamma
(using conventional crystallographic definitions) of all lattices available in Balsac.
Lattice

a

b

c

alpha

beta

gamma

Simple cubic (sc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Face centered cubic

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Body centered cubic

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Hex. close-packed

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= 1.633 a)

(90)

(90)

(120)

Diamond (2 x fcc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

NaCl(2 x fcc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

CsCl (2 x sc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Zincblende (2 x fcc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Graphite (4 x hex)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= 1.633 a)

(90)

(90)

(120)

Triclinic-P

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

alp (90)

bet (90)

gam (90)

Monoclinic-P

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

gam (90)

Monoclinic-B

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

gam (90)

Orthorhombic-P

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Orthorhombic-C

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Orthorhombic-I

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Orthorhombic-F

a (1.0)

b (1.0)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Tetragonal-P

a (1.0)

(= a)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Tetragonal-I

a (1.0)

(= a)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Hexagonal-P

a (1.0)

(= a)

c (1.0)

(90)

(90)

(120)

Trigonal-R

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(= gam)

(= gam)

gam (90)

Cubic-P (sc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Cubic-I (bcc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Cubic-F (fcc)

a (1.0)

(= a)

(= a)

(90)

(90)

(90)

Note that in this table all cubic lattices are given as simple cubic lattices while lattice vectors R1, R2,
R3 of fcc, bcc type lattices are described internally by non-orthogonal Bravais lattice vectors.
All lattice parameters can be changed by typing inside the corresponding input boxes depending on the
lattice type. If lattice parameters are constrained by the symmetry of a lattice they are not available for
modification and the corresponding input box is disabled. Examples are cubic lattices where only lattice
constant a can be chosen freely. The above list shows all lattice parameters which may be changed for a
given lattice type in bold characters.
The selected lattice can be scaled globally (affecting both lattice and lattice basis vectors, see elsewhere)
by typing inside the input box next to “Global scaling =” where the scaling factor is defaulted to 1.0. This
can be used for example to convert all lattice constants from Angstrom to atomic Bohr units (1 Bohr =
0.529177 A).
Note that in structure output files generated by Balsac/Lattice all structural parameters (lattice vectors,
lattice basis vectors, radii) are rescaled to a global lattice scaling constant a = 1.0 and a is given separately
in the first part of the Latuse format file.
The above lattice types can be completed by lattice basis vectors describing the positions of different
atoms inside the lattice unit cell. This is described in a separate section.
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Lattice Basis Vectors

Non-primitive lattices selected inside the lattice builder window require corresponding lattice basis vectors
defining the positions of different atoms inside the lattice unit cell. Details of how to select and modify
lattice basis vectors and atom properties are described in the following (refering to the lattice definition
part of the lattice builder window).
The list box below “Lattice basis” shows lattice basis vectors of all atoms inside the lattice unit cell (only
4 atoms will be visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the right).
Each line reading
i:

x

y

z

Rad

Znuc / El

Pop

refers to one atom showing its atom index i, its position vector (lattice basis vector) in Cartesian
coordinates r(i) = (x, y, z) (in corresponding length units), its atom radius Rad, its nuclear charge Znuc and
element name, and an individual probability Pop of the corresponding atom site to be occupied
(“population” between 0.0 and 1.0). The actual population of a given site is determined by the product of its
individual and a global population, Pop * Gpop, where the value of Gpop is shown (and can be modified
between 0.0 and 1.0) inside the input box next to “Gpop. =” in the lattice builder window.
The two radio buttons inside the “Show basis” frame above the list box define the display format of the
lattice basis vector r(i). If radio button
•

“Abs.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then all coordinates (x, y, z) in the list box refer
to absolute Cartesian coordinates of the lattice (lengths are given in units of the lattice
vector coordinates), i. e.
r(i) = (x, y, z)

•

“Rel.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then all coordinates (x, y, z) in the list box refer
to a linear combination of the lattice vectors R1, R2, R3, i. e.
r(i) = x * R1 + y * R2 + z * R3
which is the common definition amongst crystallographers.

While the list is useful to inspect lattice basis vectors and atom properties in numerical detail it can also be
used to modify and remove atoms of the elementary cell.
D-clicking a line of the list referring to lattice basis atom k opens the lattice atom window described
separately allowing to change all properties of atom k. After the lattice atom window is closed
Balsac returns to the lattice builder window.
R-clicking a line of the list referring to lattice basis atom k (sometimes preceded by L-clicking the line)
shows a message box reading
Remove atom # k from basis?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button removes atom k from the basis.
General Bravais lattices selected inside Balsac allow adding lattice basis vectors (representing atoms in
the elementary cell) to complete a desired non-primitive lattice. If further atoms can be added there is,
amongst other buttons, an “Add” button below the list box.
L-clicking the “Add” button opens the lattice atom window described separately allowing to add a new
atom with all its parameters. After the lattice atom window is closed Balsac returns to the lattice
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builder window.
L-clicking the “Default” button resets the complete lattice atom basis by a default basis, consisting of one
H atom positioned at (0,0,0) This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set default atom basis (delete existing), continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets the atom basis.
L-clicking the “Set origin” button with one of the lattice basis vectors selected (L-click corresponding line
of atom k in the list box) shifts all lattice atoms such that atom k is positioned at (0, 0, 0). This
needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set basis origin at atom # k?"

where L-clicking the “Yes” button selects the new origin. Origin shifts in complex lattices can
be used to change the graphical appearance of a lattice section and may be required to
emphasize point symmetry centers

Radii of all lattice basis atoms can be set freely inside the lattice atom window. Meaningful values require
that atom balls do not overlap in graphical representations of the lattice section. This can be achieved by
setting covalent radii and scaling all radii.
L-clicking the “Covalent” button assigns covalent radii from an internal table to all atoms of the lattice
basis. This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set covalent atom radii,
rebuilt layers ignored, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all atom radii.
Note that, depending on the lattice vectors, setting covalent radii may lead to overlapping
atom balls in drawings of the lattice section which can be fixed by atom scaling, see “Scale”
button below. Further, this option sets covalent radii only for atoms in layers of the lattice
section that have not been rebuilt. Covalent atom radii of the complete lattice section can be
set with a different option available by L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Covalent radii”
menu entry of the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Scale” button scales all atom radii by a common factor to yield a “touching balls” geometry
where distances between neighboring atoms are larger or equal to the sums of the two
corresponding atom radii. This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Scale atom radii,
rebuilt layers ignored, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all atom radii.
Note that this option scales radii only of atoms in layers of the lattice section that have not
been rebuilt. Scaled atom radii of the complete lattice section can be obtained with a different
option available by L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Touching atom radii” menu entry of
the graphics window.

All lattice basis vectors will be affected by changing lattice vectors of a given lattice type. Examples are
changed angles of a triclinic-P Bravais lattice or changed lattice constants (global scaling). The two radio
buttons inside the “Fix basis” frame above the list box determine how lattice basis vectors r(i) behave when
the lattice vectors R1, R2, R3 are changed. If radio button
•

“Abs.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then changing lattice vectors will keep all lattice
basis vectors fixed in their definition in absolute Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z), i. e.
r(i) = (x, y, z)

transform to

r(i)’ = (x, y, z)

while their representation by linear combinations of the lattice vectors will change.

•

“Rel.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then changing lattice vectors will keep all lattice
basis vectors fixed as linear combinations of lattice vectors, i. e.
r(i) = x R1 + y R2 + z R3

transform to

r(i)’ = x R1’ + y R2’ + z R3’

while their representation in absolute Cartesian coordinates will change.
Note that lattice basis vectors cannot be transferred between lattices of different type (e. g. between
triclinic-P and monoclinic-P).
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Modify / Add Lattice Basis

The list box below “Lattice basis” inside the lattice builder window shows lattice basis vectors of all atoms
inside the lattice unit cell (only 4 atoms will be visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by
moving the scroll bar at the right).
D-clicking a line of the list referring to lattice basis atom k or L-clicking the “Add” button below the list
box opens the lattice atom window

allowing to set all properties of a new atom or change parameters of a selected atom whose index k is
given in the title line “Atom # k”. For added atoms, k denotes the last index of the updated lattice basis
vector list (after the add).
The atom is characterized by its Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (defining the corresponding lattice basis
vector r(i) ), its atom radius Radius used for plotting (all lengths are given in units of the lattice vector
coordinates), and its nuclear charge Znuc. Further, an individual probability Pop of the atom site to be
occupied (“population” between 0.0 and 1.0) may be defined where the default Pop = 1.0 denotes complete
occupation of atom sites originating from the lattice basis atom k. The actual population of a given site is
determined by the product of its individual and a global population, Pop * Gpop, where the value of Gpop is
shown (and can be modified between 0.0 and 1.0) inside the input box next to “Gpop. =” in the lattice builder
window.
All values are given in input boxes where they can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition,
the element button next to the input box of Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this
button opens the element table window where L-clicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the
window, inserts the corresponding nuclear charge in the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on
the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the center position.
In primitive or non-primitive lattices with fixed atom positions inside the unit cell the input boxes of the
Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) are made unavailable (shown by light characters inside the boxes) to avoid
an erroneous lattice definition.
The two radio buttons define the input format of the lattice basis vector r(i). If radio button
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•

“Absolute” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then coordinate input (x, y, z) in the
corresponding boxes refers to absolute Cartesian coordinates of the lattice (lengths
are given in units of the lattice vector coordinates), i. e.
r(i) = (x, y, z)

•

“Relative” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then coordinate input (x, y, z) in the
corresponding boxes refers to a linear combination of the lattice vectors R1, R2, R3, i.
e.
r(i) = x R1 + y R2 + z R3
which is the common definition amongst crystallographers.

L-clicking the “Apply” or “Add” button confirms any changed values of (x, y, z), Radius, Znuc, closes the
lattice atom window, and inserts all atom parameters in the list box inside the lattice builder
window.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the lattice atom window and returns to the lattice builder window
ignoring all changes made in the lattice atom window. This may need to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Changed atom data will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button closes the window.
Note that lattice basis atoms can also be included from external Plot3D or XYZ format files as described
elsewhere.
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Lattice Basis from File

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option allows including additional atoms from an external file in the
present lattice basis or to replace the lattice basis altogether by atoms from an external file. Examples are
molecular crystals where the molecules of the elementary cell are built in separate Balsac/Cluster sessions
and included to form the periodic crystal.
L-clicking the “File | Replace basis …” entry of the menu bar of the lattice builder window opens the
standard MS Windows input file window for loading an input file where only Plot3D format (file
postfix “*.plt”, “*.svc”) or XYZ format (file postfix “*.xyz”) files are accepted. Existing files are
listed in the file box depending on the file format selected in the selection box (lower left, under
"Files of type:")
L-clicking a file name in the file box moves it to the input box. D-clicking a file name in the file
box selects this file and continues by opening the lattice atom add window, see below.
L-clicking the “Open” button of the input file window with a correct file name continues by
opening the lattice atom add window which allows to include selected or all atoms of the
external file replacing the present lattice basis (for adding atoms only see below).

The title “Atom # n of Ntot in file” gives the index n of the external file atom available for
including (starting with n = 1 when the file is opened) while Ntot is the total number of atoms
available in the file. The next line
El (Znuc) :

r = (x, y, z), rad = rr

shows the properties (element name El, nuclear charge Znuc, Cartesian coordinates x, y, z,
radius rr) of the external file atom available for including. The bottom line
Npar atom(s) in lattice basis

gives the present number of atoms Npar defining the lattice basis. In addition there are four
buttons used to include external file atoms. L-clicking button
•
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includes atom # n from the external file as atom # m in the lattice
basis. Then Balsac moves to the next atom of the external file updating
the lattice atom add window. This allows continuing the include
procedure (L-click any of the four buttons) with subsequent atoms of
the file until all atoms of the external file are exhausted.

• “Skip”

skips atom # n of the external file without including. Then Balsac
moves to the next atom of the external file updating the lattice atom add
window.

• “Add all”

includes all atoms of the external file starting with atom # n in the
lattice basis (replacing the present basis, see below). Then Balsac
closes the external file and returns to the lattice builder.

• “Finish”

closes the external file and returns to the lattice builder.

L-clicking the “File | Add to basis …” is completely analogous to L-clicking the “Replace basis” option
described above except that atoms selected from the file are added at the end of the present
lattice basis.
After all or selected atoms of the external file have been included in the lattice basis Balsac
checks all added atoms for coincidence with existing atoms of the lattice basis. If there are
coinciding pairs of atoms a message box reading
Lattice basis contains np coinciding atom pair(s),
Remove coinciding atoms?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button will open the atom coincidence window which allows
removing atoms of all np coinciding pairs while L-clicking the “No” button leaves coinciding
atoms in the lattice basis for further removal.
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Basis Atom Populations

L-clicking the option “Population | List …” from the menu bar at the top of the lattice builder window
opens the population list window showing all populations of the unrelaxed bulk lattice basis sites. Likewise,
selecting option “Population | List …” of the layer builder window shows the population list of the basis sites
of a given relaxed layer chosen in the layer builder window.

The list box below “Bulk populations nbg atom(s)” (nbg denoting the number of atoms defining the bulk
basis) or “Layer Nrel populations nbgr atom(s)” (Nrel denoting the index of the relaxed layer and nbgr
referring to the number of atoms of the layer basis) shows all bulk or layer populations defined at present by
i

El / Znuc

Pop

Popscl

where atom i is characterized by its element name El, its nuclear charge Znuc, and its individual
population Pop. The last entry Popscl under “Scaled” refers to the actual population used to select atoms for
the graphical display and analysis and is given by the product (Pop * Gpop). The value of Gpop is shown
below the list box on line “Global occupation = Gpop” and is taken from the input box next to “Gpop. =” in
the lattice builder window or the layer builder window depending on whether the population list window was
opend from the lattice or layer builder.
Note that the population Pop of a given atom site is always a real value between 0.0 and 1.0 and is
interpreted as follows: if the lattice section includes N atom sites of a given type, a population Pop selects
(N*Pop) sites randomly to be occupied by atoms leaving the other N*(1-Pop) sites empty.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the population list window and returns to the lattice or layer builder
window. The population list window will also close if the lattice or layer builder window are
closed.
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Netplane Stacking, Miller Indices

Lattice sections are built by stacking netplanes whose orientation is defined by (integer valued) Miller
indices where, depending on the lattice type, different 3-index notations (h k l) or 4-index notations (l m n q)
are available. The following table lists for each lattice type the corresponding primary and secondary notation
(if applicable) indicating those indices which can be changed by bold characters. For cubic lattices generic
Miller indices (indicated by [gn] in the table) refer to the corresponding true reciprocal lattice while the
standard notation is based on the simple cubic reciprocal lattice (indicated by [sc]). For hexagonal lattices
two 4-index notations, depending on the angle between lattice vectors R1, R2 (60 or 120 degrees) can be
used. For centered monoclinic or orthorhombic lattices (indicated by [-C]) generic Miller indices
(indicated by [gn] in the table) refer to the corresponding true reciprocal lattice while the standard notation is
based on the corresponding primitive reciprocal lattice (indicated by [-P]).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Lattice
primary
secondary
Transf.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Simple cubic (sc) or
CsCl (2 x sc) or
Cubic-P
h, k, l [sc]
----Face centered cubic (fcc) or
Diamond (2 x fcc) or
NaCl(2 x fcc) or
Zincblende (2 x fcc) or
Orthorhombic-F or
Cubic-F

h, k, l [sc]

h’, k’, l’ [gn]

(1)

Body centered cubic (bcc) or
Orthorhombic-I or
Tetragonal-I or
Cubic-I

h, k, l [sc]

h’, k’, l’ [gn]

(2)

Hex. close-packed (hcp, 60) or
Graphite (4 x hex) or
Hexagonal-P or
Wurtzite (4 x hex)
l, m, n, q

h’, k’, l’ [gn]

(3a)

Hex. close-packed (hcp, 120) or
Graphite (4 x hex) or
Hexagonal-P or
Wurtzite (4 x hex)
l, m, n, q

h’, k’, l’ [gn]

(3b)

Triclinic-P or
Monoclinic-P or
Orthorhombic-P or
Tetragonal-P

h, k, l [gn]

---

---

Monoclinic-C

h, k, l [-P]

h’, k’, l’ [gn]

(4a-f)

Orthorhombic-C

h, k, l [-P]

h’, k’, l’ [gn]

(5abc)

Trigonal-R
l, m, n, q
h’, k’, l’ [gn]
(6)
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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with transformations
(1)

h’ = k + l
k’ = h + l
l’ = h + k

h = -h’ + k’ + l’
k = h’ – k’ + l’
l = h’ + k’ – l’

(2)

h’ = -h + k + l
k’ = h – k + l
l’ = h + k – l

h = k’ + l’
k = h’ + l’
l = h’ + k’

(3a)

h’ = l
k’ = -n
l’ = q

l = h’
m = k’ – h’
n = -k’
q = l’

(3b)

h’ = l
k’ = m
l’ = q

l = h’
m = k’
n =– h’ - k’
q = l’

(4a) C(ab) centering, 2nd cell choice, alpha
h’ = h + k
h = h’ - k’
k’ = -h + k
k = h’ + k’
l’ = 2 l
l = l’
(4b) C(ab) centering, 1st cell choice, beta
h’ = h - k
h = h’ + k’
k’ = h + k
k = -h’ + k’
l’ = 2 l
l = l’
(4c) A(bc) centering, 2nd cell choice, beta (Balsac default)
h’ = 2 h
h = h’
k’ = k + l
k = k’ - l’
l’ = -k + l
l = k’ + l’
(4d) A(bc) centering, 1st cell choice, gamma
h’ = 2 h
h = h’
k’ = k - l
k = k’ + l’
l’ = k + l
l = -k’ + l’
(4e) B(ca) centering, 2nd cell choice, gamma
h’ = h - l
h = h’ + l’
k’ = 2 k
k = k’
l’ = h + l
l = -h’ + l’
(4f) B(ca) centering, 1st cell choice, alpha
h’ = h + l
h = h’ - l’
k’ = 2 k
k = k’
l’ = -h + l
l = h’ + l’
(5a) C(ab) centering (Balsac default)
h’ = h + k
h = h’ - k’
k’ = -h + k
k = h’ + k’
l’ = 2 l
l = l’
(5b) A(bc) centering
h’ = 2 h
k’ = k + l
l’ = -k + l

h = h’
k = k’ - l’
l = k’ + l’

(5c) B(ca) centering
h’ = h - l
k’ = 2 k
l’ = h + l

h = h’ + l’
k = k’
l = -h’ + l’

(6)

h’ = -2 l – m + q
k’ = l – m + q

l = -h’ + k’
m = -k’ + l’

l’ = l + 2 m + q

n = -l – m
q = h’ + k’ + l’

All Miller index values can be changed by typing inside the boxes next to “h =”, “k =”, “l =”, “m =”, “n
=”,“q =”, respectively, where changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice section.
L-clicking the “Reset” button initializes all generic Miller indices to (h k l) = (0 0 1) and computes
corresponding alternative indices. This feature is useful when index input is becoming tedious as
a result of repeated renormalization. As an example, changing Miller indices (2 3 4) to (2 4 5) by
first replacing the second entry “3” by “”4” is expected to yield (2 4 4) but will be renormalized to
(1 2 2), then replacing the first entry “1” to “2” yields (after renormalization) (1 1 1). Only then
undisturbed input “2”, “4”, “5” will by possible which can be abbreviated by using first the Reset
button.
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Section Size / Shape

The size of the rectangular lattice section generated in a Balsac/Lattice session is defined by N3 netplane
sections containing about N1 * N2 atoms each (some sections may contain less due to the rectangular cut)
where numbers N1, N2, N3 are shown in the input boxes next to “Planar N1 =”,“Planar N2 =”,“Planar N3
=”, and “Layers =”. The values are defaulted to N1 = N2 = 5, N3 = 3 and can be changed by typing inside
the corresponding boxes. Changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice section.
The exact definition of the rectangular lattice section is based on the netplane adapted periodicity vectors
R1', R2', R3' where vectors R1', R2' describe the periodicity of the (h k l) netplane used for the stacking
inside the lattice section. A netplane section of N1 atoms along R1' by N2 atoms along R2' forms a rhomboid
of which the side along R1' and the perpendicular component of N2 * R2' is used to define a rectangle. All
atoms form N3 adjacent netplanes whose projections lie inside the rectangle are included in the lattice
section.
The size of the rectangular lattice section may be defined alternatively in a Cartesian coordinate system by
[0, Lx] x [0, Ly] x [0, Lz] (all lengths are given in units of the lattice vector coordinates) with a lattice atom
positioned at (0, 0, 0) (default origin) and the netplane adapted lattice vectors described by
R1’ = (x > 0, 0, 0)

R2’ = (x2, y2 >0, 0)

R3’ = (x3, y3, z3 > 0),

see Appendix. The section lengths Lx, Ly, Lz are shown in input boxes next to “Lx =”, “Ly =”, “Lz =”
where they can be changed by typing. Changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice section.
The input boxes of N1, N2, N3 and those of Lx, Ly, Lz depend on each other and changes in a number box
will re-determine (and may change) the value of the corresponding length box and vice versa.
The section origin of the particle is defined by a vector (Ox, Oy, Oz) in absolute Cartesian coordinates
inside the bulk lattice. The present values of all components are shown in input boxes next to "Ox =", by "Oy
=", and by "O z=" where they can be changed by typing. Changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice
section. Shifting the section origin may be required if important atoms are missing due to the rectangular cut
and need to be shown.
The block defining the lattice section may be rotated about the z axis by an angle phibx shown next to
“Rotation = “where it can be changed by typing. Changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice section.
Note that rotating the section block does not affect the absolute positions of lattice atoms but changes
only the cutting section which selects the atoms to be included.
The parameter Ninit gives the index of the starting (bottom) layer used in the stacking procedure. Its value
is shown in the input box next to “Initial (1 – neq) =” where neq denotes the number of non-equivalent
netplanes of a given lattice and netplane direction. Parameter Ninit is useful only for non-primitive lattices
where neq > 1 non-equivalent planes exist and where different Ninit values can be used to show the
different terminations of the lattice section at the top (which may also be considered the surface termination
of a single crystal). The value of the starting index Ninit is defaulted to Ninit = 1 and can be changed by
typing inside the corresponding box. Changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice section.
Balsac allows visualizing lattice sections with randomly populated lattice sites where the population
parameter Pop, varying between 0 and 1, gives the probability of a site being populated inside the lattice
section. This option allows simulating crystal lattices with defects.
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Different population configurations of the lattice section may be obtained by L-clicking the “View |
Disorder + re-plot” entry of the graphics window which redraws the lattice section using a different seed of
the random number generator resulting in a different configuration.
The value of the population parameter Pop (defaulted to Pop = 1, meaning that all atoms of the lattice
section are included) is shown in the input box next to “Pop. =” where it can be changed by typing.Changes
are accepted after visualizing the lattice section. The population parameter is saved on output files of the
Latuse format, see Line 4 of the format definition.
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Layer Builder

Balsac offers a rather powerful tool to reconstruct single layers of lattice sections to simulate surface or
interface reconstructon or adsorbate layers at single crystal surfaces. Various options are available to
modify all layer parameters and will be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
Layer Periodicity

Moiré Lattice

HOC Lattice

Layer Basis

Modify / Add Basis

Layer Basis from File

Basis Atom Populations
L-clicking the
•

“File | Build | Layer” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Lattice session or

• “Layers” button of the lattice builder window
opens the layer builder window.
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This window contains three parts, separated by horizontal lines:
•

The first part shows the reconstruction list with indices of all reconstructed layers at the top
reading
nr layer(s) of Ntot rebuilt : # n1, n2, ...

which indicates that nr layers (of Ntot) have been reconstructed so far. The indices of the
reconstructed layers are n1, n2, … .
•

The second part allows setting the layer to be inspected and/or modified. The index nn in the
input box next to “Layer no.” defines the present layer to be considered for reconstruction or
reconstructed. The actual value of nn (ranging between 1 and Ntot) can be changed by typing
inside the input box. The text to the right of the input box reads “(pristine, commensurate)” (if the
layer has not been reconstructed so far), “(commensurate)”, or “(incommensurate)” depending
on the present reconstruction type of the layer, see below.
There are additional options to the far right of the window which allow selecting layers and
reconstruction further,
o

a chooser next to “Rebuilt” holds a list of all rebuilt layers. L-clicking a layer index

n in this list allows to quickly bring up all reconstruction parameters of the rebuilt layer
n for inspection or further changes.
o

a chooser next to “Get from” holds a list of all rebuilt layers. L-clicking a layer
index n in this list will set all reconstruction parameters of the presently selected layer
equal to those of layer n.

o

the input box next to button “Shift by” allows to set a shift value ms (by typing inside
the input box) which redefines the complete reconstruction scheme. L-clicking the
“Shift by” button with a valid shift ms, see below, sets a new reconstruction scheme
such that previous reconstruction parameters of all layers i are now applied to layers
i+ms. For example, a lattice section of 5 layers with layers 2, 3 reconstructed yields,
after a shift of ms = 2, a new section with reconstructed layers 4, 5 (2 -> 4, 3 -> 5)
while all other layers are left unreconstructed. Reconstructed layers outside the
section range [1, N3] resulting from the shifting process will be ignored. Further, shift
values ms are restricted such that at least one layer of the shifted scheme is
reconstructed.
Note that the new reconstruction scheme will be visible only after L-clicking the
“Visualize” button, see below.

•

The second part of the window includes definitions of the layer periodicity by appropriate lattice
vectors R1’, R2’. This can be given
o

by a (2x2) matrix (m11, m12 | m21, m22) based on the periodicity vectors R1, R2 of
the corresponding unreconstructed netplane, i. e. by
R1’ = m11 R1 + m12 R2
R2’ = m21 R1 + m22 R2
where the matrix elements mij can be defined inside the input boxes next to the radio
button “(2x2) Matrix”.In addition, global changes of the (2x2) matrix, such as scaling,
rotation, Minkowski reduction, or resetting to unit matrix can be applied.Further, the
(2x2) matrix of high-order coincidence (HOC) lattices can be constructed in a separate
window. Further details of the layer periodicity part will be described elsewhere.
Note that the matrix option needs to be activated by L-clicking the radio button next
to “2x2 Matrix”.

o

in Wood notation based on the periodicity vectors R1, R2 of the corresponding
unreconstructed netplane, i. e. by
a ( p1 x p2 ) R alp
where for a = “p” (primitive) vectors R1’, R2’ of the reconstructed layer are scaled by
factors p1 and p2, respectively, and rotated by the same angle alp (in degrees)
relative to vectors R1, R2. For a = ”c” (centered) vectors R1’, R2’ of the
reconstructed layer are centered variants of the primitive vectors. Further details of
the layer periodicity part will be described elsewhere.
Note that the Wood notation needs to be activated by L-clicking the radio button next
to “Wood”.

o

by explicit Cartesian coordinates of the lattice vectors R1’, R2’ of the reconstructed
layer (x, y, z values next “R1 =”, “R1 =”) and/or by their lengths a = |R1’|, b = |R2’|,
and the angle gamma between them. A text line characterizes the type of the
corresponding 2-dimensional Bravais lattice, “oblique”, “rectangular”, “centered
rectangular”, “hexagonal”, or “square”. Further details of the layer periodicity
part will be described elsewhere.
Note that explicit lattice vector input is possible for both the (2x2) matrix and the Wood
type definition of reconstructed layers.

•

The third part of the window includes definitions of the layer origin and basis at the bottom of the

window
The layer origin can be redefined by applying a shift vector (Ox, Oy, Oz) with respect to the initial
origin where cartesian components of the shift vector are given in the corresponding input boxes
next to “Layer shift”.
The input area below “Layer basis” and next to “r(i) =” lists all atoms of the layer periodicity cell
together with their coordinates (layer basis vectors) allowing a complete redefinition. Further
details of the layer basis part will be described elsewhere.
Further, the menu bar at the top of the layer builder window offers options to include layer basis atoms from
external files (entries “File | Replace basis …”, “File | Add to basis …”), and to close the window (entry
“File | Exit”). In addition, the “Analysis” entry at the menu bar includes one option, “Moiré lattice”, which
allows the analysis of a possible interference periodicity defined by corresponding moiré lattice vectors
along the (h k l) netplane as described elsewhere. Populations of all basis atoms may be reset to 1.0
(complete occupation, no vacant sites) by selecting “Population | Reset” from the menu bar at the top of
the layer builder window and the complete list of occupations can be shown by selecting “Population | List
…”, see Basis Atom Populations.
L-clicking button “Layer,” next to label “Clear” resets the present layer to its pristine definition, the
unreconstructed netplane. The reset has to be confirmed in a message box reading
Remove reconstruction of layer # nn ?

L-clicking “Yes” inside the message box removes reconstruction of the present layer
returning to the (updated) layer builder window showing a pristine layer nn.
Further, the removal of the layer reconstruction will show in the reconstruction
list at the top of the layer builder window.
Note that the updated lattice section will show in the graphics window only
after L-clicking the “Visualize” button, see above.
L-clicking “No” inside the message box returns to the layer builder window without any further
action.
L-clicking button “All” next to label “Clear” resets all layers to their pristine definition, the unreconstructed
netplane. The reset has to be confirmed in a message box reading
Remove reconstruction of all layers?

L-clicking “Yes” inside the message box removes reconstruction of all layers returning to
the (updated) layer builder window showing a pristine layer no. 1. Further, the
removal of the layer reconstruction will show in the reconstruction list at the
top of the layer builder window by.
No layer rebuilt (Ntot available)

Note that the unreconstructed lattice section will show in the graphics
window only after L-clicking the “Visualize” button, see above.
L-clicking “No” inside the message box returns to the layer builder window without any further
action.
L-clicking button “Visualize” rebuilds the updated lattice section, and redraws it in the graphics window.
The layer builder window is left open for further changes. All present reconstruction parameters
will be saved before the visualization.
L-clicking button “Hide/close” closes the layer builder window and redraws the lattice section in the
graphics window. All present reconstruction parameters will be saved before closing the
window.
Note that the use of the layer builder requires basic knowledge of bulk/surface crystallography.
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Layer Periodicity

The periodicity of a rebuilt layer, given by R1’, R2’ (layer lattice vectors), can be described by the original
netplane adapted lattice vectors R1, R2 together with a (2x2) matrix (m11, m12 | m21, m22) which defines
the transformation due to reconstruction as
R1’ = m11 R1 + m12 R2
R2’ = m21 R1 + m22 R2
with mij, i= 1, 2, j = 1, 2 forming the elements of the (2x2) matrix. For commensurate reconstruction all mij
values are integer, for coincidence lattices mij are integers or rational numbers (see also HOC lattices
below), and real valued mij result in incommensurate reconstruction.

Matrix elements mij can be inspected and modified inside the layer builder window next to the radio button
“(2x2) Matrix”. The input will be checked for consistency (linear dependence of layer lattice vectors R1’,
R2’) and discarded if erroneous. Otherwise, all layer parameters will be updated accordingly, including. In
particular, layer basis vectors will be adjusted, depending on whether they are fixed in absolute or relative
value, as described elsewhere. Further, the matrix is checked for Wood representability which is indicated
by “Wp” or “Wc” at the bottom of the right matrix backet and the corresponding Wood representation is
shown below the matrix, see below. A possible label “HOC” at the top of the right matrix backet indicates
that the (2x2) matrix is based on a high-order coincidence (HOC) lattice definition which is given in the
separate HOC window.
Note that the matrix input option needs to be activated by L-clicking the radio button next to “2x2 Matrix”.
Special values of the (2x2) matrix can be obtained by L-clicking the buttons “Scale”, “Rotate”, “Stretch”,
“Reduce”, “HOC”, and “(1x1)” next to the matrix representation.
L-clicking the “Scale” button to the right of the matrix input area opens the layer scaling window

for input of a scaling factor scfac which is used to scale the two layer lattice vectors of the
netplane/layer.
After a meaningful input of scfac (typing inside the input box next to “Scaling =”), L-clicking the
#
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“Scale” button closes the layer scaling window and scales vectors R1’, R2’ , adjusting the (2x2)
matrix accordingly. In addition, all layer basis vectors will be adjusted, depending on whether they
are fixed in absolute or relative value, as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button returns to the layer builder window ignoring any scaling factor input.
L-clicking the “Rotate” button to the right of the matrix input area opens the layer rotation window

for input of a rotation angle phirot (in degrees) which is used to rotate the two layer lattice vectors
about an axis perpendicular to the netplane/layer.
After a meaningful input of phirot (typing inside the input box next to “Angle =”), L-clicking the
“Rotate” button closes the layer rotation window and rotates vectors R1’, R2’ , adjusting the (2x2)
matrix accordingly. In addition, all layer basis vectors will be adjusted, depending on whether they
are fixed in absolute or relative value, as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button returns to the layer builder window ignoring any angle input.
L-clicking the “Stretch” button to the right of the matrix input area opens the layer stretching window

for input of a stretch direction vector (ex, ey, ez) and a stretch factor fstr which is used to stretch
the two layer lattice vectors by a factor along the stretch direction in the netplane/layer.
After a meaningful input of (ex, ey, ez) next to “x =”, “y =”, “z =” (parameter ez will not be used since
the layer definition refers to the xy plane) and fstr next to “Factor =”, L-clicking the “Stretch” button
closes the layer stretching window and stretches vectors R1’, R2’, adjusting the (2x2) matrix
accordingly.In addition, all layer basis vectors will be adjusted, depending on whether they are fixed
in absolute or relative value, as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “Cancel” button returns to the layer builder window ignoring any stretching input.
L-clicking the “Reduce” button to the right if the matrix input area performs a Minkowski reduction of the
layer lattice vectors R1’, R2’ to obtain vectors of minimum length and included angle closest to 90
degrees. In addition, all layer basis vectors will be adjusted accordingly, depending on whether they
are fixed in absolute or relative value, as described elsewhere.
The Minkowski reduction is based on the non-uniqueness of mathematical representations of the layer
periodicity where the iterative procedure can yield a more intuitive representation which illustrates

also point symmetry elements of the layer.
L-clicking the “(1x1)” button to the right if the matrix input area resets the (2x2) matrix to a unit matrix, m11
= 1, m12 = 0, m21 = 0, m22 = 1, thus, recuperating the initial netplane periodicity. In addition, all layer
basis vectors will be adjusted accordingly, depending on whether they are fixed in absolute or
relative value, as described elsewhere.
L-clicking the “HOC” button to the right if the matrix input area opens the HOC window for matrix input and
analysis of high-order coincidence lattices which will be described elsewhere.
An alternative description of the periodicity of a rebuilt layer, given by R1’, R2’, uses the Wood notation,
based on the periodicity vectors R1, R2 of the corresponding unreconstructed netplane. The notation reads
a ( p1 x p2 ) R alp
For prefix a = “p” (primitive) vectors R1’, R2’ of the reconstructed layer are scaled by factors p1 and p2,
respectively, and rotated by the same angle alp (in degrees) relative to vectors R1, R2. For prefix a = ”c”
(centered) vectors R1’, R2’ of the reconstructed layer are centered variants of the primitive vectors, i.e.
primitive :

R1’ = Ro1 ,

R2’ = Ro2

centered :

R1’ = (Ro1 + Ro2) / 2 , R2’ = (Ro2 - Ro2) / 2

.

Scaling factors p1, p2 > 0, and angle alp as well as prefixes “p”, “c” can be defined inside the
correspondiong input boxes of the layer builder window next to the radio button “Wood”. Further, values p1,
p2 inside the boxes can be square-rooted or squared by L-clicking button “sqr” and “x^2”, respectively,
above the corresponding input box. L-clicking button “+/-“above the angle input box changes the angle to
its negative value.
The input will be checked for consistency and discarded if erroneous. Otherwise, all layer parameters will be
updated accordingly, including. In particular, layer basis vectors will be adjusted, depending on whether
they are fixed in absolute or relative value, as described elsewhere.
As before, L-clicking the “(1x1)” button resets the reconstruction matrix to a unit matrix corresponding to
p(1x1)R0 in Wood notation and L-clicking the “HOC” button opens the HOC window for input of high-order
coincidence lattices.
Note that the Wood notation needs to be activated by L-clicking the radio button “Wood”.
The layer lattice vectors R1’, R2’ (denoted R1 and R2 in the window) can also be defined explicitly by
Cartesian coordinates as well as by lattice constants a, b, and an angle gam between R1’, R2’, i.e. by
a = | R1’| ,

b = | R2’| ,

gam = ang ( R1’, R2’ )

.

Their values are shown in the layer builder window below “Periodicity vectors” and can be changed
accordingly. The input will be checked for consistency and discarded if erroneous. Otherwise, all layer
parameters will be updated accordingly, including. In particular, layer basis vectors will be adjusted,
depending on whether they are fixed in absolute or relative value, as described elsewhere.
Note that explicit layer lattice vector input is possible for both the (2x2) matrix and the Wood type definition
of reconstructed layers.

If no layer has been rebuilt earlier the layer builder window opens with layer #1 in its initial netplane
settings given by a unit matrix (mij) = 1 and corresponding netplane basis atoms, see Layer Basis.
If the lattice section includes rebuilt layers the layer builder window opens with the first in the list of rebuilt
layers shown at the top. In addition, there is a chooser next to “Rebuilt” which holds a list of all rebuilt
layers to choose for further modification.
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HOC Lattice

In the case of high-order coincidence (HOC) lattices the periodicity of the surface, given by vectors R1’, R2’
is defined by two integer valued matrices (A) and (B) describing the coinciding supercells with vectors Rs1’,
Rs2’ of the substrate, (A), and of the overlayer, (B), by transformations
Rs1’ = b11 R1’ + b12 R2’ = a11 R1 + a12 R2
Rs2’ = b21 R1’ + b22 R2’ = a21 R1 + a22 R2
to yield a combined (2x2) matrix transformation
R1’ = m11 R1 + m12 R2
R2’ = m21 R1 + m22 R2
where the matrix (M) = (B)^-1 * (A) contains fractional elements mij = pij/qij with integer pij, qij.
The input and modification of all elements of the (2x2) matrices (A) and (B) and (M), the latter in fractional
format, is available within the HOC window

L-clicking the “HOC” button inside the the layer builder window opens the HOC window. This window
#
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contains two parts separated by a horizontal line:
•

The upper part, entitled “HOC Layer # nn :”, nn denoting the present layer index, gives the (2x2)
overlayer matrix (M) by three different representations.
First, the matrix below “Matrix (M), fract.” to the left gives (M) in explicit form by its
fractional matrix elements pij/qij. These can be modified explicitly inside the corresponding
input boxes. Valid input in each box consists in general of two integers (the second must be
positive) separated by a divide sign “/” without any blanks. Input of one integer N will convert
this to “N/1”. After input of an element and switching to another box or option, the updated
matrix (M) is checked for consistency. When Balsac finds an error it asks to update the
matrix element values accordingly.
Second, the matrix below “Matrix (M), decimal” to the right (in smaller character font)
shows (M) with its real valued elements (truncated to four decimals). In addition, the
determinant of matrix (M), denoted det(M), is shown in fractional and decimal format. While
matrix (M) in decimal form cannot be changed explicitly, it will be updated whenever
changes are made in the matrices of the other representations.
Third, the two matrices below “Decompose (M) = (B)^-1 x (A)” refer to a product of an
inverted matrix (B) and matrix (A) , i.e. (M) is written as (M) = (B)^-1 * (A), where (A), (B) are
integer valued and characterize lattice vectors of the common coincidence supercell
(substrate and overlayer combined) in the basis of the substrate (matrix (A)) and overlayer
(matrix (B)), respectively, see above.
Below the third matrix representation, the line reading
HOC:

(a11, a12 | a21, a22),

Cell= na A = nb B

lists the two HOC lattice vectors Rs1’ and Rs2’ in a substrate representation (A) as (a11,
a12) and (a21, a22). Further, the HOC unit cell area is given in multiples na of the substrate
and nb of the overlayer unit cell areas.
Matrix (M) in fractional representation may be further reduced (if possible) by clicking the
"Reduce" button next to the matrix input boxes. This executes a Minkowski reduction of the
overlayer lattice vectors to obtain vectors of minimum length and an angle closest to 90 degrees
between them, see elsewhere for further details. The Minkowski reduction will also modify matrices
(A), (B).
Further, the matrix elements of (M) in fractional representation can be limited by L-clicking the
"Limit" button. This approximates all fractions such that their denominators are smaller or equal
to qmax, the largest denominator allowed for the fractions. The actual value of qmax is shown in
the input box to the left of the “Limit” button where it can be changed within reasonable limits.
Limiting with smaller qmax values yields more approximate superlattice representations, however,
with smaller coincidence supercells. Here qmax between 20 and 30 seems a good compromise
between approximate accuracy and coincidence supercell sizes. Limiting may become necessary
when the HOC superlattice is obtained by approximating an incommensurate lattice structure.
L-clicking the “(1x1)” button resets the overlayer matrix (M) to a unit matrix reflecting a (1x1)
overlayer of the substrate lattice. The reset is preceded by showing a message box “Continue
with unit matrix?” and needs to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button. The (1x1) reset will
also reset the moiré order parameter q in the lower part of the HOC window, see below.
Matrices (A) and (B) can also be modified by explicit input inside the corresponding input boxes
showing the matrix elements. This will automatically update the overlayer matrix (M) in its two
representations). Incorrect or inconsistent input will be captured and handled accordingly.
The matrices (A) and (B) can be modified further by clicking one of the buttons to the right of the
matrix area. L-clicking button
“Diagnlz. (B)” transforms the two matrices (A), (B) by diagonalizing (B) such that the
resulting coincidence supercell vectors point along the two lattice vectors of
the overlayer. Here the supercell size may change while matrix (M) will be

unaffected.
“(A)”

(shortened for “Diagnlz. (A)”) transforms the two matrices (A), (B) by
diagonalizing (A) such that the resulting coincidence supercell vectors point
along the two lattice vectors of the substrate. As before, the coincidence
supercell size may change while matrix (M) will be unaffected.

"Resize"

approximates the matrix elements of both (A) and (B) such that the resulting
coincidence supercell area is below 10000*pmax in units of the elementary
substrate or overlayer cell area (whichever is larger). The actual value of
pmax is shown in the input box to the left of the “Resize” button where it
can be changed within reasonable limits (typically 0.01 to 10). Resizing may
become necessary when different matrix manipulations have yielded
unreasonably large matrix elements with huge coincidence supercell areas.
Note that resizing will approximate fractions by other fractions which can
change the overlayer structure considerably and may require starting from
scratch.

“R-hand”

checks whether both matrices (A), (B) refer to right-handed vector
transformations with respect to the substrate lattice vectors and corrects the
matrices accordingly. This does not affect the supercell size but may change
matrix (M).

“Optimize cells” checks whether the coincidence supercell defined by the two matrices (A),
(B) is the smallest possible (primitive coincidence supercell) and modifies the
(A), (B) if necessary. While this may change (reduce) the supercell size it will
not affect matrix (M)
“Alt+”

allows switching between alternative orientations of the superlattice
vectors a, b of the coincidence supercell (switching also the overlayer
lattice vectors) which modifies matrices (M), (A), and (B) accordingly. For
hexagonal supercells the option allows six alternative choices while for
other supercells there are four choices.
L-clicking the “Alt+” button with non-hexagonal supercells replaces
superlattice vectors a, b by a’, b’ according to
a’ = b ,
b’ = -a
where repeated L-clicking runs through all four choices anticlockwise and after four the initial vector orientation is recovered.
L-clicking the “Alt+” button with an acute or obtuse representation of the
hexagonal supercell replaces superlattice vectors a, b (angle (a,b) =
60, acute, or 120 deg., obtuse) by a’, b’ according to
a’ = b ,
b’ = b - a
(acute)
a’ = a + b ,
b’ = -a
(obtuse)
where repeated L-clicking runs through all six choices anti-clockwise
and after six the initial vector orientation is recovered.

“Alt-”

switches between alternative orientations of the superlattice vectors a, b
analogous to “Alt+” except that the sequence of orientations is reversed.
This results in transformed superlattice vectors a’, b’ according to
a’ = -b
b’ = a
(non-hexagonal)
a’ = a - b
b’ = a
(acute hexagonal)
a’ = - b
b’ = a - b
(obtuse hexagonal)
where repeated L-clicking runs through all four / six choices
clockwise.

Note that switching between alternative lattice vector orientations in overlayers with an atom

basis will also affect the corresponding lattice basis vectors depending on whether the basis
is fixed in absolute are relative form, see Layer basis. Switching with the basis fixed by their
absolute coordinates will keep all basis atoms in their initial positions while switching with the
basis fixed in relative form (as multiples of the layer lattice vectors) will move the basis atoms
accordingly.
Note that all matrix elements have to be changed with care (and understanding) as superlattice
definitions are rather sensitive to erroneous input. Further, any HOC matrix modification inside the
HOC window is only local (available for testing). The resulting matrix (M) will be transferred to the
layer builder window to be used for visualization and analysis only after one of the buttons “Save”
or “Visualize” at the bottom right of the window is L-clicked, see below.
The top right of the window shows the action button “Import” where L-clicking the button
transfers the present elements of matrix (M) from the layer builder window to the HOC window. If
matrix (M) is HOC type the corresponding integer matrices (A), (B) will also be transferred.
Otherwise, Balsac attempts an approximation of the matrix elements of (M) by rational numbers
followed by a decomposition into HOC matrices (A), (B). The approximate rational numbers are
limited by a maximum value qmax of their denominators where qmax (defaulted to 30) can be
chosen in the input box next to label “Limit “, see above.
Note that this approximation has not been optimized and resulting matrices (A), (B) may have to be
modified manually for a reasonable choice.
•

The lower part of the HOC window, entitled “Moiré G :”, shows details of possible moiré patterns
which can be expected.
The integer valued moiré order parameter (q) (defaulted to 1, first order) is shown in the
input box below below “Order (q)”. Internally, different moiré orders are handled more
generally by a 2x2 matrix Q which, at present, is constrained to a multiple q of the unit matrix.
This is indicated to the right of the input box.
The commensurate superlattice reference matrix is shown below “Reference ({M q})”
where {M q} is the integer matrix nearest to the matrix product (M)(q). The alternative HOC
scheme, described below, uses an integer reference matrix {M^-1 q} nearest to the matrix
product (M^-1)(q) which is shown below “Reference ({M^-1 q})”. In both schemes the
determinant value det of the reference matrix is included below the matrix as “det({M q}) =
det” or “det({M^-1 q}) = det”, respectively.
To the right of the matrix representation there is a reference label which reads “ovl/sub” or
“sub/ovl”. This label discriminates between the two moiré schemes available in Balsac.
- Label “ovl/sub” defines the first scheme. This assumes the present overlayer to
interfer with the substrate layers considered as reference.
- Label “sub/ovl” defines the second scheme. This assumes the substrate layers to
interfer with the present overlayer considered as reference.
The two schemes can be switched by L-clicking the reference label. Note that they yield
different moiré descriptions only if the unit cells of the overlayer and substrate are of quite
different size. This can be expressed formally by the absolute value of det(M) (shown in the
upper part of the HOC window) being noticeably larger or smaller than 1.
The text line directly below “Moiré G :” reading
2-D moiré:

(m11, m12 | m21, m22),

Cell= nn A,

mm moiron-HOC

suggests a 2-dimensional moiré lattice where the two moiré lattice vectors Rm1 and Rm2 are
given in a substrate representation (A) as (m11, m12) and (m21, m22). Further, the moiré unit cell
area is given in multiples nn of the substrate unit cell area and mm is the number of 2-dim. moirons
inside the HOC unit cell determined by the ratio of the corresponding unit cell areas.
The text line
1-D moiré:

(m11, m12),

mm moiron-HOC

suggests a 1-dimensional moiré lattice where the corresponding moiré lattice vector Rm1 is given
in a substrate representation (A) as (m11, m12) . Further, mm is the number of 1-dim. moirons
along the HOC supercell vector determined by the ratio of the corresponding vector lengths.
The text line
No moiré, first order coincidence

indicates that there is no moiré lattice due to first order coincidence between the overlayer and
the substrate lattice.
The bottom right of the window lists action buttons where L-clicking the button
“Cancel”

closes the HOC window and returns to the layer builder window. All elements of the
reconstruction matrix (M) will be reset to their values before the HOC window was
opened and all present HOC information will be lost unless it has been
transferred/saved by previous L-clicking the “Save” or “Visualize” button.

“Save”

transfers the resulting HOC (2x2) reconstruction matrix (M) to the layer builder
window, updates the layer lattice section, and closes the HOC window.

“Visualize”

transfers the resulting HOC (2x2) reconstruction matrix (M) to the layer builder
window, rebuilds the updated lattice section, and redraws it in the graphics
window. The HOC window is left open for further changes. All present
reconstruction parameters will be saved before the visualization.

Note that the use of the HOC builder requires intimate knowledge of bulk/surface crystallography.
Moiré lattice vectors can also be visualized and measured with the graphical analysis option inside the
graphics window. Further, moiré lattice vectors can be described in a separate window available from the
menu bar at the top of the HOC window. This includes the “Analysis” entry with the option, “Moiré lattice”
where L-clicking shows the moiré lattice information explained separately. The same information is also
available from the menu bar of the layer builder window.

# $ K +

Moiré Lattice

The menu bar at the top of the layer builder and HOC window includes the “Analysis” entry with the option,
“Moiré lattice”, which allows the analysis of a possible interference periodicity defined by corresponding
moiré lattice vectors along the (h k l) netplane.
L-clicking the “Analysis | Moiré lattice” entry opens a separate window giving the moiré lattice
information.
If a 2-dimensional interference pattern is found the window message reads
Moiré information : 2-dim.(reflat), order = nm
Matrix = (xm11, xm12 | xm21, xm22)
V1, V2, Gam1, Delta = vv1, vv2, gam1, delta

where reflat denotes the reference lattice used for the moiré interference, reflat = ovl/sub for the substrate
lattice as reference and reflat = sub/ovl for the overlayer lattice as reference. Further, nm gives the chosen
moiré order. Next, the two moiré lattice vectors RM1, RM2 are described as linear combinations of the
substrate lattice vectors R1, R2 of the unreconstructed (h, k, l) netplane, i. e. as
RM1 = xm11 R1 + xm12 R2
RM2 = xm11 R1 + xm12 R2
and vv1, vv2 define the vector lengths |RM1|, |RM2| while gam1, delta denote the angles between vectors
RM1 and R1 and between RM1 and RM2, respectively.
If a 1-dimensional interference pattern is found the window message reads
Moiré information : 1-dim. (ovl/sub), order =nm
Vector = (xm1, xm2)
V, Gam = vv, gam

where, as before, reflat denotes the reference lattice used for the moiré interference, reflat = ovl/sub for the
substrate lattice as reference and reflat = sub/ovl for the overlayer lattice as reference. Further, nm gives
the chosen moiré order. Next, the moiré lattice vector RM1 is described as a linear combination of the lattice
vectors R1, R2 of the unreconstructed (h, k, l) netplane, i. e. as
RM1 = xm1 R1 + xm2 R2
and vv gives the vector length |RM1| while gam is the angle between vectors RM1 and R1.
If the reconstructed overlayer shows no interference pattern the window message reads
Moiré information : no interference

Possible moiré lattice vectors can also be visualized with the "Analysis | Adapted lattice vectors | Moiré"
entry of the menu bar in the graphics window as described elsewhere.
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Layer Basis

Layers selected inside the layer builder window can be rebuilt, apart from changing their periodicity, by
adding atoms to the layer or changing their properties such as positions, nuclear charges, or radii. This
becomes important when layers are to represent surface reconstruction or adsorbate layers at single crystal
surfaces. Details of how to select and modify layer basis vectors and atom properties are described in the
following (referring to the layer basis part at the bottom of the layer builder window).
The list box below “Layer basis” shows layer basis vectors of all atoms inside the layer unit cell (only 4
atoms will be visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the right).
Each line reading
i:

x

y

z

Rad

Znuc / El

Pop

refers to one atom showing its atom index i, its position vector (layer basis vector) in Cartesian coordinates
r(i) = (x, y, z) (in corresponding length units), its atom radius Rad, its nuclear charge Znuc and element
name, and an individual probability Pop of the corresponding atom site to be occupied (“population”
between 0.0 and 1.0). The actual population of a given site is determined by the product of its individual and
a global population, Pop * Gpop, where the value of Gpop is shown (and can be modified between 0.0 and
1.0) inside the input box next to “Gpop. =” in the layer builder window.
The two radio buttons inside the “Show basis” frame above the list box define the display format of the
layer basis vector r(i). If radio button
•

“Abs.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then all coordinates (x, y, z) in the list box refer
to absolute Cartesian coordinates of the layer (lengths are given in units of the lattice
vector coordinates), i. e.
r(i) = (x, y, z)

•

“Rel.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then all coordinates (x, y, z) in the list box refer
to a linear combination of the layer periodicity vectors Rl1, Rl2, i. e.
r(i) = x * Rl1 + y * Rl2 , (z = 0)
where Rl1, Rl2 may differ from the initial netplane adapted lattice vectors, see
elsewhere.

While the list is useful to inspect layer basis vectors and atom properties in numerical detail it can also be
used to modify and remove atoms of the elementary cell.
D-clicking a line of the list referring to layer basis atom k opens the layer atom window described
separately allowing to change all properties of atom k. After the layer atom window is closed
Balsac returns to the layer builder window.
R-clicking a line of the list referring to layer basis atom k (sometimes preceded by L-clicking the line)
shows a message box reading
Remove atom # k from layer basis?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button removes atom k from the basis.
Layers selected for rebuilt inside Balsac allow adding layer basis vectors (representing atoms in the
elementary cell) to complete a desired structure. There is, amongst other buttons, an “Add” button below
the list box.
L-clicking the “Add” button opens the layer atom window described separately allowing to add a new
#
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atom with all its parameters. After the layer atom window is closed Balsac returns to the layer
builder window.
L-clicking the “Default” button resets the complete layer atom basis by a default basis consisting of all
atoms forming the initial unreconstructed netplane. This needs to be confirmed in a message
box reading
Set default atom basis (delete existing), continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets the atom basis.
L-clicking the “Fill (1x1)” button keeps the present layer periodicity but replaces the layer atom basis by
one simulating the unreconstructed netplane. As a result, the reconstructed layer looks
identical compared with the unreconstructed but its periodicity is different (supercell geometry).
This is useful if reconstruction is to be built from the initial unreconstructed netplane geometry.
The option needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Simulate (1x1) atom basis (delete existing), continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets the atom basis.
L-clicking the “Set origin” button with one of the layer basis vectors selected (L-click corresponding line of
atom k in the list box) shifts all layer atoms such that atom k is positioned at (0, 0, 0). This
needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set basis origin at atom # k?"

where L-clicking the “Yes” button selects the new origin. Origin shifts in complex layers can
be used to change the graphical appearance of a layer section and may be required to
emphasize point symmetry centers

Radii of all layer basis atoms can be set freely inside the layer atom window. Meaningful values require that
atom balls do not overlap in graphical representations of the lattice section. This can be achieved by setting
covalent radii and scaling all radii.
L-clicking the “Covalent” button assigns covalent radii from an internal table to all atoms of the lattice
basis to. This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set covalent atom radii,
only atoms of this layer, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all atom radii.
Note that, depending on the layer periodicity vectors, setting covalent radii may lead to
overlapping atom balls in drawings of the lattice section which may be fixed by atom scaling,
see “Scale” button below. Further, this option sets covalent radii only for atoms of the present
layer. Scaled covalent atom radii of the complete lattice section can be set with a different
option available by L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii | Covalent radii” menu entry of the
graphics window.
L-clicking the “Scale” button scales all atom radii by a common factor to yield a “touching balls” geometry
where distances between neighboring atoms are larger or equal to the sums of the two
corresponding atom radii. This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Scale atom radii, only atoms of this layer,
continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all atom radii.
Note that this option scales radii only of atoms of the present layer. Scaled atom radii of the
complete lattice section can be obtained with a different option available by L-clicking the
“Atoms | Atom radii | Touching atom radii” menu entry of the graphics window.

All layer basis vectors will be affected by changing layer periodicity vectors of a given layer. The two radio
buttons inside the “Fix basis” frame above the list box determine how layer basis vectors r(i) behave when
the layer periodicity vectors Rl1, Rl2 are changed. If radio button
•

“Abs.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then changing layer periodicity vectors will
keep all layer basis vectors fixed in their definition in absolute Cartesian coordinates
(x, y, z), i. e.
r(i) = (x, y, z)

transform to

r(i)’ = (x, y, z)

while their representation by linear combinations of the layer periodicity vectors will
change.
•

“Rel.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then changing layer periodicity vectors will keep
all layer basis vectors fixed as linear combinations of the layer periodicity vectors, i. e.
r(i) = x R1 + y R2 + z R3

transform to

r(i)’ = x R1’ + y R2’ + z R3’

while their representation in absolute Cartesian coordinates will change.
The layer basis part of the layer builder window includes an option to shift of the layer origin by a vector O
= (Ox, Oy, Oz) (in Cartesian coordinates) which can simulate layer relaxation or relaxed adsorbate layers at
single crystal surfaces. This shift will not affect the layer basis vectors. Thus, while the absolute position of
the layer changes the relative positions of the layer atoms will remain the same.
The three input boxes next to “Layer shift (Ox, Oy, Oz) =” allow defining all components of the shift
vector (typing inside the input boxes).
Each atom site of the reconstructed layer built from lattice and lattice basis vectors can be populated by an
atom with a probability Pop ranging between 0 and 1. The present value of the population parameter Pop
(defaulted to Pop = 1, meaning that all atoms of the layer are included) is shown in the input box next to
“Pop. =” where it can be changed by typing. Changes are accepted after visualizing the lattice section.
Population parameters are saved on output files of the Latuse format, see Line 9a of the format definition.
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Modify / Add Basis

The list box below “Layer basis” inside the layer builder window shows layer basis vectors of all atoms
inside the layer unit cell (only 4 atoms will be visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by
moving the scroll bar at the right).
D-clicking a line of the list referring to layer basis atom k or L-clicking the “Add” button below the list
box opens the layer atom window (which is completely analogous to the lattice atom window).

allowing to set all properties of a new atom or change parameters of a selected atom whose index k is
given in the title line “Atom # k”. For added atoms, k denotes the last index of the updated layer basis vector
list (after the add).
The atom is characterized by its Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (defining the corresponding lattice basis
vector r(i) ), its atom radius Radius used for plotting (all lengths are given in units of the lattice vector
coordinates), and its nuclear charge Znuc. Further, an individual probability Pop of the atom site to be
occupied (“population” between 0.0 and 1.0) may be defined where the default Pop = 1.0 denotes complete
occupation of atom sites originating from the layer basis atom k. The actual population of a given site is
determined by the product of its individual and a global population, Pop * Gpop, where the value of Gpop is
shown (and can be modified between 0.0 and 1.0) inside the input box next to “Gpop. =” in the layer builder
window.
All values are given in input boxes where they can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition,
the element button next to the input box of Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this
button opens the element table window where L-clicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the
window, inserts the corresponding nuclear charge in the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on
the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the layer basis vector.
The two radio buttons define the input format of the layer basis vector r(i). If radio button
•

“Abs.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then all coordinates (x, y, z) in the list box refer
to absolute Cartesian coordinates of the layer (lengths are given in units of the lattice
vector coordinates), i. e.
r(i) = (x, y, z)
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•

“Rel.” is active (indicated by a black dotted button) then all coordinates (x, y, z) in the list box refer
to a linear combination of the layer periodicity vectors Rl1, Rl2, i. e.
r(i) = x * Rl1 + y * Rl2 , (z = 0)
where Rl1, Rl2 may differ from the initial netplane adapted lattice vectors, see
elsewhere.

L-clicking the “Apply” or “Add” button confirms any changed values of (x, y, z), Radius, Znuc, closes the
layer atom window, and inserts all atom parameters in the list box inside the layer builder
window.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the layer atom window and returns to the layer builder window
ignoring all changes made in the layer atom window. This may need to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Changed atom data will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button closes the window.
Note that layer basis atoms can also be included from external Plot3D or XYZ format files as described
elsewhere.
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Layer Basis from File

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) This option allows including additional atoms from an external file in the
present layer basis or to replace the layer basis altogether by atoms from an external file. Examples are
layers of adsorbed molecules where the molecules of the layer cell are built in separate Balsac/Cluster
sessions and included to form the periodic layer.
L-clicking the “File | Replace basis …” entry of the menu bar of the layer builder window opens the
standard MS Windows input file window for loading an input file where only Plot3D format (file
postfix “*.plt”, “*.svc”) or XYZ format (file postfix “*.xyz”) files are accepted. Existing files are
listed in the file box depending on the file format selected in the selection box (lower left, under
"Files of type:")
L-clicking a file name in the file box moves it to the input box. D-clicking a file name in the file
box selects this file and continues by opening the layer atom add window, see below.
L-clicking the “Open” button of the input file window with a correct file name continues by
opening the layer atom add window which allows to include selected or all atoms of the
external file replacing the present layer basis (for adding atoms only see below).

The title “Atom # n of Ntot in file” gives the index n of the external file atom available for
including (starting with n = 1 when the file is opened) while Ntot is the total number of atoms
available in the file. The next line
El (Znuc) :

r = (x, y, z), rad = rr

shows the properties (element name El, nuclear charge Znuc, Cartesian coordinates x, y, z,
radius rr) of the external file atom available for including. The bottom line
Npar atom(s) in layer basis

gives the present number of atoms Npar defining the layer basis. In addition there are four
buttons used to include external file atoms. L-clicking button
•
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includes atom # n from the external file as atom # m in the layer
basis. Then Balsac moves to the next atom of the external file updating
the layer atom add window. This allows continuing the include
procedure (L-click any of the four buttons) with subsequent atoms of
the file until all atoms of the external file are exhausted.

• “Skip”

skips atom # n of the external file without including. Then Balsac
moves to the next atom of the external file updating the layer atom add
window.

• “Add all”

includes all atoms of the external file starting with atom # n in the
layer basis (replacing the present basis, see below). Then Balsac
closes the external file and returns to the layer builder.

• “Finish”

closes the external file and returns to the layer builder.

L-clicking the “File | Add to basis …” is completely analogous to L-clicking the “Replace basis” option
described above except that atoms selected from the file are added at the end of the present
layer basis.
After all or selected atoms of the external file have been included in the layer basis Balsac
checks all added atoms for coincidence with existing atoms of the layer basis. If there are
coinciding pairs of atoms a message box reading
Layer basis contains np coinciding atom pair(s),
Remove coinciding atoms?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button will open the atom coincidence window which allows
removing atoms of all np coinciding pairs while L-clicking the “No” button leaves coinciding
atoms in the layer basis for further removal.
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Tube Builder

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) Balsac offers a rather powerful tool to build nanotubes from one or a set of
adjacent netplanes of single crystals in the most general way. Various options are available to modify the
size (radius, length) of the tube as well as its visual appearance and will be discussed in detail in the
following subsections.
Tube Rolling

Tube Lenght

Tube Twisting

L-clicking the
•

“File | Build | Tube” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Lattice session or

• “Tube” button of the lattice builder window
opens the tube builder window which looks different depending on whether or not a tube has been defined
previously.
(A) Without a tube definition the tube builder window shows as

This window contains three buttons at the bottom.
L-clicking the “Build” button with no tube definition will set the default definition of a (1, 1) tube of
height Ht = 1 (in units of the atom coordinates).
L-clicking the “Hide/close” button closes the tube builder window and redraws the lattice section in
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the graphics window.
The “Visualize” button is disabled when there is no tube definition.

(B) With a tube defined previously the tube builder window shows as

This window contains three parts,
-

the title part gives a shorthand notation of the nanotube parameters in a title line reading
(n, m) tube, N3 layer(s), length = Len

which indicates that N3 layers of a lattice section (N3 being defined inside the lattice builder
window) are used to construct a nanotube where the rolling vector is given by the linear
combination Rr = n R1’ + m R2’ of the two vectors R1’, R2’ describing the periodicity of the chosen
(hkl) netplane. Further, the title line includes the length Len of the rolled nanotube which may be
changed below.
-

the tube definition part in the middle of the window shows details of the present tube
definition and allows further changes. The two boxes next to “Tube indices” show the present
values of the (integer valued) mixing components n, m of the rolling vector Rr where both
values can be changed by typing inside the input boxes. The next two lines below “Rolling
vector” define vector Rr in its Cartesian coordinates as
(x, y, z) = (xr, yr, zr)

together with its length LenRr as
|Rr| = LenRr

Then the symmetry properties of the nanotube are shown by either
Translational symmetry, periodicity length = LenPer

if the tube can be characterized by a periodic arrangement of cylindrical unit cells whose
length along the tube axis is given by LenPer, followed by a line
R(n’, m’) = (xt, yt, zt)

which shows the axial vector Rt, by mixing components n’, m’, analogous to those of Rr, and
by its Cartesian coordinates. This lattice vector of the netplane is perpendicular to Rr and
defines the netplane periodicity perpendicular to the rolling direction of the tube. If the
netplane is rolled to form the nanotube vector Rt points along the tube axis.
or by
Screw symmetry

If the tube shows only screw symmetry elements along its axis by no translational symmetry.
This is followed by the definition of the strip length confining the nanotube along its axis. The input
box next to “Strip length: abs. =” show the present value of the absolute length Lt (in units of
the atom coordinates) where the value can be changed by typing inside the input box.
There is second input box next to “rel. =” which shows the relative length ht of the tube strip
given by a multiple of
o

the periodicity length defined by ht = Lt / LenPer if the nanotube has translational
symmetry,

o

the tube diameter (= 2 x tube radius) if the nanotube has only screw symmetry.

where the value of the factor ht can be changed by typing inside the corresponding input box.
Next, the cylinder length Len of the the rolled nanotube is listed by a line
Cylinder length = Len

where the value of Len is also included in the title line, see above.
Further, the radius of the nanotube, defined by Radr = LenRr / (2π) and the number nc of
elementary cells of the netplane forming the nanotube section are shown in one line by
Tube radius = Radr ,

nc primtv. cells

Finally, the nanotube may be twisted along its tube axis where the twist angle Tangle (between
tube bottom and top) may by defined in the input box next to “Tube twist: angle =”. For details see
also Tube Twisting.
Note that all changed tube definitions will be applied only after the tube is built by L-clicking the
“Visualize” button, see below.
-

the action part at the bottom of the window shows a frame “Display” containing two radio
buttons, entitled “Cylinder” and “Planar”, which determine the type of graphics
representation used in the visualization of the nanotube, see below. The present setting is
indicated by a black dot filling one of the two buttons and can be reset by L-clicking the
corresponding radio button.

L-clicking button
-

“Clear”
removes the present tube definition, erasing all parameters inside the tube
builder window (showing the tube builder window without a tube definition, see (A) above), and
recovers the previous bulk section. Further, the “Clear” button will be replaced by the
“Tube” button inside the tube builder window without a tube definition. The reset has to be
confirmed in a message box reading
Remove present tube definition ?

where L-clicking “Yes” inside the message box removes the tube definition
while L-clicking “No” returns to the tube builder window without any further
action.

Note that the previous bulk section will show in the graphics window only
after L-clicking the “Visualize” button, see above.
-

“Visualize”
button saves the present tube settings, rebuilds the (updated) nanotube
section, and redraws it in the graphics window according to the representation type defined
by the display buttons. If button
▪ “Cylinder” was selected, the nanotube section will be shown in its
natural appearance as a cylindrical tube.
▪ “Planar”

was selected, all atoms of the nanotube section will be
shown in a planar lattice reflecting the netplane strip
chosen to form the nanotube which corresponds to
“unrolling” the tube section.

After the drawing the tube builder window is left open for further changes.
-

“Hide/close”
button closes the tube builder window and redraws the nanotube or lattice
section in the graphics window. All present tube parameters will be saved before closing the
window.

Note that the use of the tube builder requires basic knowledge of bulk/surface crystallography.
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Tube Rolling

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) An infinite cylindrical nanotube built of one or a set of adjacent (h k l)
netplanes of a lattice is uniquely defined by the rolling vector Rr. This vector is given by the linear
combination
Rr = n R1’ + m R2’
of the two vectors R1’, R2’ describing the periodicity of the chosen (hkl) netplanes where n, m are integer
valued (to yield a netplane lattice vector) which are input inside the tube builder window. In contrast, the
Miller indices determining the netplane vectors R1’, R2’ as well as the type and number of netplanes are
provided inside the lattice builder window (entries “Miller indices”, “Initial” , and “N3”).
The radius Rad of the nanotube is determined by the length of the rolling vector Rr as Rad = Rr / (2π).
The infinite cylindrical nanotube has translational periodicity if the chosen netplane contains a lattice vector
Rt with
Rt = p R1’ + q R2’
where vectors Rt, Rr are perpendicular to each other, i. e.
Rt Rr = p n (R1 R1) + q m (R2 R2) + (q n +p n) (R1 R2) = 0
with integer valued p, q. Solutions of this equation are automatically searched for and shown in the tube
builder window after the mixing parameters m, n are given, see above.
The translation length Lp is determined by the length of the lattice vector Rt as Lp = |Rt|.
As an example, the figure shows the elementary cell of a (4, 2) nanotube in a graphene sheet

yielding a carbon nanotube of three translation lengths which looks like this
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If the infinite cylindrical nanotube has no translational periodicity it still exhibits screw symmetry.
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Tube Lenght

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) The strip length Lt confining the infinite strip (planar section) of a nanotube
along its axis is input inside the tube builder window. It can be input as an absolute value Lt (in units of the
atom coordinates) in the input box next to “Tube length: abs. =”.
In addition, input in relative units is available (values ht) with the input box next to “rel. =” where for
nanotubes with
•

translational periodicity, see elsewhere, relative values ht are defined by ht = Lt / LenPer , with
LenPer denoting the periodicity length, see elsewhere.

•

only screw symmetry relative values ht are defined by ht = Lt / Diar where Diar refers to the tube
diameter (= 2 x tube radius), see elsewhere.

The cylinder length Len of the the rolled nanotube is determined by the distance between the bottom and
top atoms of the tube along its axis, see elsewhere. The actual value of Len may differ from the value of the
strip length Lt and is calculated by Balsac internally based on the value of Lt after constructing all atom
positions of the rolled nanotube.
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Tube Twisting

(Balsac/Lattice sessions only) The cylindrical nanotube may be continuously twisted along its tube axis
where the twist angle Tangle (between tube bottom and top) can be defined inside the Tube Builder.
Twisting is achieved by rotating each atom about the tube axis where the rotation angle Trot depends on the
axial atom position and increases linearly from tube bottom (Trot = 0 ) top (Trot = Tangle).
Twisting of the rolled nanotube corresponds to atom shifts varying linearly along the rolling vector direction
of the planar strip used to constructuct the cylindrical tube by rolling. It can be useful to simulate geometries
for studies of elastic behavior of nanotubes.
Tube corrections (to be implemented)
Lo = initial tube length without correction, Ro = initial tube radius without correction,

q=

Ro
, r =  / 360
Lo

(a) Tube shortening

L = Lo 1 − ( q r )

2

,

R = Ro

(b) Tube shortening + thickening

L = Lo
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Cluster Builder

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a rather powerful tool to build clusters of atoms which
includes free molecules of any size. Various options are available to modify all cluster parameters and will
be discussed in detail in the following subsections.
List Cluster

Modify Cluster

Add to Cluster

Add Atom, from File

Build Nanoparticle
L-clicking the
•

“Build” button inside the cluster frame of the startup window or

•

“File | Build | Cluster” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Cluster session or

•

“File | Cluster mode | Start from scratch …” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Lattice
session

opens the cluster builder window.

This window contains a menu bar at the top offering options to include additional atoms from files (entries
“File | Replace cluster …”, “File | Add to cluster …”), to backup all parameters of the present cluster
(entry “File | Backup”), to activate/deactivate the confirm option (entry “File | Confirm option”), and to quit
Balsac altogether (entry “File | Exit”). Further, the “Title | Modify” option opens a separate input window to
modify the title of the particle. In addition, the “Atoms” option allows to revive all hidden atoms of the list and
#
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the “Group” option allows to group/ungroup all cluster atoms.
Further, the title of the present session is shown in the input box next to “Title” where it can be changed.
Further, the line starting with “Atom centers” lists, in parentheses, the element composition of the present
particle in a pseudo-chemical format “( E1n1E2n2… )” where Ei denote the elements appearing in the
particle and ni refers to the corresponding number of atoms of the element type. As an example, Ni1O4C4,
means that the particle contains 1 nickel, 4 oxygen and 4 hydrogen atoms.
The line below “Atom centers” reading
Total= Ntot (nh hidden)

|

group= ng (ngh hidden)

gives the present total number of atoms in the particle Ntot, the total number of hidden atoms nh, the number
of atoms ng included in a group, and the number of hidden atoms ngh in the group.
The following atom list box shows all atoms of the cluster (only 12 atoms will be visible at a time, the
complete listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the left). Each line reading
i)

x

y

z

Rad

Znuc

refers to one atom showing its atom index i, its position in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (in corresponding
length units), its atom radius Rad, and its nuclear charge Znuc. While the list is useful to inspect atom
properties in numerical detail it can also be used to modify /add and remove atoms. Further details are
described separately.
At the bottom of the window there are four control buttons.
L-clicking the “Nano-P.” button opens the Nanoparticle Builder window which allows to build nanoparticles
(NPs) of atoms forming sections of the ideal cubic lattices, simple, body centered, and face
centered. The sections can be confined by (hkl) oriented layers forming symmetric polyhedral
nanoparticles or by facets simulating the shape of spheres resulting in spherical
nanoparticles. In addition, icosahedral NPs formed by sets of concentric icosahedral shells (Ih
symmetry) can be built.
L-clicking the “Scratch” button resets all cluster definitions (including graphics parameters) to an internal
default representing one hydrogen atom positioned at (0, 0, 0). The reset needs to be
confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button of the message box reading
Balsac resets all cluster data, continue?

L-clicking “No” leaves all cluster definitions unchanged.
Note that this option is identical with the reset option available by L-clicking the “Default”
button below the atom list box except that the present option resets also all previously defined
graphics parameters by their default values.
L-clicking the “Visualize” button opens the graphics window drawing the cluster defined at present. The
cluster builder window is left open for further changes. The graphics window offers many
options to modify the appearance of the cluster.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the cluster builder window and returns to the graphics window
redrawing the cluster.
If a cluster is built from scratch and as not been visualized before the “Hide” option is
identical with the “Close” option discussed below.
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Nanoparticle Builder

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a tool to build nanoparticles (NPs) of atoms forming sections
of the ideal cubic lattices, simple, body centered, and face centered, as well as NaCl and CsCl lattices. The
sections can be confined by (hkl) oriented layers forming symmetric polyhedral nanoparticles or by facets
simulating the shape of spheres resulting in spherical nanoparticles. In addition, icosahedral and
dodecahedral NPs formed by sets of concentric icosahedral / dodecahedral shells (Ih symmetry) can be
built. Various options are available to modify all NP parameters which will be discussed in detail in the
following subsections.
Polyhedral (N, M, K) Nanoparticles

Polyhedral {hkl} Nanoparticles

Spherical Nanoparticles

Icosahedral Nanoparticles

Dodecahedral Nanoparticles

Redefine NP Miller Indices

Structure Parameters

Nanoparticle View Mode

L-clicking the
•

“File | Build | Nanoparticle ” entry of the graphics window in a Balsac/Cluster session or

•

“Nano-P.” button inside the Cluster Builder

opens the nanoparticle builder window. Further, this window is opened if Balsac starts with a structure
input file of Plot3D format including nanoparticle definitions (Lines 2, 2a). The window is described elsewhere
for polyhedral ((N, M, K) and {hkl} type), spherical , and icosahedral as well as dodecahedral nanoparticles.
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Polyhedral (N, M, K) Nanoparticles

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a tool to build polyhedral (N, M, K) nanoparticles (NPs) of
atoms forming sections of the ideal cubic lattices, simple, body centered, and face centered including NaCl
and CsCl lattices. The sections are confined by facets of {hkl} oriented netplane families, {100}, {110}, and
{111}. Alternatively, they can be confined by facets of one specific {hkl} netplane family, see Polyhedral {hkl}
Nanoparticles. Further, polyhedral NPs can be confined by facets simulating the shape of a sphere, see
Spherical Nanoparticles.
L-clicking File | Build | Nanoparticle from the main menu bar of the graphics window or L-clicking the
“Nano-P.” button inside the Cluster Builder opens the nanoparticle builder window. Further, this window is
opened when Balsac starts with an input file of Plot3D format containing nanoparticle structure definitions
(Lines 2, 2a). The build option of polyhedral NPs of cubic lattice is activated by L-clicking the radio button
“Polyh” (indicated by a back dot) inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window. This results in
window layouts shown in the following.
Monoatomic cubic NPs

Polyatomic cubic NPs
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The nanoparticle builder window allows to select the type of cubic lattice to be used for the polyhedral NP
by L-clicking at the corresponding radio button to the left of the window,
•
•
•
•
•

“Simple cubic”
“Body centered”
“Face centered”
“NaCl”
“CsCl”

for a simple cubic (sc) lattice,
for a body centered cubic (bcc) lattice,
for a face centered cubic (fcc) lattice,
for the Sodium Chloride lattice (derived from an sc lattice), or
for the Cesium Chloride lattice (derived from a bcc lattice).

In addition, L-clicking “Icosahedral” selects nanoparticles built by stacking concentric icosahedral or
dodecahedral atom shells as described elsewhere.
The detailed shape of the NP is defined by structure parameters N, M, K (and atoms with nuclear charges
Znuc) where default values for cubic shaped polygonal or for icosahedral NPs) are
Lattice
(N, M, K)
Znuc (Element)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Simple cubic
(4, 4, 12)
10 (Ne)
Body centered cubic
(4, 4, 12)
26 (Fe)
Face centered cubic
(4, 8, 12)
29 (Cu)
NaCl (from sc lattice)
(4, 4, 12)
11 (Na), 17 (Cl)
CsCl (from bcc lattice)
(4, 4, 12)
55 (Cs), 17 (Cl)
Icosahedral shells

N=2

10 (Ne)

Other shapes of polyhedral NPs can be defined by changing the three structure parameters, integers N, M,
K, which are shown in input boxes next to “N =”, “M =”, and “K =”. They define the nanoparticle shape by
distances between confining parallel monolayers of {h k l} families given in multiples of {h k l} interlayer
distances where, by default, N, M, and K refer to {1 0 0}, {1 1 0}, and {1 1 1} monolayers as described
elsewhere.

The structure parameters N, M, K inside the input boxes may not reflect the true confinement of the NP due
to additional constraints. (As examples, for simple cubic NPs parameter N must lie between M and 2M, and K
values of atom centered fcc NPs must be even.) This can be inspected by checking the numbers in
parentheses behind each of the input boxes which give the true parameters values Nr, Mr, Kr evaluated
internally from N, M, K. They determine the actual facet shape of the NP.
If N, M, K differ from Nr, Mr, Kr a message line below the input boxes reads “N, M, K reducible; (Ntot,
Nfac)”. L-clicking the button “Red.” at the window bottom performs a reduction and updates the structure
parameters in the input boxes indicated by the message “N, M, K reduced; (Ntot, Nfac)” which does not
change the shape of the NP in the graphics window. Parameters N, M, K can also be reduced individually
by R-clicking the corresponding label “N =”, “M =”, or “K =”. The message line includes (in parentheses)
the number Ntot of atoms of the NP as well as the number Nfac of atoms on its outer facets where both
values are calculated internally before the NP is built.
There are two radio buttons “Atom” and “Void” in the Center frame to the right of the builder window which
determine the nanoparticle center (except for bcc and CsCl lattices and for icosahedral NPs where the
center is always an atom and the Center frame is disabled or invisible).
L-clicking the radio button “Atom” (indicated by a back dot) inside the frame builds the NP starting from an
atom at its center while L-clicking “Void” starts with a high-symmetry void of the corresponding lattice
(simple or face centered cubic) to build the NP. For NaCl lattice NPs choosing “Void” uses the highest
symmetry void center of the lattice which, however, reflects lower Td rather than cubic Oh symmetry. This is
indicated by a corresponding line, “Td symmetry” or “Oh symmetry”, below the lattice selection to the left
of the window, see above. Selecting the center type will not affect the structure parameters N, M, K but may
change their reduced values Nr, Mr, Kr.
The cubic lattice constant used for the NP (defaulted to 1.00) can be defined by typing inside the input box
next to “a = “ and the nuclear charge of the corresponding lattice atoms is set by typing inside the input
box next to “Znuc = ”. Nuclear charges for non-primitive NaCl and CsCl lattices are set individually inside the
two boxes next to “Znuc1 = ” and “Znuc2 = ”. All atom charges can also be set inside a separate element
table by L-clicking the element buttons next to the input boxes (which show the present element setting). Rclicking at label “Znuc = ” or “Znuc1 = ” sets default charges corresponding to the type of cubic lattice as
follows
Lattice
Znuc (Element)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Simple cubic
10 (Ne)
Body centered cubic
26 (Fe)
Face centered cubic
29 (Cu, )
NaCl (from sc lattice)
11 (Na), 17 (Cl)
CsCl (from bcc lattice)
55 (Cs), 17 (Cl)
NaCl and CsCl nanoparticles about an atom in the center select always the atom with nuclear charge shown
next to label “Znuc1 = ”. R-clicking label “Znuc2 = ” swaps the sequence of the two nuclear charges. This
allows to build NPs with central atoms of both kinds.
Any change in the NP definition inside the nanoparticle builder leads to a blue message line “Update
particle?” appearing near the bottom right of the builder window. This indicates that the parameter choice
has not yet been used to build the NP showing in the graphics window. The message disappears after the
NP is built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the window bottom, see below.
The analysis section lists further structural details of the NP choice on seven text lines near the bottom of
the window.
The first line reading
NP:

lat(N,M,K)

gives the name of the NP with lat denoting the lattice type sc, bcc, fcc, NaC, CsCl and N, M, K showing the
selected structure parameter values. If only atoms of the outer facet shell of the NP are to be evaluated the
first line is augmented to read
NP:

lat(N,M,K) shell

The line includes a keyword to the right (near the window frame) which indicates the selected view mode,
reading “Atoms”, “Corners”, “Polyhedron”, or “Facets”, see elsewhere.
The second line reading
Center = {ctype} :

def = (N,M,K), NMKtype, NtotBuildList

indicates the symmetry center by {ctype} (ctype = atom name, void) while (N,M,K) and NMKtype
characterize the shape of the NP. Here (N,M,K) indicates which if the three structure parameters N (for
{100}), M (for {110}), and K (for {111}) are applied as confinements to build the NP. If one or two of the
confinements can be ignored, depending on the N, M, K values, their label will be replaced by “-“. For
example, (N,-,K) uses only {100} and {111} confinements to build the NP since M is outside the valid range.
For (N,-,K) NPs three types can be distinguished, truncated octahedral (K < 2N), truncated cubic (K > 2N),
and cuboctahedral (K = 2N), see elsewhere, where the present setting is shown by NMKtype reading
“oct”, “cub”, or “coct”. Further, for (N,M,K) NPs there are two different central types, upper and lower
central, depending on the K value and indicated by “uppr” and “lowr” in NMKtype.
Note that (N,M,K) setting on the second line is determined internally and characterizes the NP shape. It is
compatible with all input data while it may not reflect the actual facet setting available by L-clicking “Define |
Facets”, see below.
After the nanoparticle of a given lattice has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the
bottom of the NP builder window, the second line includes a text NtotBuildList reading
Ntot El atoms, Nfac on facets

(sc, bcc, and fcc lattices, atom view mode) or

Ntot El1+El2 atoms, Nfac on facets

(NaCl and CsCl lattices, atom view mode) or

Ntot corners

(all lattices, corner view mode) or

Ntot corners (polyhedron)

(all lattices, polyhedron view mode) or

Ntot facet normals

(all lattices, facet normal view mode)

which shows in atom view mode the number of atoms Ntot of the NP (or of its outer facet shell if the
checkbox “Shell only” is selected) and the element type of the included atoms, El or El1 and El2,
respectively. Further, Nfac gives the number of atoms in the outer facet shell, irrespective of the evaluation
mode (NP or NP shell). Note that numbers Ntot, Nfac are usually identical with those of the reduction
message line above. They are smaller if the number of NP atoms exceeds the internal limit. This is
indicated by added “(+)” behind the numbers Ntot, Nfac in NtotBuildList (i.e. Ntot(+), Nfac(+)) where the
values of the second line give those used to build the (incomplete) NP while those of the reduction message
line reflect expected values.
In corner view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of corners of the {hkl} NP while in polyhedron view
mode parameter Ntot refers to the corners of a fictitious polyhedron formed by the sections of all {hkl}
monolayer planes confining the {hkl} NP.
In facet normals view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of {hkl} facet normal directions of the {hkl}
NP where the direction vectors point to locations at corresponding facets.
The third line reading
D{100}= n100,

D{110}= n110,

D{111}= n111

,

Rad= Rnm

lists distance values D{hkl} referring to the three types of {hkl} monolayer families confining the NP. All
distances are given as multiples nhkl of the distance between adjacent {hkl} monolayers in the lattice.
Further, Rnm denotes the radius of the smallest sphere circumscribing the NP (touching the outermost NP
corners) where the radius is shown only after the NP has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize”.
The fourth line reading
Edge lengths:

<100> = n,

<110> = m (, . . .),

<111> = k

shows edge lengths of the different facets of the NP where <hkl> refers to lengths n, m, k given as multiples
of nearest neighbor atom distances along corresponding edge lines. In some cases <110> edges may
appear with different lengths on the same NP surface where all lengths are listed after the first, m.
The fifth line reading

Inside

(N, M’, K’)/Cb,

(N’, M, K’)/Rh,

(N’, M’, K)/Oc

shows the confinement of the present NP by the three generic polyhedral NPs, cubic by (N, M’, K’)/Cb,
rhombohedral by (N’, M, K’)/Rh, and octahedral by (N’, M’, K)/Oc. While values N, M, K are those of the
present NP the other values N’, M’, K’ are appropriately chosen to reflect the corresponding generic NP, see
elsewhere.
The sixth line reading
Radial order:

Aa <= Bb <= Cc

shows the radial order of the three confining generic NPs, Aa, Bb, Cc given by = “Cb” (cube), “Rh”
(rhombohedron), or “Oc” (octahedron), where the radial order reflects that of the corresponding inscribed
spheres of each confining generic NP.
The seventh line reading
Enclose/Cross:

Aa: & Bb, & Cc,

Bb: & Aa, & Cc,

Cc: & Aa, & Bb

shows how the three confining generic NPs, Aa, Bb, Cc = Cb (cube) or Rh (rhombohedron) or Oc
(octahedron), relate to each other where & = “<” means lying inside, & = “x” means intersecting, and & =
“>” means enclosing.
Next to the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window there is a checkbox which in atom view mode
becomes a facet checkbox allowing to emphasize all or selected atoms of the outermost facet shell. This is
achieved by assigning corresponding facet atoms of the outermost shell a nuclear charge which is decreased
by 1 compared with that used for the atoms inside the NP. As a result, these facet atoms will be painted with
a color that differs from that of the NP bulk atoms whenever the NP is rebuilt and visualized.
L-clicking the facet checkbox activates the facet paint option (indicated by a hook inside the box). Different
sets of facet atoms can be selected for emphasizing which depends on the option indicated by the label next
to the checkbox. (Repeated) R-clicking at the label yields
“Facets”

where subsequent visualizations emphasize all facet atoms of the outer NP shell. This is
the defaut when Balsac is started from scratch.

“Edges”

where subsequent visualizations emphasize all edge atoms of adjacent facets at the
outer NP shell.

“Corners” where subsequent visualizations emphasize all corner atoms of at least three joining
facets at the outer NP shell.
Note that, depending on the NP type some edge or corner atoms may not by emphasized or the option may
yield too many edge or corner atoms. This can be corrected by an extended search algorithm which is
activated by R-clicking at the label while pressing the Shift key. The option is confirmed by an added ”+”
behind the label, like “Edges+”. The search option can be disabled by R-click+Shift again, which removes
the trailing “+” from the label.
The facet paint option can be disabled (shown by an empty box) by L-clicking the “hooked” checkbox.
In corner or polyhedron view mode the facet checkbox is replaced by a corner set checkbox labelled
“Crnr. Sets” allowing to discriminate sets of corners originating from different symmetry operations by
different color. Further details are discussed elsewhere. In facet direction view mode a corresponding
checkbox does not appear.
Below the facet check box is another checkbox labeled “Shell only” which allows to select from the atoms
of the NP only those of the outer polyhedral facet shell. L-clicking activates the check box (indicated by a
hook inside the box) and only the outer facet atoms will be evaluated in the building process used for
visualization and analysis. The option can be disabled (showing an empty box) by L-clicking the checkbox.
In corner, polyhedron or facet direction view mode a corresponding checkbox does not appear.
The nanoparticle builder window includes a menu bar at its top which allows more NP parameter definitions
(entry “Define”) as well as NP peeling and dressing (entries “Peel”, “Dress”). L-clicking entry
Define | Facets (fac)

opens a submenu allowing to indivitually set the confining {hkl} planes

which form outer facets of the polyhedral NP. The present facet types (fac)
are shown by the corresponding structure parameter types in parenthesis.
Here L-clicking entry
Define | Facets (fac) | N {100}

uses only {100} layer sections with parameter N for possible
NP facets.

Define | Facets (fac) | M {110}

uses only {110} layer sections with parameter M for possible
NP facets.

Define | Facets (fac) | K {111}

uses only {111} layer sections with parameter K for possible
NP facets.

Define | Facets (fac) | (N,M,-)

uses {100} and {110} layer sections with parameters N, M for
possible NP facets.

Define | Facets (fac) | (N,-,K)

uses {100} and {111} layer sections with parameters N, K for
possible NP facets.

Define | Facets (fac) | (-,M,K)

uses {110} and {111} layer sections with parameters M, K for
possible NP facets.

Define | Facets (fac) | (N,M,K)

uses {100}, {110}, and {111} layer sections with parameters
N, M, K for possible NP facets. This is the default setting at
startup.

Each of these options is confirmed by a check sign (hook) in front of the corresponding menu
entry. The NP definition can be changed by L-clicking another choice.
Define | Generic shows a menu allowing to select generic NPs depending on the lattice type where
L-clicking entry
Define | Generic | Cube (N)

selects a generic cube as NP by setting the structure
parameters to N, M’, K’ with N taken from the input box and
M’, K’ defined according to the lattice type.

Define | Generic | Rhmbh. (M)

selects a generic rhombohedron as NP by setting the
structure parameters to N’, M, K’ with M taken from the input
box and N’, K’ defined according to the lattice type.

Define | Generic | Octah. (K)

selects a generic octahedron as NP by setting the structure
parameters to N’, M’, K with K taken from the input box and
N’, M’ defined according to the lattice type.

Define | Generic | Cubocth. (K)

(meaningful only for NPs with fcc lattice and K even) selects
a generic cuboctahedron as NP by setting the structure
parameters to N’, M’, K with K taken from the input box and
setting N’ = K/2, M’ = K.

Note that each of these generic NPs can be selected only if the corresponding faceting is
available, see above.
Peel | {hkl)

shrinks the NP by removing the outermost {hkl} facet layers where {hkl} = {100},
{110}, or {111}, depending on the lattice type.

Peel | Shell

shrinks the NP by removing the complete outermost facet shell.

Dress | {hkl}

enlarges the NP by adding {hkl} outer facet layers where {hkl} = {100}, {110}, or
{111}, depending on the lattice type.

Dress | Shell

enlarges the NP by adding a complete outermost facet shell.

Miller

opens the NP Miller index window which allows to replace all confining
monolayers of the default {111} family by any other {hkl} family together with
structure parameter K, see elsewhere. This can be used to visualize/analyze {hkl}

NPs with stepped and kinked facets, see elsewhere.
Note that this option replaces any facet definition (N,M,K) by (-,-,K) and only
structure parameter K will by used for the NP definition.
View

allows to view different aspects of the NP: all atoms inside the (N, M, K)
polyhedron, all corners of the NP, all corners of the enclosing polyhedron, and all
facet directions of the NP, see elsewhere.

All options selected from the menu bar are followed by a blue message line “Update particle” near
the bottom right of the builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been used to
build the NP.
At the bottom right of the window there are four control buttons to build and visualize the NP.
L-clicking the button labeled
Red.

performs a reduction of all structure parameters N, M, K to reflect the true confinement of
the NP. This updates the values of N, M, K in the corresponding input boxes replacing all
values by those behind the boxes which is confirmed by the message line “N, M, K
reduced”. The reduction does not change the shape of the NP in the graphics window
when the NP is visualized again.
Note that each parameters N, M, or K can also be reduced individually by R-clicking the
corresponding label “N =”, “M =”, or “K =” in front of its input box.

Build

calculates coordinates of all NP atoms with the chosen specifications and opens the
Cluster Builder which lists the calculated atom coordinates and allows further
modifications or visualization. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for
subsequent return to the nanoparticle builder window.

Visualize

calculates coordinates of all NP atoms and visualizes the NP in the graphics window. All
(modified) NP parameter values will be saved for subsequent return to the nanoparticle
builder window.

Close

closes the nanoparticle builder window and returns to the the Cluster Builder or graphics
window without evaluating atom coordinates. However, all NP structure parameter values
will be saved for subsequent opening of the nanoparticle builder window.

The nanoparticle builder can be switched from its present polyhedral (N, M, K) mode to polyhedral {hkl}
mode by L-clicking the option “Miller” of the menu bar at the window top and setting Miller indices h, k, l in
the NP Miller index window, see also Polyhedral {hkl} Nanoparticles. Further, switching to spherical mode is
achieved by L-clicking the radio button “Sphere” inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window.
This allows to build “spherical” NPs with cubic lattice structure which are confined by facets simulating the
shape of a sphere, see Spherical Nanoparticles.
In addition, icosahedral and dodecahedral NPs of Ih symmetry, formed by stacking sets of concentric
icosahedral and dodecahedral shells, can be built. This becomes available by switching to icosahedral
mode (L-click at “Icosahedral” in the lattice option list). Then L-clicking the radio button “Icos”
(icosahedral) inside the frame “Shape” allows to construct Icosahedral Nanoparticles while L-clicking the
radio button “Dodc” allows to build Dodecahedral Nanoparticles.
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Polyhedral {hkl} Nanoparticles

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a tool to build polyhedral {hkl} nanoparticles (NPs) of
atoms forming sections of the ideal cubic lattices, simple, body centered, and face centered including NaCl
and CsCl lattices. The sections are confined by facets of specifically one {hkl} family with up to 48 member
facets. Alternatively, they can be confined by facets of {100}, {110}, and {111} oriented netplane families, see
Polyhedral (N, M, K) Nanoparticles. Further, polyhedral NPs can be confined by facets simulating the shape
of a sphere, see Spherical Nanoparticles.
The building procedure starts from a polyhedral (N, M, K) NP defined inside the corresponding (N, M, K)
nanoparticle window. Then L-clicking Miller from the menu bar at the top of the window opens the NP Miller
Index window to define the {hkl} family as discussed elsewhere. Closing the NP Miller Index window with a
valid {hkl} definition moves to the {hkl} Nanoparticle Builder Window, shown in the following for a
monoatomic fcc NP.

This window includes definitions of the lattice type, lattice constant, centering, and facet options which are
identical to those of the (N, M, K) Nanoparticle Window and can be set analogously. However, structure
parameters N, M are disabled showing values of a fictitious generic octahedral (-, -, K) NP for comparison
while parameter K determines the size of the real {hkl} NP.
In the upper part of the window, above the input box of the lattice constant labeled “a =”, there are two lines
reading
N,M,K reduced; (Ntot, Nfac)
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K = {h, k, l} limit

The integers h, k, l on the second line denote the NP Miller index family used to build subsequent NPs. The
first line includes (in parentheses) the number Ntot of atoms of a fictitious generic octahedral (-, -, K) NP
as well as the number Nfac of atoms on its outer facets for comparison.
The analysis section near the center of the window lists structural details of the NP on four text lines.
The first line reading
NP:

lat(N, M, K{h,k,l})

gives the name of the NP with lat denoting the lattice type sc, bcc, fcc, NaC, CsCl. Here K is the only
relevant structure parameter where the notation K{h,k,l} indicates that K refers to NP Miller index family {hkl}
rather than the default {1 1 1}. The values of N, M can be ignored and are added for only comparison such
that the (N, M, K) values refer to a fictitious generic octahedral (-, -, K) NP. If only atoms of the outer facet
shell of the NP are to be evaluated the first line is augmented to read
NP:

lat(N, M, K{h,k,l}) shell

The line includes a keyword to the right (near the window frame) which indicates the selected view mode,
reading “Atoms”, “Corners”, “Polyhedron”, or “Facets”, see elsewhere.
The second line reading
Center = {ctype} :

def = (-,-,K), NtotNfacList

indicates the symmetry center by {ctype} (ctype = atom name, void) while (-, -, K) indicates that only
structure parameter K (referring to confinement by {hkl} monolayers) is used to build the NP.
After the nanoparticle of a given lattice has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the
bottom of the NP builder window, the second line includes a text NtotNfacList reading
Ntot El atoms, Nfac on facets

(sc, bcc, and fcc lattices, atom view mode) or

Ntot El1+El2 atoms, Nfac on facets

(NaCl and CsCl lattices, atom view mode) or

Ntot corners

(all lattices, corner view mode) or

Ntot corners (polyhedron)

(all lattices, polyhedron view mode) or

Ntot facet normals

(all lattices, facet normal view mode)

which shows in atom view mode the number of atoms Ntot of the NP (or of its outer facet shell if the
checkbox “Shell only” is selected) and the element type of the included atoms, El or El1 and El2,
respectively. Further, Nfac gives the number of atoms in the outer facet shell, irrespective of the evaluation
mode (NP or NP shell). Note that numbers Ntot, Nfac are the result of the present {hkl} NP built and will differ
from those of the reduction message line above for {hkl} different from (111).
In corner view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of corners of the {hkl} NP while in polyhedron view
mode parameter Ntot refers to the corners of a fictitious polyhedron formed by the sections of all {hkl}
monolayer planes confining the {hkl} NP.
In facet normals view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of {hkl} facet normal directions of the {hkl}
NP where the direction vectors point to locations at corresponding facets.
The third line reading
D{h k l} = Nhkl,

d = Dhkl,

Q = Qdm,

(,

Rad= Rnm)

lists the diameter D{hkl} (polyhedral diameter) of the {hkl} NP where the value of D{hkl} is given as a multiple
Nhkl of the distance Dhkl between adjacent {hkl} monolayers in the lattice with Dhkl shown next to “d =”.
The polyhedral diameter is also included in absolute coordinates Qdm after “Q =”. Further, Rnm denotes the
radius of the sphere circumscribing the NP (touching the outermost NP corners) where the radius is shown
only after the NP has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize”.
The fourth line reading
X{100} = r100,

X{110} = r110,

X{111} = r111,

Kpoly = kk

with X =”R” or X = “r” lists distances rhkl for all possible corner directions, {hkl} = {100}, {110}, {111}, of the
polyhedron confining the {hkl} NP. If X =”R” the corners actually appear at the polyhedron surface for the

given direction. Otherwise, the distances are denoted by X = “r”. Further, the line includes after “Kpoly =”
the smallest kk value required to obtain an {hkl} NP where all corners of the confining polyhedron appear
also as atom sites at the real {hkl} NP surface.
All other options of the {hkl} NP builder window are identical with those of the (N, M, K) NP Builder Window
discussed elsewhere. Note, however, that {hkl} NP builder window does not allow to define selected sets of
facets (Define option of the menu bar) other than {hkl} connected with structure parameter K. Further,
generic NPs (Define | Generic option of the menu bar) cannot be selected. Also NP peeling and dressing
(Peel and Dress options of the menu bar) are disabled.
At the bottom right of the window there are four control buttons to build and visualize the NP.
L-clicking the button labeled
Red.

performs a reduction of structure parameter K (with adjustments of N, M) to reflect the
true confinement of the NP. This updates the values of N, M, K in the corresponding
input boxes replacing all values by those behind the boxes which is confirmed by the
message line “N, M, K reduced”. The reduction does not change the shape of the NP in
the graphics window when the NP is visualized again.
Note that parameter K can also be reduced individually by R-clicking the corresponding
label “K =” in front of its input box.

Build

calculates coordinates of all NP atoms with the chosen specifications and opens the
Cluster Builder which lists the calculated atom coordinates and allows further
modifications or visualization. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for
subsequent return to the nanoparticle builder window.

Visualize

calculates coordinates of all NP atoms and visualizes the NP in the graphics window. All
(modified) NP parameter values will be saved for subsequent return to the nanoparticle
builder window.

Close

closes the nanoparticle builder window and returns to the the Cluster Builder or graphics
window without evaluating atom coordinates. However, all NP structure parameter values
will be saved for subsequent opening of the nanoparticle builder window.

The nanoparticle builder can be switched from its present polyhedral {hkl} mode to polyhedral (N, M, K)
mode by L-clicking the option “Miller” of the menu bar at the window top and undefining Miller indices h, k,
l in the NP Miller index window, see also Polyhedral (N, M, K) Nanoparticles. Further, switching to spherical
mode is achieved by L-clicking the radio button “Sphere” inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of the
window. This allows to build “spherical” NPs with cubic lattice structure which are confined by facets
simulating the shape of a sphere, see Spherical Nanoparticles.
In addition, icosahedral and dodecahedral NPs of Ih symmetry, formed by stacking sets of concentric
icosahedral and dodecahedral shells, can be built. This becomes available by switching to icosahedral
mode (L-click at “Icosahedral” in the lattice option list). Then L-clicking the radio button “Icos”
(icosahedral) inside the frame “Shape” allows to construct Icosahedral Nanoparticles while L-clicking the
radio button “Dodc” allows to build Dodecahedral Nanoparticles.
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Spherical Nanoparticles

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a tool to build spherical nanoparticles (NPs) of atoms
forming sections of the ideal cubic lattices, simple, body centered, and face centered including NaCl and
CsCl lattices. The sections are confined by facets simulating the shape of a sphere of given radius.
Alternatively, they can be confined by facets of {hkl} oriented netplane families, {100}, {110}, {111}, see
Polyhedral (N, M, K) Nanoparticles or Polyhedral {hkl} Nanoparticles.
L-clicking File | Build | Nanoparticle from the main menu bar of the graphics window or L-clicking the
“Nano-P.” button inside the Cluster Builder opens the nanoparticle builder window. Further, this window is
opened if Balsac starts with an input file of Plot3D format containing nanoparticle structure definitions (Lines
2, 2a). The build option of spherical NPs of cubic lattice is activated by L-clicking the radio button “Sphere”
(indicated by a back dot) inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window. This results in a window
layout shown in the following.
Monoatomic cubic

Polyatomic cubic
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The nanoparticle builder window allows to select the type of cubic lattice to be used for the spherical NP by
L-clicking at the corresponding radio button to the left of the window,
•
•
•
•
•

“Simple cubic”
“Body centered”
“Face centered”
“NaCl”
“CsCl”

for a simple cubic (sc) lattice,
for a body centered cubic (bcc) lattice,
for a face centered cubic (fcc) lattice,
for the Sodium Chloride lattice (derived from an sc lattice), or
for the Cesium Chloride lattice (derived from a bcc lattice).

In addition, L-clicking “Icosahedral” selects nanoparticles built by stacking concentric icosahedral atom
shells as described elsewhere.
The spherical shape of the NP is determined by the radius Rad given in multiples of the cubic lattice
constant a and may be changed by typing inside the input box next to “Rad/a =“. All atoms of the cubic
lattice are included in the NP if their distances relative to the NP center are below the value Rad. If a
polyhedral NP has been built before entering the spherical NP mode the outer radius of the previous NP
can be imported (inserted in the input box) by R-clicking at “Rad/a “.
An outer NP shell can be defined by all atoms inside the spherical shell between outer radius Rad and
inner radius (Rad - Shl) of the NP. Here Shl, given in multiples of the cubic lattice constant a and defaulted
to 0.5, defines the shell thickness and can be set by typing inside the input box next to “Shl/a =“. The atoms
of the outer NP shell can be labeled and painted with different color. Further, the NP can be restricted to its
outer shell atoms to facilitate viewing the NP surface structure. Both features are discussed below, see facet
checkbox. In addition, the NP can be peeled by removing all shell atoms to yield an atom ball of radius (Rad
- Shl) or dressed by increasing the ball radius to (Rad + Shl), see menu bar options below.
There are two radio buttons “Atom” and “Void” in the Center frame to the right of the builder window which
determine the nanoparticle center (except for the bcc and CsCl lattices and for icosahedral NPs where the
center is always an atom and the Center frame is disabled or invisible).
L-clicking the radio button “Atom” (indicated by a back dot) inside the frame evaluates the NP starting from

an atom at its center while L-clicking “Void” starts with a high-symmetry void of the corresponding lattice
(simple or face centered cubic) to build the NP. For NaCl lattice NPs choosing “Void” uses the highest
symmetry void center of the lattice which, however, reflects lower Td rather than cubic Oh symmetry. This is
indicated by a corresponding line, “Td symmetry” or “Oh symmetry”, below the lattice selection to the left
of the window, see above.
The cubic lattice constant a used for the NP (defaulted to 1.00) can be defined by typing inside the input
box next to “a = “ and the nuclear charge of the corresponding lattice atoms is set by typing inside the
input box next to “Znuc = ”. Nuclear charges for non-primitive NaCl and CsCl lattices are set individually
inside the two boxes next to “Znuc1 = ” and “Znuc2 = ”. All atom charges can also be set inside a separate
element table by L-clicking the buttons next to the input boxes (which show the present element setting). Rclicking at label “Znuc = ” or “Znuc1 = ” sets default charges corresponding to the type of cubic lattice as
follows
Lattice
Znuc (Element)
-------------------------------------------------------------------Simple cubic
10 (Ne)
Body centered cubic
26 (Fe)
Face centered cubic
29 (Cu)
NaCl (from sc lattice)
11 (Na), 17 (Cl)
CsCl (from bcc lattice)
55 (Cs), 17 (Cl)
NaCl and CsCl nanoparticles about an atom in the center select always the atom with nuclear charge shown
next to label “Znuc1 = ”. R-clicking label “Znuc2 = ” swaps the sequence of the two nuclear charges. This
allows to build NPs with central atoms of both kinds.
Any change in the NP definition inside the nanoparticle builder leads to a blue message line “Update
particle” appearing near the bottom right of the builder window. This indicates that the parameter choice has
not yet been used to build the NP showing in the graphics window. The message disappears after the NP is
built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the window bottom, see below.
The analysis section lists further structural details of the NP choice on three text lines near the bottom of
the window.
The first line reading
NP:

lat ball

gives the name of the NP with lat denoting the lattice type (sc, bcc, fcc, NaC, CsCl). If only atoms of the outer
NP shell are to be evaluated the first line is augmented to read
NP:

lat ball (outer shell)

The second line reading
Center = {ctype} : NtotBuildList

indicates the symmetry center by {ctype} (ctype = atom name, void).
After the nanoparticle of a given lattice has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the
bottom of the NP builder window, the second line includes a text NtotBuildList reading
Ntot El atoms, Nshl in outer shells

(sc, bcc, and fcc lattices)

Ntot El1+El2 atoms, Nshl in outer shells

(NaCl and CsCl lattices)

or

which shows the number of atoms Ntot of the NP (or of its outer shell if the checkbox “Shell only” is selected)
and the element type of the included atoms, El or El1 and El2, respectively. Further, Nshl gives the number
of atoms in the outer facet shell, irrespective of the evaluation mode (NP or NP shell). If the number Ntot of
NP atoms exceeds the internal limit both Ntot and Nfac include an added “(+)” after the numbers.
The third line reading
Radius:

defined = Rdef, actual = Ract

shows the radius of the present NP ball in absolute units where Rdef next to “defined =” denotes the input
value defined as a * Rad/a from the input boxes above while Ract next to “actual =” is the radius evaluated

from the atom coordinates (Ract may be slightly smaller than Rdef due to the discrete atom distribution in
the NP).
Note that radius Ract will be shown only after the NP has been built and visualized by L-clicking the
“Visualize” button at the bottom of the NP builder window, see below.
Next to the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window there is the facet checkbox which allows to
emphasize all atoms of the outer NP shell defined above. This is achieved by assigning corresponding shell
atoms a nuclear charge which is decreased by 1 compared with that used for the atoms inside the NP. As a
result, these facet atoms will be painted with a color that differs from that of the NP bulk atoms whenever the
NP is rebuilt and visualized. L-clicking the facet checkbox activates the shell paint option (indicated by a
hook inside the box). The shell paint option can be disabled (shown by an empty box) by L-clicking the
“hooked” checkbox.
Below the facet check box is another checkbox labeled “Shell only” which allows to select from the atoms
of the NP only those of the outer NP shell. L-clicking activates the check box (indicated by a hook inside the
box) and only the outer shell atoms will be evaluated in the building process used for visualization and
analysis. The option can be disabled (showing an empty box) by L-clicking the checkbox.
The nanoparticle builder window includes a menu bar at its top which shows additional options “Define”,
“Peel”, and “Dress”. L-clicking entry
Define | Facets (fac)

applies to Polyhedral Nanoparticles only and is not enabled.

Define | Generic

applies to Polyhedral Nanoparticles only and is not enabled.

Peel | Shell

decreases the NP size by shrinking the ball radius Rad by Shl shown in
the inputbox next to “Shl/a =”.

Dress | Shell

increases the NP size by enlarging the ball radius Rad by Shl shown in
the inputbox next to “Shl/a =”.

Peeling and dressing is followed by a blue message line “Update particle” near the bottom right of the
builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been used to build the NP. The message
disappears after the NP is built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the window bottom, see
below.
At the bottom right of the window there are three active control buttons (button “Red.”, used for
polyhedral NPs, is shown but disabled).
L-clicking the button labeled
Build

calculates all atom coordinates of the NP with the chosen specifications and opens the
Cluster Builder which lists the calculated atom coordinates of the NP and allows further
modifications or visualization. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for
subsequent return to the nanoparticle builder window.

Visualize

calculates all atom coordinates of the NP and visualizes the NP in the graphics window.
All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for subsequent return to the nanoparticle
builder window.

Close

closes the nanoparticle builder window and returns to the the Cluster Builder or graphics
window without evaluating atom coordinates. However, all NP structure parameter values
will be saved for subsequent opening of the nanoparticle builder window.

The nanoparticle builder can be switched from its present spherical mode to polyhedral (N, M, K ) mode by
L-clicking the radio button “Polyh” inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window. This allows to
build NPs with cubic lattice structure which are confined by facets of {hkl} oriented layers, see Polyhedral (N,
M, K) Nanoparticles. From polyhedral (N, M, K) mode switching to polyhedral {hkl} mode is achieved by Lclicking the option “Miller” of the menu bar at the window top and setting Miller indices h, k, l in the NP
Miller index window, see also Polyhedral {hkl} Nanoparticles.

In addition, icosahedral and dodecahedral NPs of Ih symmetry, formed by stacking sets of concentric
icosahedral and dodecahedral shells, can be built. This becomes available by switching to icosahedral
mode (L-click at “Icosahedral” in the lattice option list). Then L-clicking the radio button “Icos”
(icosahedral) inside the frame “Shape” allows to construct Icosahedral Nanoparticles while L-clicking the
radio button “Dodc” allows to build Dodecahedral Nanoparticles.
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Icosahedral Nanoparticles

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a tool to build polyhedral nanoparticles (NPs) of Ih
symmetry formed by stacking sets of concentric icosahedral atom shells with triangular facets where facet
atoms are placed on a hexagonal grid. Alternatively, sets of concentric dodecahedral shells with pentagonal
facets can be stacked to yield corresponding NPs discussed elsewhere.
L-clicking File | Build | Nanoparticle from the main menu bar of the graphics window or L-clicking the
“Nano-P.” button inside the Cluster Builder opens the nanoparticle builder window. Further, this window is
opened when Balsac starts with an input file of Plot3D format containing nanoparticle structure definitions
(Lines 2, 2a).
Icosahedral NPs are built inside the nanoparticle builder window in three steps
• L-click radio button “Polyh” (indicated by a back dot) inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of
the window.
• L-click option “Icosahedral” in the lattice type list. (This option may be disabled but can be revived by
first switching to polyhedral (N, M, K) mode, L-click radio button “Polyh” followed by Lclicking “Icosahedral” at the left of the window).
• L-click radio button “Icos” inside the frame “Shape” at the upper right of the window. This results in
window layouts shown in the following.
This results in a window layout shown in the following.
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The nanoparticle size is determined by the number N of concentric icosahedral shells of atoms. Each shell
k (= 1, …, N) consists of 20 triangular facets with edges of k atoms each and a hexagonal atom grid inside
the facets. The triangles are joined such that the resulting corners define those of an icosahedron where the
corners are positioned on a sphere of radius Rr given by
Rr = (k - 1) dR = (k - 1) / Sqrt(2 - 2/Sqrt(5)) * a = 0.951957 * (k - 1) a
with a denoting the interatomic distance inside the triangular facets.
Both parameters, a and dR, can be defined by typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “a =” and
“dR =”, respectively, where changes of one parameter always affect the other. Note that the first shell is
defined by an atom at the coordinate center while the corners of the second shell, forming the smallest
icosahedron, lie on a sphere of radius dR and so on.
The number N of stacked icosahedral shells can be defined by typing inside the input box next to “N = “.
This is combined with a line below the input box reading
Analytical = Ntota / Nfaca

which gives the total number of atoms Ntota of the NP and the number of atoms Nfaca at the outermost
icosahedral shell, both evaluated analytically according to
Ntota = (2N - 1) * (5N * (N - 1) + 3) / 3
Nfaca = 10 * (N - 1) * (N - 1) + 2
If the number N of icosahedral shells exceeds the internal limit Nmax, thus exceeding the maximum number
of NP atoms allowed by Balsac, a message box reading
Max. number of shells(Nmax) exceeded
Reduced to maximum

appears and L-clicking OK resets the value N to Nmax.
The nuclear charge Znuc of the atoms forming the NP, defaulted to Znuc = 10 (Ne), can be set inside the
input box next to “Znuc =”. R-clicking at label “Znuc =” replaces the present charge by the default value (=
10, Ne).
The frame labelled “Shape” at the upper right of the nanoparticle builder window contains two radio buttons
which allow to switch builder windows between icosahedral and dodecahedral NPs. L-clicking the button
next to “Icos” selects icosahedral NPs discussed in this chapter while L-clicking the button next to “Dodc”
selects dodecahedral NPs discussed elsewhere.
Any change in the NP definition inside the nanoparticle builder leads to a blue message line “Update
particle?” appearing near the bottom right of the builder window. This indicates that the parameter choice
has not yet been used to build the NP shown in the graphics window. The message disappears after the NP
is built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the window bottom, see below.
The analysis section lists further structural details of the NP choice on three text lines near the bottom of
the window.
The first line reading
NP:

ico(N)

gives the name of the NP with N denoting the number of stacked concentric shells. If only atoms of the outer
icosahedral shell of the NP are to be evaluated the first line is augmented to read
NP:

ico(N) shell

The line includes a keyword to the right (near the window frame) which indicates the selected view mode,
reading “Atoms”, “Corners”, “Polyhedron”, or “Facets”, see elsewhere.
The second line reading
Center = {Elmnt} :

NtotNfacList

indicates the atom at the symmetry center by its element name Elmnt. After the icosahedral nanoparticle
has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button the second line includes a text NtotNfacList

reading
Ntot El atoms, Nfac on facets

(atom view mode) or

Ntot corners

(corner view mode) or

Ntot corners (polyhedron)

(polyhedron view mode) or

Ntot facet normals

(facet normal view mode)

which shows in atom view mode the number of atoms Ntot of the NP (or of the outer facet shell if the
checkbox “Shell only” is selected) and the element type El of the included atoms. Further, Nfac gives the
number of atoms in the outer facet shell, irrespective of the evaluation mode (NP or NP shell). Both numbers,
Ntot and Nfac, are evaluated by atom counts during the NP building procedure.
In corner or polyhedron view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of corners (= 12) of the icosahedral
NP.
In facet normals view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of facet normal directions (= 20) of the
icosahedral NP where the direction vectors point to locations at the centers of the triangular facets.
The third line reading
Corners = Nc, edges = Ne, facets = Nf, Rad = Rr

characterizes the structure and size of the NP with Nc, Ne, and Nf counting the number of corners, edges,
and facets at the NP surface (These numbers, Nc = 12, Ne = 30, Nf = 20, are common to all icosahedral
NPs.) Further, in atom, corner, or polyhedron view mode radius Rr refers to the sphere containing all atoms
of the outermost icosahedral shell with Rr given above. In facet direction view mode the NP “corners” reflect
midpoints of the triangular facets of the icosahedral NP to yield
Rr = (N - 1) dR * Sqrt[1 + 2/Sqrt(5)]/Sqrt(3) = 0.755762 * (N - 1) a
In atom view mode, there is the facet checkbox next to the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window
which allows to emphasize all or selected atoms of the outermost facet shell. This is achieved by assigning
corresponding facet atoms of the outermost shell a nuclear charge which is decreased by 1 compared with
that used for the atoms inside the NP. As a result, these facet atoms will be painted with a color that differs
from that of the NP bulk atoms whenever the NP is rebuilt and visualized.
L-clicking the facet checkbox activates the facet paint option (indicated by a hook inside the box). Different
sets of facet atoms can be selected for emphasizing which depends on the option indicated by the label next
to the checkbox where three scenarios are possible. With label text
“Facets”

subsequent visualizations emphasize all facet atoms of the outer icosahedral NP shell.
This is the defaut if Balsac is started with facet painting from scratch.

“Edges”

subsequent visualizations emphasize all edge atoms of adjacent facets at the outer
icosahedral NP shell.

“Corners” subsequent visualizations emphasize all corner atoms of at least three joining facets at
the outer icosahedral NP shell.
Switching between the different paint options is achieved by (repeated) R-clicking at the label. The facet
paint option can be disabled (shown by an empty box) by L-clicking the checkbox.
Below the check box “Facets” is a second checkbox labeled “Shell only” which allows to select from the
atoms of the NP only those of the outermost icosahedral shell. L-clicking activates the check box (indicated
by a hook inside the box) and only facet atoms of the outermost shell will be evaluated in the building
process used for visualization and analysis. The option can be disabled (showing an empty box) by Lclicking the checkbox.
In corner, polyhedron or facet direction view mode the two checkboxes dealing with facet painting and
outer shell constraints do not appear.
The nanoparticle builder window includes a menu bar at its top which shows additional options “Define”,
“Peel”, “Dress”, and ”View”. L-clicking entry
Define | Facets (NMK)

applies to Polyhedral Nanoparticles only and is not enabled.

Define | Generic

applies to Polyhedral Nanoparticles only and is not enabled.

Peel | Shell

decreases the NP size by decreasing the number N of icosahedral shells
by 1 which removes the complete outermost icosahedral shell from the
NP.

Dress | Shell

increases the NP size by increasing the number N of icosahedral shells
by 1 which adds another icosahedral shell to the NP.

View

allows to view different aspects of the NP: all atoms inside the
icosahedral NP, all corners of the NP, and all facet directions of the NP,
see elsewhere.

Peeling, dressing, and changing view modes is followed by a blue message line “Update particle”
near the bottom right of the builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been used
to build the NP.
At the bottom right of the window there are three active control buttons (button “Red.”, used for
polyhedral NPs, is shown but disabled). L-clicking the button labeled
Build

calculates coordinates of all NP atoms with the chosen specifications and opens the
Cluster Builder which lists the calculated atom coordinates of the NP and allows further
modifications or visualization. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for
subsequent return to the nanoparticle builder window.

Visualize

button calculates all atom coordinates of the NP and visualizes the NP in the graphics
window. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for subsequent return to the
nanoparticle builder window.

Close

button closes the nanoparticle builder window and returns to the the Cluster Builder or
graphics window without evaluating atom coordinates. However, all NP structure
parameter values will be saved for subsequent opening of the nanoparticle builder
window.

The nanoparticle builder can be switched from its present icosahedral mode to cubic mode (polyhedral (N,
M, K), {hkl}, or spherical) by L-clicking one of the corresponding radio buttons which select between the
different cubic crystal types, “Simple cubic”, “Body centered”, “Face centered”, “NaCl”, “CsCl” followed
by L-clicking radio button “Polyh” (Polyhedral Nanoparticles) or “Sphere” (Spherical Nanoparticles) inside
the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window.
Further, switching from the present icosahedral mode to dodecahedral mode is achieved by L-clicking the
radio button “Dodc” inside the frame “Shape” at the upper right of the window.
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Dodecahedral Nanoparticles

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) Balsac offers a tool to build polyhedral nanoparticles (NPs) of Ih
symmetry formed by stacking sets of concentric dodecahedral atom shells with pentagonal facets where
facet atoms are placed on a pentagonal grid. Alternatively, sets of concentric icosahedral shells with
triangular facets can be stacked to yield corresponding NPs discussed elsewhere.
L-clicking File | Build | Nanoparticle from the main menu bar of the graphics window or L-clicking the
“Nano-P.” button inside the Cluster Builder opens the nanoparticle builder window. Further, this window is
opened when Balsac starts with an input file of Plot3D format containing nanoparticle structure definitions
(Lines 2, 2a).
Dodecahedral NPs are built inside the nanoparticle builder window in three steps
• L-click radio button “Polyh” (indicated by a back dot) inside the NP type frame at the bottom left of
the window.
• L-click option “Icosahedral” in the lattice type list. (This option may be disabled but can be revived by
first switching to polyhedral (N, M, K) mode, L-click radio button “Polyh” followed by Lclicking “Icosahedral” at the left of the window).
• L-click radio button “Dodc” inside the frame “Shape” at the upper right of the window. This results in
window layouts shown in the following.
This results in a window layout shown in the following.
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The nanoparticle size is determined by the number N of concentric dodecahedral shells of atoms. Each
shell k (= 1, …, N) consists of 12 pentagonal facets with edges of k atoms each and a central pentagonal
atom grid inside the facets. The pentagons are joined such that the resulting corners define those of a
dodecahedron where the corners are positioned on a sphere of radius Rr given by
Rr = (k - 1) dR = (k - 1) * sqrt[3/2 * (sqrt(5) + 5)]/2 * a = 1.647278 * (k - 1) * a
with a referring to the smallest neighbor distance of facet atoms. Inner atoms of the facets form isosceles
triangles with two sides of length a and one of length b given by
b = sqrt[(sqrt(5) + 5) / (sqrt(5) + 3)] * a = 1.175571 * a
where b defines also the smallest neighbor atom distance along the facet edges.
Both parameters, a and dR, can be defined by typing inside the corresponding input boxes next to “a =” and
“dR =”, respectively, where changes of one parameter always affect the other. Note that the first shell is
defined by an atom at the coordinate center while the corners of the second shell, forming the smallest
dodecahedron, lie on a sphere of radius dR and so on.
The number N of stacked dodecahedral shells can be defined by typing inside the input box next to “N = “.
This is combined with a line below the input box reading
Analytical = Ntota / Nfaca

which gives the total number of atoms Ntota of the NP and the number of atoms Nfaca at the outermost
dodecahedral shell, both evaluated analytically according to
Ntota = (2N - 1) * (5N * (N - 1) + 1)
Nfaca = 30 * (N - 1) * (N - 1) + 2
If the number N of dodecahedral shells exceeds the internal limit Nmax, thus exceeding the maximum
number of NP atoms allowed by Balsac, a message box reading
Max. number of shells(Nmax) exceeded
Reduced to maximum

appears and L-clicking OK resets the value N to Nmax.
The nuclear charge Znuc of the atoms forming the NP, defaulted to Znuc = 10 (Ne), can be set inside the
input box next to “Znuc =”. R-clicking at label “Znuc =” replaces the present charge by the default value (=
10, Ne).
The frame labelled “Shape” at the upper right of the nanoparticle builder window contains two radio buttons
which allow to switch builder windows between dodecahedral and icosahedral NPs. L-clicking the button
next to “Dodc” selects dodecahedral NPs discussed in this chapter while L-clicking the button next to
“Icos” selects icosahedral NPs discussed elsewhere.
Any change in the NP definition inside the nanoparticle builder leads to a blue message line “Update
particle?” appearing near the bottom right of the builder window. This indicates that the parameter choice
has not yet been used to build the NP shown in the graphics window. The message disappears after the NP
is built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button at the window bottom, see below.
The analysis section lists further structural details of the NP choice on three text lines near the bottom of
the window.
The first line reading
NP:

dod(N)

gives the name of the NP with N denoting the number of stacked concentric shells. If only atoms of the outer
dodecahedral shell of the NP are to be evaluated the first line is augmented to read
NP:

dod(N) shell

The line includes a keyword to the right (near the window frame) which indicates the selected view mode,
reading “Atoms”, “Corners”, “Polyhedron”, or “Facets”, see elsewhere.
The second line reading

Center = {Elmnt} :

NtotNfacList

indicates the atom at the symmetry center by its element name Elmnt. After the dodecahedral nanoparticle
has been built by L-clicking the “Build” or “Visualize” button the second line includes a text NtotNfacList
reading
Ntot El atoms, Nfac on facets

(atom view mode) or

Ntot corners

(corner view mode) or

Ntot corners (polyhedron)

(polyhedron view mode) or

Ntot facet normals

(facet normal view mode)

which shows in atom view mode the number of atoms Ntot of the NP (or of the outer facet shell if the
checkbox “Shell only” is selected) and the element type El of the included atoms. Further, Nfac gives the
number of atoms in the outer facet shell, irrespective of the evaluation mode (NP or NP shell). Both numbers,
Ntot and Nfac, are evaluated by atom counts during the NP building procedure.
In corner or polyhedron view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of corners (= 20) of the
dodecahedral NP.
In facet normals view mode parameter Ntot gives the number of facet normal directions (= 12) of the
dodecahedral NP where the direction vectors point to locations at the centers of the triangular facets.
The third line reading
Corners = Nc, edges = Ne, facets = Nf, Rad = Rr

characterizes the structure and size of the NP with Nc, Ne, and Nf counting the number of corners, edges,
and facets at the NP surface (These numbers, Nc = 20, Ne = 30, Nf = 12, are common to all dodecahedral
NPs.) Further, in atom, corner, or polyhedron view mode radius Rr refers to the sphere containing all atoms
of the outermost dodecahedral shell with Rr given above. In facet direction view mode the NP “corners”
reflect midpoints of the pentagonal facets of the dodecahedral NP to yield
Rd = (N - 1)/4 sqrt[14+6*sqrt(5)] a = 1.309017 (N - 1) a
In atom view mode, there is the facet checkbox next to the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window
which allows to emphasize all or selected atoms of the outermost facet shell. This is achieved by assigning
corresponding facet atoms of the outermost shell a nuclear charge which is decreased by 1 compared with
that used for the atoms inside the NP. As a result, these facet atoms will be painted with a color that differs
from that of the NP bulk atoms whenever the NP is rebuilt and visualized.
L-clicking the facet checkbox activates the facet paint option (indicated by a hook inside the box). Different
sets of facet atoms can be selected for emphasizing which depends on the option indicated by the label next
to the checkbox where three scenarios are possible. With label text
“Facets”

subsequent visualizations emphasize all facet atoms of the outer dodecahedral NP shell.
This is the defaut if Balsac is started with facet painting from scratch.

“Edges”

subsequent visualizations emphasize all edge atoms of adjacent facets at the outer
dodecahedral NP shell.

“Corners” subsequent visualizations emphasize all corner atoms of at least three joining facets at
the outer dodecahedral NP shell.
Switching between the different paint options is achieved by (repeated) R-clicking at the label. The facet
paint option can be disabled (shown by an empty box) by L-clicking the checkbox.
Below the check box “Facets” is a second checkbox labeled “Shell only” which allows to select from the
atoms of the NP only those of the outermost dodecahedral shell. L-clicking activates the check box
(indicated by a hook inside the box) and only facet atoms of the outermost shell will be evaluated in the
building process used for visualization and analysis. The option can be disabled (showing an empty box) by
L-clicking the checkbox.
In corner, polyhedron or facet direction view mode the two checkboxes dealing with facet painting and
outer shell constraints do not appear.
The nanoparticle builder window includes a menu bar at its top which shows additional options “Define”,
“Peel”, “Dress”, and ”View”. L-clicking entry

Define | Facets (NMK)

applies to Polyhedral Nanoparticles only and is not enabled.

Define | Generic

applies to Polyhedral Nanoparticles only and is not enabled.

Peel | Shell

decreases the NP size by decreasing the number N of dodecahedral
shells by 1 which removes the complete outermost dodecahedral shell
from the NP.

Dress | Shell

increases the NP size by increasing the number N of dodecahedral shells
by 1 which adds another dodecahedral shell to the NP.

View

allows to view different aspects of the NP: all atoms inside the
dodecahedral NP, all corners of the NP, and all facet directions of the
NP, see elsewhere.

Peeling, dressing, and changing view modes is followed by a blue message line “Update particle”
near the bottom right of the builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been used
to build the NP.
At the bottom right of the window there are three active control buttons (button “Red.”, used for
polyhedral NPs, is shown but disabled). L-clicking the button labeled
Build

calculates coordinates of all NP atoms with the chosen specifications and opens the
Cluster Builder which lists the calculated atom coordinates of the NP and allows further
modifications or visualization. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for
subsequent return to the nanoparticle builder window.

Visualize

button calculates all atom coordinates of the NP and visualizes the NP in the graphics
window. All (modified) NP parameter values will be saved for subsequent return to the
nanoparticle builder window.

Close

button closes the nanoparticle builder window and returns to the the Cluster Builder or
graphics window without evaluating atom coordinates. However, all NP structure
parameter values will be saved for subsequent opening of the nanoparticle builder
window.

The nanoparticle builder can be switched from its present dodecahedral mode to cubic mode (polyhedral (N,
M, K), {hkl}, or spherical) by L-clicking one of the corresponding radio buttons which select between the
different cubic crystal types, “Simple cubic”, “Body centered”, “Face centered”, “NaCl”, “CsCl” followed
by L-clicking radio button “Polyh” (Polyhedral Nanoparticles) or “Sphere” (Spherical Nanoparticles) inside
the NP type frame at the bottom left of the window.
Further, switching from the present dodecahedral mode to icosahedral mode is achieved by L-clicking the
radio button “Icos” inside the frame “Shape” at the upper right of the window.
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Redefine NP Miller Indices

By default, polyhedral nanoparticles are confined by monolayers of the netplane families {100}, {110}, and
{111}. The NP Miller index option allows to replace the {111} family by any other {hkl} family allowing to
visualize/analyze NPs with stepped and kinked facets.
Note that this option is available only for polyhedral nanoparticles.
L-clicking Miller from the menu bar of a polyhedral (N, M, K) or {hkl} Nanoparticle Builder Window opens the
NP Miller Index window shown as

In this window the input boxes next to “h =”, “k =”, and “l =” allow to (re)define a set of Miller indices h, k, and
l, respectively by typing where h = k = l = 1 is the default set.
At the bottom of the window there are three control buttons.
L-clicking the “Apply” button takes the Miller indices h, k, l from the corresponding input boxes to define a
new netplane family {hkl}, replacing the default family {111} (or any other previously defined),
which, together with structure parameter K, will be used as confinement of the polyhedral NP by
{hkl} monolayers. After this the NP Miller index window is closed and Balsac moves to the
{hkl} Nanoparticle Builder Window, combined with a blue message line “Update particle” near
the bottom right of the builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been
used to build the NP.
If the NP Miller Index window was opened with the definition of a polyhedral (N, M, K) NP, all
previous settings of the (N, M, K) NP are saved and can be recovered by the “Reset” button, see
below.
L-clicking the “Reset” button replaces the presently defined netplane family {hkl} by the default family
{111}. After this the NP Miller index window is closed and Balsac moves to the (N, M, K)
Nanoparticle Builder Window, combined with a blue message line “Update particle” near the
bottom right of the builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been used to
build the NP.
If the NP Miller Index window was opened with the definition of a previous polyhedral {hkl} NP,
the settings of the latest (N, M, K) NP are recovered, see above.
L-clicking the “Cancel ” button closes the NP Miller index window ignoring any changed index values and
returns to the (N, M, K) or {hkl} Nanoparticle Builder Window depending on the present setting.
Note that (re)defining or undefining NP Miller indices leads to different Nanoparticle Builder Windows, {hkl}
type with and (N, M, K) type without redefined Miller indices.
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Nanoparticle View Mode

Any of the nanoparticle builder windows for polyhedral NPs, (N, M, K), icosahedral, dodecahedral, and
{hkl} type, shows the option “View” in the menu at its top. This offers different views of the NP: all atoms
inside the (N, M, K) / icosahedral / dodecahedral / {hkl} polyhedron, all corners of the NP, all corners of the
enclosing polyhedron, and all facet directions of the NP. The view modes are chosen as follows:
L-clicking entry
View | Atoms

includes all atoms inside the NP for subsequent graphics. (This reflects the
default view of all NPs in the graphics window). In this view mode the NP
builder window includes a facet checkbox to emphasize facet atoms by
different color and a shell checkbox to select only atoms of the outer facets,
see elsewhere.

View | Corners

builds a fictitious NP of atoms placed at all corner sites of the NP. This
allows to visualize the polyhedral NP shape by its corner atoms. The
visualization can be emphasized by connecting bond lines between
neighboring corner atoms to show a true polyhedron. In this view mode the
NP builder window, for NPs other than icosahedral or dodecahedral,
includes a checkbox before “Crnr. sets” to discriminate sets of corners
originating from different symmetry operations by different color, see
elsewhere.

View | Polyhedron

builds a fictitious NP of atoms placed at all corner sites of the polyhedron
enclosing the initial atom NP where the corner sites may not reflect actual
atom sites due to corner capping at the NP with its discrete lattice.The
visualization can be emphasized by connecting bond lines between
neighboring corner atoms to show a true polyhedron. In this view mode the
NP builder window, for NPs other than icosahedral or dodecahedral,
includes a checkbox before “Crnr. sets” to discriminate sets of corners
originating from different symmetry operations by different color, see
elsewhere.

View | Facet normals

for (N, M, K) NPs builds a fictitious NP with atoms placed at centers of all
facets of the initial atom NP where the centers may not reflect actual atom
sites. For {hkl} NPs the atoms of the fictitious NP are placed on a common
sphere of radius Q/2 where Q is shown on the third line of the NP builder
window, see elsewhere. The vectors from the sphere center to each atom
site reflect all different {hkl} directions. This allows to visualize all facet
normal directions of the atom NP.

Each selection is confirmed by a check mark (hook) at the beginning of the corresponding entry in the option
menue “View”. In addition, the NP builder window includes a corresponding keyword, “Atoms”, “Corners”,
“Polyhedron”, “Facets”, in the first line of its analysis section.
A changed view mode is combined with a blue message line “Update particle” near the bottom right of the
builder window indicating that the parameter choice has not yet been used to build the NP.
Note that the view mode becomes effective only after the NP is viewed by L-clicking the “Build” or
“Visualize” button inside the nanoparticle builder window.
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Structure Parameters of Polyhedral Nanoparticles

(Balsac/Cluster sessions only) The Nanoparticle Builder allows to build Polyhedral Nanoparticles (NPs) of
atoms forming sections of the ideal cubic lattices, simple (sc), body centered (bcc), and face centered (fcc)
including NaCl and CsCl. The sections are confined by facets of {hkl} oriented netplane families, {100}, {110},
and {111} where the facet distances from the NP center are determined by structure parameters N, M, K
depending on the lattice. By default, the NP center is placed at a lattice atom assuming overall Oh symmetry.
With sc and fcc lattices, the NP center can also be a high symmetry (Oh) void site. For NaCl lattice NPs the
choice of a high symmetry void as center reduces the overall NP symmetry from Oh to Td.
Further details are given in the paper “Polyhedral Metal Nanoparticles with Cubic Lattice: Theory of Structural
Properties” by K. Hermann, http://arxiv.org/abs/2201.07038, p. 1-95 (2022).
•

NPs with sc lattice. The confining monolayers represent the three densest netplanes of the lattice in
the density order {100} (square) < {110} (rectangular) < {111} (hexagonal). The NPs can be either
atom or void centered.
The NPs are denoted sc[N, M, K] where integers N, M, K define the nanoparticle shape by distances
d{hkl} between confining parallel monolayers of {h k l} families with
d{100} = N a ,

d{110} = 2M a / sqrt(2) ,

d{111} = K a / sqrt(3)

with a denoting the cubic lattice constant. As a result, generic NPs are given by
•

•

atom centered NPs
cube

sc[N, N, 3N] N even

rhombohedron

sc[2M, M, 3M]
sc[2M, M, 3M-1]

octahedron

sc[K, K/2, K]

M even
M odd

K even

void centered NPs
cube

sc[N, N, 3N] N odd

rhombohedron
“

sc[2M-1, M, 3M-1]
sc[2M-1, M, 3M]

M even
M odd

octahedron

sc[K-2, (K-1)/2, K]

K odd

These generic NPs jointly confine the sc[N, M, K] NP and can enclose one another (A encloses B),
resulting in a generic NP (B), or intersect (A and B intersect, denoted by A / B) depending on N, M,
and K as follows
•

#

atom centered NPs
cube
cube / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

N<M
M < N < 2M
2M < N

octahedron
octahedron (tr. oct.) / cube
octahedron (tr. cube) / cube
cube

K<N
N < K < 2N
2N < K < 3N
3N < K

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

K < 2M
2M < K < 3M
3M < K
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•

void centered NP
cube
cube / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

N<M
M < N < 2M - 1
2M -1 < N

octahedron
octahedron (tr. oct.) / cube
octahedron (tr. cube) / cube
cube

K<N+2
N + 2 < K < 2N
2N < K < 3N
3N < K

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

K < 2M + 1
2M + 1 < K < 3M - 1
K > 3M -1

As a result, true cubo-rhombo-octahedral sc[N, M, K] NPs, exposing {100}, {110}, and {111} facets,
are subject to constraints
M < N < 2M ,

N < K < 3N ,

2M < K < 3M

(atom centered)

M < N < 2M - 1,

N + 2 < K < 3N ,

2M + 1 < K < 3M - 1

(void centered)

where in each line one inequality follows from the other two.

•

NPs with bcc lattice. The confining monolayers represent the two densest netplanes of the lattice
and {111} in the density order {110} (rectangular) < {100} (square) < {111} (hexagonal). The NPs are
always atom centered.
The NPs are denoted bcc[N, M, K] where integers N, M, K define the nanoparticle shape by
distances d{hkl} between confining parallel monolayers of {h k l} families with
d{100} = N a ,

d{110} = 2M a / sqrt(2) ,

d{111} = K a / sqrt(3)

with a denoting the cubic lattice constant. As a result, generic NPs are given by
cube

bcc[N, N, 3N]

rhombohedron

bcc[2M, M, 3M]

octahedron

bcc[K, K/2, K]

K even ,

bcc[K-1, (K-1)/2, K] K odd

These generic NPs jointly confine the bcc[N, M, K] NP and can enclose one another (A encloses
B), resulting in a generic NP (B), or intersect (A and B intersect, denoted by A / B) depending on N,
M, and K as follows
cube
cube / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

N<M
M < N < 2M
2M < N

octahedron
octahedron (tr. oct.) / cube
octahedron (tr. cube) / cube
cube

K<N
N < K < 2N
2N < K < 3N
3N < K

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

K < 2M
2M < K < 3M
3M < K

As a result, true cubo-rhombo-octahedral bcc[N, M, K] NPs, exposing {100}, {110}, and {111}
facets, are subject to constraints
M < N < 2M ,

N < K < 3N ,

2M < K < 3M

where in each line one inequality follows from the other two.

•

NPs with fcc lattice. The confining monolayers represent the three densest netplanes of the lattice
in the density order {111} (hexagonal) < {100} (square) < {110} (rectangular). The NPs can be either
atom or void centered.
The NPs are denoted fcc[N, M, K] where integers N, M, K define the nanoparticle shape by
distances d{hkl} between confining parallel monolayers of {h k l} families with
d{100} = N a ,

d{110} = M a / sqrt(2) ,

d{111} = K a / sqrt(3)

with a denoting the cubic lattice constant. As a result, generic NPs are given by
•

•

atom centered NPs
cube

fcc[N, 2N, 3N] N even , fcc[N, 2N, 3N-1] N odd

rhombohedron
“
“
“

fcc[M, M, 3M/2]
fcc[M-1, M, (3M-3)/2]
fcc[M, M, (3M-2)/2]
fcc[M-1, M, (3M-1)/2]

octahedron

fcc[K, K, K]

M = 4p
M = 4p+1
M = 4p+2
M = 4p+3

K even

void centered NPs
cube

fcc[N, 2N, 3N-1] N even , fcc[N, 2N, 3N] N odd

rhombohedron
“
“
“

fcc[M-1, M, (3M-2)/2]
fcc[M, M, (3M-1)/2]
fcc[M-1, M, 3M/2]
fcc[M, M, (3M-3)/2]

octahedron

fcc[K, K, K]

M = 4p
M = 4p+1
M = 4p+2
M = 4p+3

K odd

These generic NPs jointly confine the fcc[N, M, K] NP and can enclose one another (A encloses B),
resulting in a generic NP (B), or intersect (A and B intersect, denoted by A / B) depending on N, M,
and K as follows
•

•

atom centered NPs
rhombohedron
rhombohedron / cube
cube

M < N + h’
N + h’ < M < 2N
2N < M

octahedron
octahedron / cube
cube

K<N
N < K < 3N - h
K > 3N - h

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
“
“
“
rhombohedron
“
“
“

K < M - h’
M < K < 3M/2
M - 1 < K < (3M - 3) / 2
M < K < (3M - 2) / 2
M - 1 < K < (3M - 1) / 2
K > 3M / 2
K > (3M - 3) / 2
K > (3M - 2) / 2
K > (3M - 1) / 2

M = 4p
M = 4p+1
M = 4p+2
M = 4p+3
M = 4p
M = 4p+1
M = 4p+2
M = 4p+3

void centered NPs
rhombohedron
rhombohedron / cube
cube

M < N + h’
N + h’ < M < 2N
2N < M

octahedron
octahedron / cube
cube

K<N
N < K < 3N - h
K > 3N - h

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron

K < M - h’
M-1 < K < (3M - 2) / 2

M = 4p

“
“
“
rhombohedron
“
“
“

M < K < (3M - 1) / 2
M - 1 < K < 3M / 2
M < K < (3M - 3) / 2

M = 4p+1
M = 4p+2
M = 4p+3

K > (3M - 2) / 2
K > (3M - 1) / 2
K > 3M / 2
K > (3M - 3) / 2

M = 4p
M = 4p+1
M = 4p+2
M = 4p+3

with
h = 0 (N + K even),
h’ = 0 (M + K even),

= 1 (N + K odd)
= 1 (M + K odd)

As a result, true cubo-rhombo-octahedral fcc[N, M, K] NPs, exposing {100}, {110}, and {111}
facets, are subject to constraints
N + h’ < M < 2N ,

N < K < 3N - h ,

M < K < 3M/2, …

N + h’ < M < 2N ,

N < K < 3N - h ,

M-1 < K < (3M - 2) / 2 , … (void centered)

(atom centered)

where in each line one inequality follows from the other two.

•

NPs with NaCl lattice (derived from sc). The confining monolayers represent the three densest
netplanes of the lattice in the density order {100} (square) < {110} (rectangular) < {111} (hexagonal).
The NPs of Oh symmetry always atom centered while a void centered species of Td symmetry (Oh
with missing inversion center) exists.
The NPs are denoted NaCl[N, M, K] where integers N, M, K define the nanoparticle shape by
distances d{hkl} between confining parallel monolayers of {h k l} families with
d{100} = N a/2 ,

d{110} = M a / sqrt(2) ,

d{111} = K a / (2 sqrt(3))

with a denoting the cubic lattice constant. As a result, generic NPs are given by
•

•

atom centered NPs
cube

NaCl[N, N, 3N]

N even

rhombohedron
“

NaCl[2M, M, 3M]
NaCl[2M, M, 3M-1]

M even
M odd

octahedron

NaCl[K, K/2, K]

void centered NPs
cube

NaCl[N, N, 3N]

N odd

rhombohedron
“

NaCl[2M-1, M, 3M-1]
NaCl[2M-1, M, 3M]

M even
M odd

octahedron

NaCl[K-2, (K-1)/2, K]

K odd

These generic NPs jointly confine the NaCl[N, M, K] NP and can enclose one another (A encloses
B), resulting in a generic NP (B), or intersect (A and B intersect, denoted by A / B) depending on N,
M, and K as follows
•

atom centered NPs
cube
cube / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

N<M
M < N < 2M
2M < N

octahedron
octahedron (tr. oct.) / cube
octahedron (tr. cube) / cube
cube

K<N
N < K < 2N
2N < K < 3N
3N < K

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
rhombohedron
•

K < 2M
2M < K < 3M
3M < K

void centered NP
cube
cube / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

N<M
M < N < 2M - 1
2M -1 < N

octahedron
octahedron (tr. oct.) / cube
octahedron (tr. cube) / cube
cube

K<N+2
N + 2 < K < 2N
2N < K < 3N
3N < K

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

K < 2M + 1
2M + 1 < K < 3M - 1
K > 3M -1

As a result, true cubo-rhombo-octahedral NaCl[N, M, K] NPs, exposing {100}, {110}, and {111}
facets, are subject to constraints
M < N < 2M ,

N < K < 3N ,

2M < K < 3M

(atom centered)

M < N < 2M - 1,

N + 2 < K < 3N ,

2M + 1 < K < 3M - 1

(void centered)

where in each line one inequality follows from the other two.

•

NPs with CsCl lattice (derived from bcc). The confining monolayers represent the two densest
netplanes of the lattice and {111} in the density order {110} (rectangular) < {100} (square) < {111}
(hexagonal). The NPs are always atom centered, either Cs or Cl at the NP center.
The NPs are denoted CsCl[N, M, K] where integers N, M, K define the nanoparticle shape by
distances d{hkl} between confining parallel monolayers of {h k l} families with
d{100} = N a ,

d{110} = 2M a / sqrt(2) ,

d{111} = K a / sqrt(3)

with a denoting the cubic lattice constant. As a result, generic NPs are given by
cube

CsCl[N, N, 3N]

rhombohedron

CsCl[2M, M, 3M]

octahedron

CsCl[K, K/2, K]

K even ,

CsCl[K-1, (K-1)/2, K] K odd

These generic NPs jointly confine the CsCl[N, M, K] NP and can enclose one another (A encloses
B), resulting in a generic NP (B), or intersect (A and B intersect, denoted by A / B) depending on N,
M, and K as follows
cube
cube / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

N<M
M < N < 2M
2M < N

octahedron
octahedron (tr. oct.) / cube
octahedron (tr. cube) / cube
cube

K<N
N < K < 2N
2N < K < 3N
3N < K

octahedron
octahedron / rhombohedron
rhombohedron

K < 2M
2M < K < 3M
3M < K

As a result, true cubo-rhombo-octahedral CsCl[N, M, K] NPs, exposing {100}, {110}, and {111}
facets, are subject to constraints
M < N < 2M ,

N < K < 3N ,

2M < K < 3M

where in each line one inequality follows from the other two.
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List Cluster

The atom list box inside the the cluster builder window shows all atoms of the cluster (only 12 atoms will be
visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the left). Each line reading
i)

x

y

z

Rad

Znuc

refers to one atom showing its atom index i, its position in Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (in corresponding
length units), its atom radius Rad, and its nuclear charge Znuc.
If an atom k of the particle has been included in a group the corresponding line of the list starts with “kg …”
rather than with “k) …”. If an atom k of the particle has been hidden the corresponding line of the list starts
with “kh …” rather than with “k) …”. If a group atom is hidden the corresponding line of the list starts with
“kgh …” rather than with “k) …”.
While the atom list is useful to inspect atom properties in numerical detail it can also be used to modify
/add and remove atoms of the particle.
D-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k opens the modify atom window described separately
allowing to change all properties of atom k. After the atom modify window is closed Balsac
returns to the cluster builder window.
R-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k (sometimes preceded by L-clicking the line) shows a
message box reading
Remove atom # k from cluster?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button removes atom k from the particle and returns to the
cluster builder window. L-clicking the “No” button returns to the cluster builder window
without any action.
Particles can be further modified by adding atoms, shifting the particle origin, or resetting the cluster
which is possible by L-clicking buttons below the atom list box.
L-clicking the “Add” button opens the add atom window described separately allowing to add a new atom
with all its parameters. After the cluster atom window is closed Balsac returns to the cluster
builder window.
L-clicking the “Default” button resets the complete cluster by a default cluster, consisting of one H atom
positioned at (0,0,0) This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Balsac defaults cluster (1 H atom only), continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button replaces the present cluster by the default which is also
shows in the session title reading
Default cluster: 1 H atom at (0,0,0).

Note that this option is identical with the scratch option available by L-clicking the “Scratch”
button of the cluster builder window except that the present option will not reset previously
defined graphics parameters.
L-clicking the “Set origin” button with one of the cluster atoms selected (L-click corresponding line of
atom k in the list box) shifts all cluster atoms such that atom k is positioned at (0, 0, 0). This
needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set cluster origin at atom # k?"

where L-clicking the “Yes” button selects the new origin. Origin shifts in complex clusters may
#
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be required to emphasize point symmetry centers

Radii of all cluster atoms can be set freely inside the modify atom window or the add atom window or the.
Meaningful values require that atom balls do not overlap in graphical representations of the cluster. This can
be achieved by setting covalent radii and scaling all radii.
L-clicking the “Covalent” button assigns covalent radii from an internal table to all cluster atoms. This
needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Set covalent atom radii, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all atom radii.
Note that, depending on the cluster geometry, setting covalent radii may lead to overlapping
atom balls in cluster drawings which can be fixed by atom scaling, see “Scale” button below.
Covalent radii of all cluster atoms can also be obtained by L-clicking the “Atoms | Atom radii |
Covalent radii” menu entry of the graphics window.
L-clicking the “Scale” button scales all atom radii by a common factor to yield a “touching balls” geometry
where distances between neighboring atoms are larger or equal to the sums of the two
corresponding atom radii. This needs to be confirmed in a message box reading
Scale atom radii, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button resets all atom radii.
Note that this option scales radii only of atoms in layers of the lattice section that have not
been rebuilt. Scaled atom radii of all cluster atoms can also be obtained by L-clicking
the“Atoms | Atom radii | Touching atom radii” menu entry of the graphics window.
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Modify Cluster

The atom list box inside the the cluster builder window shows all atoms of the cluster (only 12 atoms will be
visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the left).
D-clicking a line of the list referring to atom k opens the modify atom window.

allowing to change parameters of a selected atom whose index k is given in the title line “Atom # k”.
The atom is characterized by its Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (defining the corresponding position vector
r(i) ), its atom radius Radius used for plotting, and its nuclear charge Znuc. All values are given in input
boxes where they can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition, the element button next to
the input box of Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this button opens the element table
window where L-clicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the corresponding
nuclear charge in the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the position vector.
L-clicking the “Group add” button adds the present atom to an existing group of cluster atoms or starts a
new group. Group atoms will be labeled by white circles and crossing lines in subsequent
particle drawings and can be subject to any group operation.
The option has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button in a message box reading
Include (changed) atom as p in group?

where p denotes the index of atom k in list of group atoms.
Note that confirming this option does not require additional L-clicking of the “Apply” button,
see below.
L-clicking the “Grp exclude” button (available only and replacing the “Group add” button if the selected
atom k has been assigned to a group) removes the present atom from an existing group of
cluster atoms.
The option has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button in a message box reading
Exclude atom from group?

Note that confirming this option does not require additional L-clicking of the “Apply” button,
see below.
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L-clicking the “Hide” button hides the selected atom inside the particle such that it does not show in
subsequent plots and will not appear in PostScript and bitmap graphics output of Balsac, see
elsewhere. Hidden atoms cannot be included in any analysis of the particle. However, their
coordinates and properties are still contained in the particle definition and the atoms may be
revived later, see also button “Revive” below”. In addition, hidden atoms can be sketched by
transparent circles which facilitates finding and reviving them.
The option has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button in a message box reading
Hide (changed) atom?

Note that confirming this option does not require additional L-clicking of the “Apply” button,
see below.
L-clicking the “Revive” button(available only and replacing the “Hide” button if the selected atom k has
been hidden) revives the selected hidden atom inside the particle such that it will show in
subsequent plots.
The option has to be confirmed by L-clicking the “Yes” button in a message box reading
Rivive hidden (changed) atom?

Note that confirming this option does not require additional L-clicking of the “Apply” button,
see below.
L-clicking the “Set origin” button shifts all atoms such that atom k is positioned at (0, 0, 0). This needs to
be confirmed in a message box reading
Set cluster origin at atom # k?"

where L-clicking the “Yes” button selects the new origin. Origin shifts in complex layers can
be used to change the graphical appearance of a layer section and may be required to
emphasize point symmetry centers
L-clicking the “Apply” button saves any changed values of (x, y, z), Radius, Znuc, closes the modify atom
window, and inserts all atom parameters in the list box inside the cluster builder window.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the modify atom window and returns to the cluster builder window
ignoring all changes made in the add atom window. This may need to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Changed atom data will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button closes the window.
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Add to Cluster

The atom list box inside the the cluster builder window shows all atoms of the cluster (only 12 atoms will be
visible at a time, the complete listing may be obtained by moving the scroll bar at the left).
L-clicking the “Add” button below the atom list box opens the add atom window.

allowing to set all properties of a new atom whose index k is given in the title line “Atom # k” with k
denoting the last index of the updated cluster atom list (after the add).
The atom is characterized by its Cartesian coordinates (x, y, z) (defining the corresponding position vector
r(i) ), its atom radius Radius used for plotting, and its nuclear charge Znuc. All values are given in input
boxes where they can be changed (L-clicking the box and typing). In addition, the element button next to
the input box of Znuc shows the element name of the atom. L-clicking this button opens the element table
window where L-clicking a table entry chooses the element, closes the window, inserts the corresponding
nuclear charge in the input box of Znuc, and shows the element name on the button.
If a vector V resulting from a graphical analysis has been saved on the vector stack it can be retrieved and
used for input. L-clicking the text labels “x =”, “y =”, “z =” to the left of the vector input boxes retrieves the
stack vector filling all input boxes of the position vector.
L-clicking the “Add” button confirms any changed values of (x, y, z), Radius, Znuc, closes the add atom
window, and inserts all atom parameters in the list box inside the cluster builder window.
L-clicking the “Close” button closes the add atom window and returns to the cluster builder window
ignoring all changes made in the add atom window. This may need to be confirmed in a
message box reading
Changed atom data will be lost, continue?

where L-clicking the “Yes” button closes the window.
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Appendix

The appendix collects background information on methods and parameters used inside Balsac. Further, the
different formats available for file input/output are explained in detail.

Basic Definitions
Covalent Radii Table
Lattice Parameters
File Formats
Programming, Internal Settings
Bibliography, Software
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Basic Definitions

In this section we describe how Balsac deals with crystal lattices, atom coordinates, symmetry, and colors /
painting of atoms.
Coordinate Systems, Basis Vectors
Colors / Painting in Graphics
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Coordinate Systems, Basis Vectors

An absolute 3-dimensional cartesian coordinate system (x, y, z) defines all atom coordinates of a cluster
(Cluster session) as well as the elementary cell and the lattice periodicity vectors R1, R2, R3 of a periodic
structure where R1, R2, R3 form a right-handed system (Lattice session). All lattice basis vectors of nonprimitive lattices refer to points inside the elementary cell spanned by R1, R2, R3. The system (x, y, z) is also
used to define viewing directions for graphical and numerical output of atom clusters.
In order to build netplanes defined by Miller indices (h k l) in a Lattice session the original lattice vectors R1,
R2, R3 are transformed linearly to yield R1', R2', R3' where R1' and R2' are parallel to the (h k l) netplanes
with R1' denoting the smallest length between equivalent atoms and R3' forming a positive scalar product
with the lattice plane normal vector En.
All atom coordinates of a lattice section (Lattice session) are described by an internal cartesian coordinate
system (X, Y, Z) which is also used to define viewing directions for graphical and numerical output of lattice
sections. In this system the transformed basis R1', R2', R3' (netplane adapted lattice vectors) is given by
R1' = a ( 1, 0, 0 )
R2' = b ( cos(ph1), sin(ph1), 0)
R3' = c ( sin(th) * cos(ph2), sin(th) * sin(ph2), cos(th))
with
a = |R1'|, b = |R2'|, c = |R3'|, |En| = 1
ph1 = angle(R1', R2'), th = angle(R3', En), ph2 = angle(R3' - (R3'*En) En, R1')
Alternative layer periodicities modeling restructured layers are defined by 2x2 matrix transformations. The
planar basis vectors R1'', R2'' of the restructured layer are given as
R1'' = M11 * R1' + M12 * R2'
R2'' = M21 * R1' + M22 * R2'
where R1', R2' define the original layer periodicity. Separate lattice basis vectors can be assigned to a layer
in order to allow layer restructuring in the most general case. For further details consult the layer builder
window and references given in this manual.
All internal computations are based on reciprocal Bravais lattice vectors corresponding to R1, R2, R3. For
cubic structures (fcc, bcc and composite structures based on fcc, bcc) Balsac can accept Miller indices both
in the commonly used simple cubic and in generic notation, see lattice builder window.
In parallel projection (PERSP = 0, >> 1) atoms described by (X, Y, Z) (Balsac/Lattice session) or (x, y, z)
(Balsac/Cluster session) are projected on to the viewing plane defined by its normal vector p of direction
THETA, PHI
p = (sin(THETA) * cos(PHI), sin(THETA) * sin(PHI), cos(THETA))
The x axis of the viewing plane is defined by (En x p) x p (En is the lattice plane normal vector (Balsac/Lattice
session) or vector (0,0,1) (Balsac/Cluster session)) and the y axis points along (En x p). If p is
parallel/antiparallel to En then x, y coincides with the internal coordinate directions X, Y. For graphics output
with a rotation angle ROT = 0 the x direction is vertical pointing downwards and the y direction is horizontal
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pointing to the right on the screen. For non-zero rotation angles the plot coordinates are rotated clock-wise
about the screen origin (center of the screen). The plot coordinates are enlarged/reduced by the optional
magnification factor MAGNF.
In central projection the projection plane stands perpendicular to the viewing direction, direction vector p, at a
distance R from the origin which is placed by default at the center of the crystal section or cluster. Here R
denotes the radius of the smallest sphere about the crystal section / cluster center enclosing the section, see
figure.

The viewer X is placed at a distance (persp+1) * R from the projection plane, see figure, where persp > 0 can
be chosen freely with the view option. For perspective factors persp < 1 some atoms may sit behind the
viewer and will not show in plots. (The value persp = 0 is reserved for parallel projection.) The projection
origin can be repositioned and persp may be changed in the view parameter window the basic distance unit
R depends on the size and shape of the crystal section / cluster.
When viewing angles are changed incrementally (using fast plot keys, see key manipulation) the visual
movement of the displayed section will proceed in different directions depending on the rotation angle ROT.
For ROT < 180 pressing [arrow right] (increasing PHI by DPHI and repeating the plot) will move the
background part of the section to the right while ROT > 180 moves the background part to the left. Pressing
[arrow up/down] leads also to opposite visual movements for ROT < 180 and > 180.
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Colors / Painting in Graphics

(Balsac Unix/X.11 version only) Balsac uses internal color definitions and coding schemes for producing
screen graphics and color PostScript output which will be explained in the following.
Note that the internal color definitions of Balsac Version 4 for Windows, details are given elsewhere, differ
from those of the Unix version.
The complete internal table determining all available colors contains nctot <= ncmax entries (ncmax = 256)
consisting each of an integer triple (nr, ng, nb) defining RGB colors with values nr, ng, nb ranging between 0
and rgb (defined in the initialization file with defaults rgb = 65535). The color table entries 0...pb (pb = 7)
determine the BASE COLORS defined in the following table
-----------------------------entry color definition
-----------------------------0
"black"
1
"white"
2
graphics background
3
graphics text color
4
default link color
5
default stereo red
6
default stereo blue
7
default stereo white
------------------------------

The remaining color table entries pb+1...nctot determine colors used for painting/shading of balls and bonds.
These colors are based on ncolb entries (BASIC PAINT COLORS). Each paint color comes with nsh different
TONES varying from dark to light among which there is a default DARK TONE and a LIGHT TONE. These
definitions are given in the initialization file, see Sec. 6.4.10 of the Unix Balsac manual. The respective color
table entries are as follows
-------------------------------------------------------------------------palette color table entries
color
(darkest) ..... (def.dark) ..... (def.light) .... (lightest)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------1
ns(1)+1 ....... ns(1)+na ....... ns(1)+ne ....... ns(1)+nsh
2
ns(2)+1 ....... ns(2)+na ....... ns(2)+ne ....... ns(2)+nsh
...
ncolb ns(ncolb)+1 ... ns(ncolb)+na ... ns(ncolb)+ne ... ns(ncolb)+nsh
-------------------------------------------------------------------------where
ns(i) = pb+(i-1)*nsh
yielding a total number of colors
nctot = ns(ncolb)+nsh = pb+ncolb*nsh .
The above color table entries are used to define background and link colors allowing for the full range of nctot
colors. In contrast, colors used to paint circles and (shaded) balls of atoms are addressed by their paint color.
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Defining paint color j for
•

a circle or ball (filled circle) will use the respective def.dark color table entry given by position
ns(j)+na(j) .

•

a hard-, fuzzy-, or dither-shaded ball (two color filling, black framing) will use the "black", def.dark,
and def.light color table entries given by positions 0, ns(j)+na(j), and ns(j)+ne(j).

•

a glossy-shaded ball (continuous color filling) will use nsh color table entries, ns(j)+1 ... ns(j)+nsh.

Balsac contains an internal color palette which is generated when Balsac is started using definitions of the
initialization file, see Sec. 6.4.10 of the Unix Balsac manual. The palette has nptot entries np(1), ... np(nptot)
which point at paint color indices j and thus determine the sequence in which paint colors are used in plots,
see Sec. 6.2.7 of the Unix Balsac manual.
The above color table is generated when Balsac is started using definitions of the initialization file, see Sec.
6.4.10 of the Unix Balsac manual. In this file all base colors 0...pb are defined explicitly by their RGB values
while the paint colors are given in short form. For paint color j a basic definition RGB0 = (R(j), G(j), B(j)), four
darkness factors (values between 0 and 1), qu(j) for darkest, qb(j)j for def.dark, qe(j) for def.light, qt(j) for
lightest, and a gamma value gam are defined from which the nsh different tones (color table entries) are built.
This uses an RGB color function (linear path between (0,0,0), RGB0, and (rgb, rgb, rgb)) given by
RGB0 * q/qint

if q < qint

( RGB0*(1-q) + RGBW*(q-qint) ) / (1-qint)

if q > qint

RGB(q) =

with
qint = (R(j)+G(j)+B(j)) / (3*rgb) and RGBW = (rgb, rgb, rgb).
Then the different tones of paint color j corresponding to color table entries ns(j)+1 ... ns(j)+nsh are defined
by RGB(q(i)) with
q(i) = qu(j) + (qt(j)-qu(j)) * [(i-1)/(nsh-1)]**gam , i = 1,...nsh .
The gamma factor gam allows you to modify the distribution of tones between the darkest and lightest value.
Here gam = 1 corresponds to a homogeneous distribution while gam > 1 (gam < 1) emphasizes darker
(lighter) tones. Reasonable gamma values lie between 0.3 and 3.0.
The offsets na(j), ne(j) used for the def.dark and def.light tones (see above) are determined by integers
na(j) nearest to (nsh-1) * (qb(j)-qu(j)) / (qt(j)-qu(j)) ,
ne(j) nearest to (nsh-1) * (qe(j)-qu(j)) / (qt(j)-qu(j)) .
If gray tone conversion of screen colors is selected, see Sec. 6.2.15 of the Unix Balsac manual, all RGB color
entries are replaced by gray values using the video transformation
(r,g,b) --> (r',g',b') = (s,s,s)

with s = 0.30*r + 0.59*g + 0.11*b .

All color and palette definitions given in the Balsac initialization file may be modified with the basic parameter
option of a Balsac session, see Sec. 6.2.15 of the Unix Balsac manual. However, the appropriate color
parameters have to be chosen with care to avoid incomplete or incorrect graphics.
Color PostScript file output uses the RGB values as defined in the color table. However, all RGB integers are
renormalized to real numbers inside the range [0,1]. Output of color PostScript files on b/w PostScript laser
printers automatically converts RGB colors to gray tones using the above transformation.
Gray scale PostScript file output converts colors for painting atoms and bonds to gray tones according to the

above transformation (r,g,b) --> (r',g',b') . Note that in practice only 4 - 6 different gray shaded atoms can be
easily discriminated in a plot. This has to be considered in designing gray scale PostScript output by setting
respective color code tables, see Secs. 6.2.15, 6.4.10 of the Balsac Unix manual. An initialization file
'bwgraph.ini' provided with the Balsac software contains color definitions which are optimized for best gray
scale results. It can be loaded inside the basic parameter option ([P] from the main option menu) of a Balsac
session.
The different shading algorithms for screen output are described below and in Secs. 6.2.7, 6.3.5 of the
Balsac Unix manual. PostScript output allows only for hard-shading (option [H] of the graphics design menu,
see Sec. 6.2.7 of the Unix Balsac manual) and for continuous shading (options [F],[D],[G] of the graphics
design menu, see Sec. 6.2.7 of the Unix Balsac manual). Hard-shading used in PostScript output is identical
to that of screen output. Continuous shading uses, for each palette color or palette gray tone, a set of nshps
different tones which are determined by the algorithm used also for color screen output and described above
(note that all PostScript RGB components are within the range [0.0,1.0] and rgb = 1.0). When continuous
shading is active the value of nshps is prompted before PostScript file output is initiated. This allows for
separate shading densities in PostScript and screen output.
Ball shading for screen and PostScript output is determined by the direction of the incident light defined by
angles by polar and azimuthal angles theta, phi with respect to the screen or paper normal direction yielding
a direction (unit) vector
e = ( sin(theta)*cos(phi), sin(theta)*sin(phi), cos(theta) )
where one light source and parallel light is assumed. A polar angle phi = 0 corresponds to the vertical y
direction on the screen. Thus, the default values theta,phi = 65, 30 degrees refer to light shining from the
upper left front location relative to the viewer. Shading is based on three contributions
•

homogeneous diffuse background light of relative intensity qdiff,

•

Lambert shading determined by the scalar product n*e of the ball surface normal (unit) vecor n
and the light direction vector e with a maximum relative intensity qlamb,

•

specularly reflected light determined by the 5th power of the scalar product of the screen or paper
normal direction vector and the reflected light direction vector with a maximum relative intensity
qspec,

where usually

qdiff + qlamb + qspec = 1.

Hard-shading of balls (design option [H] using two color tones (dark, light)) needs only factor qdiff where the
separation line between the dark and light tone is determined by the equation n * e = qdiff , see above.
Fuzzy- and dither-shading of balls (options [F],[D] of the graphics design menu) assumes no specular
reflection ( qspec = 0.0) while glossy-shading (option [G]) includes all tree contributions, see Sec. 6.2.7, 6.3.5
of the Unix Balsac manual. At present PostScript graphics output of shaded balls does not include specular
reflection.

# $ K +

Covalent Radii Table

When Balsac displays atoms as balls corresponding radii can be input by the user. Alternatively, Balsac can
use internal default values (covalent atom radii). The following list shows the internal default radii (given in
Angstrom units).

#

Element

Radius

Element

Radius

Element

Radius

Element

Radius

H(1)
B(5)
F(9)
Al(13)
Cl(17)
Sc(21)
Mn(25)
Cu(29)
As(33)
Rb(37)
Nb(41)
Rh(45)
In(49)
I(53)
La(57)
Pm(61)
Tb(65)
Tm(69)
Ta(73)
Ir(77)
Tl(81)
At(85)
Ac(89)
Np(93)
Bk(97)

0.4350
.9750
0.7200
1.4318
0.9900
1.6545
1.3500
1.2780
1.2000
2.4700
1.4318
1.3450
1.6662
1.3300
1.8725
1.8090
1.8005
1.7687
1.4280
1.3573
1.7283
1.4500
1.8775
1.6000
1.6000

He(2)
C(6)
Ne(10)
Si(14)
Ar(18)
Ti(22)
Fe(26)
Zn(30)
Se(34)
Sr(38)
Mo(42)
Pd(46)
Sn(50)
Xe(54)
Ce(58)
Sm(62)
Dy(66)
Yb(70)
W(74)
Pt(78)
Pb(82)
Rn(86)
Th(90)
Pu(94)
Cf(98)

1.4000
0.6550
1.6000
1.1758
1.9000
1.4755
1.2411
1.3325
1.1600
2.1513
1.3626
1.3755
1.5375
2.2000
1.8243
1.8040
1.7951
1.9396
1.3705
1.3873
1.7501
1.4300
1.7975
1.6000
1.6000

Li(3)
N(7)
Na(11)
P(15)
K(19)
V(23)
Co(27)
Ga(31)
Br(35)
Y(39)
Tc(43)
Ag(47)
Sb(51)
Cs(55)
Pr(59)
Eu(63)
Ho(67)
Lu(71)
Re(75)
Au(79)
Bi(83)
Fr(87)
Pa(91)
Am(95)
Es(99)

1.5199
0.7500
1.8579
1.0600
2.2620
1.3090
1.2535
1.3501
1.1400
1.8237
1.3675
1.4447
1.4000
2.6325
1.8362
1.9840
1.7886
1.7515
1.3800
1.4419
1.4600
2.5000
1.6086
1.6000
1.6000

Be(4)
O(8)
Mg(12)
S(16)
Ca(20)
Cr(24)
Ni(28)
Ge(32)
Kr(36)
Zr(40)
Ru(44)
Cd(48)
Te(52)
Ba(56)
Nd(60)
Gd(64)
Er(68)
Hf(72)
Os(76)
Hg(80)
Po(84)
Ra(88)
U(92)
Cm(96)
Fm(100)

1.1430
0.7300
1.6047
1.0200
1.9758
1.2490
1.2460
1.2248
2.0000
1.6156
1.3529
1.4894
1.3600
2.1705
1.8295
1.8180
1.7794
1.5973
1.3676
1.5025
1.4600
2.1400
1.5683
1.6000
1.6000
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# $ K +

Lattice Parameters

Balsac uses use internal default settings for crystal lattices inside its lattice builder. The following tables
give, for each of the 9 standard lattices and for the 14 Bravais lattices, cartesian coordinates of all lattice
vectors of the real and reciprocal lattice and coordinates of all lattice basis vectors of non-primitive lattices.
Also shown are default nuclear charges and atom/ion radii. The radii are calculated for touching spheres of
maximum space filling and are used to determine the packing ratio (defined as the relative amount of space
filled by the spheres). The point symmetry elements of the lattices reflect the point symmetry groups
cubic group

for sc, fcc,bcc, NaCl, CsCl lattices,

tetrahedral group

for diamond, cubic ZnS lattices,

reduced hexagonal group

for hcp, graphite lattices.

The symmetry labels and vectors (vx,vy,vz) are defined as
"1"

for identity operation with (vx,vy,vz) denoting the lattice origin,

"I"

for inversion operation with (vx,vy,vz) denoting the lattice origin,

"Cn"

for n-fold rotational axes with (vx,vy,vz) pointing along the axis (only n = 1, 2, 3, 4, 6 are
meaningful),

"Mn"

for n-fold mirror planes with (vx,vy,vz) pointing along the mirror plane normal. Here n = 2
denotes standard mirror planes while n = 3, 4, 6 refer to n-fold rotations combined with
inversions (rotoreflection).

In the following, all coordinates in real space are given as multiples of the lattice constant A, those of the
reciprocal space as multiples of 1/A.

Standard Lattices
Simple Cubic Lattice

Face Centered Cubic Lattice

Body Centered Cubic Lattice

Hexagonal Close-Packed Lattice

Diamond Lattice

Sodium Chloride Lattice

Cesium Chloride Lattice

Cubic Zincblende Lattice

Graphite Lattice
Bravais Lattices
Triclinic-P Lattice

Monoclinic-P Lattice

Monoclinic-C Lattice

Orthorhombic-P Lattice

Orthorhombic-C Lattice

Orthorhombic-I Lattice

Orthorhombic-F Lattice

Tetragonal-P Lattice

Tetragonal-I Lattice

Hexagonal-P Lattice

Trigonal-R Lattice

Cubic-P (sc) Lattice

Cubic-I (bcc) Lattice

Cubic-F (fcc) Lattice

Lattice Constants

#

L0261
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# $ K +

Simple Cubic Lattice

Internal lattice code = 1.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

1.00000

0.00000

0.00000

G1

6.28319

0.00000

0.00000

R2

0.00000

1.00000

0.00000

G2

0.00000

6.28319

0.00000

R3

0.00000

0.00000

1.00000

G3

0.00000

0.00000

6.28319

1 lattice basis vector

r1

x

y

z

atom radius

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.5000

nucl. charge
1 (H)

packing ratio = 0.52360
48 symmetry operations :

#

type(s)

vector (x, y, z)

1,I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

C2, M2

0.707107

0.707107

0.000000

C2, M2

0.707107

-0.707107

0.000000

C2, M2

0.707107

0.000000

0.707107

C2, M2

0.707107

0.000000

-0.707107

C2, M2

0.000000

0.707107

0.707107

C2, M2

0.000000

0.707107

-0.707107

C3, M3

0.577350

0.577350

0.577350

C3, M3

0.577350

0.577350

-0.577350

C3, M3

0.577350

-0.577350

0.577350

C3, M3

0.577350

-0.577350

-0.577350
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1x1, 9xC2, 8xC3, 6xC4, 1xI, 9xM2, 8xM3, 6xM4

# $ K +

Face Centered Cubic Lattice

Internal lattice code = 2.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

0.00000

0.50000

0.50000

G1

-6.28319

6.28319

6.28319

R2

0.50000

0.00000

0.50000

G2

6.28319

-6.28319

6.28319

R3

0.50000

0.50000

0.00000

G3

6.28319

6.28319

-6.28319

1 lattice basis vector

r1

x

y

z

atom radius

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.3536

packing ratio = 0.74048
48 symmetry operations :

#

L0263
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K
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see Simple Cubic Lattice

nucl. charge
13 (Al)

# $ K +

Body Centered Cubic Lattice

Internal lattice code = 3.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

-0.50000

0.50000

0.50000

G1

0.00000

6.28319

6.28319

R2

0.50000

-0.50000

0.50000

G2

6.28319

0.00000

6.28319

R3

0.50000

0.50000

-0.50000

G3

6.28319

6.28319

0.00000

1 lattice basis vector

r1

x

y

z

atom radius

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.4330

packing ratio = 0.68017
48 symmetry operations :

#

L0264
Body Centered Cubic Lattice
K
Body Centered Cubic Lattice
+
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see Simple Cubic Lattice

nucl. charge
26 (Fe)

# $ K +

Hexagonal Close-Packed Lattice

Internal lattice code = 4, defined as hexagonal with 2 atoms per unit cell.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

1.00000

0.00000

0.00000

G1

6.28319

-3.62760

0.00000

R2

-0.50000

0.86603

0.00000

G2

0.00000

7.25520

0.00000

R3

0.00000

0.00000

1.63299

G3

0.00000

0.00000

3.84765

2 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

nucl. charge

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.5000

27 (Co)

r2

0.50000

0.28870

0.81650

0.5000

27 (Co)

packing ratio = 0.74048
12 symmetry operations :

#

1x1, 3xC2, 2xC3, 4xM2, 2xM6

type(s)

vector (x, y, z)

1

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2

0.866025

0.500000

0.000000

C2

0.866025

-0.500000

0.000000

C2

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C3, M2, M6

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

M2

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

M2

0.500000

0.866025

0.000000

M2

0.500000

-0.866025

0.000000

L0265
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Diamond Lattice

Internal lattice code = 5, defined as face centered cubic with 2 atoms per unit cell.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

0.00000

0.50000

0.50000

G1

-6.28319

6.28319

6.28319

R2

0.50000

0.00000

0.50000

G2

6.28319

-6.28319

6.28319

R3

0.50000

0.50000

0.00000

G3

6.28319

6.28319

-6.28319

2 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

nucl. charge

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.2165

6 (C)

r2

0.25000

0.25000

0.25000

0.2165

6 (C)

packing ratio = 0.34009
24 symmetry operations :

#

type(s)

vector (x, y, z)

1

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M4

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M4

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C2, M4

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

C3

0.577350

0.577350

0.577350

C3

0.577350

0.577350

-0.577350

C3

0.577350

-0.577350

0.577350

C3

0.577350

-0.577350

-0.577350

M2

0.707107

0.707107

0.000000

M2

0.707107

-0.707107

0.000000

M2

0.707107

0.000000

0.707107

M2

0.707107

0.000000

-0.707107

M2

0.000000

0.707107

0.707107

M2

0.000000

0.707107

-0.707107
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1x1, 3xC2, 8xC3, 6xM2, 6xM4

# $ K +

Sodium Chloride Lattice

Internal lattice code = 6, defined as face centered cubic with 2 atoms per unit cell. The ratio of radii
r(Na)/r(Cl) = 0.525 is taken from Coulson's tables of ionic radii.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

0.00000

0.50000

0.50000

G1

-6.28319

6.28319

6.28319

R2

0.50000

0.00000

0.50000

G2

6.28319

-6.28319

6.28319

R3

0.50000

0.50000

0.00000

G3

6.28319

6.28319

-6.28319

2 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

nucl. charge

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0. 1721

11 (Na)

r2

0.00000

0.00000

0.50000

0. 3279

17 (Cl)

packing ratio = 0.67599
48 symmetry operations :

#
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see Simple Cubic Lattice

# $ K +

Cesium Chloride Lattice

Internal lattice code = 7, defined as simple cubic with 2 atoms per unit cell. The ratio of radii r(Cs)/r(Cl) =
0.934 is taken from Coulson's tables of ionic radii.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

1.00000

0.00000

0.00000

G1

6.28319

0.00000

0.00000

R2

0.00000

1.00000

0.00000

G2

0.00000

6.28319

0.00000

R3

0.00000

0.00000

1.00000

G3

0.00000

0.00000

6.28319

2 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.4182

55 (Cs)

r2

0.50000

0.50000

0.50000

0.4478

17 (Cl)

packing ratio = 0.68255
48 symmetry operations :

#
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see Simple Cubic Lattice

nucl. charge

# $ K +

Cubic Zincblende Lattice

Internal lattice code = 8, defined as face centered cubic with 2 atoms per unit cell. The ratio of radii
r(Zn)/r(S) = 0.476 is taken from Coulson's tables of ionic radii.
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

0.00000

0.50000

0.50000

G1

-6.28319

6.28319

6.28319

R2

0.50000

0.00000

0.50000

G2

6.28319

-6.28319

6.28319

R3

0.50000

0.50000

0.00000

G3

6.28319

6.28319

-6.28319

2 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.1396

30 (Zn)

r2

0.25000

0.25000

0.25000

0.2934

16 (S)

packing ratio = 0.46868
24 symmetry operations :

#
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see Diamond Lattice

nucl. charge

# $ K +

Graphite Lattice

Internal lattice code = 9, defined as hexagonal with 4 atoms per unit cell. A lattice constant ratio c/a = 2.72 is
used as default.
(a) Obtuse representation (default)
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

1.00000

0.00000

0.00000

G1

6.28319

3.62760

0.00000

R2

-0.50000

0.86603

R3

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

G2

0.00000

7.25520

0.00000

2.72000

G3

0.00000

0.00000

2.30999

4 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

nucl. charge

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.28868

6 (C)

r2

0.00000

0.57740

0.00000

0.28868

6 (C)

r3

0.00000

0.00000

1.36000

0.28868

6 (C)

r4

0.50000

0.28870

1.36000

0.28868

6 (C)

(b) Acute representation
Lattice vectors

Reciprocal lattice vectors

x

y

z

x

y

z

R1

1.00000

0.00000

0.00000

G1

6.28319

-3.62760

0.00000

R2

0.50000

0.86603

0.00000

G2

0.00000

7.25520

0.00000

R3

0.00000

0.00000

2.72000

G3

0.00000

0.00000

2.30999

4 lattice basis vectors
x

y

z

atom radius

nucl. charge

r1

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

0.28868

6 (C)

r2

0.50000

0.28870

0.00000

0.28868

6 (C)

r3

0.00000

0.00000

1.36000

0.28868

6 (C)

r4

0.00000

0.57740

1.36000

0.28868

6 (C)

packing ratio = 0. 17111
12 symmetry operations :

#
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see Hexagonal Close-Packed Lattice.

# $ K +

Triclinic-P Lattice

Internal lattice code = 10, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Further, we define cij = cos(vij) , sij = sin(vij) , i, j = 1, 2, 3.
Parameters a, b, c, v12, v13, v23 required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

y

a

z

0.00000

0.00000

R2

b * c12

b * s12

0.00000

R3

c * c13

R23

R33

with

R23 = c * (c23 - c13 * c12) / s12 ,
R33 = c * sqrt(1 - c12**2 - c13**2 - c23**2 + 2 c12 * c13 * c23) / s12

2 symmetry operations :
type(s)
1, I

1x1, 1xI
vector (x, y, z)

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

Note that Latuse format input files of Triclinic-P lattices which do not follow the above coordinate
convention will be accepted by Balsac. However, the lattice vectors will be rotated internally (and lattice
basis vectors adjusted accordingly) such that they fit the above described scheme.

#
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Monoclinic-P Lattice

Internal lattice code = 11, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Further, we define cij = cos(vij) , sij = sin(vij) , i, j = 1, 2, 3.
There are three different variants of this lattice type.
Variant 1 : vector R1 perpendicular to R2, R3 (v13 = v12 = 90 degrees)
Parameters a, b, c, alpha = v23 required. (This is the Balsac default setting for monoclinic-P. The other
two variants have to be defined as triclinic-P.)
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

y

z

0.00000

R2

0.00000

R3

0.00000

b

0.00000
0.00000

c * c23

c * s23

4 symmetry operations :
type(s)

(Nctyp = 1)

1x1, 1xC2, 1xI, 1xM2
vector (x, y, z)

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

Variant 2 : vector R2 perpendicular to R1, R3 (v23 = v12 = 90 degrees), Balsac default
Parameters a, b, c, beta = v13 required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

R2

0.00000

R3

c * c13

y
0.00000
b

type(s)

L0272
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(Nctyp = 2)

0.00000
0.00000

0.00000

4 symmetry operations :

#

z

c * s13
1x1, 1xC2, 1xI, 1xM2

vector (x, y, z)

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

Variant 3 : vector R3 perpendicular to R1, R2 (v13 = v23 = 90 degrees)
Parameters a, b, c, gamma = v12 required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

y

z

0.00000

0.00000
0.00000

R2

b * c12

b * s12

R3

0.00000

0.00000

4 symmetry operations :
type(s)

(Nctyp = 3)

c
1x1, 1xC2, 1xI, 1xM2

vector (x, y, z)

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

# $ K +

Monoclinic-C Lattice

Internal lattice code = 12, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Further, we define cij = cos(vij) , sij = sin(vij) , i, j = 1, 2, 3.
There are three different variants of this lattice type.
Variant 1 : vector R1 perpendicular to R2, R3 (v13 = v12 = 90 degrees), R1/R2 cell faces centered
Parameters a, b, c, alpha = v23 required.
Lattice vectors
2nd cell choice C(ab)
x

y

z

(Nctyp = 1)

R1

0.5 a

0.5 b

0.00000

R2

-0.5 a

0.5 b

0.00000

R3

0.00000

c * c23

c * s23

1st cell choice B(ca)
x

y

z

(Nctyp = 4)

R1

0.5 a

0.5 c * c23

0.5 c * s23

R2

0.00000

b

0.00000

R3

-0.5 a

0.5 c * c23

0.5 c * s23

4 symmetry operations :

see Monoclinic-P Lattice (Variant 1).

Variant 2 : vector R2 perpendicular to R1, R3 (v23 = v12 = 90 degrees), R1/R3 cell faces centered
Parameters a, b, c, beta = v13 required. (This is the Balsac default setting for monoclinic-C.)
Lattice vectors
2nd cell choice A(bc)
x

#

z

(Nctyp = 2)

R1

a

0.00000

0.00000

R2

0.5 c * c13

0.5 b

0.5 c * s13

L0273
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y

R3

0.5 c * c13

-0.5 b

0.5 c * s13

1st cell choice C(ab)
x

y

z

(Nctyp = 5)

R1

0.5 a

-0.5 b

0.00000

R2

0.5 a

0.5 b

0.00000

R3

c * c13

0.00000

c *s13

4 symmetry operations :

see Monoclinic-P Lattice (Variant 2).

Variant 3 : vector R3 perpendicular to R1, R2 (v13 = v23 = 90 degrees), R1/R3 cell faces centered
Parameters a, b, c, gamma = v12 required.
Lattice vectors
2nd cell choice B(ca)
x

y

z

(Nctyp = 3)

R1

0.5 a

0.00000

-0.5 c

R2

b * c12

b * s12

0.00000

R3

0.5 a

0.00000

0.5 c

1st cell choice A(bc)
x
R1

a

y

z

(Nctyp = 6)

0.00000

0.00000

R2

0.5 b * c12

0.5 b * s12

-0.5 c

R3

0.5 b * c12

0.5 b * s12

0.5 c

4 symmetry operations :

see Monoclinic-P Lattice (Variant 3).

# $ K +

Orthorhombic-P Lattice

Internal lattice code = 13, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees)
Parameters a, b, c required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

R2

0.00000

R3

0.00000

y
0.00000
b

type(s)

c
1x1, 3xC2, 1xI, 3xM2

vector (x, y, z)

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000
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0.00000
0.00000

0.00000

8 symmetry operations :

#

z

# $ K +

Orthorhombic-C Lattice

Internal lattice code = 14, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees)
There are three different variants of this lattice type.
Variant 1 : R1/R2 cell faces centered
Parameters a, b, c required. (This is the Balsac default setting for orthorhombic-C.
Lattice vectors
x

y

R1

0.5 a

0.5 b

0.00000

R2

-0.5 a

0.5 b

0.00000

R3

0.00000

0.00000

8 symmetry operations :

z

(Nctyp = 1)

c
see Orthorhombic-P Lattice.

Variant 2 : R2/R3 cell faces centered
Parameters a, b, c required.
Lattice vectors
x

y

z

(Nctyp = 2)

R1

a

0.00000

0.00000

R2

0.00000

0.5 b

0.5 c

R3

0.00000

-0.5 b

0.5 c

4 symmetry operations :

see see Orthorhombic-P Lattice.

Variant 3 : R1/R3 cell faces centered
Parameters a, b, c required.

#
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Lattice vectors
x

y

z

(Nctyp = 3)

R1

0.5 a

0.00000

-0.5 c

R2

0.00000

b

0.00000

R3

0.5 a

0.00000

0.5 c

4 symmetry operations :

see see Orthorhombic-P Lattice.

# $ K +

Orthorhombic-I Lattice

Internal lattice code = 15, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees), additional atom in cell center
Parameters a, b, c required.
Lattice vectors
x

y

R1

-0.5 a

0.5 b

0.5 c

R2

0.5 a

-0.5 b

0.5 c

R3

0.5 a

0.5 b

-0.5 c

8 symmetry operations :

#
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z

see Orthorhombic-P Lattice.

# $ K +

Orthorhombic-F Lattice

Internal lattice code = 16, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees), additional atoms at R1/R2,
R1/R3, R2/R3 cell faces
Parameters a, b, c required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

0.00000

R2
R3

y
0.5 b

0.5 c

0.5 a

0.00000

0.5 c

0.5 a

0.5 b

0.00000

8 symmetry operations :

#
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z

see Orthorhombic-P Lattice.

# $ K +

Tetragonal-P Lattice

Internal lattice code = 17, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (|R1| = |R2|, v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees)
Parameters a, c required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

R2

0.00000

R3

0.00000

y

z

0.00000
a

0.00000

0.00000

16 symmetry operations :

0.00000

c
1x1, 5xC2, 2xC4, 1xI, 5xM2, 2xM4

type(s)

#

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2,M2

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2,M2

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

C2,M2

0.707107

0.707107

0.000000

C2,M2

0.707107

-0.707107

0.000000

L0278
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vector (x, y, z)

# $ K +

Tetragonal-I Lattice

Internal lattice code = 18, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (|R1| = |R2|, v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees), additional atom
in cell center
Parameters a, c required.
Lattice vectors
x

y

z

R1

-0.5 a

0.5 a

0.5 c

R2

0.5 a

-0.5 a

0.5 c

R3

0.5 a

0.5 a

-0.5 c

16 symmetry operations :

#
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see Tetragonal-P Lattice.

# $ K +

Hexagonal-P Lattice

Internal lattice code = 19, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
There are two different variants of this lattice type.
Variant 1 (obtuse setting) : vector R3 perpendicular to R1, R2 (|R1| = |R2|, v13 = v23 = 90 degrees), v12 =
120 degrees
Parameters a, c required. (This is the Balsac default setting for hexagonal-P.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

R2
R3

y

z

0.00000

0.00000

-0.5 a

qa

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

with

c

q = sqrt(3/4) = 0.866025

24 symmetry operations :

1x1, 7xC2, 2xC3, 2xC6, 1xI, 7xM2, 2xM3, 2xM6

type(s)

vector (x, y, z)

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, C3, C6, M2, M3, M6

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

C2, M2

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.866025

0.500000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.866025

-0.500000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.500000

0.866025

0.000000

C2, M2

0.500000

-0.866025

0.000000

C2, M2

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

Variant 2 (acute setting) : vector R3 perpendicular to R1, R2 (|R1| = |R2|, v13 = v23 = 90 degrees), v12 =
60 degrees
Parameters a, c required.
Lattice vectors

#
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x
R1

a

R2
R3
with

y

z

0.00000

0.00000

0.5 a

qa

0.00000

0.00000

0.00000

c

q = sqrt(3/4) = 0.866025

24 symmetry operations :

see Variant 1 above.

# $ K +

Trigonal-R Lattice

Internal lattice code = 20, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 form an equilateral rhombohedron (|R1| = |R2| = |R3|, v12 = v13 = v23)
Parameters a, v23 (< 120 degrees) required.
Lattice vectors
x

y

z

R1

va

0.00000

wa

R2

-0.5 v a

qva

wa

R3

-0.5 v a

-q v a

wa

with

cc = cos(v12) ,

q = sqrt(3/4) = 0.866025

v = sqrt(2/3 * (1 - cc)) ,

w = sqrt(1-v**2)

12 symmetry operations :
type(s)

#

vector (x, y, z)

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C3, M3

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

C2, M2

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.866025

0.500000

0.000000

C2, M2

0.866025

-0.500000

0.000000
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1x1, 3xC2, 2xC3, 1xI, 3xM2, 2xM3

# $ K +

Cubic-P (Sc) Lattice

Internal lattice code = 21, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (|R1| = |R2| = |R3|, v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees)
Parameters a required.
Lattice vectors
x
R1

a

R2

0.00000

R3

0.00000

y

z

0.00000
a

0.00000

0.00000

48 symmetry operations :

0.00000

a
1x1, 9xC2, 8xC3, 6xC4, 1xI, 9xM2, 8xM3, 6xM4

type(s)

#

1, I

0.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

1.000000

0.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

0.000000

1.000000

0.000000

C2, C4, M2, M4

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

C2, M2

0.707107

0.707107

0.000000

C2, M2

0.707107

-0.707107

0.000000

C2, M2

0.707107

0.000000

0.707107

C2, M2

0.707107

0.000000

-0.707107

C2, M2

0.000000

0.707107

0.707107

C2, M2

0.000000

0.707107

-0.707107

C3, M3

0.577350

0.577350

0.577350

C3, M3

0.577350

0.577350

-0.577350

C3, M3

0.577350

-0.577350

0.577350

C3, M3

0.577350

-0.577350

-0.577350
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vector (x, y, z)

# $ K +

Cubic-I (Bcc) Lattice

Internal lattice code = 22, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (|R1| = |R2| = |R3|, v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees), additional
atom in cell center
Parameters a required.
Lattice vectors
x

y

z

R1

-0.5 a

0.5 a

0.5 a

R2

0.5 a

-0.5 a

0.5 a

R3

0.5 a

0.5 a

-0.5 a

48 symmetry operations :

#
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see Cubic-P Lattice.

# $ K +

Cubic-F (Fcc) Lattice

Internal lattice code = 23, Bravais lattice defined by Cartesian coordinates of all lattice vectors R1, R2, R3
with lengths |R1| = a, |R2| = b, |R3| = c, and angles <(R1,R2) = v12, <(R1,R3) = v13, <(R2,R3) = v23.
Vectors R1, R2, R3 perpendicular to each other (|R1| = |R2| = |R3|, v12 = v13 = v23 =90 degrees), additional
atom at R1/R2, R1/R3, R2/R3 cell faces
Parameters a required.
Lattice vectors
x

y

z

R1

0.00000

0.5 a

0.5 a

R2

0.5 a

0.00000

0.5 a

R3

0.5 a

0.5 a

0.00000

48 symmetry operations :

#
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see Cubic-P Lattice.

# $ K +

Lattice Constants

The following table lists lattices and lattice constants a (in Angstroms) for the most common elements as
taken from R. W. G. Wyckoff, "Crystal Structures", Interscience, New York 1963. Nearly close-packed
hexagonal lattices are denoted by hcp and the two lattice constants a/c of the hexagonal lattice are given.

When Balsac displays atoms as balls corresponding radii can be input by the user. Alternatively, Balsac can
use internal default values (covalent atom radii). The following list shows the internal default radii (given in
Angstrom units).

#

Element

Lattice

a (a / c)

Element

Lattice

a (a / c)

Ag (47)
Al (13)
Ar (18)
Au (79)
Ba (56)
Be (4)
C (6)
Ca (20)
Cd (48)
Ce (58)
Ce (58)
Co (27)
Co (27)
Cr (24)
Cs (55)
Cu (29)
Dy (66)
Er (68)
Fe (26)
Gd (64)
Ge (32)
He (2)
Hf (72)
Ho (67)
Ir (77)
K (19)
Kr (36)
La (57)
La (57)
Li (3)
Lu (71)
Mg (12)
Mo (42)
Na (11)
Nb (41)

fcc
fcc
fcc
fcc
bcc
hcp
diamond
fcc
hcp
fcc
hcp
hcp
fcc
bcc
bcc
fcc
hcp
hcp
bcc
hcp
diamond
hcp
hcp
hcp
fcc
bcc
fcc
fcc
hcp
bcc
hcp
hcp
bcc
bcc
bcc

4.09
4.05
5.26
4.08
5.02
2.29/3.58
3.57
5.58
2.98/5.62
5.16
3.65/5.96
2.51/4.07
3.55
2.88
6.05
3.61
3.59/5.65
3.56/5.59
2.87
3.64/5.78
5.66
3.57/5.83
3.20/5.06
3.58/5.62
3.84
5.23
5.72
5.30
3.75/6.07
3.49
3.50/5.55
3.21/5.21
3.15
4.23
3.30

Nd (60)
Ne (10)
Ni (28)
Os (76)
Pb (82)
Pd (46)
Pr (59)
Pr (59)
Pt (78)
Pu (94)
Rb (37)
Re (75)
Rh (45)
Ru (44)
Sc (21)
Sc (21)
Si (14)
Sn (50)
Sr (38)
Ta (73)
Tb (65)
Th (90)
Ti (22)
Tl (81)
Tl (81)
Tm (69)
V (23)
W (74)
Xe (54)
Y (39)
Yb (70)
Zn (30)
Zr (40)
Zr (40)

hcp
fcc
fcc
hcp
fcc
fcc
fcc
hcp
fcc
fcc
bcc
hcp
fcc
hcp
fcc
hcp
diamond
diamond
fcc
bcc
hcp
fcc
hcp
bcc
hcp
hcp
bcc
bcc
fcc
hcp
fcc
hcp
bcc
hcp

3.66/5.90
4.43
3.52
2.74/4.32
4.95
3.89
5.16
3.67/5.92
3.92
4.64
5.59
2.76/4.46
3.80
2.70/4.28
4.54
3.31/5.27
5.43
6.49
6.08
3.31
3.60/5.69
5.08
2.95/4.69
3.88
3.46/5.53
3.54/5.55
3.02
3.16
6.20
3.65/5.73
5.49
2.66/4.95
3.61
3.23/5.15
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File Formats

Balsac uses various formats for file input/output. External structure files (Latuse, Plot3D, XYZ format,
ASCII type) are used for input and provide complete structure and display information to start an interactive
Balsac session. Structure data obtained during a Balsac session can also be saved on external structure
files (Latuse, Slab, Plot3D, SURVIS, SCHAKAL, PDB, XYZ, StoBe format, ASCII type) for analysis purposes
or for input to a subsequent Balsac session or to other software requiring geometric structure information
(Latuse, Plot3D, SURVIS, SCHAKAL, StoBe).
In addition, Balsac file output includes (encapsulated) PostScript format which allows you to generate high
resolution, publication ready gray scale and color PostScript prints of structure graphics on PostScript laser
printers or typesetting devices. The PostScript format together with advice on simple modifications is
described elsewhere.
Further, Balsac file output includes binary bitmap format saving Balsac windows graphics as *.bmp files
which can be used for presentation software such as MS Powerpoint. Finally, raw binary format file output is
available for saving Balsac windows graphics as pixel images. Raw binary format files can be used outside
Balsac to produce image sequences for animation or fast display of fixed views.
Further details are given for file formats
Latuse (*.lat)

Plot3D (*.plt)

XYZ (*.xyz)

StoBe (*.stb)

Slab (*.stb)

PostScript (*.eps, *.ps)

Initialization (*.ini)

Animation (*.anm)

Binary Bitmap (*.bmp) (Windows)

Raw Binary (Unix)

SURVIS (*.sur)

SCHAKAL (*.skl)

Protein Data Bank (*.pdb)

#
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SARCH (*.sar)

# $ K +

Latuse Format (*.lat)

This file format is accepted for input to Balsac and is used for structure/graphics/option parameter definitions
in Balsac/Lattice sessions. The format is mostly identical to the standard Latuse format ((C) Copyright 1992
K. Hermann, Version 4 or later) as proposed in the SARCH/Latuse/Plot3D ((C) Copyright 1992 M. A. Van
Hove and K. Hermann) software package. Therefore, structure files generated with Latuse can be used in
most cases, see below, for input to Balsac/Lattice and vice versa. The Latuse type structure file format is
defined by Lines 1 - 20 discussed in the following.
Note that there are minor differences in the file format between the Unix version 2 and the MS Windows
Version 4 of Balsac (Line(s) 1, 4, 7, 9a, 11a).
Note that Balsac MS Windows Version 4 accepts also free fortran input in some input lines. The
corresponding lines are labeled with an asterisk “*” in front of the format definition.
there are minor differences in the file format between the Unix Version 2 and the Windows Version 4 of
Balsac (Line(s) 1, 7, 9a, 11a).
Line 1.

(I6,I2,A20,I2,48A1)
or
(I6,I2,A20,I2,24I2)

Delay parameter used in batch mode for waiting between subsequent layers in layer-bylayer plots. On an 2 GHz Pentium PC NDELAY = 2000000 corresponds to a delay time of
about 1.5 sec.

NFRM:=

Parameter defining the output file format (FILE2O) used in Balsac/Lattice batch runs, see
below.

FILE2O :=

Format

0

standard Latuse

1

extended Latuse

2

SARCH ASCII

3

gray scale PostScript

4

Plot3D

5

SCHAKAL

6

color PostScript

7

Wigner-Seitz cell (PostScript, frame)

8

Brillouin zone (PostScript, frame)

9

XYZ

12

Raw binary (pixel image)

13

Binary bitmap (pixel image)

Name of output file used for first file output in batch mode. Note that this file name is
restricted to 20 characters.
Unix only: If a batch run requests more than one file output then additional Lines 1'
(I2,A72) NFRM, FILE2O
have to be added at the end of the file (after the initialization data if present). Here file

L0405
Latuse Format (*.lat)
K
Latuse Format (*.lat)
+
balsach:0000
$

NDLAY,NFRM,FILE2O,NBATCH,(IOPT(I),I=1,NBATCH)

NDLAY :=

NFRM

#

NDLAY,NFRM,FILE2O,NBATCH,(BOPT(I),I=1,NBATCH)

names (second and subsequent output files) are restricted to 72 characters with NFRM as
described above.
NBATCH := Number of options requested for a Lattice batch run (default = 1). The internal maximum
is 48 (24 for old input format). Note that at present batch runs are available only with the
Unix version of Balsac.
BOPT(I) / IOPT(I) :=
Array of batch option flags (one character or two-digit number each). These flags
determine the run sequence of a Lattice session in batch mode. Some options require
additional input given on Lines at the end of the file. The following table lists all available
options with their character codes BOBT / IOPT and indicates additional Line input at the
file end. The flag codes MUST be given by upper case characters.
BOPT

IOPT

Main option

Add. Lines #

A

14

Analyze lattice section

---

C

5

Change layer structure

8 - 9b

E

12

Refresh menu /interactive mode

---

G

7

Graphics option

11, 11a(-f)

I

11

Input of structure file

File input option

K

16

File stack option

---

L

1

Lattice definition

2 - 5a

M

3

Miller index definition

6

N

10

New structure from scratch

---

O

8

Output on structure file

1, 1’

P

15

Basic parameter option

---

R

2

Radii / nuclear charge option

---

S

4

Section definition

7

T

17

Define atoms without plotting

---

U

13

Transfer to Cluster (exit)

---

V

6

View option

10, 10a

X

9

Execute (plot/list)

---

Y

-

Evaluate atom positions (no plot/list)

---

,

0

Finish Balsac/Lattice run

---

Note that in the old Latuse format option flags are given by integers IOPT rather than characters BOPT. The
values of IOPT to each option are included in the table above. Balsac accepts both flag formats (no mixture
of the two!). Note that at present batch runs are available only with the Unix version of Balsac.
After all option flags are used in batch mode Balsac returns to interactive mode showing the Balsac/Lattice
main option menu unless the last flag reads "," (exit) or "U" (transfer) after which Balsac finishes. Evaluating
atom positions only with subsequent file output (without plotting or listing) is achieved by the 3-key option
sequence “YO,” and a valid output file name FILE2O in line 1.

Line 2.
NTYP :=

(I5,F15.9,A40)

NTYP,ACON,GITNA

Lattice type parameter. The following table shows all possible values where positive and
negative Ntyp values distinguish between different Miller index representations, see Line
6 below. The lattice definitions are given in Appendix Lattice parameters and following.
|NTYP|

Lattice type

hkl(q) (NTYP > 0)

hkl (NTYP < 0)

1

simple cubic (sc)

sc

sc

2

face centered cubic (fcc)

sc

generic fcc

3

body centered cubic (bcc)

sc

generic bcc

4

hexagonal close-packed (hcp)

4-index hex

generic

5

diamond (2 x fcc)

sc

generic fcc

6

NaC (2 x fcc)

sc

generic fcc

7

CsCl (2 x sc)

sc

sc

8

Zincblende (2 x fcc)

sc

generic fcc

9

Graphite (4 x hex)

4-index hex

generic

10

Triclinic-P

generic

generic

11

Monoclinic-P

generic

generic

12

Monoclinic-C

Monoclinic-P

generic

13

Orthorhombic-P

generic

generic

14

Orthorhombic-C

Orthorhombic-P

generic

15

Orthorhombic-I

Orthorhombic-P

generic

16

Orthorhombic-F

Orthorhombic-P

generic

17

Tetragonal-P

generic

generic

18

Tetragonal-I

Tetragonal-P

generic

19

Hexagonal-P

4-index hex

generic

20

Trigonal-R

4-index hex

generic

21

Cubic-P

sc

sc

22

Cubic-I

sc

generic bcc

23

Cubic-F

sc

generic fcc

24

Wurtzite (hex)

4-index hex

generic

Note that explicit Bravais lattice definitions have become available only with Balsac
Version 4 or later.
ACON :=

Global lattice constant. All structural parameters (lattice vectors, lattice basis vectors,
radii; Lines 3, 4, 5) will be renormalized inside Balsac by multiplying with the value of
ACON.

GITNA :=

Lattice type name.

There are two different lattice representations available with Lines 3a,b which can be used alternatively.

Format 1: LATFMT = 0, lattice vectors given in Cartesian coordinates.
Line 3a.
R(I,1) :=

*(3F15.9,2I5)

(R(I,1),I=1,3), LATFMT, NCTYP

First lattice vector (Ith component in Cartesian coordinates).

LATFMT := Format of lattice representation, set to 0.
NCTYP :=

Type of angle choice and centering (types 1, 2, 3 for 2nd cell choice, 4, 5, 6 for 1st cell
choice) for monoclinic and orthorhombic lattices, otherwise ignored. With lattice vectors in
Cartesian coordinates NCTYP is evaluated internally and can be ignored. The following
lists NCTYP values for the different lattices

(a) monoclinic-P (NTYP = 11)
Angles

NCTYP

alpha <> 90, beta = 90, gamma = 90

1

alpha = 90, beta <> 90, gamma = 90

2

alpha = 90, beta = 90, gamma <> 90

3

(b) monoclinic-C (NTYP = 12)
Angles

NCTYP (Cell choice)

alpha <> 90, beta = 90, gamma = 90

1 (C(ab), 2nd) , 4 (B(ca), 1st)

alpha = 90, beta <> 90, gamma = 90

2 (A(bc), 2nd) , 5 (C(ab), 1st)

alpha = 90, beta = 90, gamma <> 90

3 (B(ca), 2nd) , 6 (A(bc), 1st)

(c) orthorhombic-C (NTYP = 14)
Centering
C(ab)

1

A(bc)

2

B(ca)

3

Lines 3b. *(2(3F15.9/))
R(I,J) :=

NCTYP

((R(I,J),I=1,3),J=2,3)

Second and third lattice vectors (Ith component of Jth vector in Cartesian coordinates).

Note that lattice vector data (Lines 3a, b) are used only to determine lattice constants a, b, c and
angles alpha, beta, gamma between the lattice vectors. These parameters then serve as a basis of an
internal cartesian representation of the lattice inside Balsac described in Appendix Lattice parameters
and following.

Format 2: LATFMT = 1, lattice defined by. lattice constants a, b, c and angles alpha, beta, gamma between
the lattice vectors
Line 3a.

*(3F15.9,2I5)

ACON, BCON, CCON :=

ACON, BCON, CCON, LATFMT, NCTYP
Lattice constants

LATFMT := Format of lattice representation, set to 1.
NCTYP :=

Type of centering (types 1 to 6) for centered monoclinic and orthorhombic lattices,
otherwise ignored. The centering definitions refer to the internal representations of the
centered monoclinic and orthorhombic lattices.

Lines 3b. *(3F15.9)

ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA

ALPHA, BETA, GAMMA := Angles between lattice vectors, alpha = (R2,R3), beta = (R1,R3),
gamma = (R1,R2)

Line 4.

*(2I5,F10.4,4I5)

NBG,NSYEL,OCCB,O11,O12,O21,O22

NBG :=

Values |NBG| define the number of lattice basis vectors. Both positive and negative NBG
values are possible, see Lines 5. For primitive lattices set NBG = 1.

NSYEL :=

Number of point symmetry elements of the bulk lattice. Note that this parameter is
obsolete since the full lattice symmetry is computed internally. NSYM is included only to
comply with in/output of previous Balsac (Latuse) versions. For NSYEL > 0 additional
input on Lines 5a must be provided (see below).

OCCB :=

Global occupation probability of bulk lattice sites. Each lattice site of the bulk section
constructed from lattice and lattice basis vectors is occupied by an atom with a probability
pop = POPI(J)*OCCB with 0.0 < OCCB <=1.0 and POPI(J) given for each bulk basis atom
on line(s) 5. This applies to all unreconstructed planes. Omitting OCCB in Line 4 sets
OCCB = 1.0 (full global occupation). If bulk planes are reconstructed separate occupation
probabilities can be given for each plane, see Line 9a.

Oij =

Moiré order matrix (O11 O12 | O21 O22) used for the evaluation of moiré periodicity
vectors of overlayer lattices, see graphical analysis option. The matrix is modified inside
the HOC window, see also Moiré Lattice. Note that at present possible moiré order
matrices are restricted to integer multiples of the unit matrix where the multiple is defined
by O11. This yields order matrices (O11 0 | 0 O11).

Line(s) 5.
*(4F15.9,I10,F8.4)
((RBG(I,J),I=1,3),RKG(J),NUC(J),POPI(J),J=1,|NBG|)
RBG(I,J) := Definition of lattice basis vectors.
NBG > 0 :

lattice basis vectors are given in absolute cartesian coordinates where
RBG(I,J) denotes the Ith component of Jth lattice basis vector, J=1, |NBG|.
For primitive lattices set RBG(I,1) = 0.0.

NBG < 0 :

lattice basis vectors are given by linear combinations of lattice vectors where
RBG(I,J) denotes the weight of the Ith lattice vector contributing to the Jth
lattice basis vector, J =1, |NBG|.

RKG(J) :=

Atom radii defined for atoms assigned to the Jth lattice basis vector.
If any of the RKG(J) = 0 all RKG values are ignored and (rescaled) default atomic radii are
used such that maximum space filling is achieved (touching spheres geometry). Radii
may be changed interactively.

NUC(J) :=

Nuclear (element) charge of atoms assigned to the Jth lattice basis vector. These values
may be changed interactively.

POPI(J) := Individual occupation probability of atoms assigned to the Jth lattice basis vector. The
effective population of corresponding bulk atom sites is given by probabilities pop =
POPI(J)*OCCB with 0.0 <= POPI(J) <=1.0 and OCCB given on line 4. These values may
be changed interactively.

Line(s) 5a.

(3F15.9,A4)

((VSYEL(I,J),I=1,3),SYEL(J),J=1,NSYEL)

Note that Lines 5a are needed ONLY if NSYEL > 0. Note that these Lines are obsolete and their
content is ignored since the full lattice symmetry is now computed internally. They are included only to
comply with in/output of previous Balsac (Latuse) versions.

VSYEL(I,J) :=
Ith component (I=1,3) of Jth point symmetry element vector. These vectors are defined
according to the symmetry elements given by SYEL(J), see below.
SYEL(J) := Definition label of the Jth point symmetry element. Label
"Cn " defines an n-fold rotational axis (n=1,2,3,4,6) with VSYEL(I,J), I=1,3 being the axis
direction,
"M " defines a mirror plane with VSYEL(I,J), I=1,3 being the mirror plane normal.

Line 6.

*(4I5) I1,I2,I3,I4S
*(7I5,F10.4,F10.2,I5)

I1,I2,I3,I4S :=

or
I1,I2,I3,I4S,ITUBE,MT1,MT2,LENTB,TANGLE,TINCL

Miller indices of lattice netplanes to be used for stacking to form the lattice block. The
standard notation refers to the three indices I1, I2, I3 (with I4S being ignored) while
for hexagonal lattices a meaningful I4S value may be needed depending on the
lattice definition, see Line 2 for further details.

Further optional parameters (if used, values for all four parameters are required) are
ITUBE :=

0

the lattice section is shown in its regular geometry (rectangular block). Additional
parameters on this line are ignored. This is identical with the four-parameter format
of the line.

1

definition of a nanotube made of (I1, I2, I3) lattice netplanes in a planar
representation (netplane sections describing the unrolled nanotube).

-1

definition of a nanotube made of (I1, I2, I3) lattice netplanes in a cylindrical
representation (regular rolled nanotube).

MT1, MT2 :=
mixing factors defining the rolling vector Rt = MT1 * R1’ + MT2 * R2’ (perpendicular to the
nanotube axis) where R1’, R2’ are lattice vectors of the (I1, I2, I3) lattice netplanes. For
ITUBE = 1 the length of Rt determines the length of the netplane section.
LENTB :=

width of the netplane section (ITUBE = 1) or length of the nanotube along its axis (ITUBE
= -1). LENTB is given in units of the atom coordinates.

TANGLE = additional twist angle for continuous twisting along the tube axis (between tube bottom
and top).
TINCL =

Line 7.

0

no tube length or radius correction (default, see Tube Twisting)

1

tube length correction.

2

tube length and radius correction.

*(4I5,6F10.3)

NZ1,NZ2,NZ3,NINIT, XSPH,YSPH,ZSPH,RMIN,RMAX,PHIBX

NZ1,NZ2 :=
Number of atoms along R1, R2 included in the basic lattice section (block of rectangular
base area) used for graphical (numerical) output.
NZ3:=

Number of monolayers included in the basic lattice section used for graphical (numerical)
output. For non-primitive lattices monolayers may contain more than one atom each.

NINIT:=

index number of the starting plane (termination plane, meaningful for non- primitive
lattices, otherwise ignored).

XSPH,YSPH,ZSPH :=
Cartesian coordinates of the center of a spherical shell used as an additional boundary.
RMIN,RMAX :=
Inner/outer radii of a spherical shell centered at (XSPH,YSPH,ZSPH).
For RMAX > 0 only atoms inside the shell [|RMIN|, RMAX] will be shown, all others
hidden.
For RMAX < 0 only atoms outside the shell [|RMIN|, |RMAX|] will be shown, all others
hidden.
PHIBX :=

Line 8.

(Windows only) Angle of rotation of the surface block about the z axis (of the absolute
coordinate system). This is used to rotate the visualization block with respect to the fixed
structure for alternative view sections. The default value is 0.

*(12I5)

NRCLX,(IRR(I),I=1,NRCLX)

NRCLX :=

Number of planes to be restructured (NRCLX < 21). For NRCLX = 0 no restructuring is
assumed.

IRR(I) :=

The absolute value | IRR(I) | defines the layer index of Ith plane to be restructured. Valid
numbers of | IRR(I) | are between 1 and NZ3. Up to 20 layer indices (11 on Line 8 with 9
on a following auxiliary line) are accepted. Line 9b must not appear.
If IRR(I) < 0 an HOC (high-order commensurate) reconstruction is assumed. Here the
explicit definition of the 2x2 transformation matrix RMij given in Line 9a is ignored and
RMij is constructed from the two HOC matrices given on Line 9b, see below.

NRCLX sets of Lines 9a, (9b,) 9c follow.

Line(s) 9a. *(I5,7F10.6, F10.4)
(NBSR(I),XSR1(I),XSR2(I),XSR3(I),
RM11(I),RM12(I),RM21(I),RM22(I),OCCL(I),I=1, |NRCLX)|
These Lines are needed ONLY if NRCLX > 0.
NBSR(I) := Restructure index and atom basis size of the Ith layer. For values NBSR(I)
=0

layer restructuring uses the unmodified planar lattice basis of the Ith layer,

>0

layer restructuring starts from a separate lattice basis set for the Ith layer with
NBSR(I) inequivalent atoms to be described by linear combinations of
(reconstructed) layer lattice vectors on Line(s) 9c.

<0

(Windows only) layer restructuring starts from a separate lattice basis set for
the Ith layer with |NBSR(I)| inequivalent atoms to be described by absolute position
coordinates on Line(s) 9c.

XSRj(I) :=

Components (j=1,2,3) of the layer shift vector used to shift the Ith layer rigidly (allowing for
layer relaxation.)

RMjk(I) :=

Components (j,k=1,2) of the 2x2 transformation matrix defining the modified periodicity
vectors of the Ith restructured layer in terms of the unstructured layer basis.

OCCL(I) := Global occupation probability of lattice sites of the Ith layer. Each lattice site of the layer
constructed from lattice and lattice basis vectors is occupied by an atom with a probability

pop = POPLI(K,J)* OCCL(I) with 0.0 < OCCL(I) <=1.0 and POPLI(K,J) given for each
layer basis atom on line(s) 9c. Omitting OCCL(I) in Line 9a sets OCCL(I) = 1.0 (full global
occupation). Separate occupation probabilities can be given for all bulk lattice sites
describing unrelaxed layers, see Lines 4, 5.

Line(s) 9b.

*(8I9)

BM11(I),BM12(I),BM21(I),BM22(I),
AM11(I),AM12(I),AM21(I),AM22(I)

This Line is required only if IRR(I) < 0 (HOC reconstruction).
The 2x2 transformation matrix RMij defining the modified periodicity vectors of the Ith restructured
layer in terms of the unstructured layer basis, see Line 9a, is ignored and evaluated by the (integer
valued) HOC matrices Aij and Bij as (RM) = (B)-1 * (A) , i.e.
Rm11(i) = (Bm22(i) * Am11(i) - Bm12(i) * Am21(i)) / Det
Rm12(i) = (Bm22(i) * Am12(i) - Bm12(i) * Am22(i)) / Det
Rm21(i) = (Bm11(i) * Am21(i) - Bm21(i) * Am11(i)) / Det
Rm22(i) = (Bm11(i) * Am22(i) - Bm21(i) * Am12(i)) / Det
Det = Bm11(i) * Bm22(i) - Bm12(i) * Bm21(i)
where matrices Aij and Bij refer to the HOC supercells of the bulk layer and the overlayer, respectively.

|NBSR(I)| Lines 9c follow.

Line(s) 9c.

*(4F10.6,I5)

(RBGR(J,K,I),J=1,3),RKGR(K,I),NUCR(K,I),POPLI(K,I)
K=1, |NBSR(I)|)

These Lines are needed ONLY if |NBSR(I)| > 0.
RBGR(J,K,I) :=
Components (J=1,2,3) of the Kth separate lattice basis vector assigned to the Ith plane to
be restructured.
NBSR(I) > 0 :

The vectors are described as linear combinations of the two (modified)
layer periodicity vectors (components J=1,2, see Line 9a) plus a
coordinate perpendicular to the layer (component J=3) given in multiples
of the distance between equivalent layers of the unperturbed lattice
structure.

NBSR(I) < 0 :

The vectors are described in absolute cartesian coordinates with
respect to the (modified) layer periodicity vectors R1’, R2’ where the x
axis points along R1’, the y axis perpendicular to x in the R1’/R2’ plane,
and z points perpendicular to the R1’/R2’ plane.

RKGR(K,I) :=
Atom radius defined for atoms assigned to the Kth lattice basis vector of the Ith
restructured layer. These values may be changed interactively.

NUCR(K,I) :=
Nuclear (element) charge associated with atoms located at the Kth lattice basis vector of
the Ith restructured layer. These values may be changed interactively.
POPLI(K,I) :=
Individual occupation probability associated with atoms located at the Kth lattice basis
vector of the Ith restructured layer. The effective population of corresponding layer atom
sites is given by probabilities pop = POPLI(K,J)* OCCL(I) with 0.0 <= POPLI(K,J) <=1.0
and OCCL(I) given on line 9a. These values may be changed interactively.

Line 10.

*(5F12.5,12X,I5)

THETA,PHI,ROT,MAGNF,PERSP,NFOC

THETA,PHI :=
Polar and azimuthal angles of the viewing direction with respect to the lattice plane
normal vector used in the graphical output.
ROT:=

Rotation angle about the viewing direction used in the graphical output.

MAGNF := Magnification factor used in the graphical output.
PERSP :=

Perspective distance factor used in the graphical output.
PERSP = 0 or PERSP >> 1 refer to parallel projection while
PERSP > 0 means central projection.

NFOC :=

Viewing focus definition.

Line 10a.

NFOC > 0 :

After the lattice section is built the center of atom number NFOC will
serve as center to set the viewing focus. Note that atom numbers
depend on the section size. Here Line 10a has to be included but its
coordinates are used only if NFOC exceeds the maximum number of
atoms in the section.

NFOC = 0 :

The viewing focus coincides with the center of the lattice section
(coordinate average). This does not require Line 10a.

NFOC = -1 :

The viewing focus is given explicitly by Cartesian coordinates on Line
10a.

NFOC = -2 :

The viewing focus coincides with the center of the rectangular box
enclosing the lattice section (shown with the wire frame option). This
does not require Line 10a.

NFOC = -4 :

The viewing focus coincides with the origin of the Cartesian coordinate
system used to define the lattice section. This does not require Line
10a.

*(3F12.5)

ORX,ORY,ORZ

This Line is needed ONLY if NFOC = -1, or NFOC > 0. It is identical with Line 4a of the Plot3D file
format.
ORX,ORY,ORZ :=
Cartesian coordinates of the viewing focus used for graphics output. The focus will project
on to the center of the graphics window if no additional shifting is applied, cp. Line 11.

Line 11.
M :=

*(9I5,F10.3,4I3)

M,N,ICLC,IBFT,NSHX,NSHY,ICON,INITSV,MIDPT,
RSTICK,OUTLN,LEGNM,LFNTSZ,LFNTLB

Compound index to define display and graphics mode where
M = SF * (10 * K + L)
with

N :=

SF = 1
-1

for mono viewing,
for stereo duplication.

K =

0
1
2

for layer-by-layer display mode,
for atom-by-atom display mode,
for cell-by-cell-display mode.

L =

0
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
9

for no plot/listing output (testing purposes),
for atom coordinate listing, no graphics,
for atoms plotted as color dots (small circles),
for atoms plotted as color circles,
for atoms plotted as color filled circles (RSTICK = 0.0),
for atoms plotted in sticks mode (RSTICK <> 0.0),
for atoms plotted as red/blue stereo circles,
for atoms plotted as hard-shaded balls,
for atoms plotted as fuzzy-shaded balls,
for atoms plotted as dither-shaded balls,
for atoms plotted as glossy-shaded balls.

Note that for the MS Windows version this parameter is obsolete and a dummy value N
= 1 is used.
Compound index to define color codes for atom painting and background used in
graphical output where
N = 100 * B + C
with B denoting the background color and C denoting the starting value of the color
palette used to paint atoms.

ICLC :=

Compound flag for discriminating atoms by colors and for labeling atoms. The definition is
given in the following table
ICLC

Color discriminates

Labels

1

elements

none

2

elements

element name

3

elements

atom count

4

layer index

none

5

layer index

element name

6

layer index

atom count

7

elements

layer index

8

layer index

layer index

9

elements

basis atom index

IBFT :=

10

layer index

basis atom index

11

basis atom index

none

12

basis atom index

element name

13

basis atom index

atom count

14

basis atom index

layer index

15

basis atom index

basis atom index

Compound flag for drawing a wire frame about the lattice section, including an
element/layer legend, displaying a title line in the PostScript output. The definition is given
in the following table
IBFT

Frame

Legend

PSTitle

0

no

yes

no

1

yes

yes

no

2

no

no

no

3

yes

no

no

4

no

yes

yes

5

yes

yes

yes

6

no

no

yes

7

yes

no

yes

NSHX,NSHY :=
Horizontal and vertical shift of the plot origin inside the graphics window in pixel units.
ICON :=

Total number of link constraints used to connect atoms by straight lines or sticks in the
plot. ICON = 0 will not connect while ICON > 0 requires ICON additional Lines 11a to
define the constraints.

INITSV :=

Flag for including initialization information (see initialization file) in the output file,

MIDPT :=

=0:

no initialization information is included.

=1

initialization information is included in the output file. The parameters are
contained on Lines 11b-f which are identical to Lines 1 - 5 of the initialization file.

Flag defining how connecting lines or sticks (bonds) between atom balls are painted,
=0:

each line / stick is painted with the color defined by the corresponding link
constraint as given in line(s) 5a.

=1

each line / stick is divided in two sections (halves) connecting the line / stick
midpoint with each of the two atom balls. Then the paint color of each section is
chosen equal to that of the corresponding atom.

RSTICK := Radius of sticks used to draw a cluster/lattice section in sticks mode, see Atom Design.
For
= 0.0 : sticks mode is not active.
> 0.0 : sticks mode is active (using display mode L = 4, see above) with bond sticks
painted by two colors referring to the colors of the atom pairs.

< 0.0 : sticks mode is active (using display mode L = 4, see above) with bond sticks
painted by the colors given by the bond definitions.
OUTLN :=

Parameter defining how to outline bond sticks and atom balls by black lines, see Shading
Window, Atom Bonds Window, Save PostScript Plot Files, for further details. For
=0:

both bond sticks and atom balls are outlined by black lines.

=1:

only bond sticks are outlined by black lines.

=2:

only atom balls are outlined by black lines.

=3:

neither bond sticks nor atom balls are outlined.

LEGNM := Parameter indicating changed element names in the legend of a particle plot associating
elements with atom ball colors.

Line 11aa.

=0:

default element names determined by the nuclear charges of the atoms of the
particle are used.

=1:

customized element names are used in the legend to associate elements with
atom ball colors. This requires one additional line 11aa defining a character string
of element names as follows

(30A2)

LEGNAM(I), I=1,NELM

LEGNAM

element names given by 2 characters each, e.g. “Na”. One-character names are
preceded by a blank, e.g. “ O”.

LFNTSZ:=

Parameter defining the size of the legend of a particle plot associating elements with atom
ball colors. This also determines the font size used in the legend.

LFNTLB:=

<= 0 :

default legend size with element font size = 10.

= nfnt :

customized legend size with element font size = nfnt, 8 <= nfnt <= 36.

Parameter defining the size of all labels of a particle plot including those of the graphical
analysis.
<= 0 :

default label font size = 10.

= nfnt :

customized label font size with size = nfnt, 8 <= nfnt <= 36.

If ICON > 0 then ICON Lines 11a follow.

Line(s) 11a. (2I5,3D15.7,I5) NUCA(I),NUCE(I),RMIN(I),RMAX(I),RBOND(I),NBCOL(I)
(UNIX Version 2)
or
*(2I7,3D15.7,4I5)
NUCA(I),NUCE(I),RMIN(I),RMAX(I),RBOND(I),INDX,
RCOL(I),GCOL(I),BCOL(I) (Windows Version 4)
or
*(2I7,4D15.7,3I5)
NNA(I),NNE(I),RX(I),RY(I),RZ(I),RVECT(I),
RCOL(I),GCOL(I),BCOL(I) (Windows Version 4)

These Lines, I = 1, ICON, appear only if ICON > 0.
NUCA(I),NUCE(I) :=
pairs of atoms defined by charges / indices defining bonds
NUCA > 0 and
NUCE > 0
NUCE = 0
NUCE < 0

NUCA = 0 and
NUCE > 0
NUCE = 0
NUCE < 0

NUCA < 0 and
NUCE > 0
NUCE = 0
NUCE < 0

connects atoms of charge NUCA with those of charge NUCE
within the distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atoms of charge NUCA with all others within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCE with those of charge NUCA within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,

connects atoms of charge NUCE with all others within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects every two atoms within the distance range defined by
RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCE with all others within the distance
range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCA with those of charge NUCE within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCA with all others within the distance
range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atoms number -NUCA and –NUCE- independent of the
distance.

RMIN(I),RMAX(I) :=
Minimum and maximum distances used for connecting atoms by lines / sticks (Ith
connection constraint). These values have no meaning and are set to zero if NUCA < 0,
NUCE < 0.
RBOND(I) :=
Radius of the cylindrical sticks connecting between atoms. If RBOND = 0 atoms are
connected by straight lines.
INDX :=
(Windows Version 4) dummy parameter ( = -1) to indicate explicit RGB definitions of
bond colors by (RCOL, GCOL, BCOL)
NNA(I),NNE(I) :=
sets a cylinder or vector of width RVECT starting at an atom defined by its index and
given by its Cartesian coordinates where two versions are available
NNA < 0, NNE = 998

sets a cylinder starting at atom no. –NNA with its Cartesian
coordinates defined by RX, RY, RZ and a starting width RVECT,

NNA < 0, NNE = 999

sets a vector starting at atom no. –NNA with its Cartesian
coordinates defined by RX, RY, RZ and a starting width RVECT,

RX(I),RY(I),RZ(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the vector starting at an atom.
RVECT(I) :=
starting width of the vector at atom –NNA or –NNE. The end width will be zero.
NBCOL(I) :=
(Unix Version 2) Color code (absolute value) used to paint connecting lines / sticks.

RCOL(I),GCOL(I),BCOL(I) :=
(Windows Version 4) RGB color component values (between 0 and 255) of bond or
vector colors.

Line 11b-f. are needed only for INITSV = 1, see Line 11 above. They are identical in format to Lines 1 - 5
of the initialization file.

Lines 1. - 11f. form the complete input file to a Balsac/Lattice session. Batch options on the input file, see
Line 1, may require additional input added after this standard input set.

If the Latuse format file has been generated in a Balsac/Lattice session it will contain additional output (Lines
12-20) described in the following.

Line 12.
I1,I2,I3 :=

(7I5)

I1,I2,I3,I1S,I2S,I3S,I4S

Miller indices of the lattice planes in terms of the generic reciprocal lattice vectors.

I1S,I2S,I3S :=
Miller indices in simple cubic notation for sc-, fcc-, bcc-derived lattices (options = 2, 3, 5,
6, 8, 21, 22) or in primitive notation for centered lattices (options = 12, 14, 15, 16,18).
I4S :=

Line 13.

4th component of Miller indices in 4-index notation for hexagonal lattices (options = 4, 9,
19, 24) or for the hexagonal representation of the trigonal-R lattice (option = 20). For other
lattices IS4=0.

(4F15.9,3(/3I5,3F15.9))
(GM(I),I=1,3),DN,((NN(I,J),I=1,3),(GZ(I,J),I=1,3),J=1,3)

GM(I) :=

Ith cartesian component of the lattice netplane normal vector.

DN :=

Distance between subsequent equivalent netplanes.

NN(I,J) :=

Ith component of the Jth lattice vector defining lattice netplanes (NN(I,1) and NN(I,2) refer
to vectors in the planes and NN(I,3) point between adjacent planes). This definition is with
respect to the original lattice vectors of the direct lattice.

GZ(I,J) :=

Ith component of the Jth lattice vector defining lattice netplanes ( GZ(I,1) and GZ(I,2) refer
to vectors in the planes and GZ(I,3) point between adjacent planes). This definition is
given in absolute cartesian coordinates.

Line 14.
NT(J,I) :=

(9I5)

((NNT(J,I),J=1,3),I=1,3)

Components of the original lattice vectors given in the basis of the transformed lattice
vectors. The Ith original lattice vector is defined by components (NNT(I,1), NNT(I,2),
NNT(I,3)).

Line 15.
NEQ :=

(2I5)

NEQ,NSYSUR

Number of non-equivalent monolayers (subplanes) between subsequent main lattice
netplanes in the case of non-primitive lattices. For primitive lattices NEQ = 1.

NSYSUR := Number of point bulk symmetry elements that survive in the (surface) lattice planes
defined by I1, I2, I3.
Note that Balsac MS Windows Version 4 defaults this parameter to NSYSUR = 0 and
Lines 18 will not appear in the output.

Line(s) 16.

(3(A5,F15.9))

(LAYP(I),DD(I),I=1,NEQ)

LAYP(I) :=

ASCII label of the Ith non-equivalent subplane (A, B, C,...).

DD(I) :=

Distance of the Ith non-equivalent subplane from the main lattice plane.

Line 17.

(4F15.9,I5,A5)

((PP(I,J),I=1,3),RKG(J),NUC(J),LAY(J),J=1,NBG)

PP(I,J) :=

Ith component of the Jth lattice basis vector in non-primitive lattices defined with respect
to the transformed lattice periodicity vectors GZ(I,J) (see Lines 13).

RKG(J) :=

Atom radius of atoms assigned to the Jth lattice basis vector.

NUC(J) :=

Nuclear charge of atoms assigned to the Jth lattice basis vector (see Line 5).

LAY(J) :=

ASCII label of the Jth lattice basis vector denoting the non-equivalent subplane in nonprimitive lattices (see Line 15).

Line(s) 18.

(3F15.9,A4)

((VSYELS(I,J),I=1,3),SYEL(J),J=1,NSYSUR)

These Lines appear ONLY if NSYSUR > 0.
Note that Balsac MS Windows Version 4 sets NSYSUR = 0 and Lines 18 will not appear in the
output.
VSYELS(I,J) :=
Ith component of Jth surviving point symmetry element vector. Vectors are defined
according to the symmetry elements given by SYEL(J).
SYEL(J) := Definition label of the Jth point symmetry element where a label
"1 "

defines the identity operation,

"I "

defines the inversion operation,

“Cn”

defines an n-fold rotational axis (n=2,3,4,6) with VSYEL(I,J), I=1,3 along the axis,

“Mn”

defines an n-fold mirror plane (n=2,3,4,6) with VSYEL(I,J), I=1,3 along the mirror
plane normal. Note that M2 denotes standard mirror planes while Mn, n = 3, 4, 6
refer to n-fold rotations combined with inversions.

The symmetry labels SYEL(J) are restricted to 4 characters where leading blanks can
appear before the first character (“C” or “M”).

Line 19.

(I5,3F15.9)

NKTOT,XTOT,YTOT,ZTOT

This Line appears only if NFRM = 1 (Line 1) or if extended Latuse output format was chosen in the
Lattice session.
NKTOT :=

Number of atoms included in the section.

XTOT,YTOT,ZTOT :=
Size of block (lengths along x, y, z) containing all atoms of the section.

Line(s) 20.

(4F15.9,I4)

(XSRT(I),YSRT(I),ZSRT(I),RSRT(I),NCSRT(I), I=1,NKTOT)

These Lines appear ONLY if NFRM = 1 (Line 1) or if extended Latuse output format was chosen in the
Lattice session with NKTOT > 0.
XSRT(I),YSRT(I),ZSRT(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the Ith atom included in the section.
RSRT(I) := Sphere radius of the Ith atom included in the section.
NCSRT(I) := Nuclear (element) charge of the Ith atom included in the section.

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Lattice session with input
similar to the one discussed in the tutorial.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 4, 5, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9a, 9b, 10, 11, 11a,12, 13, 13, 13, 13,
14, 15, 16, 17, 17, 19, 20, ..., 20. (Unix Version 2 style)
=========================================================================================
50 1
1E
8
1.000000000Znblnde(fcc+2) lattice
0.000000000
0.500000000
0.500000000
0
0
0.500000000
0.000000000
0.500000000
0.500000000
0.500000000
0.000000000
2
0
1.0000
1
0
0
1
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.139643663
30
0.250000000
0.250000000
0.250000000
0.293369039
16
1
1
0
0
5
4
4
1
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
1
4
-2 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 2.000000 0.000000 0.000000 1.000000
1.0000
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.139644
30
0.353553 0.750000 0.000000 0.293369
16
43.20000
119.25000
0.00000
1.00000
3.00000
0
16
1
4
7
0
0
1
1
0
0.000
8
8
0.7000000
0.8000000
.1000000
-1
0 255
0
711 223 600 450
1.0000
255
15
8
18
32
8
16
0.1500
0.7500
0.2500
61.0000
25.0000
0.3000 -300.0000
15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0
0
0 255 255 255 255 255 255
0
0
0
0 255
0
255
0
0
0
0 255 255 255 255
0
0 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
0 179
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
0 255 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255
0
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255
0 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 255
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
192 192 192
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
162 162 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
83 255
83
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 164 164
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
130 130
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
55
55
55
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
122 122 122
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000

168 168 168
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 255 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
1
1
2
1
1
0
0
0.707106781
0.707106781
0.000000000
0.353553391
1
-1
0
-0.500000000
0.500000000
0.000000000
1
1
-1
0.000000000
0.000000000
1.000000000
1
0
0
0.000000000
0.500000000
0.500000000
0
0
1
-1
0
1
-1
-1
2
1
0
A
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.139643663
30
A
0.500000000
0.750000000
0.000000000
0.293369039
16
A
106
3.415165593
3.586738078
1.647398250
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.139643663
30
...
2.828426734
2.250000000
1.060660172
0.293369000
16
=========================================================================================

# $ K +

Plot3D Format (*.plt)

This file formats is accepted for input to Balsac and is used for structure/graphics/option parameter definitions
in Balsac/Cluster sessions. The format is mostly identical with the standard Plot3D format ((C) Copyright
1991-5 K. Hermann, Version 4 or later) as proposed in the SARCH/Latuse/Plot3D ((C) Copyright 1992-8 M.
A. Van Hove and K. Hermann) software package. Therefore, structure files generated with Plot3D can be
used in most cases, see below, for input to Balsac/Cluster and vice versa. The Latuse type structure file
format is defined by Lines 1 - 5 discussed in the following.
Note that there are minor differences in the file format between the Unix Version 2 and the MS Windows
Version 4 of Balsac (Line(s) 1, 5a).
Note that Balsac MS Windows Version 4 accepts also free fortran input in some input lines. The
corresponding lines are labeled with an asterisk “*” in front of the format definition.
Line 1.
TITLE :=

(A60,I5)

TITLE,NBATCH

Title of the cluster.

NBATCH := Number of options requested for a Cluster batch run (default = 0). The internal maximum
is 48. Note that at present batch runs are available only with the Unix version of Balsac.

Line 1a.

(48A1)

(BOPT(I),I=1,NBATCH)

This Line is needed ONLY if NBATCH > 0.
BOPT(I) := Array of batch option flags (one character each). These flags determine the run sequence
of a Cluster session in batch mode. Some options require additional input given on Lines
at the end of the file. The following table lists all available options with their character
codes BOBT and indicates additional Line input at the end of the file (after the initialization
data if present). The flag codes MUST be given by upper case characters.
BOPT

#

L0410
Plot3D Format (*.plt)
K
Plot3D Format (*.plt)
+
balsach:0000
$

Main option

Add. Lines #

A

Analyze lattice section

---

E

Refresh menu /interactive mode

---

G

Graphics option

5, 5a(-f)

K

File stack option

---

L

Transfer to Lattice (exit)

---

N

New structure from scratch

---

O

Output on structure file

see below

P

Basic parameter option

---

R

Radii / nuclear charge option

---

S

Structure option

1 – 5f

T

Redefine cluster title

---

V

View option

4, 4a

X

Execute (plot/list)

---

,

Finish Balsac/Cluster run

---

After all option flags are used in batch mode Balsac returns to interactive mode showing the Balsac/Cluster
main option menu unless the last flag reads "," (exit) or "L" (transfer) after which Balsac finishes.
Unix only: If a batch run requests file output then additional Lines 1'
(I2,A72) NFRM, FILE2O
have to be added at the end of the file (after the initialization data if present) with NFRM defining the output
file format as given in the following
NFRM

Format

0

standard Latuse

3

gray scale PostScript

4

Plot3D

5

SCHAKAL

6

color PostScript

9

XYZ

12

Raw binary (pixel image)

13

Binary bitmap (pixel image)

and file names being restricted to 72 characters. Reading atom positions from a Plot3D format file with
subsequent file output only (without plotting or listing) is achieved by the option 2-key option sequence “O,”
and a valid output file name FILE2O in line 1.

Line 2.

*(I5,3F15.9,I5)

NKTOT :=

NKTOT,XTOT,YTOT,ZTOT,NPP

Number of atoms listed by coordinates below.

XTOT,YTOT,ZTOT :=
Size of the block (lengths along x, y, z) containing all atoms. These parameters are
calculated internally and ignored as input to Balsac MS Windows Version 4.
NPP :=

Index to include parameters a cubic nanoparticle (NP) in the file.
NPP = 0 (default)
=2

Line 2a.

skips NP parameters
includes NP parameters on an additional Line 2a (new format).

*(6I5,F15.9,6I5
NPTYP,NPS(=0),NPSC,N,M,K,ALAT,NUCA,NUCB,NOPT,NPH,NPK,NPL
*(3I5,3F15.9,6I5)
NPTYP,NPS(=1),NPSC,RAD,DRAD,ALAT,NUCA,NUCB,NOPT,NPH,NPK,NPL

This Line is needed ONLY if NPP > 0.
NPTYP :=

Cubic lattice type used to construct polyhedral or spherically shaped NPs where
NPTYP =

NPS =

1
2
3
4
5
6

Simple cubic (lat = sc) lattice
Body centered cubic (lat = bcc) lattice
Face centered cubic (lat = fcc) lattice
Icosahedral NP
NaCl (lat = NaCl) lattice based on sc
CsCl (lat = CsCl) based on bcc

Index discriminating between polyhedral and spherically shaped NPs.

NPS = 0

Parameters denoting polyhedral NPs lat[N, M, K] with cubic lattice
NPSC

Type of high symmetry center used to build the NP.
NPSC =

N, M, K

NPS = 1

high symmetry center at atom,
high symmetry center void.

Structure parameters describing polyhedral NPs, by lat[N, M, K].
Absolute values of N, M, K refer to thicknesses of corresponding
{hkl} crystal slabs confining the NP and measured in multiples of
interlayer thicknesses, |N| for {100}, |M| for {110}, and |K| for
{111} slabs of the cubic lattice. Negative values of N, M, or K
indicate that the corresponding slab is ignored as confinement
of the polyhedral NP. As an example, values N, M > 0 and K < 0
use only {100} and {110} layers to confine the NP.
For icosahedral NPs ico(N) (NPTYP = 4) parameter N denotes
the number of shells forming the NP while parameters M, K are
ignored.

Parameters for spherically shaped NPs
NPSC

Type of high symmetry center used to build the NP.
NPSC =

ALAT

0
1

0
1

high symmetry center at atom,
high symmetry center void.

RAD

Sphere radius enclosing the spherical NP. The radius is given in
multiples of the lattice constant ALAT. For icosahedral NPs
(NPTYP = 4) the radius is evaluated internally and scaled by
ALAT while parameter RAD is ignored.

DRAD

Thickness of outer shell of the spherical NP. The outer shell of
the NP is defined by all atoms inside the spherical region of
radius ranging between (RAD - DRAD) and RAD. The thickness
is given in multiples of the lattice constant ALAT. For
icosahedral NPs (NPTYP = 4) parameter DRAD is ignored.

Lattice constant of the lattice used to build the NP. For icosahedral NPs (NPTYP = 4)
parameter ALAT denotes the internuclear distance between adjacent atoms in each
icosahedral shell.

NUCA, NUCB
Nuclear charge(s) of the atom(s) forming the NP. For sc, bcc, and fcc NPs
parameter NUCA characterizes the basis atom of the corresponding lattice and NUCB is
ignored. For NaCl and CsCl NPs NUCA and NUCB correspond to the two basis atoms of
the respective lattice. For icosahedral NPs (NPTYP = 4) NUCA describes the atom
forming the N icosahedral shells and NUCB is ignored.
NOPT

Option parameter defining details of the outer polyhedral NP shell.
NOPT = 100*NPvu + 10*NPons + 2*NPshello + NPfsho
NPvu

=0

shows all atoms of the NP.

=1

shows all corner atoms of the NP.

=2

shows all corner atoms of the polyhedron confining the NP.

=3
shows all facet normal directions with vectors pointing inside
corresponding facets.
NPfsho

=0

no special treatment of the outer NP shell (facet atoms).

=1

outlines the complete outer NP shell or its edges or corners,
depending on NPons, see below, by using a different nuclear
charge for all facet atoms. This paints corresponding shell
atoms with different color compared to those of the NP bulk.

NPshello = 0

NPons

NPH, NPK, NPL

Line(s) 3.

shows the complete NP with bulk and facet atoms.

=1

shows only atoms of the outer NP shell (facet atoms).

=0

outlines the complete outer NP shell (if NPfsho = 1).
Note that this is the only value accepted for spherical NPs.

=1

outlines all edge atoms of adjacent facets at the outer NP
shell (if NPfsho = 1)

=2

outlines all corner atoms of at least three joining facets at
the outer NP shell (if NPfsho = 1)

Miller index family {hkl} = {NPH, NPK, NPL} denoting facet orientations to replace
the {111} family associated with structure parameter K (if NPS = 0), see above.
Thus, K refers to the thickness of the {hkl} crystal slabs of the cubic lattice confining
the NP and measured in multiples of interlayer thicknesses. Further, values N, M
will be set to -|N|, -|M| such that {100} and {110} slabs are ignored as confinements
of the polyhedral NP. This defines NPs with {hkl} facets only.

*(4F15.9,I4)

X(I),Y(I),Z(I),RAD(I),NUC(I),I=1,NKTOT

X(I),Y(I),Z(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the Ith atom in the cluster.
RAD(I) :=

Sphere radius assigned to the Ith atom. If RAD(I) < 0 then | RAD(I) | is used as input and
the corresponding atom is assigned to a group which can be manipulated separately
inside Balsac.

NUC(I) :=

Nuclear (element) charge assigned to the Ith atom.

Line 4.

*(5F12.5,12X,I5)

THETA,PHI,ROT,MAGNF,PERSP,NFOC

THETA,PHI :=
Polar and azimuthal angles of the viewing direction with respect to the coordinate system
of the cluster used in the graphical output.
ROT:=

Rotation angle about the viewing direction used in the graphical output.

MAGNF := Magnification factor used in the graphical output.
PERSP :=

Perspective distance factor used in the graphical output.
PERSP = 0 or PERSP >> 1 refer to parallel projection while
PERSP > 0 means central projection.

NFOC :=

Viewing focus definition.
NFOC > 0 :

After the cluster is built the center of atom number NFOC will serve as
center to set the viewing focus. Note that atom numbers depend on the
cluster size. Here Line 4a has to be included but its coordinates are
used only if NFOC exceeds the maximum number of atoms in the
cluster.

NFOC = 0 :

The viewing focus coincides with the center of the cluster (coordinate
average). This does not require Line 4a.

NFOC = -1 :

The viewing focus is given explicitly by Cartesian coordinates on Line
4a.

Line 4a.

NFOC = -2 :

The viewing focus coincides with the center of the rectangular box
enclosing the cluster (shown with the wire frame option). This does not
require Line 4a.

NFOC = -3 :

The viewing focus coincides with the center of a possible atom group
defined in the cluster (coordinate average). Here Line 4a has to be
included but its coordinates are used only if no group definition is
included in the file, see Line(s) 3. This is equivalent with NFOC = -1.

NFOC = -4 :

The viewing focus coincides with the origin of the Cartesian coordinate
system used to define the cluster. This does not require Line 4a.

*(3F12.5)

ORX,ORY,ORZ

This Line is needed ONLY if NFOC = -1, -3, or NFOC > 0. It is identical with Line 10a of the Latuse file
format.
ORX,ORY,ORZ :=
Cartesian coordinates of the viewing focus used for graphics output. The focus will project
on to the center of the graphics window if no additional shifting is applied, cp. Line 11.

Line 5.
M :=

*(9I5,F10.3,4I3)

M,N,ICLC,IBFT,NSHX,NSHY,ICON,INITSV,MIDPT,
RSTICK,OUTLN,LEGNM,LFNTSZ,LFNTLB

Compound index to define display and graphics mode where
M = SF * (10 * K + L)
with

N :=

SF = 1
-1

for mono viewing,
for stereo duplication.

K =

0, 1

for atom-by-atom display mode.

L =

0
1
2
3
4
4
5
6
7
8
9

for no plot/listing output (testing purposes),
for atom coordinate listing, no graphics,
for atoms plotted as color dots (small circles),
for atoms plotted as color circles,
for atoms plotted as color filled circles (RSTICK = 0.0),
for atoms plotted in sticks mode (RSTICK <> 0.0),
for atoms plotted as red/blue stereo circles,
for atoms plotted as hard-shaded balls,
for atoms plotted as fuzzy-shaded balls,
for atoms plotted as dither-shaded balls,
for atoms plotted as glossy-shaded balls.

Note that for the MS Windows version this parameter is obsolete and a dummy value N
= 1 is used.
Compound index to define color codes for atom painting and background used in
graphical output where

N = 100 * B + C
with B denoting the background color and C denoting the starting value of the color
palette used to paint atoms.
ICLC :=

Compound flag for discriminating atoms by colors and for labeling atoms. The definition is
given in the following table
ICLC

IBFT :=

Color discriminates

Labels

1

elements

none

2

elements

element name

3

elements

atom count

Compound flag for drawing a wire frame about the cluster, including an element/layer
legend, displaying a title line in the PostScript output. The definition is given in the
following table
IBFT

Frame

Legend

PSTitle

0

no

yes

no

1

yes

yes

no

2

no

no

no

3

yes

no

no

4

no

yes

yes

5

yes

yes

yes

6

no

no

yes

7

yes

no

yes

NSHX,NSHY :=
Horizontal and vertical shift of the plot origin inside the graphics window in pixel units.
ICON :=

Total number of link constraints used to connect atoms by straight lines or sticks in the
plot. ICON = 0 will not connect while ICON > 0 requires ICON additional Lines 5a to
define the constraints.

INITSV :=

Flag for including initialization information (see initialization file) in the output file,

MIDPT :=

=0:

no initialization information is included.

=1

initialization information is included in the output file. The parameters are
contained on Lines 5b-f which are identical to Lines 1 - 5 of the initialization file.

Flag defining how connecting lines or sticks (bonds) between atom balls are painted,
=0:

each line / stick is painted with the color defined by the corresponding link
constraint as given in line(s) 5a.

=1

each line / stick is divided in two sections (halves) connecting the line / stick
midpoint with each of the two atom balls. Then the paint color of each section is
chosen equal to that of the corresponding atom.

RSTICK := Radius of sticks used to draw a cluster/lattice section in sticks mode, see Atom Design.
For

= 0.0 : sticks mode is not active.
> 0.0 : sticks mode is active (using display mode L = 4, see above) with bond sticks
painted by two colors referring to the colors of the atom pairs.
< 0.0 : sticks mode is active (using display mode L = 4, see above) with bond sticks
painted by the colors given by the bond definitions.
OUTLN :=

Parameter defining how to outline bond sticks and atom balls by black lines, see Shading
Window, Atom Bonds Window, Save PostScript Plot Files, for further details. For
=0:

both bond sticks and atom balls are outlined by black lines.

=1:

only bond sticks are outlined by black lines.

=2:

only atom balls are outlined by black lines.

=3:

neither bond sticks nor atom balls are outlined.

LEGNM := Parameter indicating changed element names in the legend of a particle plot associating
elements with atom ball colors.
=0:

default element names determined by the nuclear charges of the atoms of the
particle are used.

=1:

customized element names are used in the legend to associate elements with
atom ball colors. This requires one additional line 5aa defining a character string
of element names as follows
Line 5aa.
LEGNAM

LFNTSZ:=

LFNTLB:=

(30A2)

LEGNAM(I), I=1,NELM

element names given by 2 characters each, e.g. “Na”. Onecharacter names are preceded by a blank, e.g. “ O”.

Parameter defining the size of the legend of a particle plot associating elements with atom
ball colors. This also determines the font size used in the legend.
<= 0 :

default legend size with element font size = 10.

= nfnt :

customized legend size with element font size = nfnt, 8 <= nfnt <= 36.

Parameter defining the size of all labels of a particle plot including those of the graphical
analysis.
<= 0 :

default label font size = 10.

= nfnt :

customized label font size with size = nfnt, 8 <= nfnt <= 36.

If ICON > 0 then ICON Lines 5a follow.

Line(s) 5a.

(2I5,3D15.7,I5)

NUCA(I),NUCE(I),RMIN(I),RMAX(I),RBOND(I),NBCOL(I)
(UNIX Version 2)

or
*(2I7,3D15.7,4I5)
NUCA(I),NUCE(I),RMIN(I),RMAX(I),RBOND(I),INDX,
RCOL(I),GCOL(I),BCOL(I) (Windows Version 4)

or
*(2I7,4D15.7,3I5)
NNA(I),NNE(I),RX(I),RY(I),RZ(I),RVECT(I),
RCOL(I),GCOL(I),BCOL(I) (Windows Version 4)
These Lines, I = 1, ICON, appear only if ICON > 0.
NUCA(I),NUCE(I) :=
pairs of atoms defined by charges / indices defining bonds
NUCA > 0 and
NUCE > 0
NUCE = 0
NUCE < 0

NUCA = 0 and
NUCE > 0
NUCE = 0
NUCE < 0

NUCA < 0 and
NUCE > 0
NUCE = 0
NUCE < 0

connects atoms of charge NUCA with those of charge NUCE
within the distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atoms of charge NUCA with all others within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCE with those of charge NUCA within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,

connects atoms of charge NUCE with all others within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects every two atoms within the distance range defined by
RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCE with all others within the distance
range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCA with those of charge NUCE within the
distance range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atom no. –NUCA with all others within the distance
range defined by RMIN, RMAX,
connects atoms number -NUCA and –NUCE- independent of the
distance.

RMIN(I),RMAX(I) :=
Minimum and maximum distances used for connecting atoms by lines / sticks (Ith
connection constraint). These values have no meaning and are set to zero if NUCA < 0,
NUCE < 0.
RBOND(I) :=
Radius of the cylindrical sticks connecting between atoms. If RBOND = 0 atoms are
connected by straight lines.
INDX :=
(Windows Version 4) dummy parameter ( = -1) to indicate explicit RGB definitions of
bond colors by (RCOL, GCOL, BCOL)
NNA(I),NNE(I) :=
sets a cylinder or vector of width RVECT starting at an atom defined by its index and
given by its Cartesian coordinates where two versions are available
NNA < 0, NNE = 998

sets a cylinder starting at atom no. –NNA with its Cartesian
coordinates defined by RX, RY, RZ and a starting width RVECT,

NNA < 0, NNE = 999

sets a vector starting at atom no. –NNA with its Cartesian
coordinates defined by RX, RY, RZ and a starting width RVECT,

RX(I),RY(I),RZ(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the vector starting at an atom.

RVECT(I) :=
starting width of the vector at atom –NNA or –NNE. The end width will be zero.
NBCOL(I) :=
(Unix Version 2) Color code (absolute value) used to paint connecting lines / sticks.
RCOL(I),GCOL(I),BCOL(I) :=
(Windows Version 4) RGB color component values (between 0 and 255) of bond or
vector colors.

Line 5b-f.

are needed only for INITSV = 1, see Line 5 above. They are identical in format to Lines 1 - 5
of the initialization file.

Lines 5, 5a-f are identical with Lines 11, 11a-f of the Latuse file format.

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Cluster session with input
similar to the one discussed in the tutorial. Initialization parameters (Lines 5b-f.) are included in the file.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 4, 5, 5a, 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e, 5e, 5f, 5f, 5f,
5f. (Unix Version 2 style)
==================================================================================
Ni(CO)4 molecule
0
9
9.906002280
9.906002280
9.906002280
0
.000000000
.000000000
.000000000
1.547001240 28
-2.164999960
-2.164999960
-2.164999960
1.016538620
6
-3.405999900
-3.405999900
-3.405999900
1.132936360
8
2.164999960
2.164999960
-2.164999960
1.016538620
6
3.405999900
3.405999900
-3.405999900
1.132936360
8
3.405999900
-3.405999900
3.405999900
1.132936360
8
2.164999960
-2.164999960
2.164999960
1.016538620
6
-2.164999960
2.164999960
2.164999960
1.016538620
6
-3.405999900
3.405999900
3.405999900
1.132936360
8
80.00000
350.00000
.00000
1.00000
3.00000
0
6
1
1
5
0
0
2
1
0
0.000
6
0
3.7000000
3.8000000
.3000000
-1
0 255
0
8
6
2.1000000
2.2000000
.4000000
-1
0 255
0
0
0 600 450
1.0000
255
15
8
18
32
8
16
0.1500
0.7500
0.2500
65.0000
40.0000
0.3000 -300.0000
15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0
0
0 255 255 255 255 255 255
0
0
0
0 255
0
255
0
0
0
0 255 255 255 255
0
0 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
0 179
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
0 255 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255
0
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255
0 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 255
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
192 192 192
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
162 162 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
83 255
83
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 164 164
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
130 130
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
55
55
55
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
122 122 122
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
168 168 168
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 255 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
==================================================================================

# $ K +

StoBe Format (*.stb)

This format is used to save structure information from Lattice and Cluster sessions. All (visible) atoms of a
lattice section or cluster are included by their element names and cartesian coordinates while section size,
periodicity, or graphics definitions are lost. StoBe format ((C) K. Hermann, Fritz-Haber Institute, Berlin, 2006)
output files can serve as a basis for input files to the electronic structure code StoBe, a realization of the
Linear Combination of Gaussian Type Orbitals - MO solution of the Kohn-Sham DFT equations. While Balsac
saves geometric structure data, electronic and numerical parameters as well as basis sets have to be
included outside Balsac to produce a complete StoBe input file. For further details consult the StoBe manual
at http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/KHsoftware/StoBe/index.html. The StoBe structure file format used by Balsac
is defined by Lines 1 - 6 discussed in the following.
Line 1.
:=

Line 2.
TITLE :=

Line 3.
:=

Line 4.
:=

Line(s) 5.
NAME :=

(‘title’)
Title keyword.

(A72)

TITLE

Title of the lattice section / cluster.

(‘symm C1’)
Point symmetry group defaulted to C1 (no symmetry).

(‘cartesian [unit?]’)
Cartesian coordinate input with open choice of units
[unit?] = bohr
atomic units (1 Bohr = 0.529 Angstrom) used for coordinates,
[unit?] = Angstrom
Angstrom units (1 A = 10-10 m) used for coordinates

(A2,3X,3F15.10,)

NAME,X(I),Y(I),Z(I),NUC(I),NGRID(I)

Element symbol of the Ith atom in the lattice section or cluster.

X(I),Y(I),Z(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the Ith atom.
NUC(I) :=

Nuclear (element) charge of atoms assigned to the Ith lattice basis vector.

Ngrid(I) :=

number of radial grid points used in the evaluation of the exchange-correlation potentials
and energy density of atom I. The following table gives default values used in the output.
NUC(I)

#

L0415
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K
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+
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$

NGRID(I)

[1, 2]

32

[3, 10]

35

[11, 18]

40

Line 6.
:=

[19, 36]

45

[37, 100]

64

(‘end’)
End line of coordinate input..

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Cluster session with input
from the Plot3D format example file given elsewhere.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
==================================================================================
title
Ni(CO)4 molecule
symm C1
cartesian [unit?]
Ni
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
0.0000000000
28.
45
C
-2.1649999600
-2.1649999600
-2.1649999600
6.
35
O
-3.4059999000
-3.4059999000
-3.4059999000
8.
35
C
2.1649999600
2.1649999600
-2.1649999600
6.
35
O
3.4059999000
3.4059999000
-3.4059999000
8.
35
O
3.4059999000
-3.4059999000
3.4059999000
8.
35
C
2.1649999600
-2.1649999600
2.1649999600
6.
35
C
-2.1649999600
2.1649999600
2.1649999600
6.
35
O
-3.4059999000
3.4059999000
3.4059999000
8.
35
end
==================================================================================

# $ K +

Slab Format (*.slb)

This format saves structure information from Lattice sessions allowing to construct elementary cells of crystal
slabs to be used for input to supercell calculations such as those using VASP or Quantum Expresso. In
addition to lattice vectors, given with respect to the (h k l) adapted lattice, lattice basis vectors of the bulk
elementary cell in fractional coordinates are included. Further, translationally non-equivalent atoms of each
layer (fractional and absolute Cartesian coordinates) defined for the lattice section are saved. While Balsac
saves geometric structure data, electronic and numerical parameters have to be provided for input to
subsequent electronic structure calculations outside Balsac. The Slab structure file format used by Balsac is
defined by Lines 1 - 8 discussed in the following.
Note that slab file format output is available only form Lattice sessions of the MS Windows Version 4 of
Balsac. Further, only slabs with layers reflecting the bulk structure (i.e. no relaxed or reconstructed layer) will
be saved correctly.

Line 1.
TITLE :=

Lines 2.
R(I,J) :=

Line 3.

(A80)

TITLE

Title of the slab output file constructed from the lattice type name, corresponding Miller
indices and finished by “ [slab]”.

(3(3F15.9/))

((R(I,J),I=1,3),J=1,3)

Transformed lattice vectors (Ith component of Jth vector in Cartesian coordinates) of the
(h k l) adapted lattice..

(2I5)

NBG,NEQ

NBG :=

Number of lattice basis vectors in non-primitive lattices. For primitive lattices NBG = 1.

NEQ :=

Number of non-equivalent monolayers (subplanes) between subsequent main lattice
netplanes in the case of non-primitive lattices. For primitive lattices NEQ = 1.

Line(s) 4.

(A5,3F15.9, A5)

(ELMT(J),(PP(I,J),I=1,3), LAY(J),J=1,NBG)

ELMT(J) := Element name (from nuclear charge) of atom assigned to the Jth lattice basis vector.
PP(I,J) :=

Ith component of the Jth lattice basis vector in non-primitive lattices given in fractional
coordinates with respect to the transformed lattice periodicity vectors R(I,J) (see Lines 2).

LAY(J) :=

ASCII label of the Jth lattice basis vector denoting non-equivalent subplanes in nonprimitive lattices.

Line 5.

#

*(3I5)

L0406
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NATOT,NINIT,NLAY

NATOT :=

Total number of atoms in the different layers of the slab.

NINIT:=

index number of the atom plane (meaningful for non- primitive lattices) where the slab
bottom atoms reside.

NLAY:=

Number of atom layers forming the slab. For primitive lattices NLAY equals NATOT while
for non- primitive lattices NLAY is smaller than NATOT and depends on the (h k l)
orientation. Parameter NLAY is identical with parameter NZ3 in line 7 of the Latuse
format.

Line(s) 6.

(A5,3F15.9, A5)

(ELMT(J),(XREL(I,J),I=1,3), LAY(J),J=1,NATOT)

ELMT(J) := Element name (from nuclear charge) of atom assigned to the Jth slab atom.
XREL(I,J) := Components I = 1, 2, 3 (x, y, z) of the Jth slab atom given in fractional coordinates with
respect to the transformed lattice periodicity vectors R(I,J) (see Lines 2). The atoms are
ordered in the slab from bottom to top.
LAY(J) :=

Line 7.

ASCII label of the Jth slab atom denoting its layer sequence

*(3I5)

NATOT,DSLAB

NATOT :=

Total number of atoms in the different layers of the slab, see also line 5.

DSLAB:=

Thickness of the slab in absolute coordinates computed as XREL(3,NATOT) * R(3,3).

Line(s) 8.

(A5,3F15.9, A5)

(ELMT(J),(XABS(I,J),I=1,3), LAY(J),J=1,NATOT)

ELMT(J) := Element name (from nuclear charge) of atom assigned to the Jth slab atom.
XABS(I,J) := Components I = 1, 2, 3 (X, Y, Z) of the Jth slab atom given in absolute Cartesian
coordinates. The atoms are ordered in the slab from bottom to top analogous to the listing
of line 6 with
XABS(I,J) = R(I,1) * XREL(1,J) + R(I,2) * XREL(2,J) + R(I,3) * XREL(3,J).
LAY(J) :=

ASCII label of the Jth slab atom denoting its layer sequence

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Lattice session.
==================================================================================
( 0 1 0 0) Mn2W2O8 (cif) monoclinic-p, P2/c (13) [slab]
4.830000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.123757005
4.992466345
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
5.760300000
12
8
Mn
0.289000000
0.693000000
0.583600000
F
Mn
0.289000000
0.193000000
0.212400000
C
W
0.789000000
0.693000000
0.078000000
B
W
0.789000000
0.193000000
0.718000000
G
O
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
A
O
0.578000000
0.386000000
0.000000000
A
O
0.578000000
0.886000000
0.796000000
H
O
0.000000000
0.500000000
0.796000000
H
O
0.039000000
0.550000000
0.272000000
D
O
0.539000000
0.836000000
0.272000000
D

O
0.539000000
0.336000000
0.524000000
E
O
0.039000000
0.050000000
0.524000000
E
13
2
9
W
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
B
Mn
-0.500000000
-0.500000000
0.134400000
C
O
-0.750000000
-0.143000000
0.194000000
D
O
-0.250000000
0.143000000
0.194000000
D
O
-0.250000000
-0.357000000
0.446000000
E
O
-0.750000000
-0.643000000
0.446000000
E
Mn
-0.500000000
0.000000000
0.505600000
F
W
0.000000000
-0.500000000
0.640000000
G
O
-0.211000000
0.193000000
0.718000000
H
O
-0.789000000
-0.193000000
0.718000000
H
O
-0.789000000
-0.693000000
0.922000000
A
O
-0.211000000
-0.307000000
0.922000000
A
W
0.000000000
0.000000000
1.000000000
B
13
5.760300000
W
0.000000000
0.000000000
0.000000000
B
Mn
-2.476878503
-2.496233173
0.774184320
C
O
-3.640197252
-0.713922687
1.117498200
D
O
-1.189802748
0.713922687
1.117498200
D
O
-1.251681251
-1.782310485
2.569093800
E
O
-3.702075754
-3.210155860
2.569093800
E
Mn
-2.415000000
0.000000000
2.912407680
F
W
-0.061878503
-2.496233173
3.686592000
G
O
-0.995244898
0.963546005
4.135895400
H
O
-3.834755102
-0.963546005
4.135895400
H
O
-3.896633604
-3.459779177
5.310996600
A
O
-1.057123401
-1.532687168
5.310996600
A
W
0.000000000
0.000000000
5.760300000
B
==================================================================================

# $ K +

XYZ Format (*.xyz)

This format is accepted for input to Balsac and can be used to save structure information from Lattice and
Cluster sessions. All (visible) atoms of a lattice section or cluster are included by their element names and
cartesian coordinates while section size, periodicity, or graphics definitions are lost. XYZ format ((C)
Research Equipment Inc. 1991) files can serve as input to many different molecular visualization packages,
such as Xmol, Rasmol, and others. Balsac uses only a restricted XYZ format described in the following. Atom
charges and displacement vectors (see Line(s) 3) are not read in and defaulted to zero in output. For further
details consult the manuals of appropriate visualization packages. The XYZ type structure file format used in
Balsac is defined by Lines 1 - 3 discussed in the following.
Note that Balsac MS Windows Version 4 accepts free fortran input for the Cartesian coordinates
X(I),Y(I),Z(I) in all Lines 3.
Line 1.
NKTOT :=

Line 2.
TITLE :=

Line(s) 3.
NAME :=

(I5)

NKTOT

Number of atoms included in the lattice section / cluster.

(A72)

TITLE

Title of the lattice section / cluster.

(A2,2X,3F12.6,F5.0,2X,3F5.0)
(NAME(I),X(I),Y(I),Z(I),QC(I),VX(I),VY(I),VZ(I),I=1,NKTOT)
Element symbol of the Ith atom in the lattice section or cluster.

X(I),Y(I),Z(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the Ith atom.
QC(I) :=

Charge of the Ith atom, defaulted to 0.0. This can be used to attach electrostatic charges
to atom centers outside Balsac. Note that charges are not read in by Balsac. They are
defaulted to 0.0 in XYZ format output of Balsac.

VX(I),VY(I),VZ(I) :=
Cartesian vector to denote possible displacements of the Ith atom. Note that
displacements vectors are not read in by Balsac. They are defaulted to (0.0, 0.0, 0.0) in
XYZ format output of Balsac.

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Cluster session with input
from the Plot3D format example file given elsewhere.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3.
==================================================================================
9
Ni(CO)4 molecule
Ni
.000000
.000000
.000000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
C
-2.165000
-2.165000
-2.165000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
O
-3.406000
-3.406000
-3.406000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
#
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C
2.165000
2.165000
-2.165000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
O
3.406000
3.406000
-3.406000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
O
3.406000
-3.406000
3.406000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
C
2.165000
-2.165000
2.165000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
C
-2.165000
2.165000
2.165000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
O
-3.406000
3.406000
3.406000 0.0
0.0 0.0 0.0
==================================================================================

# $ K +

SURVIS Format (*.sur)

This is the file format accepted for structure and option parameter definitions used in file input/output of the
SSD5 Surface Visualizer (SURVIS), Version 5 (2003) developed by Klaus Hermann (Fritz-Haber-Institut
Berlin, Germany) in collaboration with Phillip R. Watson (Oregon State University, Corvallis, USA) and Michel
A. Van Hove (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, Berkeley, USA), and the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, USA). SURVIS forms an integral part of the Surface
Structure Database, Version 5, NIST Database No. 42. The file format is defined by Lines 1 - 10 discussed in
the following.
Line 1.

(A60/A60/A60)

TITLE :=
Line 2.

TITLE(I), I=1,3

Three title lines defining the structure.

(7F10.6,I5)

XORIG,YORIG,ZORIG,XLEN,YLEN,ZLEN,PHIBX,NLAYR

XORIG, YORIG, ZORIG :=
Origin of the surface block containing the structure section.
Default values provided by SSD are 0., 0., 0.
XLEN, YLEN, ZLEN :=
Half lenghts of the surface block in x, y, z direction. If the substrate surface is
characterized by periodicity vectors A, B forming an angle phi and a lattice constant D
then SSD provides XLEN = 1.6*abs(A), YLEN = 1.6*abs(B)*sin(phi), ZLEN = 2.1* D. This
guarantees a 3 x 3 surface block at least 3 layers deep.
PHIBX :=

Angle of rotation of the surface block about the z axis (of the absolute coordinate system).
This is used to rotate the visualization block with respect to the fixed structure for
alternative view sections. SSD provides 0.

NLAYR :=

Number of layers (the layer definition is used in a more general sense, see below)
definitions given below.

The surface block is defined with respect to the absolute cartesian coordinate system with edges
(XORIG+XLEN,
(XORIG+XLEN,
(XORIG-XLEN,
(XORIG-XLEN,
(XORIG+XLEN,
(XORIG+XLEN,
(XORIG-XLEN,
(XORIG-XLEN,

YORIG+YLEN,
YORIG-YLEN,
YORIG+YLEN,
YORIG-YLEN,
YORIG+YLEN,
YORIG-YLEN,
YORIG+YLEN,
YORIG-YLEN,

ZORIG+ZLEN)
ZORIG+ZLEN)
ZORIG+ZLEN)
ZORIG+ZLEN)
ZORIG-ZLEN)
ZORIG-ZLEN)
ZORIG-ZLEN)
ZORIG-ZLEN)

where the surface normal vector is along the z direction and the bulk extends in negative (epi-layers,
NDIM = -3) or positive (substrate , NDIM = 3) z direction. The position and size of the box (given by
XORIG, YORIG, ZORIG, XLEN, YLEN, ZLEN, PHIBX) may be redefined interactively while NLAYR is
fixed input.

NLAYR sets of Lines 3. - 4. follow.
Lines 3.

(2I5,4F10.6/6F10.6/3F10.6)

NDIM :=

#

Dimensionality of layer I where

L0425
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NDIM(I),NBL(I),OCC(I),XURS(I),YURS(I),
ZURS(I),((RBAS(K,L,I),K=1,3),L=1,NDIM(I))

=0
=1
=2
= +/-3

describes a collection of arbitrary atoms without periodicity,
describes a 1-dimensionally periodic arrangement of atoms requiring one
periodicity vector RBAS,
describes a 2-dimensionally periodic arrangement within the layer ("true"
periodic surface) requiring two periodicity vectors RBAS,
describes a 3-dimensionally periodic arrangement (bulk substrate) requiring
three periodicity vectors RBAS.
For NDIM = +3 (-3) the bulk layers are constructed as parallel planes with the
translational interplane vector having a positive (or negative) z component
referring to a semi-infinite substrate (or epilayer). Only up to two bulk definitions
per structure (one for NDIM = 3, one for NDIM = -3) are accepted.

NBL :=

Number of non-equivalent centers defined for layer I.

OCC :=

Occupation of the layer ( 0.0 <= OCC <= 1.0 ) for NDIM > 0. the centers of the layer will
be chosen according to a random distribution where out of n lattice sites OCC*n sites will
be populated on the average.

XURS, YURS, ZURS :=
Absolute cartesian coordinates used as the origin of layer I for the periodicity vector
definition if NDIM > 0.
RBAS(1-3,L), L=1,NDIM :=
Periodicity vectors given in absolute cartesian coordinates for NDIM > 0.

NBL Lines 4. follow.
Lines 4.

(4F10.6,A2)

(RBG(J,K,I),J=1,3),RKG(K,I),NUCNM(K,I), K=1,NBL(I))

RBG(1-3,K) :=
Location of the Kth non-equivalent center of layer I given in cartesian coordinates (x,y,z)
with respect to the periodicity origin (XURS,YURS,ZURS).
RKG(K) :=
Atom sphere radius defined for the Kth non-equivalent center of layer I. The value may be
redefined interactively. For RKG = 0.0 SSD will use internal defaults (covalent radii
according to NUCNM).
NUCNM(K) :=
Atom name of the Kth non-equivalent center of layer I. Valid names are
H,
Na,
Sc,
Ga,
Nb,
Sb,
Pm,
Lu,
Tl,
Pa,

He,
Mg,
Ti,
Ge,
Mo,
Te,
Sm,
Hf,
Pb,
U,

Li,
Al,
V,
As,
Tc,
I,
Eu,
Ta,
Bi,
Np,

Be,
Si,
Cr,
Se,
Ru,
Xe,
Gd,
W,
Po,
Pu,

B,
P,
Mn,
Br,
Rh,
Cs,
Tb,
Re,
At,
Am,

C,
S,
Fe,
Kr,
Pd,
Ba,
Dy,
Os,
Rn,
Cm,

N,
Cl,
Co,
Rb,
Ag,
La,
Ho,
Ir,
Fr,
Bk,

O,
Ar,
Ni,
Sr,
Cd,
Ce,
Er,
Pt,
Ra,
Cf,

F,
K,
Cu,
Y,
In,
Pr,
Tm,
Au,
Ac,
Es,

Ne,
Ca,
Zn,
Zr,
Sn,
Nd,
Yb,
Hg,
Th,
Fm

where single character names should be preceded by a blank.

The following Lines 4a need to be provided ONLY for NDIM = 0.
Lines 4a. (I5/3F10.6)
NTR :=

NTR,(XTR(K),YTR(K),ZTR(K), K=1,NTR)

Number of translation vectors. For NDIM = 0 the centers of the layer definition
(Lines 3, 4) may be repeated (rigidly shifted copies) with appropriate translation vectors.
This allows to distribute molecular units where the unit is defined ony once. NTR = 0 uses
only the above center definition.

XTR,YTR,ZTR :=
Translation vector relative to (XURS,YURS,ZURS) used to repeat the center definition of
layer I if NDIM = 0.
Line 5.

(5F12.5,I5)

THETA,PHI,ROT,MAGNF,PERSP,NFOC

THETA, PHI :=
Angles of the viewing direction with respect to the surface plane normal vector pointing
outwards with respect to the bulk (negative z direction) used in the graphical output.
ROT :=

Rotation angle about the viewing direction used in the graphical output.

MAGNF := Magnification factor used in the graphical output.
PERSP :=

Projection mode and distance parameter used in the graphical output.

NFOC :=

Number of atom which serves as the center of the view focus. A value NFOC = 0 means
that the coordinate average of all atom centers inside the section is used as the view
focus.

Line 6.

(I5,5X,6I5)

M,ICLC,IBFT,NSHX,NSHY,ICON,INITSV

M :=

Graphics option determining how atoms are shown where
= 1 shows atom centers by crosses ("+"),
= 2 shows atom centers by dots (tiny circles),
= 3 shows atoms as circles,
= 4 shows atoms as color filled circles,
= 5 shows atoms in red/blue stereo mode,
= 6 shows atoms as hard shaded (bi-color) balls,
= 7 shows atoms as fuzzy shaded (bi-color) balls,
= 8 shows atoms as glossy shaded balls,
= 9 shows atoms as brilliant balls (including specular reflection)
Negative values of M refer to graphics mode -M and stereo duplication.

ICLC :=

Color/mark mode to label atom centers. The definition is given by the following table
ICLC color
mark
-----------------------------------------0
element no
1
element ASCII label
4
layer
no
5
layer
ASCII label

IBFT :=

Outline code for including a title line in PostScript output files and/or sketching hidden
atoms and/or drawing a wire frame given by the following table
IBFT title(PS) sketch hidden frame
--------------------------------------------------------0
no
no
no
1
no
no
yes
2
no
yes
no
3
no
yes
yes
4
yes
no
no
5
yes
no
yes
6
yes
yes
no
7
yes
yes
yes

NSHX, NSHY :=
Horizontal and vertical shift of the plot origin in pixel units.
ICON :=
Total number of connection constraints used to connect centers by sticks in the plot.

= -1

INITSV :=

will connect all centers within a distance range
0.8*(Rc(i)+Rc(j)) < d < 1.2*(Rc(i)+Rc(j))
with Rc(i), Rc(j) denoting (internal) covalent radii of the centers (educated guess).
= 0 will not connect any centers,
> 0 will connect centers according to ICON constraints given on Lines 6a.
Flag for including initialization information in SURVIS format output files.
= 0 no initialization information is included (old version).
= 3 initialization information is included in the output file.
The parameters are contained on Lines 7 - 10.

For ICON > 0 additional Lines 6a follow.
Line 6a.

(2I5,3D15.7,I10)

NUCA(i), NUCE(i) :=
NUCA > NUCE > 0
NUCA > NUCE = 0
NUCA = NUCE = 0

NUCA(I),NUCE(I),NCOV(I),RMIN(I),RMAX(I),
RBOND(I),NBCOL(I),I=1,ICON

connects centers of charge NUCA with those of charge NUCE
within the defined distance range,
connects centers of charge NUCA with all others within the defined
distance range,
connects every two centers within the defined distance range.

NCOV(i) :=
= 0 the distance range [RMIN,RMAX] used for center connects and the stick radius
RBOND is given in units of the atom coordinates,
= 1 the distance range [RMIN,RMAX] used for center connects and the stick radius
RBOND is given in relative units ("educated guess", see following),
RMIN(i), RMAX(i) :=
Minimum and maximum distances used for connecting centers by lines / sticks (ith
connection constraint).
For NCOV = 0 two centers i,j of distance d will be connected only if
RMIN < d < RMAX
with RMIN,RMAX given in units of the atom coordinates.
For NCOV = 1 two centers i,j of distance d will be connected only if
(Rc(i)+Rc(j))*RMIN < d < (Rc(i)+Rc(j))*RMAX
with Rc(i), Rc(j) denoting (internal) covalent radii of the centers and RMIN,RMAX given as
distance factors.
RBOND(i) :=
Radius of the cylindrical sticks connecting between centers. If RBOND = 0 centers are
connected by staight lines.
NBCOL(i) :=
Color code (absolute value) used to paint connecting sticks / lines.

Lines 7 - 10. are needed only for INITSV > 0, see Line 6.
Line 7.

(6I5)

LWINX,LWINY,LOWINX,LOWINY,NCOLB,NTONE

LWINX, LWINY
Size of the graphics window in pixels.
LOWINX, LOWINY
Absolute pixel position of the upper left corner of the graphics window. These parameters
allow you to reposition the graphics window.
NCOLB := Total number of paint colors defined below.

NTONE :=

Line 8.

Number of tones to be generated for each paint color. The total number of different colors
defined inside Balsac, ntone*ncolb, may not exceed 128.

(7F10.4)

QDIFF,QLAMB,QSPEC,THTSH,PHISH,PU,DEYE

QDIFF, QLAM, QSPEC
Shading weights for diffuse background (qdiff), Lambert shading (qlamb), and specular
reflection (qspec). These weights determine the relative amounts of the shading
contributions where qdiff+qlamb+qspec=1.
THTSH, PHISH
Direction of the incident light (polar angle thtsh, azimuthal angle phish) used for ball
shading.
PU :=
Eye distance factor used in red/blue and full color stereo mode. Default is pu = 0.3.
Larger pu values reduce the stereo impression.
DEYE :=
Distance between the centers of the two pictures in full color stereo mode (given in
pixels).
Positive values result in left/right eye positioned pictures (use optical stereo glasses).
Negative values result in a reversed picture order (stereo view by cross-eyed viewing).

Lines 9.

(6I10)

(ICDEF(I),I=1,6)

ICDEF(I,J) :=
RGB definitions of elementary color defaults used by Balsac based on MS Windows
convention where
ICDEF(1) := color "black"
ICDEF(2) := color "white"
ICDEF(3) := background color
ICDEF(4) := bond color
ICDEF(5) := stereo red color
ICDEF(6) := stereo blue color
Each color (JR,JG,JB) in the RGB space is given by a compound number CRGB defined
by
ICDEF = ( 512 + JB ) * 256 + JG ) * 256 + JR
with 0<= JR, JG, JB < 256.

Line(s) 10. (I10,4F10.4)

(IFARB(I),CBT(I),CBS(I),CEN(I),CTP(I),I=1,NCOLB)

CRGB(I) := compound number defining RGB values of paint color I-7 (used with NTONE different
tones), see Line 9.
CBT(I) :=
Color factor of the darkest tone of paint color I.
CBS(I) :=
Color factor of the default dark tone of paint color I.
CEN(I) :=
Color factor of the default light tone of paint color I.
CTP(I) :=
Color factor of the lightest tone of paint color I.

The following listing shows as an example the input file of a fictitious c(2x2) CO / Cu(100) system with five
isolated rare gas atoms and a perturbed periodic row of Na atoms. The numbers in brackets at the end of
each line refer to the Line numbers defined above and are not part of the file.
==================================================================================
c(sq2xsq2) CO/a-Cu(100)R30+Xe aaa a(Cu)=5.0, d(C-O)=2.2, z(C
(1)
-Cu)=3.7, z(Xe-Cu)=z(Na-Cu)= 8.00
(1)

1.2.2a
(1)
.001000
.002000
.003000 13.000000 14.000000 15.000000 30.000000
4 (2)
0
5 1.000000
.000000
.000000
.000000
(3)
1.000000 6.000000
.000000
.000000He
(4)
1.000000 11.000000
.000000
.000000Ne
(4)
1.000000 16.000000
.000000
.000000Ar
(4)
1.000000 21.000000
.000000
.000000Kr
(4)
1.000000 26.000000
.000000
.000000Xe
(4)
1
(4a)
4.000000 -5.000000
.000000
(4a)
1
1
.700000 4.000000 4.000000
.000000
(3)
2.000000 4.000000
.000000
(3)
.000000
.000000
.000000
.000000Na
(4)
2
2 1.000000
.000000
.000000 4.300000
(3)
5.000000
.000000
.000000
.000000 5.000000
.000000
(3)
.000000
.000000
.000000
.000000 C
(4)
.000000
.000000 -2.200000
.000000 O
(4)
3
1 1.000000 2.500000 0.000000 8.000000
(3)
5.000000 0.000000 0.000000 2.500000 2.500000 0.000000
(3)
0.000000 2.500000 2.500000
(3)
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000Cu
(4)
78.37500
-8.06250
.00000
1.50000
3.00000
0
(5)
-4
0
1
0
0
3
3
(6)
8
8
0
.4950000D+01
.5050000D+01
.0000000D+00 33619967
(6a)
6
6
0
.4950000D+01
.5050000D+01
.0000000D+00 50299008
(6a)
8
6
0
.2150000D+01
.2250000D+01
.0000000D+00 33554687
(6a)
480 360
0
0
16
8
(7)
.1000
.3500
.5500
50.0000 -35.0000
.3000 -240.0000
(8)
33554432 50331647 50331647 33619712 33554687 50266112
(9)
33554432
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
50270995
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
33587200
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
41975808
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
33554560
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
41943168
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
33587328
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
41975936
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
41975936
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
50266112
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
33619712
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
50331392
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
33554687
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
50266367
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
33619967
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
50331647
.3000
.6000
.9000
.9500
(10)
==================================================================================

# $ K +

SARCH Format (*.sar)

This obsolete format was available for output from a Lattice session and to serve as structure input to
SARCH ((C) Copyright 1992 M. A. Van Hove), an analysis and visualization program including LEED and
STM simulation. Balsac uses only a restricted set of the full SARCH ASCII format described in the following.
This format cannot account for all structural features available with SARCH. For further details consult the
SARCH manuals ((C) Copyright 1992 M. A. Van Hove). The SARCH type structure file format is defined by
Lines 1 – 4 given in the following.
Line 1.

(2I5,A60)

NKTOT :=

NKTOT,NOFFST,TITLE

Number of atoms listed by coordinates below.

NOFFST := Offset used to discriminate between different lattice sections (not used in Balsac and set
by default to NOFFST = 600).
TITLE :=

Line 2.

Title of the lattice section.

(3F10.4)

NKTOT :=

GV1,GV2,ANG12

Number of atoms listed by coordinates below.

GV1,GV2 :=
Lengths of two planar vectors v1, v2 describing the layer periodicity.
ANG12 :=

Line 3.

Angle between v1, v2.

(4F10.4,4I5)

M11,M12,M21,M22, I1,I2,I3,I4

Mij :=

2x2 transformation matrix (i,j=1,2) describing the layer periodicity (Balsac uses a unit
matrix by default).

I1,I2,I3 :=

Miller indices in simple cubic notation for sc-, fcc-, bcc-derived lattices (options =
2,3,5,6,8).

I4 :=

4th component of Miller indices in 4-index notation for hexagonal lattices (options = 4, 9,
19, 24) or for the hexagonal representation of the trigonal-R lattice (option = 20). For other
lattices IS4=0.

Line(s) 4. (3F10.4,2I5,F10.4)

(X(I),Y(I),Z(I),NUC(I),NEQV(I),RAD(I), I=1,NKTOT)

X(I),Y(I),Z(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the Ith atom in the lattice section.
NUC(I) :=

Nuclear (element) charge assigned to the Ith atom.

NEQV(I) := Label characterizing the (layer) periodic equivalence of the Ith atom.

#

L0430
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+
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$

RAD(I) :=

Sphere radius assigned to the Ith atom.

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Lattice session with input
from the Latuse format example file given elsewhere.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, 4, ..., 4, ..., 4.
==================================================================================
59 600( 0 0 1 )c Znblnde(fcc+2) lattice
.7071
.7071
90.0000
1.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.0000
0
0
1
0
-.7071
-1.0607
1.5000
30 607
.1396
...
-.3536
-1.0607
1.2500
16 606
.2934
...
.3536
.7071
.0000
30 607
.1396
==================================================================================

# $ K +

SCHAKAL Format (*.skl)

This format was available for output from a Lattice session and is no longer supported by Balsac starting
with version 3. It serves as structure input to SCHAKAL ((C) Copyright 1990 E. Keller), an alternative
crystallographic visualization tool. Balsac uses only a restricted set of the full SCHAKAL format described in
the following. This format cannot account for all structural features available with SCHAKAL. For further
details consult the SCHAKAL manuals ((C) Copyright 1990 E. Keller). The SCHAKAL type structure file
format is defined by 4 Lines given in the following.
Line 1.

(' TIT ',A72)

TITLE :=

Line 2.

TITLE

Title of the lattice section.

(' CELL ',3F15.9)

XTOT,YTOT,ZTOT

XTOT,YTOT,ZTOT :=
Size of block (lengths along x, y, z) containing all atoms.

Line(s) 3. (' ATOM ',A6,3F15.9)
NAME :=

NAME(I),XR(I),YR(I),ZR(I),I=1,NKTOT

Element symbol of the Ith atom in the lattice section.

XR(I),YR(I),ZR(I) :=
Coordinates of the Ith atom in multiples of XTOT, YTOT, ZTOT, respectively.

Line 4.
:=

(' END')
Last Line of SCHAKAL file.

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Lattice session with input
from the Latuse format example file given elsewhere.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, ..., 3, ...,3, 4.
==================================================================================
TIT ( 0 0 1 )c Znblnde(fcc+2) lattice
CELL
2.000951640
2.708058422
2.086738078
ATOM
Zn
.146614757
.108331872
.140587380
...
ATOM
S
.323307379
.108331872
.260391587
...
ATOM
Zn
.676692621
.761112085
.859412620
END
==================================================================================

#
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# $ K +

Protein Data Bank Format (*.pdb)

This format can be used to save structure information from Balsac/Lattice and Balsac/Cluster sessions
applying the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) format, Balsac Unix version only). All (visible) atoms of
a lattice section or cluster are included by their element names and cartesian coordinates while section size,
periodicity, or graphics definitions are lost. PDB format (last draft version 2.1, October 25, 1996, (C)
Brookhaven National Laboratory) files can serve as input to many different molecular visualization and
database packages, such as Rasmol, WebLab Viewer by Molecular Simulations Inc., and others. Balsac
uses only a restricted PDB format described in the following. In particular, crystal periodicity of a
Balsac/Lattice session will not be saved in PDB format. For further details consult the Protein Data Bank
Contents Guide published by Biology Dept., Bldg. 463, Brookhaven National Laboratory, P. O. Box 5000,
Upton, NY 11973-5000 (USA). Of the complete PDB type structure file format only Lines 1 - 4 are included
and discussed in the following.
Line 1.
TTT :=

Line 2.
:=

Line(s) 3.

('TITLE ',A72)

TTT

Title text of the lattice section / cluster.

('AUTHOR BALSAC by K. Hermann (C) Fritz-Haber-Institut,
Berlin 2017')
Balsac identification and copyright.

('ATOM',I7,1X,A2,16X,3F8.3) (I,NAME(I),X(I),Y(I),Z(I),I=1,NKTOT)

I :=

Number of the Ith atom in the lattice section or cluster.

NAME :=

Element symbol of the Ith atom in the lattice section or cluster.

X(I),Y(I),Z(I) :=
Cartesian coordinates of the Ith atom.

Line 4.
:=

('END')
Last Line of the file.

The following listing shows as an example the output file of an interactive Balsac/Cluster session with input
from the Plot3D format example file given elsewhere.
The sequence of lines refers to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, 4.
==================================================================================
9
TITLE Ni(CO)4 real coordinates
AUTHOR BALSAC by K. Hermann (C) Fritz-Haber-Institut Berlin 1999
ATOM
1 Ni
.000
.000
.000
ATOM
2 C
-1.580
1.580
1.580
ATOM
3 O
-3.220
3.220
3.220
ATOM
4 C
1.580 -1.580
1.580
#
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ATOM
5 O
3.220 -3.220
3.220
ATOM
6 O
3.220
3.220 -3.220
ATOM
7 C
1.580
1.580 -1.580
ATOM
8 C
-1.580 -1.580 -1.580
ATOM
9 O
-3.220 -3.220 -3.220
END
==================================================================================

# $ K +

PostScript Format (*.eps, *.ps)

Files of this format are produced by Balsac to be printed on PostScript laser printers or typesetting devices
yielding high quality graphics prints. With the gray scale PostScript format colors and shading are simulated
by gray levels using fixed dithering, see below. Color PostScript uses appropriate RGB definitions to
reproduce colors, see elsewhere. However, most non-color PostScript printers will convert color definitions to
gray scales.
Note that printing Balsac PostScript files does NOT require a detailed understanding of this file format.
However, PostScript files generated by Balsac can be easily modified in many ways, see also Editing
PostScript files.
The complete (encapsulated) PostScript file consists of a prologue
%!PS-Adobe-3.0
%%Creator: Balsac 4.4 (C) Copyright by K. Hermann
%%BoundingBox: 20 20 570 770
%%EndComments
containing an internal creator title and a definition of the clipping area on the page which sets the lower left
point at (x,y) = (20, 20) and the upper right point at (x,y) = (570, 770) in units of 1/72 of an inch. This is
followed by a number of (copyright protected) PostScript macros used to define color tones and to produce
elementary drawing objects to be discussed below. Then the plot is built by subsequent calls to the
appropriate macros. The file finishes with the PostScript statements
/#copies 1 def showpage
%%EndDocument:
setting the number of copies of the present plot (1). For details concerning the PostScript programming
language consult the appropriate literature. It is, however, possible to make simple changes to the plot output
by editing the output file with an ASCII text editor. This will be discussed in detail elsewhere.
The definitions of the (copyright protected) elementary drawing macros used in Balsac PostScript output files
are given in the following to improve the readability of respective files and allow quick editing. All drawing
macros refer to color PostScript (Level 1) but are accepted by gray scale PostScript devices where RGB
colors are converted to gray values s according to the video standard
(r,g,b) --> (s,s,s)

with s = 0.30*r + 0.59*g + 0.11*b .

Note that all lengths and coordinates are defined in units of 1/72 of an inch and RGB color definitions where
(nR, nG, nB) refer to the unit cube [0, 1] x [0, 1] x [0, 1]. In the following we list all PostScript macros available
with Balsac together with a short description of their use and input parameters. The source codes of the
macros are given elsewhere.
Note that all PostScript names in the following are case sensitive.

Boxd

defines a rectangular box given by the framing polygon
(x1,y1) -> (x2,y1) -> (x2,y2) -> (x1,y2) -> (x1,y1).

#
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Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

Boxd

Adding "0 setgray stroke" after this call draws a black rectangle.
Adding "r g b setrgbcolor fill" creates an (r,g,b) color filled rectangle.
Adding "clip" clips a rectangular area allowing you to draw only inside.

CArrow

draws an arrow line of width wd and color (nR, nG, nB) between coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2,
y2). The arrow head is at (x2, y2). Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

CArrow

For positive values of wd the arrow is outlined in white to emphasize its visibility. For negative
values of wd an arrow of width -wd is drawn without outlining.
Note that macros CLine, COLine, CArrow, and CArro2 use the same input parameter
sequences. Therefore, changing the line type requires only to change the respective macro
name.

CArro2

draws a double-headed arrow line (arrow heads at both ends) of width wd and color (nR, nG,
nB) between coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). The arrow head is at (x2, y2). Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

CArro2

For positive values of wd the arrow is outlined in white to emphasize its visibility. For negative
values of wd an arrow of width -wd is drawn without outlining.
Note that macros CLine, COLine, CArrow, and CArro2 use the same input parameter
sequences. Therefore, changing the line type requires only to change the respective macro
name.

CBall

draws a continuous shaded color ball about (x, y) using a radius rad and a set of color tones
given by basic color index icol. Calling format is
x

y

rad

icol

CBall

The color index icol ranges between 0 and nc-1 where nc denotes the number of different
basic colors for which shading color tones are generated. (For each basic color one macro
call Coldef generates color tones and the indices reflect the order of Coldef calls.) The
shading and the incident light direction has to be set by macros Coldef and Lite before any
call to CBall can be made. The balls are outlined by circles of color (Rol, Gol, Bol) and of
width Sphoutl where Rol, Gol, Bol, and Sphoutl are defined globally. Outlining can be
prevented by setting Sphoutl = 0.
Note that macros COcir, Cross, CFcir use the same input parameter sequence, those of
CScir, CBall are different. However, only trivial parameter modifications are required to
convert between them.

CBond

draws a (perspective) stick of finite thickness between coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). The
stick radii are rad1 at (x1, y1) and rad2 at (x2, y2) and qq is a perspective factor
(qq = |cos(beta)| where beta defines the angle between the stick direction and the viewing
plane normal vector). The stick will be painted with color (nR, nG, nB) and outlined by lines of
color (Rbd, Gbd, Bbd) and of width Bndoutl where Rbd, Gbd, Bbd, and Bndoutl are defined
globally. Outlining can be prevented by setting Bndoutl = 0. Calling format is

x1

CDash

y1

x2

y2

rad1

rad2

qq

nR

nG

nB

CBond

draws a dashed line of width wd and color (nR, nG, nB) between coordinates (x1, y1) and
(x2, y2). The dashes are dd long with gaps of gg. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

dd

gg

CDash

Note that, while macros CLine, COLine, CArrow, and CArro2 use the same input parameter
sequences, CDash includes two additional parameters at the end.

CDArrow

draws a ("V" shaped) pair of arrows with common origin of width wd and color (nR, nG, nB).
The origin is given by coordinates (x1, y1) and the arrows point to (x2, y2) and (x3, y3).
Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

x3

y3

nR

nG

nB

wd

CDArrow

For positive values of wd the arrow pair is outlined in white to emphasize its visibility. For
negative values of wd an arrow pair of width -wd is drawn without outlining. This macro can
be used to insert additional basis vectors.
Note that macros CDLine and CDArrow use the same input parameter sequences.
Therefore, changing between lines and arrows requires only to change the respective macro
name.

CDLine

draws a ("V" shaped) pair of lines with common origin of width wd and color (nR, nG, nB).
The origin is given by coordinates (x1, y1) and the lines point to (x2, y2) and (x3, y3). Calling
format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

x3

y3

nR

nG

nB

wd

CDLine

For positive values of wd the double line is outlined in white to emphasize its visibility. For
negative values of wd a double line of width -wd is drawn without outlining.
Note that macros CDLine and CDArrow use the same input parameter sequences.
Therefore, changing between lines and arrows requires only to change the respective macro
name.

CFcir

draws a color filled circle about (x, y) using a radius rad and a filling color (nR, nG, nB).
Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

CFcir

Note that macros COcir, Cross, CFcir use the same input parameter sequence, those of
CScir, CBall are different. However, only trivial parameter modifications are required to
convert between them.

CHcir

draws a hatched color ball about (x, y) using a radius rad with colors (nR, nG, nB) for
hatching lines (defined by wh, dh, phi, see below) on a gray background (value bgray). The
outlining circle is drawn with a line width wout. This allows three formats.
(a) Calling format for nh = 0 is
x

y

rad

bgray

nR nG nB

wout

nh

CHcir

No hatching is included. This version differs from macro CFcir in that the ball background
allows gray values bgray only and the outline color (nR, nG, nB) and width wout can be set.
(b) Calling format for nh = 1 is
x

y

rad

bgray

mR mG mB

wout

wh dh

phi1

nh

CHcir

In addition to format (a) hatching inside the ball area is performed by a set of parallel lines of
width wh and separation dh. The lines are rotated by an angle phi1.
(c) Calling format for nh > 1 is
x

y

rad

bgray

nR nG nB

wout

wh dh

phi1 phi2

nh

CHcir

In addition to format (b) hatching inside the ball area includes a second set of parallel lines of
width wh and separation dh where the lines are rotated by an angle phi2 ("cross-hatching").
Note that macro CHcir is different in its parameter sequence from COcir, CFcir, CScir, CBall.
However, only trivial parameter modifications are required to convert between them.

CHLine

draws a line of width wd and color (nR, nG, nB) between coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).
The line is finished at both ends symmetrically by a perpendicular line of length 2*ls and
width wds (forming an "H" altogether and used for distance labels). Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd ls

wds

CHLine

Note that macro CHLine is, in its parameter definition different from that of CLine, COLine,
CArrow, and CArro2 only by the (additional) two parameters at the end.

Cirsec

draws an circular arc of width |wd| and color (nR, nG, nB) with the arc center at (x0, y0)
where the arc starts at (x1, y1) and proceeds until it crosses the line starting at (x0, y0) and
pointing towards (x2, y2). For positive values of wd the arc proceeds anti-clockwise while for
negative values it proceeds clockwise. Calling format is
x0

CLine

y0

x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

Cirsec

draws a line of width wd and color (nR, nG, nB) between coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2).
Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

CLine

Note that macros CLine, COLine, CArrow, and CArro2 use the same input parameter
sequences. Therefore, changing the line type requires only changing the respective macro
name.

COcir

draws a circle about (x, y) using a radius rad and a line color (nR, nG, nB). Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

COcir

Note that macros COcir, Cross, CFcir use the same input parameter sequence, those of
CScir, CBall are different. However, only trivial parameter modifications are required to
convert between them.

Coldef

defines a set of nosh color tones where (nR, nG, nB) is the basic color, qbot (qtop) denotes
the bottom (top) tone, and qgam the gamma factor, see elsewhere. Calling format is
nR

COLine

nG

nB

qbot

qtop

qgam

Coldef

does the same as CLine except that the color line is outlined in white to emphasize its
visibility. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

COLine

Note that macros CLine, COLine, CArrow, and CArro2 use the same input parameter
sequences. Therefore, changing the line type requires only changing the respective macro
name.

Colleg

defines a set of nelm colors used in the plot legend (assigning colors to elements or layer
indices) where (nR, nG, nB) denotes the color of the corresponding element or layer. Calling
format is
nR

Cross

nG

nB

Colleg

draws a cross centered at (x, y) with 2 x rad long cross lines of color (nR, nG, nB). Calling
format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

Cross

Note that macros COcir, Cross, CFcir, DCross use the same input parameter sequence,
those of CScir, CBall are different. However, only trivial parameter modifications are required
to convert between them.

CScir

draws a hard-shaded color ball about (x, y) using a radius rad and two colors, (nR, nG, nB)
(darker) and (mR, mG, mB) (lighter). Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

mR

mG

mB

CScir

The incident light direction has to be set by macro Lite before any call to CScir can be made.
Note that macros COcir, Cross, CFcir use the same input parameter sequence, those of
CScir, CBall are different. However, only trivial parameter modifications are required to
convert between them.

DCross

draws a diagonal cross centered at (x, y) with 2 x rad long cross lines of color (nR, nG, nB).
Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

DCross

Note that macros COcir, Cross, CFcir, DCross use the same input parameter sequence,
those of CScir, CBall are different. However, only trivial parameter modifications are required
to convert between them.

ISOenc

defines an alternative font dictionary with ISOLatin1 encoding which can be used in addition
to the existing dictionary. Calling format is
/Myfont /Times-Roman ISOenc

The alternative font allows the use of special characters available only with the ISOLatin1
encoding. For example \305 denotes the Angstrom character (A with circle on top).

Legend

defines a plot legend positioned at (x, y) (upper left corner) with title LegTit, such as
“Elements”. The legend contains nl different color boxes with entries, El1, El2, …, Elnl, given
as a string array (in parentheses), and each entry is shown with characters of font size
|fntsz|. For positive fntsz values each color box is outlined in black while for fntsz < 0 the
absolute value |fntsz| is used as font size and outlining is suppressed. The calling format is
x

y (LegTit)

nl

(El1 El2 ... Elnl)

fntsz

Legend

Note that this routine requires legend colors to be defined by calls to Colleg.

Lite

defines the incident light direction used for ball shading. Calling format is
ey

ez

phi

Lite

where ey = sin(theta), ez = cos(theta), phi define the light direction with respect to the screen
normal with phi = 0 pointing upwards.

Logo

moves to (x, y) and writes the Balsac logo "(C) Balsac 4.4 by K. Hermann, FHI". Calling
format is
x

y

Logo

The logo macro is added for copyright purposes and should be removed only if copyright
protection of the respective PostScript file is guaranteed.

Mark

writes a label "text" starting at (x, y) using black as the default text color (which can be
changes globally, see elsewhere) with the rectangular text background painted white and
choosing a default font size, see also procedure Marx. Calling format is
x

y

(text)

Mark

Note that a calling sequence
x

y

Marka

(text) show

Marke

creates the same label without painting the text background white.

Marka

moves to (x, y) and resets font (size and default color) and orientation to start writing a label.
The background will not be changed. The label output needs to be finished with Marke, see
below. Calling format is
x

Marke

y

Marka

resets orientation to finish writing a label. The label output needs to be started with Marka.
Calling format is
Marke

Marx

is an extension of procedure Mark writing a label "text" starting at (x, y), see above. In
addition, the fontsize fnts can be set freely. The white background will be adjusted
accordingly. For negative fnts the fontsize |fnts| will be used and background painting will be
suppressed. Calling format is
x

Marxx

y

rr

gg

bb

(text)

Marxx

fnts

rr

gg

bb

rrp

ggp

bbp

(text)

Marxxx

y1

...

xnpt

ynpt

npt

nR

nG

nB

PFill

draws a line of width |wd| and color (nR, nG, nB) connecting npt points at (x1, y1), (x2, y2),
… (xnpt, ynpt). For negative npt the line will be closed (connecting last with first point).Calling
format is
y1

...

xnpt

ynpt

npt

nR

nG

nB

wd

PLine

draws a regular polygon with pp edges (pp > 2). The symbol is centered at position (x, y)
using a radius rad for its confinement, a drawing color (nR, nG, nB), and a line width wd. The
starting edge of the polygon is defined by an angle ang with respect to the vertical direction.
(ang = 0 draws a polygon with one edge pointing downwards.) Calling format is
x

Shdbox

Marx

fills the inside of a polygon outlined by npt points at (x1, y1), (x2, y2), … (xnpt, ynpt) with
color (nR, nG, nB). Calling format is

x1

Polygn

fnts

y

x1

PLine

(text)

is an extension of procedure Marxx writing a label "text" starting at (x, y) with a fontsize fnts
and font color (rr, gg, bb), see above. In addition, the color of the background painting (rrp,
ggp, bbp) can be set freely. For negative fnts the fontsize |fnts| will be used and background
painting will be suppressed. Calling format is
x

PFill

fnts

is an extension of procedure Marx writing a label "text" starting at (x, y) with a fontsize fnts,
see above. In addition, the font color (rr, gg, bb) can be set freely. The white background will
be adjusted accordingly. For negative fnts the fontsize |fnts| will be used and background
painting will be suppressed. Calling format is
x

Marxxx

y

y

rad

pp

nR

nG

nB

wd

ang

Polygn

defines a rectangular box given by the framing polygon
(x1,y1) -> (x2,y1) -> (x2,y2) -> (x1,y2) -> (x1,y1).
and fills the box with a given color sequence (ncol colors) defined by the RGB value (nR, nG,
nB) and boundaries (qbot, qtop) along given direction defined ny angle ang. Calling format is
x1 y1 x2 y2

nR nG nB

qbot qtop

ang

ncol

The color sequence is based on a linear path in the RGB cube
(0, 0, 0) -> (nR, nG, nB) -> (1, 1, 1)
where for

mode

Shdbox

mode = 0

the color range between qbot * (nR, nG, nB) and
(nR, nG, nB) + qtop * (1-nR, 1-nG, 1-nB) is covered by an equidistant
mesh of ncol colors.

mode = 1

the color range between qbot * (nR, nG, nB) and
qtop * (nR, nG, nB) is covered by an equidistant mesh of ncol colors.

mode = 2

the color range between qbot * (1-nR, 1-nG, 1-nB) and
qtop * (1-nR, 1-nG, 1-nB) is covered by an equidistant mesh of ncol
colors.

The angle ang defines the shading direction where ang = 0 shades from dark to light along
the x axis while ang > 0 rotates the shading direction anti-clockwise. This procedure is very
useful to create shaded background.

Ssym

allows you to use greek and mathematical symbols available with the PostScript Symbol
character set in any text or label. Calling format is
(text) Ssym
where "text" is any combination of characters given explicitly or in octal format (written as
"\xxx" for each symbol). For a complete list consult the PostScript references. The following
table lists only a few of the most important symbols.
Code

Character

Code

Character

"A" - "Z"

upper case greek alphabet
(with exceptions), e. g.

"a" - "z"

lower case greek alphabet
(with exceptions), e. g.

"D" = Delta

"d" = delta

"F" = Phi

"f" = phi (upper case)

"G" = Gamma

"\152" = phi (lower case)

"P" = Pi,

"j" = phi (curly)

"J" = theta1 (curly)

"g" = gamma

"Q" = Theta

"p" = pi

"Y" = Psi

"l" = lambda

"L" = Lambda

"s" = sigma

"S" = Sigma

"y" = psi

"W" = Omega.

“w" = omega

"\245"

infinity symbol

"\326"

square root symbol

"\261"

plus/minus symbol

"\136"

perpendicular symbol

"\345"

summation symbol

"\260"

degree symbol

As an example the text "Pd(111)-(sqrt(3) x sqrt(3))R30deg-CO" would read
(Pd\(111\)-\() show (\326) Ssym (3 x ) show
(\326) Ssym (3\)R30) show (\260) Ssym (-CO) show
Yes, it is difficult but it works! Note that single parentheses "(" or ")" have to be preceded by
"\" to conserve PostScript integrity(PostScript uses parentheses as syntactic elements).

Sub

allows you to use subscripts in any text or label. The subscripted text is shifted down by 30%
of the font height and reduced to 83% in size. Calling format is

(subscript text) Sub
As an example the ethylene molecule formula (C2H4) would read
(C) show

Subp

(2) Sub

(H) show

(4) Sub

offers multi-level sub- and superscripting in any text or label. The sub/superscripted text is
shifted down or up in levels where each level yields a 30% shift and 83% reduction with
respect to the previous font definition. Calling format is
(subsup text) levl Subp
where levl denotes the scripting level

Sup

levl = 0

yields normal test, "(text) 0 Subp" is equivalent to "(text) show".

levl = n > 0

yields nth level subscripts, "(text) 1 Subp" is equivalent to
"(text) Sub". Levels n > 1 result in smaller fonts and further
downwards shifts.

levl = n < 0

yields nth level superscripts, "(text) -1 Subp" is equivalent to
"(text) Sup". Levels n < -1 result in smaller fonts and further upwards
shifts.

allows you to use superscripts in any text or label. The superscripted text is shifted upwards
by 45% of the font height and reduced to 83% in size. Calling format is
(superscript text) Sup
As an example the CO+ molecule ion formula would read
(CO) show

Supsub

(+) Sup

allows you to attach both superscript and subscript text to a word in any text or label. The
superscripted (subscripted) text is shifted up (down) by 45% (30%) of the font height and
reduced to 83% in size. Calling format is
(superscript text) (subscript text) Supsub
As an example the squared variable x1 would read
(x) show (2) (1) Supsub

Symsx2

draws a combination of two painted circular sections forming the crystallographic symbol for
a two-fold symmetry axis. The symbol is centered at position (x, y) using a radius rad for its
confinement and a filling color (nR, nG, nB). The orientation of the symmetry axis of the
symbol is defined by an angle ang with respect to the vertical direction. (ang = 0 draws a
vertical symbol.) Calling format is
x

Symsx3

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx2

draws a painted equilateral triangle forming the crystallographic symbol for a three-fold
symmetry axis. The symbol is centered at position (x, y) using a radius rad for its
confinement and a filling color (nR, nG, nB). The orientation of the symmetry axis of the

symbol is defined by an angle ang with respect to the vertical direction. (ang = 0 draws a
triangle with one edge pointing downwards.) Calling format is
x

Symsx4

nG

nB

ang

Symsx3

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx4

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx6

draws a painted regular polygon with pp edges (pp > 2). The symbol is centered at position
(x, y) using a radius rad for its confinement and a filling color (nR, nG, nB). The starting edge
of the polygon is defined by an angle ang with respect to the vertical direction. (ang = 0
draws a polygon with one edge pointing downwards.) Calling format is
x

TVgray

nR

draws a painted regular hexagon forming the crystallographic symbol for a six-fold symmetry
axis. The symbol is centered at position (x, y) using a radius rad for its confinement and a
filling color (nR, nG, nB). The orientation of the symmetry axis of the symbol is defined by an
angle ang with respect to the vertical direction. (ang = 0 draws a hexagon with one edge
pointing downwards.) Calling format is
x

Symsxp

rad

draws a painted square forming the crystallographic symbol for a four-fold symmetry axis.
The symbol is centered at position (x, y) using a radius rad for its confinement and a filling
color (nR, nG, nB). The orientation of the symmetry axis of the symbol is defined by an angle
ang with respect to the vertical direction. (ang = 0 draws a square with one edge pointing
downwards.) Calling format is
x

Symsx6

y

y

rad

pp

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsxp

converts RGB color (nR, nG, nB) to gray (nS, nS, nS) according to the television standard
model
(r, g, b) --> (s, s, s)

with s = 0.30*r + 0.59*g + 0.11*b .

Calling format is
nR nG nB

Uscor

TVgray

allows you to underscore a text (which is printed with ‘show’ or with the Mark, Marka, Marke
macros) starting at text position (x, y) using a line of width lwid and color (nR, nG, nB).
Calling format is
x

y

lwid

nR nG nB

(text)

Uscor

# $ K +

Editing PostScript Files

The following discussion is meant only for those who want to further modify graphics details inside the
(encapsulated) PostScript output file produced by Balsac. The overall structure of this PostScript file together
with all elementary macros is described elsewhere and will be referred to in the following. For further details
concerning the PostScript programming language consult the appropriate literature.
Modifying PostScript output files can be made easier if PostScript previewing software (for example
Ghostscript or Ghostview by the GNU Foundation, or xv by John Bradley (C)) is used in combination with the
file editor. This allows you to see changes and errors without having to wait for print output and wasting
(expensive color) printer paper.
In the following we list a number of problems in graphics output that can be (more or less) easily solved by
modifications in the PostScript file.

•

The plot title can be changed in lines
( Title of plot ... ) show
by editing the text inside the brackets. Further modifications, including subscripts, superscripts, and
greek/mathematical symbols are possible using the macros Sub, Sup, Ssym. As an example, a title
line
Pd(111) with C2H2 (3X1 state) adsorbed in di-sigma symmetry
with all super- and subscripts would read
(Pd\(111\) with C) show (2) Sub (H) show (2) Sub ( \() show
(3) Sup (X) show (1) Sub ( state \) adsorbed in di-) show
(s) Ssym ( symmetry) show
inside the PostScript file.

•

The sizes and/or fonts of the plot title line (defaulted to Times-Roman, 20pt) can be modified in line
/thi 20 def /Fnt1 /Times-Roman findfont thi scalefont def
by changing "20" to a different point size and/or replacing "Times-Roman" by any valid PostScript
font.

•

The font color of the plot title line (defaulted to black (0, 0, 0) ) can be modified in line
/Rtt 0 def

/Gtt 0 def

/Btt 0 def

by changing its default, black (0, 0, 0), to any other color defined by rgb values (rr, gg, bb). Values of
rr, gg, bb must be in the range [0, 1].
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•

The widths of the outlining lines of bonds, spheres, and the wire frame can be modified in line
/Bndoutl .25 def /Sphoutl .25 def /Frmoutl .50 def
where the numbers after each entry are units of 1/72 inch with
/Bndoutl (defaulted to 0.25) refers to outlining bond sticks,
/Sphoutl (defaulted to 0.25) refers to outlining spherical balls in atom representations,
/Frmoutl (defaulted to 0.50) refers to the thickness of lines used for wire frames enclosing the
surface section or cluster/molecule.

•

The sizes and/or fonts of all labels (defaulted to Helvetica, 20pt) can be modified in line
/mhi 20 def /Fnt2 /Helvetica findfont mhi scalefont def
by changing "20" to a different point size and/or replacing "Helvetica" by any valid PostScript font.

•

The font color of of all labels (defaulted to black (0, 0, 0) ) can be modified globally in line
/Rmm 0 def

/Gmm 0 def

/Bmm 0 def

by changing its default, black (0, 0, 0), to any other color defined by rgb values (rr, gg, bb). Values of
rr, gg, bb must be in the range [0, 1].

•

Multiple copies of the plot can be produced by editing the line
/#copies 1 def showpage
replacing "1" by a different number of copies.

•

Removing the "%" character at the beginning of the second of the three lines
20 20 pgx pgy Boxd
% 20 20 pgx pgy Boxd

1.000
.000

1.000
.000

1.000 setrgbcolor fill
.000 setrgbcolor fill

% 20 20 pgx pgy Boxd 0 setgray stroke
fills the background of the plot with black color. If you replace in this line "0.000, 0.000, 0.000" by any
other triple of RGB values this color will be used for background.

•

Removing the "%" character at the beginning of the third of the three lines
20 20 pgx pgy Boxd
% 20 20 pgx pgy Boxd

1.000
.000

1.000
.000

1.000 setrgbcolor fill
.000 setrgbcolor fill

% 20 20 pgx pgy Boxd 0 setgray stroke

frames the plot with a rectangle of black lines. Framing and background painting can be combined by
removing the "%" characters of both the above lines.

•

Removing the "%" character at the beginning of line
% 53 45 {dup mul exch dup mul add 1. exch sub } setscreen
forces the printer to a 300dpi optimized dithering, which may be needed on some color printers to
produce continuous shading.

•

The plot may be rotated and reduced with respect to its default orientation and magnification
(landscape, fitting on a letter or A4 size page) to yield portrait orientation and reduction by 30% thus
still fitting on a letter or A4 size page. This is achieved by
(a)

changing the bounding box in the PostScript prologue from
%%BoundingBox: 20 20 570 770
to
%%BoundingBox: 40 315 565 700

(b) removing the "%" character at the beginning of line
%

26 714 translate -90 rotate .7 .7 scale

This plot rotation / reduction is very useful and can save painful readjustments if Balsac plots are to
be inserted electronically into manuscripts produced with text processing systems such as MS Word
or WordPerfect or in presentations with MS Powerpoint.

•

You may place two Balsac figures (reduced to 70% in size) in one figure (figure 1 at top, figure 2 at
bottom) printing on one page. This is achieved by
(a)

copying files file.1 (showing figure 1), file.2 (showing figure 2) one after another into
one file file.all.

(b)

editing file.all by
(b1) removing the first of two lines reading
/#copies 1 def showpage
(b2) replacing the first line ending with "... Boxd clip" by a line
0 800 translate -90 rotate .7 .7 scale
(b2) replacing the second line ending with "... Boxd clip" by a line
500 0 translate

•

You may place four Balsac figures (reduced to 50% in size) in one figure (figure 1 at top left, figure 2
at top right, figure 3 at bottom left, figure 4 at bottom right) printing on one page. This is achieved by
(a)

copying files file.1 (showing figure 1),
file.2 (showing figure 2),
file.3 (showing figure 3),
file.4 (showing figure 4),
one after another into one file file.all.

(b)

editing file.all by
(b1) removing the first three of four lines reading
/#copies 1 def showpage
(b2) replacing the first line ending with "... Boxd clip" by a line
.5 .5 scale
(b3) replacing the second line ending with "... Boxd clip" by a line
0 750 translate
(b4) replacing the third line ending with "... Boxd clip" by a line
600 -750 translate
(b5) replacing the fourth line ending with "... Boxd clip" by a line
0 750 translate

•

PostScript colors and gray scales may be readjusted in the Coldef macro calls. As an examples, the
basic color definition describing a set of blue tones of intensities between 0.45 and 0.88 reads
.000

.000

1.000

.450

.880

1.000

Coldef

Here replacing ".880" by ".980" widens the intensity range towards lighter blues yielding more
shining balls. Replacing ".000 .000 1.000" by "1.000 1.000 .000" at the beginning of
the line changes the basic color from blue to yellow.

•

The number of tones used for shading is defined by the parameter nosh in line
/nosh

5 def /ncol

3 def ...

of the PostScript file. Changing the value of nosh ( = 5 above) increases or decreases the number of
tones used in ball shading. Note that the computational effort of the PostScript output scales linearly
with nosh. Thus, for interactive testing with a PostScript previewer small nosh values ( < 6) are
suggested while for final printing large values ( 10 < nosh < 20) are meaningful.

•

More basic colors (shading tones) can be added to a plot using shaded balls by including another
Coldef macro call
....

nR

nG

nB

qbot

qtop

qgam Coldef

after the existing sequence (of N Coldef calls) and increasing the value of the ncol parameter in line
/nosh

5 def /ncol

3 def ...

( ncol = 3 )by one. The added shading set is addressed by its color index number N in calls to CBall.

•

Two-dimensional lines added to the plot in an interactive Balsac session show as arrows in the
PostScript file (close to the file end). They are always combined with a commented line containing a
label command at the beginning of the arrow, e. g.
129.20
%

604.60

129.20

244.40

515.50 0. 0. 0. 1.5 CArrow

604.60 ( 1/ 1) Mark

Here the arrow can be changed to a line, outlined line, or double headed arrow by replacing
"CArrow" above by "CLine", "COLine", or "CArro2". Further, removing the "%" character at the
beginning of the second line above shows a label with dummy text "1/1" at the arrow end which can
be edited to yield a meaningful label text.

•

Pairs of 2-dimensional lines or arrows which join at one end can look ugly at the joint due to
overwriting, in particular if outlining is used. This can be "cleaned" using the CDLine or CDArrow
macros. As an example, the pair of arrows
129.20

604.60

244.40

515.50 0. 0. 0. 1.5 CArrow

129.20

604.60

266.00

300.10 0. 0. 0. 1.5 CArrow

describing a 2-dimensional periodicity basis looks more appealing if the above macro calls are
replaced by
129.20

•

604.60

244.40

515.50

266.00

300.10

0. 0. 0. 1.5 CDArrow

Polygons of 2-dimensional joining lines can look ugly at the joint due to overwriting, in particular if
outlining is used. This can be cleaned by first drawing all lines with outlining and then repeating the
line drawing without outlining. As an example, the red triangle drawn by
100.00

100.00

200.00

200.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

COLine

200.00

200.00

300.00

100.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

COLine

300.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

COLine

looks more appealing with
100.00

100.00

200.00

200.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

COLine

200.00

200.00

300.00

100.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

COLine

300.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

COLine

100.00

100.00

200.00

200.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

CLine

200.00

200.00

300.00

100.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

CLine

300.00

100.00

100.00

100.00

1.0

0.0

0.0

0.5

CLine

repeating the COLine calls by CLine calls. Further, to achieve round joints connecting the lines the
macro COLine may have to me modified in line
moveto lineto 1 setlinejoin 0 setlinecap gsave lwi 3 add ...
replacing "0 setlinecap" by "1 setlinecap".

•

Labels appearing in Balsac output use the macro Mark which writes label text in black color on a
rectangular background painted white to emphasize its visibility. Suppressing the white background
of all labels generated by macro Mark is achieved by removing the two lines
newpath xx yy moveto 90 rotate lwi 0 rlineto 0 mhi rlineto
lwi neg 0 rlineto -90 rotate closepath 1 setgray fill
in the Mark macro definition. Note that this will affect all labels generated by macro Mark.

•

Using macros Marka, Marke instead of Mark suppresses the white background of selected labels and
adds more flexibility to the label text allowing for super/subscripts and greek symbols. As an
example, the label call
129.20

604.60 (top site) Mark

replaced by
129.20

604.60

Marka

(top site) show

Marke

will suppress the white background. Further, the lines
129.20
(

604.60

in di-) show

Marka

(C) show (2) Sub (H) show (2) Sub

(s) Ssym

( symmetry) show

Marke

create a label "C2H2 in di-sigma symmetry" with all subscripts and the greek symbol.

•

Labels generated by macro Mark are positioned to the upper right of their origin definition x, y.
Removing the comment '%' in line
stringwidth pop def %/xx xx mhi 2 div add def /yy yy lwi 2 div sub
def
of the Mark macro definition results in labels centered about their origin definition. This may be
needed for more obvious atom labelling in complex structures.

•

Outlining of shaded balls uses a line width 0.25 by default. This can be changed in line
/COcir { setrgbcolor 0.25 setlinewidth newpath 0 360 arc ...
replacing "0.25" by any other line width value. Note that this change acts on all balls and also on all
circles created by the COcir macro. Outline changes of single balls are more difficult requiring
PostScript language skills to modify the CBall and COcir macros.

•

Color filled circles use a default line width 0.25 for outlining. This can be changed in line
/CFcir { setrgbcolor 0.25 setlinewidth newpath 0 360 arc ...
replacing "0.25" by any other line width value. Note that this change acts on all filled circles. Outline
changes of single circles are more difficult requiring PostScript language skills.

•

The outline color used for shaded balls and color filled circles is defined globally by RGB parameters
Rol, Gol, Bol and the outline color for bond sticks is defined by Rbd, Gbd, Bbd. Here the defaults
(.000, .000, .000) = black given in lines
/Rol

.000 def /Gol

.000 def /Bol

.000 def

/Rbd

.000 def /Gbd

.000 def /Bbd

.000 def

can be overwritten for special effects. As an example, the line
/Rol

1.000 def /Gol

.000 def /Bol

.000 def

results in red outlining of all shaded balls. Different outline colors used for single balls can be set by
local redefinition. For example, the calling sequence
...
/Rol
345.47
/Rol

1.000 def /Gol
483.95

1.000 def /Bol
22.24

.000 def /Gol

1.000 def

1 CBall % 8

.000 def /Bol

.000 def

...
creates a shaded ball with white outlining while all other balls are outlined black.

•

In Balsac PostScript output files all atoms shown as points, (color filled) circles, or shaded balls are
created by the appropriate macro calls COcir, CFcir, CBall. The number at the end of each calling
line (given as a PostScript comment, preceeded by "%") refers to the atom number which is identical
to that used inside Balsac and available in the graphic analysis. As an example, line
274.04

375.51

31.29

2 CBall % 3

creates a shaded ball for atom no. 3. The atom numbers are useful for finding specific atoms (for
modification) in the PostScript file: first, you search for the atom with the graphic analysis on the
screen, identify its atom number, and then look for the atom number in the PostScript file.

•

In Balsac PostScript output files all bonds between atom pairs shown as lines or sticks of finite
thickness are created by the appropriate macro calls COLine, CBond. The numbers at the end of
each calling line (given as a PostScript comment, preceeded by "%") refer to the numbers of the two
atoms involved which are identical to those used inside Balsac and available in the graphic analysis.
As an example, lines
255.06

395.58

258.49

1.000 1.000 1.000 CBond

361.83

% 2 - 28

2.846

2.890

.1820

create a bond stick between atoms no. 2 and 28. The atom numbers are useful for finding specific
bonds (for modification) in the PostScript file: first, you search for the atoms with the graphic analysis
on the screen, identify respective atom numbers, and then look for the bond with these atom
numbers in the PostScript file.

# $ K +

PostScript Source code

PostScript file output is based on a metalanguage using a set of (copyright protected) elementary drawing
macros developed for Balsac. The definition of the input parameters and the calling format of each macro is
described elsewhere. In the following we list source codes of all macros for potential use in modified form or
other advanced applications.
Note that understanding the source code requires some familiarity with the PostScript markup language.
Boxd

defines a rectangular box given by the framing polygon. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

Boxd

Source code
/Boxd
{ /yc2 exch def /xc2 exch def /yc1 exch def /xc1
exch def newpath xc1 yc1 moveto xc2 yc1 lineto xc2 yc2
lineto xc1 yc2 lineto closepath } bind def
CArrow

draws an arrow line between coordinates. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

CArrow

Source code
/CArrow { /arl 15 def /arw 3 def gsave /lwi exch 2 div def
lwi 0 lt {/lwi lwi neg def /frm -1 def} {/frm 1 def} ifelse
/clB exch def /clG exch def /clR exch def /y2 exch def /x2
exch def /y1 exch def /x1 exch def /len x1 x2 sub dup mul
y1 y2 sub dup mul add sqrt def len arl ge {/wr y2 y1 sub x2
x1 sub atan def /dlen len arl sub def 1 setlinecap 2
setmiterlimit newpath x1 y1 moveto wr rotate dlen 0 le {/dd
0 def dlen} {/dd dlen def 0} ifelse lwi rmoveto dd 0
rlineto 0 arw rlineto arl lwi arw add neg rlineto arl neg
lwi arw add neg rlineto 0 arw rlineto dd neg 0 rlineto 0
lwi rlineto % currentpoint lwi 90 -90 arc closepath frm 0
ge {gsave 3 setlinewidth 1 setlinecap 1 setgray stroke
grestore} if clR clG clB setrgbcolor fill} if grestore }
bind def
CArro2

draws a double-headed arrow line between coordinates. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

CArro2

Source code
/CArro2 { /arl 10 def /arw 3 def gsave /lwi exch 2 div def
lwi 0 lt {/lwi lwi neg def /frm -1 def} {/frm 1 def} ifelse
/clB exch def /clG exch def /clR exch def /y2 exch def /x2
exch def /y1 exch def /x1 exch def /len x1 x2 sub dup mul
y1 y2 sub dup mul add sqrt def len arl ge {/wr y2 y1 sub x2
x1 sub atan def 1 setlinecap 2 setmiterlimit newpath x1 y1
moveto wr rotate arl lwi arw add rlineto 0 arw neg rlineto
len arl arl add sub 0 rlineto 0 arw rlineto arl lwi arw add
neg rlineto arl neg lwi arw add neg rlineto 0 arw rlineto
arl arl add len sub 0 rlineto 0 arw neg rlineto closepath
frm 0 ge {gsave 3 setlinewidth 1 setlinecap 1 setgray

#
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stroke grestore} if clR clG clB setrgbcolor .5 setlinewidth
fill} if grestore} bind def
CBall

draws a continuous shaded color ball. Calling format is
x

y

rad

icol

CBall

Source code
/CBall { gsave /incol exch nos1 mul def /radius exch def
/y0 exch def /x0 exch def x0 y0 translate phi rotate 0
radius Cel /shift0 ey radius mul def /i 0 def 1. ez div 1.
scale /radiz radius ez mul def nosh {/incol incol 1 add def
alp i get shift0 mul bet i get radiz mul Cel /i i 1 add
def} repeat Sphoutl 0 gt { ez 1. scale 0 0 radius Rol Gol
Bol COcir} if grestore} bind def
CBond

draws a (perspective) stick of finite thickness between coordinates using one color. Calling
format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

rad1

rad2

qq

nR

nG

nB

CBond

Source code
/CBond { gsave /clBi exch def /clGi exch def /clRi exch
def /qq exch def /r2 exch def /r1 exch def /y2 exch def /x2
exch def /y1 exch def /x1 exch def qq 0 gt {/qq1 1 qq div
def} if x1 x2 ne y1 y2 ne or { /wr y2 y1 sub x2 x1 sub atan
def newpath Bndoutl setlinewidth clRi clGi clBi setrgbcolor
x1 y1 translate wr rotate qq 0 gt {qq 1 scale 0 0 r1 90 270
arc qq1 1 scale } {0 r1 moveto 0 r1 neg lineto } ifelse wr
neg rotate x2 x1 sub y2 y1 sub translate wr rotate 0 r2 neg
lineto qq 0 lt {qq 1 scale 0 0 r2 270 90 arcn qq1 1 scale }
{ 0 r2 lineto } ifelse wr neg rotate x2 neg y2 neg
translate closepath gsave fill grestore Bndoutl 0 gt {Rbd
Gbd Bbd setrgbcolor stroke} if } if grestore } bind def
CBond2

draws a (perspective) stick of finite thickness between coordinates using two different colors.
Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

rad1

rad2

qq

nR

nG

nB

mR

mG

mB

Source code
/CBond2 { gsave /clBj exch def /clGj exch def /clRj exch
def /clBi exch def /clGi exch def /clRi exch def /qq exch
def /r2 exch def /r1 exch def /y2 exch def /x2 exch def /y1
exch def /x1 exch def qq 0 gt {/qq1 1 qq div def} if x1 x2
ne y1 y2 ne or { /wr y2 y1 sub x2 x1 sub atan def newpath
clRi clGi clBi setrgbcolor pbnd /x1 x1 x2 add 2 div def /y1
y1 y2 add 2 div def /r1 r1 r2 add 2 div def newpath clRj
clGj clBj setrgbcolor pbnd } if grestore } bind def /pbnd {
Bndoutl setlinewidth x1 y1 translate wr rotate qq 0 gt {qq
1 scale 0 0 r1 90 270 arc qq1 1 scale } {0 r1 moveto 0 r1
neg lineto } ifelse wr neg rotate x2 x1 sub y2 y1 sub
translate wr rotate 0 r2 neg lineto qq 0 lt {qq 1 scale 0 0
r2 270 90 arcn qq1 1 scale } { 0 r2 lineto } ifelse wr neg
rotate x2 neg y2 neg translate closepath gsave fill
grestore Bndoutl 0 gt {Rbd Gbd Bbd setrgbcolor stroke} if }
bind def /Marxxx { /labl exch def /bbf exch def /ggf exch
def /rrf exch def /bb exch def /gg exch def /rr exch def
/fnts exch def rr gg bb rrf ggf bbf Mrk} bind def
CDash

draws a dashed line between coordinates. Calling format is

CBond2

x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

dd

gg

CDash

Source code
/CDash { gsave /ggg exch def /lll exch def setlinewidth
setrgbcolor /y2 exch def /x2 exch def /y1 exch def /x1 exch
def /len x1 x2 sub dup mul y1 y2 sub dup mul add sqrt def
len ggg gt {/wr y2 y1 sub x2 x1 sub atan def newpath x1 y1
moveto wr rotate /rep len lll ggg add div floor def /lend
len lll ggg add rep mul sub def 0 setlinejoin 0 setlinecap
rep cvi {lll 0 rlineto ggg 0 rmoveto } repeat lend lll gt
{lll} {lend} ifelse 0 rlineto stroke} if grestore} bind def
CDArrow

draws a ("V" shaped) pair of arrows with common origin. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

x3

y3

nR

nG

nB

wd

CDArrow

Source code
/CDArrow { /lwj exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /b3 exch def /a3 exch def /b2 exch def /a2 exch
def /b1 exch def /a1 exch def newpath a1 b1 lwj abs .5 mul
0 360 arc gsave lwj 0 ge {3 setlinewidth 1 setgray stroke}
if a1 b1 a2 b2 clR clG clB lwj CArrow a1 b1 a3 b3 clR clG
clB lwj CArrow grestore clR clG clB setrgbcolor fill lwj 0
ge {a1 b1 a2 b2 clR clG clB lwj neg CArrow } if } bind def
CDLine

draws a ("V" shaped) pair of lines with common origin. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

x3

y3

nR

nG

nB

wd

CDLine

Source code
/CDLine { /lwi exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /y3 exch def /x3 exch def newpath moveto lineto x3
y3 lineto 1 setlinejoin 1 setlinecap lwi 0 ge {gsave lwi 3
add setlinewidth 1 setgray stroke grestore} {/lwi lwi neg
def} ifelse lwi setlinewidth clR clG clB setrgbcolor stroke
} bind def
Cel

auxiliary function for macro CBall evaluating a filled color circle. Calling format is
x

y

rad

Cel

Source code
/Cel { /rady exch def /yy0 exch def 0 yy0 translate newpath
cRA incol get cGA incol get cBA incol get setrgbcolor 0 0
rady 0 360 arc closepath fill 0 yy0 neg translate } bind
def
CFcir

draws a color filled circle. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

CFcir

Source code
/CFcir { setrgbcolor Sphoutl setlinewidth newpath 0 360
arc closepath gsave fill grestore Rol Gol Bol setrgbcolor
stroke } bind def
CHcir

draws a hatched color ball allowing three formats. Calling formats are
x
x
x

y
y
y

Source code

rad
rad
rad

bgray
bgray
bgray

nR nG nB
mR mG mB
nR nG nB

wout
wout
wout

nh CHcir
wh dh phi1 nh CHcir
wh dh phi1 phi2 nh CHcir

/CHcir { gsave /nh exch def nh 0 gt { nh 1 gt { /phi2 exch
def } if /phi1 exch def /dih exch def /wh exch def } if
/wout exch def /cBe exch def /cGe exch def /cRe exch def
/bgrnd exch def /radius exch def /y0 exch def /x0 exch def
/phi nh 0 gt { phi1 90 add } { 0 } ifelse def x0 y0
translate phi rotate cRe cGe cBe setrgbcolor wout
setlinewidth newpath 0 0 radius 0 360 arc bgrnd 0 ge
{gsave bgrnd setgray fill grestore} if nh 0 gt { clip wh
setlinewidth /ysh wh dih add def Hatch nh 1 gt { phi2 90
add phi sub rotate Hatch phi2 neg rotate } if} if stroke
grestore} bind def /Hatch { /yy 0 def radius neg yy moveto
radius yy lineto stroke radius ysh div floor cvi { /yy yy
ysh add def radius neg yy moveto radius yy lineto stroke
radius neg yy neg moveto radius yy neg lineto stroke }
repeat } bind def
CHLine

draws a line between coordinates finished at both ends symmetrically by a perpendicular
lines. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd ls

wds

CHLine

Source code
/CHLine { /hwi exch def /hlen exch def /lwi exch def /clB
exch def /clG exch def /clR exch def /y1 exch def /x1 exch
def /y0 exch def /x0 exch def /lll x1 x0 sub dup mul y1 y0
sub dup mul add sqrt def lll 0 gt {/phi y1 y0 sub x1 x0 sub
atan def gsave x0 y0 translate phi rotate newpath 0 0
moveto lll 0 lineto 0 setlinejoin 0 setlinecap lwi
setlinewidth clR clG clB setrgbcolor stroke hwi
setlinewidth 0 hlen neg moveto 0 hlen lineto stroke lll
hlen neg moveto lll hlen lineto stroke grestore} if } bind
def
Cirsec

draws an circular arc. Calling format is
x0

y0

x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

Cirsec

Source code
/Cirsec { /lwj exch def lwj abs setlinewidth setrgbcolor
/y2 exch def /x2 exch def /y1 exch def /x1 exch def /y0
exch def /x0 exch def /ang1 0 def /ang2 0 def /rss x1 x0
sub dup mul y1 y0 sub dup mul add sqrt def y1 y0 ne x1 x0
ne or {/ang1 y1 y0 sub x1 x0 sub atan def} if y2 y0 ne x2
x0 ne or {/ang2 y2 y0 sub x2 x0 sub atan def} if newpath x0
y0 rss ang1 ang2 lwj 0 ge {arc} {arcn} ifelse 0 setlinejoin
0 setlinecap [] 0 setdash stroke closepath } bind def
CLine

draws a line between coordinates. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

CLine

Source code
/CLine { setlinewidth setrgbcolor newpath moveto lineto 1
setlinejoin 1 setlinecap stroke } bind def
COcir

draws a circle. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

COcir

Source code
/COcir { setrgbcolor Sphoutl setlinewidth newpath 0 360
arc closepath stroke } bind def

Coldef

defines a set of color tones, see elsewhere. Calling format is
nR

nG

nB

qbot

qtop

qgam

Coldef

Source code
/Coldef { /qgam exch def /qmax exch def /qmin exch def /clB
exch def /clG exch def /clR exch def /qhlp clR clG clB add
add 3 div def qhlp 0 le qhlp 1 ge or {/clR .9 def /clG .9
def /clB .9 def /qint .9 def} {/qint qhlp def} ifelse qint
0 eq { /qint 1 def /pint 1 def } { /pint 1 1 qint sub div
def } ifelse /aaR clR qint sub pint mul def /bbR 1 clR sub
pint mul def /aaG clG qint sub pint mul def /bbG 1 clG sub
pint mul def /aaB clB qint sub pint mul def /bbB 1 clB sub
pint mul def /dqq qmax qmin sub def /qq qmin dqq sub def
/kk 0 def nos1 { /qq qmin kk nosh div qgam exp dqq mul add
def qq qint lt {cRA ii clR qq mul qint div put cGA ii clG
qq mul qint div put cBA ii clB qq mul qint div put } {cRA
ii aaR bbR qq mul add put cGA ii aaG bbG qq mul add put cBA
ii aaB bbB qq mul add put } ifelse /ii ii 1 add def /kk kk
1 add def} repeat} bind def
COLine

identical with macro CLine except for white outlining. Calling format is
x1

y1

x2

y2

nR

nG

nB

wd

COLine

Source code
/COLine { /lwi exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def newpath moveto lineto 1 setlinejoin 1 setlinecap
gsave lwi 3 add setlinewidth 1 setgray stroke grestore lwi
setlinewidth clR clG clB setrgbcolor stroke } bind def
Colleg

defines a set of colors used in the plot legend. Calling format is
nR

nG

nB

Colleg

Source code
/Colleg { /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR exch def cRleg
ii clR put cGleg ii clG put cBleg ii clB put /ii ii 1 add
def} bind def
Cross

draws a cross. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

Cross

Source code
/Cross { setrgbcolor Coutl setlinewidth newpath /llc exch
def moveto llc neg 0 rmoveto llc 2 mul 0 rlineto llc neg
dup rmoveto 0 llc 2 mul rlineto stroke } bind def
CScir

draws a hard-shaded color ball. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

mR

mG

mB

CScir

Source code
/CScir { /cBe exch def /cGe exch def /cRe exch def /cBa
exch def /cGa exch def /cRa exch def /radius exch def /y0
exch def /x0 exch def x0 y0 gsave translate phi rotate cRa
cGa cBa setrgbcolor newpath 0 0 radius 0 360 arc fill shb 0
ne { gsave cRe cGe cBe setrgbcolor 0 0 radius 0 360 arc
clip newpath radius radius fsh mul moveto radius radius
lineto radius neg radius lineto radius neg radius fsh mul
lineto closepath fill grestore } if cRe cGe cBe setrgbcolor
/shft qdif radius mul ey mul neg def /radi radius qdis mul

ez mul def 0 shft translate 1. ez div 1. scale 0 0 radi 0
360 arc closepath fill 0 shft neg translate ez 1. scale 0 0
radius Rol Gol Bol COcir grestore} bind def
DCross

draws a diagonal cross. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

DCross

Source code
/DCross { setrgbcolor Coutl setlinewidth newpath /llc exch
2 sqrt div def moveto llc neg dup rmoveto llc 2 mul dup
rlineto llc 2 mul neg 0 rmoveto llc 2 mul dup neg rlineto
stroke } bind def
Fhgh

selects font sizes Auxiliary function for macros Ssym, Sub, Sup, Subp, Supsup. Calling
format is
/Myfont /Times-Roman Fhgh
Source code
/Fhgh

ISOenc

{ currentfont Fnt1 eq {thi} {mhi} ifelse} bind def

defines an alternative font dictionary with ISOLatin1. Calling format is
/Myfont /Times-Roman ISOenc
Source code
/ISOenc { findfont dup length dict begin {1 index /FID ne
{def} {pop pop} ifelse } forall /Encoding ISOLatin1Encoding
def currentdict end definefont pop} bind def

Legend

defines a plot legend. The calling format is
x

y (LegTit)

nl

(El1 El2 ... Elnl)

fntsz

Legend

Source code
/Legend { /fh exch def /fntsz fh abs def /charr exch def
/nelmnt exch def /title exch def /yo exch def /xo exch def
/xt xo def /hght fntsz 3 add def /ncc 0 def /strarr nelmnt
2 mul string def /strarr charr def /xtt xt 5 add def xo yo
fntsz title Marx nelmnt { /xt xt hght add def cRleg ncc get
cGleg ncc get cBleg ncc get setrgbcolor xt hght sub yo hght
(WW) stringwidth pop rectfill fh 0 gt { 0 setgray .4
setlinewidth xt hght sub yo hght (WW) stringwidth pop
rectstroke } if /a cRleg ncc get .3 mul cGleg ncc get .59
mul add cBleg ncc get .11 mul add def a .3 lt {xt yo 5 add
fntsz neg 1 1 1 strarr ncc 2 mul 2 getinterval Marxx} {xt
yo 5 add fntsz neg 0 0 0 strarr ncc 2 mul 2 getinterval
Marxx} ifelse /ncc ncc 1 add def } repeat } bind def
Lite

defines the incident light direction for ball shading. Calling format is
ey

ez

phi

Lite

Source code
/Lite
{ /phi exch def /thtsh exch def /ez thtsh cos abs
def /ey thtsh sin def } bind def
Logo

writes the Balsac logo "(C) Balsac 4.4 by K. Hermann, FHI". Calling format is
x

y

Source code

Logo

/Logo
{ /yy exch def /xx exch def /Times-Roman findfont 9
scalefont setfont /lwi (K. Hermann, FHI) stringwidth pop 8
add def 0 setgray xx 2 sub yy 2 add moveto 90 rotate ((C)
Balsac 4.4 by) show lwi neg 6 add -10 rmoveto (K. Hermann,
FHI) show -90 rotate 2 xx sub -2 yy sub moveto } bind def
Mark

writes a label "text", see also procedure Marx. Calling format is
x

y

(text)

Mark

Source code
/Mark
{ /labl exch def /fnts mhi def 0 0 0 1 1 1 Mrk}
bind def
Marka

resets font (size and default color) and orientation to start writing a label. The label output
needs to be finished with Marke, see below. Calling format is
x

y

Marka

Source code
/Marka { exch mhi 4 div sub exch moveto Fnt2 setfont 0
setgray 90 rotate } bind def
Marke

resets orientation to finish writing a label. The label output needs to be started with Marka.
Calling format is
Marke
Source code
/Marke

Marx

{ -90 rotate } bind def

extension of macro Mark writing a label "text" where fontsize can be set freely. Calling format
is
x

y

fnts

(text)

Marx

Source code
/Marx
{ /labl exch def /fnts exch def 0 0 0 1 1 1 Mrk}
bind def
Marxx

extension of macro Marx writing a label "text" where fontsize and font color can be set freely.
Calling format is
x

y

fnts

rr

gg

bb

(text)

Marxx

Source code
/Marxx { /labl exch def /bb exch def /gg exch def /rr
exch def /fnts exch def rr gg bb 1 1 1 Mrk} bind def
Marxxx

extension of macro Marxx writing a label "text" where fontsize,font color and background
color can be set freely. Calling format is
x

y

fnts

rr

gg

bb

rrp

ggp

bbp

(text)

Marxxx

Source code
def
Mrk

basic macro fro writing a label "text". Used in macros Mark, Marx, Marxx, Marxxx. Calling
format is
x

y

Source code

fnts

rr

gg

bb

rrp

ggp

bbp

(text)

Mrk

/Mrk { /bbf exch def /ggf exch def /rrf exch def /bb exch
def /gg exch def /rr exch def /yy exch def /xx exch def
fnts 0 lt {/bgrp -1 def /fnts fnts neg def} {/bgrp 1 def}
ifelse /Helvetica findfont fnts scalefont setfont /lwi labl
stringwidth pop def %/xx xx fnts 2 div add def /yy yy lwi 2
div sub def bgrp 1 eq { newpath xx yy moveto 90 rotate lwi
0 rlineto 0 fnts 3 add rlineto lwi neg 0 rlineto -90 rotate
closepath rrf ggf bbf setrgbcolor fill } if rr gg bb
setrgbcolor xx fnts 4 div sub yy moveto 90 rotate labl show
-90 rotate } bind def
PFill

fills the inside of a polygon. Calling format is
x1

y1

...

xnpt

ynpt

npt

nR

nG

nB

PFill

Source code
/PFill { setrgbcolor /npt exch 1 sub def newpath moveto
npt { lineto } repeat closepath fill } bind def
PLine

draws a polygon line.Calling format is
x1

y1

...

xnpt

ynpt

npt

nR

nG

nB

wd

PLine

Source code
/PLine { /wd exch def wd abs setlinewidth setrgbcolor /npt
exch 1 sub def newpath moveto npt { lineto } repeat wd 0
lt {closepath} if 1 setlinejoin 1 setlinecap stroke } bind
def
Polygn

draws a regular polygon. Calling format is
x

y

rad

pp

nR

nG

nB

wd

ang

Polygn

Source code
/Polygn { /deg exch def /wd exch def /clB exch def /clG
exch def /clR exch def /pp exch def pp 2 gt { /ang0 360 pp
div def /ang ang0 neg def /rad exch def gsave translate deg
rotate newpath rad 0 moveto pp { /ang ang ang0 add def rad
ang cos mul rad ang sin mul lineto } repeat closepath clR
clG clB setrgbcolor wd setlinewidth stroke grestore } if }
bind def
Shdbox

defines a rectangular box given by the framing polygon. Calling format is
x1 y1 x2 y2

nR nG nB

qbot qtop

ang

ncol

mode

Shdbox

Source code
/Shdbox { gsave /colmod exch def /nsh exch def /phish exch
def /faco exch def /facu exch def /brgb exch def /grgb exch
def /rrgb exch def /y2 exch def /x2 exch def /y1 exch def
/x1 exch def /dx x2 x1 sub .5 mul def /dy y2 y1 sub .5 mul
def /rr dx dx mul dy dy mul add sqrt def /phish phish round
cvi 360 mod def /sphish phish sin def /cphish phish cos def
x1 y1 x2 y2 Boxd clip x1 dx add y1 dy add translate sphish
cphish mul 0 gt {/rrx dx cphish mul dy sphish mul add def
/rry dx sphish mul dy cphish mul add def} {/rrx dy sphish
mul dx cphish mul sub def /rry dx sphish mul dy cphish mul
sub def} ifelse phish rotate sphish 0 lt phish 0 eq or {180
rotate} if /xx rrx neg def colmod 0 eq {/hght rrx nsh div
def /ome 1 facu sub def /drcol rrgb ome mul nsh div def
/dgcol grgb ome mul nsh div def /dbcol brgb ome mul nsh div
def /rcol rrgb facu mul def /gcol grgb facu mul def /bcol

brgb facu mul def } if colmod 1 eq {/hght rrx 2 mul nsh div
def /ome faco facu sub def /drcol rrgb ome mul nsh 1 sub
div def /dgcol grgb ome mul nsh 1 sub div def /dbcol brgb
ome mul nsh 1 sub div def /rcol rrgb facu mul def /gcol
grgb facu mul def /bcol brgb facu mul def } if colmod 2 eq
{/hght rrx 2 mul nsh div def /ome faco facu sub def /drcol
1 rrgb sub ome mul nsh 1 sub div def /dgcol 1 grgb sub ome
mul nsh 1 sub div def /dbcol 1 brgb sub ome mul nsh 1 sub
div def /rcol 1 rrgb sub facu mul rrgb add def /gcol 1 grgb
sub facu mul grgb add def /bcol 1 brgb sub facu mul brgb
add def } if nsh { xx rry neg xx hght add rry Boxd rcol
gcol bcol setrgbcolor fill /xx xx hght add def /rcol rcol
drcol add def /gcol gcol dgcol add def /bcol bcol dbcol add
def} repeat colmod 0 eq {/drcol 1 rrgb sub faco mul nsh div
def /dgcol 1 grgb sub faco mul nsh div def /dbcol 1 brgb
sub faco mul nsh div def nsh { xx rry neg rrx rry Boxd rcol
gcol bcol setrgbcolor fill /xx xx hght add def /rcol rcol
drcol add def /gcol gcol dgcol add def /bcol bcol dbcol add
def} repeat } if grestore} bind def
Ssym

allows to use greek and mathematical symbols available with the PostScript Symbol
character set. Calling format is
(text) Ssym
Source code
/Ssym
{ /cc exch def currentfont Fnt3 Fhgh scalefont
setfont cc show setfont} bind def

Sub

allows to use subscripts in any text or label. Calling format is
(subscript text) Sub
Source code
/Sub
{ /cc exch def /shft Fhgh .3 mul def 0 shft neg
rmoveto currentfont currentfont .83 scalefont setfont cc
show setfont 0 shft rmoveto } bind def

Subp

offers multi-level sub- and superscripting in any text or label. Calling format is
(subsup text) levl Subp
Source code
/Subp
{ /lev exch def /cc exch def /spsb lev 0 lt { -1.5
} { 1 } ifelse def /lev lev abs def /shft 0 lev 0 gt { lev
{ .83 mul 1 add } repeat } if Fhgh mul .3 mul spsb mul def
0 shft neg rmoveto currentfont currentfont 1 lev 0 gt { lev
{ .83 mul } repeat } if scalefont setfont cc show setfont 0
shft rmoveto } bind def

Sup

allows to use superscripts in any text or label. Calling format is
(superscript text) Sup
Source code
/Sup
{ /cc exch def /shft Fhgh .45 mul def 0 shft
rmoveto currentfont currentfont .83 scalefont setfont cc
show setfont 0 shft neg rmoveto } bind def

Supsub

allows to attach both superscript and subscript text to a word in any text or label. Calling
format is
(superscript text) (subscript text) Supsub

Source code
/Supsub { /ccb exch def /cct exch def currentfont
currentpoint /shft Fhgh .3 mul def 0 shft neg rmoveto
currentfont .83 scalefont setfont ccb show moveto /shft
shft 1.5 mul def 0 shft rmoveto cct show setfont 0 shft neg
rmoveto } bind def
Symsx2

draws the crystallographic symbol for a two-fold symmetry axis. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx2

Source code
/Symsx2 { /deg exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /rad exch def gsave translate deg rotate newpath 0
rad neg rad 2 sqrt mul 45 135 arc 0 rad rad 2 sqrt mul 225
315 arc closepath clR clG clB setrgbcolor fill grestore }
bind def
Symsx3

draws the crystallographic symbol for a three-fold symmetry axis. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx3

Source code
/Symsx3 { /deg exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /rad exch def gsave translate deg rotate newpath
rad 0 moveto rad 2 div neg 3 sqrt 2 div rad mul lineto rad
2 div neg 3 sqrt 2 div rad mul neg lineto rad 0 lineto
closepath clR clG clB setrgbcolor fill grestore } bind def
Symsx4

draws the crystallographic symbol for a four-fold symmetry axis. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx4

Source code
/Symsx4 { /deg exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /rad exch def gsave translate deg rotate newpath
rad 0 moveto 0 rad lineto rad neg 0 lineto 0 rad neg lineto
rad 0 lineto closepath clR clG clB setrgbcolor fill
grestore } bind def
Symsx6

draws the crystallographic symbol for a six-fold symmetry axis. Calling format is
x

y

rad

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsx6

Source code
/Symsx6 { /deg exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /rad exch def /radf 3 sqrt 2 div rad mul def /radg
rad 2 div def gsave translate deg rotate newpath rad 0
moveto radg radf lineto radg neg radf lineto rad neg 0
lineto radg neg radf neg lineto radg radf neg lineto rad 0
lineto closepath clR clG clB setrgbcolor fill grestore }
bind def
Symsxp

draws a painted regular polygon with pp edges (pp > 2). Calling format is
x

y

rad

pp

nR

nG

nB

ang

Symsxp

Source code
/Symsxp { /deg exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /pp exch def pp 2 gt { /ang0 360 pp div def /ang
ang0 neg def /rad exch def gsave translate deg rotate
newpath rad 0 moveto pp { /ang ang ang0 add def rad ang cos

mul rad ang sin mul lineto } repeat closepath clR clG clB
setrgbcolor fill grestore } if } bind def
TVgray

converts RGB color to gray according to the television standard model. Calling format is
nR nG nB

TVgray

Source code
/TVgray { .11 mul exch .59 mul add exch .30 mul add dup dup
} bind def
Uscor

underscores a text which is printed with ‘show’ or with the Mark, Marka, Marke macros.
Calling format is
x

y

lwid

nR nG nB

(text)

Uscor

Source code
/Uscor { /labl exch def /clB exch def /clG exch def /clR
exch def /llw exch def /yy exch def /xx exch def /lli labl
stringwidth pop 3 sub def /xx xx 2 sub def /yy yy 2 add def
newpath xx yy moveto xx yy lli add lineto clR clG clB
setrgbcolor llw setlinewidth stroke } bind def

# $ K +

Binary Bitmap Format (*.bmp) (Windows)

This format is used in saving Cluster or Lattice screen graphics as pixel images on output files. The images
are identical to those displayed in graphics window. Binary bitmap format files can be used outside Balsac to
produce images for fast display of fixed views or image sequences for animation. The format is accepted by a
large number of commercial image processing and presentation software, such as MS Powerpoint or MS
Word.
The raw binary file format is based on a color table of up to 256 different pixel colors which are given each by
RGB values (3 x 1 byte) in the range [0,256]. Compression algorithms for file size reduction are not provided.
The format is defined by a byte array described in the following.
Header 1.
BmpId :=

(2 Bytes) Bitmap ID (= “BM” / hex(4D42))

Bmpsize :=

(4 Bytes) Bitmap size (= Lwinx * Lwiny, Pixel array size)

Dummy :=

(4 Bytes) Unused

BmpOffset :=

(4 Bytes) offset of bitmap (= 54)

Header 2.

(4 Bytes) Header byte size (= 40)

Lwinx :=

(4 Bytes) Window width in pixel

Lwiny :=

(4 Bytes) Window height in pixel

Planes :=

(2 Bytes) No. of bit planes (= 1)

Depth :=

(2 Bytes) Color depth (=3x8 =24 bit)

Compress :=

(4 Bytes) Compression ID (0 = no compression)

Size :=

(4 Bytes) Image size in bytes (= Lwinx * Lwiny * 3)

Xppm :=

(4 Bytes) X scaling (= 0)

Yppm :=

(4 Bytes) Y scaling (= 0)

ClrUsed :=

(4 Bytes) ??? (= 0)

ClrImp :=

(4 Bytes) ??? (= 0)
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(40 Bytes)

HdrSize :=

Byte 55 - end.

#

(14 Bytes)

( ( p(ix,iy), ix= 1, LWINX ), iy= 1, LWINY )

p(ix,iy):=

(3 Bytes) RGB color tripel of pixel (ix, iy). The pixel sequence describes the image left to
right, bottom to top.

The file size is given by end = 55 + LWINX*LWINY bytes.

# $ K +

Raw Binary Format (Unix)

This format is used in saving Cluster or Lattice screen graphics as pixel images on output files. The images
are identical to those displayed in graphics window except that character output (used for titles, lables, and
menus in the graphics window) is suppressed. Raw binary format files can be used outside Balsac to
produce images for fast display of fixed views or image sequences for animation. While the format is unique
to Balsac its simplicity allows easy conversion to standard pixel image formats(GIF, TIFF, PCX, BMP etc.) to
be used in a large number of commercial image processing software. As an example, the UNIX version of
Balsac (Version 2) includes a public domain utility "bin2gif" to convert raw binary format files written to GIF
(graphics interchange format) type files.
The raw binary file format is based on a color table of up to 256 different pixel colors which are given each by
RGB values (3 x 1 byte) in the range [0,256]. Compression algorithms for file size reduction are not provided.
The format is defined by a byte array described in the following.
Byte 1.

NOCOLT

NOCOLT := Number of colors used in the pixel image.

Byte 2 - 769.

R(I),G(I),B(I), I=1, 256

R(I),G(I),B(I) :=
RGB color table definition of color I (one byte per R, G, B)
For NOCOLT < 256 bytes number 3*NOCOLT+2 to 769 are ignored but have to be included in the file.

Byte 770, 771.
LIMGX :=

LIMGX
Pixel image size along the x direction given as LGIMX mod 256 (byte 770),
int(LGIMX/256) (byte 771).

Byte 772, 773.
LIMGY :=

LIMGY
Pixel image size along the y direction given as LGIMY mod 256 (byte 772),
int(LGIMY/256) (byte 773).

Byte 774 - end.
p(ix,iy):=

( ( p(ix,iy), ix= 1, LGIMX ), iy= 1,LGIMY )

color value of pixel (ix, iy) referring to the color table above (one byte per pixel). The byte
sequence describes the image left to right, top to bottom.

The file size is given by end = 773 + LIMGX*LIMGY bytes.

#
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Initialization Format (*.ini)

Running Balsac requires initialization parameters used to set up graphics windows, colors, and shading.
Default values of these parameters are provided, before Version 4, by an external file 'balsac2.ini' being
loaded at the beginning of each session or with the basic parameter option.
Beginning with Balsac Version 4 initialization parameters are predefined internally. However, all initialization
parameters can be modified during a Balsac session, see Initialization Window, and can be saved in an
external initialization file, see Initialization. Corresponding initialization files can be loaded during a Balsac
session. Further, initialization files can be attached to Latuse and Plot3D format output files during
Balsac/Lattice and Balsac/Cluster sessions.
The initialization file format used by Balsac is defined by Lines 1 - 5 discussed in the following.
Note that there are minor differences in the file format between the Unix Version 2 and the Windows Version
4 of Balsac.
Line 1.

(4I5,F10.4,I10,6I5)

LOWINX,LOWINY,LWINX,LWINY,QYX,MXRGB,NCOLB,
NTONE,INTRPT,NCOLMX,LXCH,LYCH

LOWINX,LOWINY :=
Absolute pixel position of the upper left corner of the graphics window. These parameters
allow you to reposition the graphics window. Default values are (0, 0) (Windows) or (230,
0) to avoid overlap with the menu window at (0, 0)).
LWINX,LWINY :=
Size of the graphics window in pixels. Default values are (600, 450) (Windows) or (640,
480) (Unix X.11).
QYX :=

Pixel ratio y/x. This defines the ratio of numbers of pixels corresponding to the same
length in y (up-down) and x (left-right) direction on the screen. QYX can be used to adjust
graphic distortions on monitors of different screen size. The default value (1.00) assumes
square shaped pixels. Note that this parameter is ignored in the Windows Version 4.

MXRGB := Maximum of allowed RGB values used to define basic colors, see below. Default values
are 255 (Windows) or 65535 (Unix/X.11 version). Note that this parameter should be
changed only for special graphics adapters.
NCOLB :=

Total number of paint colors defined below. Default values are 15 (Windows) or 16
(Unix/X.11 version).

NTONE :=

Number of tones to be generated for each paint color. Default values are 8 (Windows) or
15 (Unix/X.11 version).

INTRPT := Interrupt code of the graphics mode used in previous versions of Balsac. This parameter
is obsolete and kept only for backwards compatibility (defaulted to 18).
NCOLMX := Maximum number of different colors allowed for the graphics window. Default values are
32 (Windows) or 256 (Unix/X.11 version).
LXCH,LYCH :=
Numbers of pixels per character along x and y. This parameter is obsolete and kept only
for backwards compatibility (defaulted to 8, 16).

#
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Line 2.

(7F10.4)

QDIFF,QLAMB,QSPEC,THTSH,PHISH,PU,DEYE

QDIFF,QLAM,QSPEC :=
Shading weights for diffuse background (qdiff), Lambert shading (qlamb), and specular
reflection (qspec). These weights determine the relative amounts of the shading
contributions where qdiff+qlamb+qspec=1. Default values are qdiff = 0.15, qlamb = 0.75,
qspec = 0.25.
THTSH, PHISH =:
Direction of the incident light (polar angle thtsh, azimuthal angle phish) used for ball
shading. Default values are thtsh = 50, phish = -35 degrees.
PU :=

Eye distance factor used in red/blue and full color stereo mode. Default is pu = 0.3. Larger
pu values reduce the stereo impression.

DEYE :=

Distance between the centers of the two pictures in full color stereo mode (given in
pixels). Positive values result in left/right eye positioned pictures (use optical stereo
glasses). Negative values result in a reversed picture order(stereo view by cross-eyed
viewing). The default setting is deye = -lwinx/2 = -320.

Line 3.

(24I3)

NPTOT,(NP(I),I=1,NPTOT)

NPTOT :=

Number of entries of the color palette which determines the sequence of paint colors used
to paint atoms differently according to element or layer. Default values are 15. The palette
size nptot must not exceed 32.

NP(I) :=

entries np(i), i=1,...nptot defining the color palette. Each entry np(i) points at a paint color j
(np(i) = j) within the range [1,ncolb]. The natural sequence np(i) = i (default definition)
uses paint colors in the sequence given by the paint color definition on Lines 5. The color
palette can redefined interactively with the parameter settings.

Line(s) 4.

(15I5/9I5,A30)

((IBRGB(I,J),I=1,3),J=1,8),FONTNM

IBRGB(I,J) :=
RGB definitions of the basic elementary colors used by Balsac (all values between 0 and
MXRGB) with
IBRGB(1-3,1) :=

R, G, B values of basic color "black"

IBRGB(1-3,2) :=

R, G, B values of color "white"

IBRGB(1-3,3) :=

R, G, B values of background color

IBRGB(1-3,4) :=

R, G, B values of graphics text color

IBRGB(1-3,5) :=

R, G, B values of default link color

IBRGB(1-3,6) :=

R, G, B values of stereo red color

IBRGB(1-3,7) :=

R, G, B values of stereo blue color

IBRGB(1-3,8) :=

R, G, B values of stereo white color

FONTNM :=
Font name for text output inside X.11 graphics windows (used only with Unix/X.11
version, ignored in Windows version). Valid names follow the X.11 Windows standard and
depend also on the output device. Examples are "8x13bold", "courb10" (given without
quotes).

Line(s) 5.

(3I5,5F10.4)
((IRGB(I,J),I=1,3),CBT(J),CBS(J),CEN(J),CTP(J),GAM(J),J=1,NCOLB)

IRGB(1-3,J) :=
RGB definition used to determine paint color J with NTONE different tones. Up to 32
(Windows) or 72 (Unix/X.11) definitions are allowed.
CBT(J) :=

Color factor of the darkest tone of paint color J (value inside [0, 1]).

CBS(J) :=

Color factor of the default dark tone of paint color J (value inside [0, 1]).

CEN(J) :=

Color factor of the default light tone of paint color J (value inside [0, 1]).

CTP(J) :=

Color factor of the lightest tone of paint color J (value inside [0, 1]).

GAM(J) :=

Gamma factor for tone distribution of paint color J.

The following listing shows as examples initialization files representing the Balsac default settings of the
Windows Version 4 and of the Unix/X.11 Version2.
The sequences of lines refer to Lines no. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.
(A) Windows Version 4
==================================================================================
0
0 640 480
1.0000
255
15
8
18
32
8
16
0.1500
0.7500
0.2500
65.0000
40.0000
0.3000 -320.0000
15 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
0
0
0 255 255 255 255 255 255
0
0
0
0 255
0
255
0
0
0
0 255 255 255 2558x13bold
0
0 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
0 179
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
0 255 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255
0
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255
0 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 255
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
192 192 192
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
162 162 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
83 255
83
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 164 164
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
130 130
0
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
55
55
55
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
122 122 122
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
168 168 168
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
255 255 255
.2000
.4000
.7000
.8000
1.0000
==================================================================================

(A) Unix/X.11 Version 2
==================================================================================
230
0 640 480
1.0000
65535
16
15
18 256
8
16
.1000
.3500
.5500
50.0000 -35.0000
.3000 -320.0000
16 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
0
0
0652806528065280
0
0
0652806528065280394176553544830
65280
0
0
0
0652806528065280652808x13bold
0
060000
.4500
.5500
.7750
.8800
1.0000
671858264 7012
.3000
.3500
.7250
.8300
1.7200
31683354834206
.2400
.3600
.7000
.8250
1.1600
55403 8874 8494
.3100
.3300
.6950
.8400
1.0000
596603429612278
.5500
.5600
.7000
.8750
1.0000
6243862613 8995
.5250
.5600
.7000
.7050
.9000

634426343465499
.2500
.4700
.8350
.8850
1.0000
482385159265535
.4000
.5000
.7000
.9000
1.0000
572175765165396
.7650
.9000
.9200
.9900
1.0000
650006500065000
.2000
.3000
.5000
.6550
1.0000
650006500065000
.4000
.5000
.7000
.9000
1.0000
650006500065000
.3000
.4000
.8000
.9900
1.0000
650006500065000
.5000
.6000
.8000
.9900
1.0000
650006500065000
.6000
.7000
.9000
.9900
1.0000
650006500065000
.7700
.8600
.9500
.9900
.8100
650006500065000
.9800
.9900
.9900
.9900
1.0000
==================================================================================

# $ K +

Balsac Animation Format (*.anm)

Running file based animations requires an external Balsac animation file determining the sequence of
Balsac input files and corresponding file names to be used. Animation files must be ASCII type with a file
extension *.anm where each input file name of an animation sequence is given on a separate line. Input
files, listed inside animation files, can be of any format accepted for Balsac input, i. e. Latuse, Plot3D, and
XYZ format.

The following listing shows an example of a Balsac animation file using 123 Plot3D format input files.
==================================================================================
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim001.plt
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim002.plt
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim003.plt
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim004.plt
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim005.plt
...
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim121.plt
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim122.plt
c:\BALTMP\Files\anim123.plt
==================================================================================

#
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Programming, Internal Settings

The following collects programming details and internal parameter settings used as constraints inside the
Balsac code.
The present Balsac Version 4 for MS Windows can deal with up to
•

30000 atoms inside lattice sections or clusters

•

999 atoms inside lattice unit cells

•

999 monolayers allowed in lattice sections

•

20 relaxed/reconstructed atom layers

•

120 atoms in each relaxed/reconstructed layer unit cell

•

30 elements in clusters

•

80 bond /connector definitions

•

120 additional lines in plots, PostScript lines

•

32 predefined atom colors in color palette

•

6 stack files

•

25 undo files

•

12 vectors saved on stack

The present Balsac Version 2.16 for Unix/Linux can deal with up to

#

•

10001 atoms inside lattice sections or clusters

•

301 atoms inside lattice unit cells

•

36 relaxed/reconstructed atom layers

•

50 atoms in each relaxed/reconstructed layer unit cell
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Bibliography, Software

General information on crystallographic data is available for example from
[1]

R.W.G. Wyckoff, "Crystal Structures" Vol. I-VI, Interscience Pub., New York 1963.

[2]

H.D. Megaw, "Crystal Structures: A Working Approach", W.B. Saunders Co., Philadelphia 1973.

[3]

E.A. Wood, "The 80 Diperiodic Groups in Three Dimensions", Bell System Techn. Journ. 43
(Part 2), 541 (1964).

For literature on surfaces structure methods and theory consult
[4]

M.A. Van Hove, W.H. Weinberg, and C.M. Chan, "Low Energy Electron Diffraction", Springer
Series in Surface Science, Vol. 6, Heidelberg 1986

[5]

M.A. Van Hove and G.A. Samorjai, Surf. Sci. 92 (1980) 489.

[6]

G.A. Samorjai and M.A. Van Hove, Prog. Surf. Sci. 80 (1989) 201.

[7]

H. Ohtani, C.-T. Kao, M.A. Van Hove and G.A. Somorjai, Progr. Surf. Sci. 23 (1986) 155.

[8]

P. Jiang, F. Jona, and P.M. Marcus, Phys. Rev. B35 (1987) 7952.

[9]

D.R. Eisner and T.L. Einstein, Surf. Sci. Letters 286 (1993) L559.

[10]

D.P. Woodruff and T. A. Delchar, "Modern Techniques of Surface Science", Cambridge
University Press 1986.

[11]

J.F. Nicholas, "An Atlas of Models of Crystal Surfaces, Gordon and Breach, New York, 1965.
(out of print)

[12]

J.F. Nicholas in Landold-Boernstein, New Series, "Physics of Solid Surfaces, Subvolume a,
Structure", Vol. III/24a, Springer 1993.

Compilations of solved surface structures are provided by

#

[13]

J.M. McLaren, J.B. Pendry, P.J. Rous, D.K. Saldin, G.A. Somorjai, M.A. Van Hove and D.D.
Vvedensky "Surface Crystallographic Information Service (SCIS): A Handbook of Surface
Structures", Reidel Publishing (Dordrecht 1987), The Netherlands, or Kluwer Academic
Publishers Group, USA). This compilation lists structures only up to 1985 and is therefore
outdated.

[14]

P.R. Watson, "Critical Compilation of Surface Structures Determined By LEED Crystallography"
J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 16 (1987) 953.

[15]

P.R. Watson, "Critical Compilation of Surface Structures Determined By Ion Scattering
Compared with those from LEED Crystallography" J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 19 (1990) 85.

[16]

P.R. Watson, "Critical Compilation of Surface Structures Determined By SEXAFS Compared
with Those from LEED and Ion Scattering" J. Phys. Chem. Ref. Data 21 (1992) 123.
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[17]

P.R. Watson, M.A. Van Hove, and K. Hermann, "Atlas of Surface Structures", Vols. 1A,B, J. of
Phys. and Chem. Ref. Data, Monograph No. 5 (1994). This is the book form of SSD Version 1,
see below.

[18]

P.R. Watson, M.A. Van Hove, and K. Hermann, “NIST Surface Structure Database (SSD),
Standard Reference Database 42”, Software Version 5, 2003. This database is available for
PCs and represents the most recent electronic compilation of surface structures up to 2004. its
distribution has been discontinued as of 1020 and is replaced by the oSSD software by P.R.
Watson, M.A. Van Hove, and K. Hermann, see below. The oSSD database content is identical
with that of NIST SSD, Version 5.

To obtain further information and software copies:
[A]

Balsac
contact the author K. Hermann at hermann@FHI-Berlin.MPG.DE

[B]

SARCH/Latuse/Plot3D
contact either of the authors M. A. Van Hove at vanhove@associate.hkbu.edu.hk or K.
Hermann at hermann@FHI-Berlin.MPG.DE

[C]

SCIS
contact or order from D. Reidel Publ. Co., P.O. Box 17, NL-3300 AA Dordrecht, The Netherlands
or Kluwer Academic Publishers Group, USA;

[D]

oSSD
download free of charge at http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/KHsoftware/oSSD/index.html.
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Glossary

The following listing collects definitions and nomencalture used throughout this manual.
L-clicking

(Left-clicking) click the left mouse button once. This is sometimes also called
“clicking”

R-clicking

(Right-clicking) click the right mouse button once.

D-clicking

(Double-clicking) click the left mouse button twice in quick succession.

L-dragging

(Left-dragging) moving the mouse while keeping the left mouse button pressed.

particle

generic name a cluster/molecule or a lattice section.

"select menu A | B"

denotes the selection (by mous pointing or L-clicking) of menu B which is a
submenu of menu A.

"$Balsac"

generic name denoting the Balsac system directory.

"$dir"

generic name denoting the input file / working directory.

#
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About Balsac

The Balsac code (1991-2022) was developed by Klaus Hermann (Fritz-Haber-Institut, Berlin, Germany). Its
present Version 4 (2022) is copyright protected [(C) Copyright 1991-2022 Klaus Hermann. All Rights
Reserved.] and is distributed by Max-Planck-Innovation, the marketing company of the Max-Planck
Society, see General Information.
Date: December 21, 2022
The time stamp of the latest code compilation is shown as mm/dd/yyyy after R-clicking at the bottom
left of the Balsac Startup Window.
Please cite results/figures obtained with the help of Balsac as
“The visualization and analysis software Balsac, Version 4, (C) K. Hermann (FHI Berlin, 2022), was
used in the evaluation/visualization of the data; see also http://www.fhiberlin.mpg.de/KHsoftware/Balsac/index.html”.
or include a reference
“[Ref]

Balsac visualization and analysis software, Version 4, by K. Hermann (FHI), Berlin, 2022;
see also http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/KHsoftware/Balsac/index.html”.

For technical questions on Balsac please contact the author
Prof. Dr. Klaus Hermann
Fritz-Haber-Institut
Faradayweg 4-6
D-14195 Berlin (Germany)
Tel.: [+49] 30 8413 4812 Fax: [+49] 30 8413 5914
e-mail: hermann@FHI-Berlin.MPG.DE
http://www.fhi-berlin.mpg.de/acnew/department/pages/theorysupport.html
Valuable discussions with Michel A. Van Hove (Hong Kong Baptist University, ICTS) concerning scientific
and technical details of Balsac are greatly acknowledged.
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